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Preface

It is hard to believe that only 50 years ago liquid crystals were out of practical
applications and considered mostly as specific intermediate state of matter interest-
ing for basic science. Nobody could imagine that very soon they would replace
cathode-ray tubes and become the key players in display industry market. This
outstanding success was achieved mainly via an enthusiasm of physicists, chemists,
and engineers who not only studied unique properties of liquid crystals but also
thought about their optimization providing technical privileges of liquid crystal
devices.
It was realized rather soon that different physical properties played different roles

in the processing of liquid crystal devices. Some characteristics such as optical index
anisotropy or dielectric permittivity anisotropy were found to bemost important and
intensively studied. At the same time, a lot of viscoelastic parameters, except for the
Frank�s modules and a rotational viscosity coefficient, were considered to be of
minor importance. The situation has changed when new optical modes such as OCB
mode were proposed for display application. In this case, the switching (on and off)
times were found to be essentially shorter than those calculated via the use of the
rotational viscosity coefficient only. Such a decrease can be explained in terms of
‘‘backflow’’ effects arising due to an intrinsic connection between orientation and
flow.
This connection can be considered a fundamental property of liquid crystals. It is

responsible for a number of mechanooptical effects registered when liquid crystal
layers are disturbed by shear flows. Such phenomena open good prospects for the
elaboration of a new class of optical sensors, namely, liquid crystal sensors, showing
extremely high sensitivity to low-frequency mechanical disturbances.
In all cases mentioned above, detailed information on viscoelastic parameters is

needed to estimate technical characteristics of liquid crystal devices. Really, it is
available only for a few liquid crystal compounds and materials. The situation
becomes even more complicated at new applications of liquid crystals such as in
photonics where strong spatial confinement essentially modifies static and dynamic
behavior of liquid crystals. The near-surface layers of nanometer sizes show a very
specific rheological behavior such as extremely slow rotation of an easy axis induced
by strong fields. Such motion can be described in terms of specific viscoelastic
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parameters referred to as very complicated molecular processes at a boundary –

liquid crystal–solid.
In the opposite case of bulk samples, the traditional hydrodynamics of incom-

pressible nematics is not enough for describing phenomena arising from the
propagation of ultrasonic waves in liquid crystal media and additional viscoelastic
parameters such as anisotropic bulk elastic modules and bulk viscosities have to be
introduced. Determination and analysis of temperature (frequency) dependencies of
these parameters provide a unique opportunity to study critical dynamics at phase
transitions of different types.
The goal of this book, which can also be called ‘‘Practical Rheology of Liquid

Crystals,’’ is to summarize the available information on rheological behavior and
viscoelastic properties of liquid crystals interesting for practical applications. In
accordance with this aim, we will mostly focus on experimental methods of rheo-
logical investigations omitting the microscopic picture of phenomena under con-
sideration. The latter can be found in some brilliant books and reviewsmentioned in
the book. Except for phase transition problems, we restrict ourselves to nematics and
ferroelectric smectic C liquid crystals. These materials can be effectively controlled
by electric fields, which is of primary practical importance. We hope that this book
will stimulate the progress both in traditional display science and in prospective
nondisplay applications of liquid crystals such as photonics and sensors.

Sergey V. Pasechnik
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1
Introduction

This book was conceived as a continuation of the series devoted to the physics and
applications of liquid crystal devices [1–14]. The physical and electrooptical properties
of liquid crystals (LCs) were reviewed in books written by de Gennes [1], Chan-
drasekhar [2], de Jeu [3], Bahadur [4], and others [5–14]. The encyclopedia of LCs
collects articles on basic physical and chemical principles of LCs, as well as their
application strategies in displays, thermography, and some other fields [7]. Electro-
optical effects and their applications in LC devices were also discussed in books
written by Blinov and Chigrinov [6, 8], Wu [11, 13], and Khoo [14]. LC optics and LC
displays (LCDs)were discussed in bookswritten by Yeh [9], Lueder [10], andBoer [12].
A deeper understanding of the basic physics of liquid crystals, including their

chemical nature, macroscopic properties, and electrooptical effects, will be a con-
siderable help to acquaint with the already existing and new liquid crystal devices.
This book is oriented more toward the reader who not only like to be deeply engaged
in the theory or basic physics but also is interested in applications.
This book presents the original description of rheological viscous and elastic

properties of liquid crystals and shows the importance of these properties for
practical applications in display and nondisplay technologies. In general, liquid
crystals show quite complicated rheological behavior described in terms of a number
of specific anisotropic elastic and viscous coefficients. Even in the simplest case of
incompressible nematic liquid crystals, three elasticity curvature coefficients
(Frank�s modules) and five independent viscous-like parameters (Leslie coefficients)
have to be introduced to make a proper hydrodynamic description of a number of
electrooptical effects mostly used in applications. Additional viscous and elastic
parameters are needed to describe extremely complicated surface dynamics of liquid
crystals interacting with solids. In some specific applications, compressibility of
liquid crystals is important, so additional parameters such as anisotropic bulk
viscosity coefficients have to be taken into account.
The book will consider the physical nature of anisotropic viscoelasticity of liquid

crystalline media, experimental methods for determination of elastic and viscous
parameters important for practical applications, main directions for an optimization
of existing liquid crystal displays, and physical backgrounds for the application of
liquid crystals. Special attentionwill be paid to the properties and surface dynamics of
liquid crystals described in terms of additional viscoelastic parameters such as
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anchoring strength, surface viscosity, and �gliding� viscosity. We will consider some
theoretical models useful for understanding the complicated phenomena in the
vicinity of liquid crystal–solid boundary, including extremely slowmotion (gliding) of
an easy axis, which defines a boundary orientation of LCs. The experimentalmethods
and technique for the determination of viscous and elastic parameters of liquid
crystals will also be described. We will emphasize the most suitable and reliable
methods of viscosity measurements applied for studying newly synthesized liquid
crystalmaterials of a restricted amount. Special parts of the bookwill be devoted to the
display and photonics applications of liquid crystals where rheological properties play
a key role. We will present physical backgrounds for the application of liquid crystals
as sensors of mechanical perturbations (the sensors of pressure, acceleration,
inclination, vibrations, etc.). Most of them are based on the intrinsic connection
between shear flows and orientation of nematic liquid crystals. We will consider
different types of shear flows of liquid crystals and will present linear hydrodynamic
models adopted for a description of such devices. The role of viscous and elastic
parameters for the optimization of the parameters of LC sensors will be analyzed in
detail. We will also consider nonlinear phenomena in shear flows of liquid crystals
essential for practical applications. The possibility of detecting and visualization of
high-frequency acoustic fields via liquid crystals will also be discussed.
The problems of studying surface dynamics and determination of viscoelastic

parameters responsible for fast and slow orientational motions will be highlighted.
The aimof this book is to present theways of optimization of liquid crystal displays by
a proper choice of viscoelastic characteristics. We will focus on new types of displays
where surface anchoring and surface dynamics play a key role.
We will pay special attention to describe in detail the original results obtained by

the authors. For example, we will discuss the advantages of new experimental
methods for shear viscosity measurements, the problem of optimization of visco-
elastic properties formodern display applications, the physical backgrounds of liquid
crystal sensors, the usage of ultrasound in rheological investigations, and applica-
tions of liquid crystals.
After the �Introduction,� which is the first chapter of this book, we will come to

Chapter 2, which is devoted to basic physical properties of LCs, such as structure and
symmetry of LCs, phase transitions, and mixture preparations. Dielectric, optical,
and viscoelastic properties of LCs are reviewed in this chapter, taking into account
their relationship with the molecular structure and mixture content. Chapter 2 also
considers the surface phenomena and cell preparations, strong and weak anchoring
conditions, and the behavior of liquid crystals in magnetic and electric fields.
Chapter 3 describes anisotropic LCflows.Very complicated rheological behavior in

Couette and Poiseuille LC shear flows results in a number of linear and nonlinear
phenomena that have no analogues in isotropic liquids.
The optical response of LC channel at low frequencies strongly depends on LC

layer thickness and boundary conditions and can be effectively controlled via electric
fields, which is a key factor for LC sensor applications. Both steady LC flow regimes
and flow instabilities will be considered in this chapter as key factors for LC
applications as sensors and microfluid detection.
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Ultrasonic methods and techniques especially developed for the characterization
of LC elastic and viscous parameters are listed in Chapter 4. In particular, we have
shown that such an important LC parameter as rotational viscosity coefficient can be
easily extracted fromLCultrasonic data in experiments with rotatingmagnetic fields.
We have also discussed ultrasonic methods as a unique tool for studying critical
dynamics of liquid crystals at phase transitions of different types, including strongly
confined systems.
Chapter 5 includes a review of experimental methods of determination of

viscoelastic parameters of liquid crystals. This chapter also summarizes a very
complicated behavior of LCs in near-surface layers in terms of a restricted number
of parameters such as an easy axis, a surface director, an anchoring strength, and a
surface viscosity. Contrary to the case of viscoelastic properties in bulk samples,
these parameters reflect the interaction between LC and solid substrate. A photo-
alignment technique is shown to be very effective for surface patterning with well-
defined anchoring properties, which is of great practical importance. Various
experimental techniques used for measuring anchoring strength such as field-off
and field-on techniques are studied in detail. Near-surface layers of liquid crystals
with a specific surface dynamics, such as bulk, surface, and gliding switching, are
also studied.
Chapter 6 is devoted to optimal rheological properties of liquid crystals for

applications in displays and photonics. We provide a general insight into various
electroopticalmodes in LCswith the purpose of explaining (i) the basic characteristics
of the effects and their dependence on LC physical parameters and (ii) correlation of
the LC rheological properties (elastic and viscosity constants, dielectric and optical
anisotropy, type of LC alignment, and surface energy) with the application require-
ments. We consider in this chapter both active matrix (AM) and passive matrix (PM)
LCD applications. Low power consumption LCD with memory effects is also
highlighted. Finally, we will pay a special attention to a new trend of LC development
in photonics: passive optical elements for fiber optical communication systems
(DWDM components).
Extremely high sensitivity of nematic layers to the action of steady and low-

frequency flows induced by a pressure gradient, which is very attractive for sensor
applications, is considered inChapter 7. The stabilizing electricfields are shown to be
very effective for the optimization of technical characteristics (threshold sensitivity,
dynamic range, and operating times) of LC sensors. A number of pressure gradient
LC sensors (differential pressure sensors, sensors of acceleration, vibrations, incli-
nation, and liquid and gas flows) are proposed. We have shown that LC sensors are
most effective for registration of steady or low-frequency mechanical perturbations,
as well as for registration, visualization, and mapping of ultrasonic fields.

The principal aims of the book are:
. to describe the practically important rheological properties of liquid crystals and
preparation of liquid crystal cells most important for applications;

. to summarize the basic methods of the experimental determination of LC basic
rheological parameters such as elastic and viscosity coefficients;
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. to enlist LC surface interactions in terms of bulk, surface, and gliding switching as
well as measurement methods for such important LC surface parameters as polar
and azimuthal anchoring energy, surface, and gliding viscosity;

. to show how to control the liquid crystal behavior in electric andmagnetic fields by
varying its macroscopic rheological physical parameters and cell geometry;

. to compare various liquid crystal applications in displays and photonics dependent
on LC rheological parameters and cell geometry;

. to present the original results of the authors in LC flow dynamics, acoustical LC
phenomena, ultrasonic techniques, and LC sensors.

The book is intended for a wide range of engineers, scientists, and managers who
are willing to understand the physical backgrounds of LC usage in modern display
industry and nondisplay applications of liquid crystals as sensors of mechanical
perturbations and as active optical elements, such asmodulators, shutters, switchers,
and so on. The book would be useful for students and university researchers, who
specialize in the condensed matter physics and LC device development.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no books, and only a few reviews and book

chapters devoted to some of the problems under considerations are available; so, we
believe that our book would be of considerable interest to a relatively wider audience.
The authors are very grateful to E.P. Pozhidaev, V.M. Kozenkov, D.A. Yakovlev,

A.Murauski,A.Muravsky,O.Yaroshchuk,A.Kiselev,S.Valyukh, J.Ho,X.Li,D.Huang,
P. Xu, T. Du, G. Hegde, V.A. Balandin, V.A. Tsvetkov, V.I. Kireev, S.G. Ezhov, E.V.
Gevorkjan, A.N. Larionov, V.I. Prokopjev, A.S. Kashitsin, E.V. Gurovich, A.V. Torch-
inskaya, G.I. Maksimochkin, A.G. Maksimochkin, A.V. Dubtsov, V.A. Aleshin, B.A.
Shustrov, I.Sh. Nasibullayev, and A.P. Krekhov who have contributed greatly to our
research program.We also owe much gratitude to H.S. Kwok, H. Takatsu, H. Takada,
H.Hasebe,M.Schadt,A.S. Lagunov,D.L.Bogdanov, E.I. Kats,V.V. Lebedev, L.Kramer,
S. Kralj, and N.V. Usol�tseva for the important information and many useful
discussions.
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2
Physical Backgrounds for Practical Applications
of Liquid Crystals

This chapter is devoted to basic physical properties of liquid crystals (LCs), such as
structure and symmetry of LCs, phase transitions, and mixture preparations.
Dielectric, optical, and viscoelastic properties of LCs are reviewed, taking into account
their relationship with themolecular structure andmixture content.We consider the
surface phenomena and cell preparations, strong and weak anchoring conditions,
and the behavior of liquid crystals in magnetic and electric fields.

2.1
Anisotropy of Physical Properties of Liquid Crystals

Liquid crystals are fluids in which there occurs a certain order in the arrangement of
molecules. As a result, there is an anisotropy in the mechanical, electrical, magnetic,
and optical properties. The basis of themajority of specific liquid crystal electrooptical
effects is found in the reorientation of the director (the axis of preferred molecular
locations) in the macroscopic volume of the material under the influence of an
external applied field. Anisotropy of the electrical properties of the medium (of the
dielectric susceptibility and the electrical conductivity) is the origin of reorientation,
whereas the dynamics of the process also depends on the viscoelastic properties and
the initial orientation of the director of themesophase relative to the field. The optical
properties of the medium, its local optical anisotropy, are changed as a result of this
reorientation of the director (occurring either locally or throughout the sample) in the
all known electrooptic effects. We shall provide a description of the chemical
structure and physical properties of liquid crystals, which are important for
applications.

2.1.1
Liquid Crystal Molecules and Phases

Molecules of a specific shape form liquid crystalline phases. Themost typical are rod-
like molecules or rod-like molecular aggregates, which give rise to conventional
nematic and smectic phases. Conventional nematic liquid crystals formed by rod-like
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molecules constitute a uniaxial medium, with nonpolar symmetry. The constituent
molecules rotate (freely or hindered) around both their short and long axes.
A typical structure of the nematic rod-like molecule is shown in Figure 2.1. It

consists of the two (less three or four) ring systems (B, B), sometimes with lateral
substituents (D,D), and a linking groupC between them. The groups A andA are the
terminal groups (tails of the molecules).
Common structures of themolecular compounds, used for twist nematic (TN) and

supertwist nematic (STN) liquid crystal displays (LCDs), as well as fluorinated ones,
typical for active matrix (AM) LCD applications, are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3,
respectively.

Figure 2.1 Typical rod-like structures of nematic LC molecules.

Figure 2.2 The structures of LC compounds for twisted nematic
and supertwisted nematic display applications. The typical
terminal group R¼CnH2nþ 1, where n¼ 3, 5, 7 [1].

A long-range orientation order and the randomdisposition of the centers of gravity
in individual molecules characterize nematic liquid crystals. The degree of the
orientation order is characterized by the order parameter

S ¼ 1
2
h3 cos2q�1i; ð2:1Þ
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where q is the angle between the axis of an individualmolecule and the director of the
liquid crystal, and the average is taken over the complete ensemble. In a perfect
crystal, S¼ 1 or S¼�1/2, whereas in the isotropic phase, S¼ 0. For nematics, S can
take, in principle, all possible values: 1� S��1/2. However, for all known nematic
phases formed by rod-like molecules, the order parameter is positive (negative order
parameter would correspond to a nearly perpendicular location of molecular axes
with respect to the director).
In principle, one compound may form several liquid crystal phases, the

structure of which is defined by molecular shape (in particular, by molecular
symmetry). Being displayed as a function of thermodynamic parameters such as
temperature, pressure, or composition, various phases are separated from each
other by phase transition lines. If a series of phase transitions in a liquid crystal
occur over a temperature range, the mesophases are called thermotropic. It is also
possible for mesophases to be formed from isotropic solutions of certain
materials during the increase of their concentration in a suitable solvent. Such
mesophases are termed lyotropic. The nematic (N) phase corresponds to the
order parameter S� 0.7–0.8, which comes to zero in the isotropic (I) phase: S¼ 0.
The temperature of the phase transition between N phase and I phase is called a
�clearing point.�
In a nematic phase, the molecules are statistically oriented along a certain

preferred axis n called director (Figure 2.4a). The director orientation may change
in space, but the characteristic distance of its variation is much longer than a
molecular dimension. By external influence (e.g., through suitable treatment of the
walls containing the sample), it is possible to create a uniform orientation of the

Figure 2.3 Typical structures of fluorinated nematic LC used for active matrix LCD [1].
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molecular axes throughout the sample, thus obtaining a liquid monocrystal or
monodomain sample.
Smectic mesophases are characterized by both the orientation and the positional

order. All of them have a lamellar structure. In smectic phases, the liquid crystal
molecules are arranged in layers with an average thickness d (Figure 2.4b), which is
comparable to a molecular length. The layers can slide freely with respect to each
other. In case the molecules are more or less perpendicular to the layer normal, the
liquid crystal phase is called smectic A (Figure 2.4b). Optically, the smectic A
mesophase, like the nematic one, is uniaxial with the optical axis direction coinciding
with the director. If themolecules form a certain angle with a layer normal, the liquid
crystal phase is recognized as smectic C, chiral or nonchiral depending on whether
the rotation with respect to the normal of the molecules in neighboring layers exists
or not (Figure 2.4c). On the temperature scale, smectic C phase is usually located
lower than smectic Aphase. The A–C phase transition is of a continuous type, that is,
of the second order.
When molecules are chiral, that is, they do not possess the mirror symmetry, a

variety of chiralmesophases can be observed.One of the examples of these structures
called cholesteric or chiral nematic phase is shown in Figure 2.4d. Cholesteric liquid
crystals are formed by optically activemolecules and are characterized by the fact that

Figure 2.4 Symmetry of LC phases: (a) nematic, (b) smectic A, (c) smectic C, and (d) cholesteric.
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the direction of the long molecular axes in each successive �layer� (made up of
molecules that are oriented in parallel and moving freely in two directions) forms a
given angle with the direction of the axes of molecules in the preceding layer. In this
way, a helix is formed whose pitch (P0) depends on the nature of the molecules
(Figure 2.4d). Corresponding to the pitch P0, the axis of orientation of the molecules
(the director) rotates through an angle 2p.
Locally, like nematics, cholesterics are uniaxial. On the macroscopic scale, due to

averaging, the helical structure is also uniaxial, the optical axis coinciding with the
helical axis, which is always perpendicular to local (nematic) optical axes. Under a
microscope, cholesterics can show the focal conic or fingerprint textures. When the
helical axis is perpendicular to limiting glasses, the uniformly colored planar texture
is observed. The color depends on the relative value of the pitch P with respect to a
light wavelength.
Disk-like molecules form the so-called columnar mesophase (Figure 2.5). This

phase is formed in materials with approximately disk-shaped molecules. The disks
are packed together in columns, although their arrangement within an individual
column can be either ordered or random. The columns themselves can be grouped
into hexagonal or orthogonal lattices. As a rule, such a phase is optically uniaxial and
negative. The optical axis coincides with the director n.
The chiral smectic C phase is formed by optically active molecules, which, in

their racemic form, give rise to the conventional smectic C phase. The local
symmetry of theCphase (C) is polar, since the plane of themolecular tilt (Figure 2.6)
is no longer a mirror plane. Thus, the spontaneous polarization is allowed parallel
to the layers. In the smectic C phase, each successive layer is rotated through a
certain angle relative to the preceding one so that a twisted structure with the pitch
P0 is formed (Figure 2.6). The period of repetition of the physical properties in the C
phase coincides with P0. A classical example of the smectic C phase, which exhibits
ferroelectric properties, is D (or L)-p-decyloxybenzylidene-p0-amino-2-methylbutyl
cinnamate (DOBAMBC) (Figure 2.6). Structural classification of thermotropic
liquid crystals that are most important for applications is provided in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.5 Disk-like liquid crystal.
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2.1.2
Nonliquid Crystal Compounds

The important nonliquid crystal compounds are chiral and polar additives, which are
used to dope the LC material to get highly twisted or polar structures. According to
general assumptions, the chiral molecule twists its nearest surroundings, thus
inducing the helical rotation in the LC cell with a pitch P0 inversely proportional

Figure 2.6 Structure and molecular arrangement of a chiral smectic C phase [1].

Table 2.1 Structural classification of thermotropic liquid crystals [1].a

Phase type Notation Structure

Nematic N Molecules are statistically oriented along a certain preferred
axis n called director (Figure 2.4a)
The symmetry is not changed by the substitution
n)�n (nematic is nonpolar in the bulk)

Chiral nematic or
cholesteric

Ch or Nb The axis of orientation of the molecules (the director) rotates
through an angle 2p over the distance equal to the helix pitchP0

Smectic A SmA Molecules are arranged in layers perpendicular to the layer
normal

Smectic C SmC Molecules are arranged in layers oblique to the layer normal
Chiral smectic C SmCb Molecules are arranged in layers oblique to the layer normal

and rotatedwith respect to the layer normalwith a period (pitch
P0). The existence of the spontaneous polarization is possible
parallel to the layers

aThe most interesting applications for liquid crystal phases are included.
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to the concentration c of the chiral additive.Compounds givenbeloware the examples
of the left-handed and right-handed chiral dopants, respectively [1]:

or

Here, the odd–even effect for chirality mentioned in the previous paragraph is used.
Very good results are obtained, using chiral dopants, based on terphenyl deriva-

tives with the structure [2]

where R is the optically active substituent of the following type:

or

Other very useful compounds are used to form aligning layers for LCDs [1, 2].
The aligning layers must satisfy the following requirements: (i) thermal stability;
(ii) solubility in suitable solvents; (iii) resistance to solubility in the LC material;
(iv) proper adhesion to the substrate; (v) ability to withstand the high local temper-
ature and mechanical effects of the rubbing or buffing process; and (vi) ability to
enable the LC molecules to form pretilt angle on the substrates, which does not
degrade at high temperatures. The typical substances used for the aligning layers are
polyimide (PI) (Figure 2.7a) or polyvinyl alcohol (Figure 2.7b) polymers. Tomake the
pretilt angles, sometimes the latter are doped with surfactants (Figure 2.7c).
Recently, the new �photoaligning� technique was introduced [3]. Typical materials

for this nonrubbing method of the phototreatment of the substrates are dyes, dyes
embedded into polymers, or pure photopolymer films, also called linear photopoly-
mer (LPP) films. One example of LPP films is shown in Figure 2.7d.
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2.1.3
Typical Methods of Liquid Crystal Material Preparation for Various Applications

The best liquid crystalline materials for displays are, as a rule, multicomponent
mixtures with a wide temperature range of operation. The general principle of
constructing liquid crystalline materials for electrooptical applications is to compose
multicomponent mixtures satisfying a set of necessary requirements. The require-
ments are varied for different applications. For example, mixtures for high infor-
mative displays must have a specially tailored ratio of elastic moduli but not an
extremely high value of the dielectric anisotropy. On the contrary,materials operating
at very low voltages (e.g., in image transformers based on semiconductor–liquid
crystal structures) require very high values of dielectric anisotropy (for nematics) or
high spontaneous polarization (for ferroelectric smectics).However, there are several
common requirements for all materials. These are:

. chemical and photochemical stability;

. wide temperature range of operation;

. low viscosity;

. optimized electric and optical parameters;

. ability to be oriented by solid substrates.

Figure 2.7 Typical liquid crystal aligning materials [1].
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In fact, the problem of stability has been solved at least for nematic materials. The
majority of compounds mentioned above are chemically stable.
In order to have low viscosity and optimized electric and optical parameters, we

have to carefully choose compounds from the corresponding chemical classes. For
instance, low viscosity and low optical anisotropy are typical of cyclohexane
derivatives, and the cyano substituent provides high dielectric anisotropy. Low
melting point is achieved by composing eutectic mixtures as already discussed. In
this case, the odd–even effect ought to be taken into account. To increase the
clearing point, one has to dope a mixture with a substance having very high
transition temperature to the isotropic phase.
This approach can be illustrated with an example of wide temperature range

material ZLI-1565 worked out by �Merck.� It consists of six components [1, 2]
(Table 2.2). First two components provide the necessary value of the dielectric
anisotropy, the next two are introduced to decrease melting point and viscosity, and
the third pair increases the clearing point. As a result, themixture has the temperature
operating range from �20 to þ 85 �C, viscosity 19 cP (at 20 �C), dielectric anisotropy
De� 5–6, and optical anisotropy Dn� 0.13.
A special strategy has been developed for composing ferroelectric mixtures. Such

materials are based on chiral dipolar compounds that form the smectic C phase. The
chemical synthesis of such compounds is extremely difficult. However, the problem
can be solved step-by-step: an achiral smectic Cmatrix with awide temperature range

Table 2.2 Wide temperature range material [1].

No. Component Weight percentage

1. 17%

2. 23%

3. 16%

4. 12%

5. 22%

6. 10%
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may be worked out separately and then doped with a chiral dipolar additive (the
chirality and dipole moment cannot be decoupled from each other as discussed).
An example of such a mixture that consists of eight components was described in

Ref. [1]. A smectic C matrix contains five pyrimidine compounds with the general
formula

whereR¼C12H25 (8.4mol%),C10H21 (8.4mol%), C8H7 (4.6mol%),C6H13 (13.7mol
%), and C4H9 (15.2 mol%), and 16.7 mol% of the compound

which reduces the viscosity of the material.
The two chiral dopants with a complicated chemical structure not provided here

play different roles. The first induces strong spontaneous polarization (19.7%), while
the second compensates for undesirable helical structure (1.5%).
As a result, the mixture with a wide range (�7.2 to 71.6 �C) of the chiral smectic C

ferroelectric phase was developed. The value of the spontaneous polarization is fairly
high (41 nC/cm2 at 25 �C).
The parameters of the liquid crystal mixtures for active matrix addressing

applications include their high purity, which correlates with the value of the electrical
conductivity (s< 10�12 to 10�14W�1 cm�1), and a sufficiently high dielectric an-
isotropy to enable the proper values of the controlling voltages. The best way to fit all
these requirements is to use fluorinated compounds, shown in Figure 2.3.

2.1.4
Basic Physical Properties

We will describe the most important physical parameters, which mainly determine
electrooptic behavior of liquid crystal cells. According to existing phenomenological
theories, we first

(1) introduce these parameters, then
(2) illustrate their dependence on the concrete molecular structure and
(3) show how to measure them and to develop new liquid crystalline mixtures,

having optimal values for them.

We should note that because all the physical properties of the final mixture are
interconnected and defined by the molecular structure of the components, it is
impossible to arbitrarily change one liquid crystal parameter without affecting the
others. This is why developing a new liquid crystal material is a delicate job, the path
of certain compromises. The problem seems to be even more complicated because
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the list of parameters, required for application control, is not limited to the physical
properties considered in this section. However, a detailed description of quality
estimations of the materials is beyond the framework of this book. Sometimes, this
control is even considered as the �know-how� of the producer.

2.1.4.1 Dielectric Properties
Pure organic liquids are not only dielectrics (s¼ 0) but also diamagnetics, so that the
magnetic susceptibility m¼ 1 þ 4pc� 1, while the absorption index n2¼me� 1.
The value of the dielectric permittivity at optical frequencies (e (w)/)¼ n2) is

determined by the average deformation (electronic and atomic) polarizabilities of the
molecule (hgEi) through the Lorenz–Lorentz equation

n2�1
n2 þ 1

¼ 4p
3

r
m
NAhgEi; ð2:2Þ

where r is the density of the substance,m is the molecular mass,NA is the Avogadro
number, and hgEi is the average polarizability in the electric field E.
The value of e at low frequencies (the static dielectric permittivity) is determined in

the simplest case by the Clausius–Mosotti equation

e�1
eþ 2

¼ 4p
3

r
m
NA hgEiþ m2

3kBT

� �
; ð2:3Þ

wherem2/3kBT is the orientation component of the average static polarizability, which
depends upon the size of the dipole moment m of themolecule. Figure 2.8 shows the
variation with frequency of the dielectric permittivity for liquids with polar (curve 1)
and nonpolar (curve 2) molecules.
From this must be determined the frequency fD of its decrease or the correspond-

ing relaxation time tD. The possibility of describing the relaxation of the dielectric
permittivity in terms of a single time constant is based on Debye hypothesis
regarding the exponential relationship governing its return to equilibrium in a
constant external field (generally, this is not always satisfied). Based on the general
theory of the linear response of the dielectric medium in an external field, in which a

Figure 2.8 Frequency dependence of dielectric permittivities for
liquid with polar (curve 1) and nonpolar (curve 2) molecules.
Dielectric losses are also shown [1].
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complex dielectric permittivity describes the phase lag between the displacement
D¼ e�E and the external field E in the dispersion region of orientation polarizability,
Debye�s phenomenological equations for the frequency dependence of the dielectric
permittivity can be obtained:

e�ðwÞ�eð1Þ ¼ eð0Þ�eð1Þ
1�iwtD

; ð2:4Þ

where the real e0 and imaginary e00 parts of the complex dielectric permittivity e� are
given by

e0 ¼ eð1Þþ eð0Þ�eð1Þ
1þw2t2D

;

e00 ¼ ½eð0Þ�eð1Þ�wtD
1þw2t2D

:

ð2:5Þ

The dielectric losses are determined as follows:

tanj ¼ e00

e0�eð1Þ ¼ wtD: ð2:6Þ

Thus, Equation 2.6 describes the curve in Figure 2.8, which represents the frequency
dependence of the real component of e� (the pure dielectric component), and the
characteristic frequency fD¼w/2p¼ (2ptD)�1. The frequency dependence of the
dielectric losses, that is, the imaginary part of e�, is also shown in Figure 2.8. These
dielectric losses give rise to an active component of the electric current even in a
purely insulatingmediumwhere there are no free charge carriers. Themagnitude of
the electrical conductivity caused by dielectric losses is provided by the relationship
sD¼ e00w/4p, so that the expression for the complex dielectric permittivity can also be
written as

e� ¼ eþ i4p
sD

w
: ð2:7Þ

The frequency dependence of the average dielectric constant measured parallel to
the long molecular axis ejj is a characteristic of nematic liquid crystals as it
corresponds to the polarization contribution related to the molecules� rotation along
their short axes. The average dielectric constant perpendicular to the molecular axis
e?, on the contrary, is almost independent in this frequency range as the charac-
teristic times of the molecular rotations along a long axis are several orders of
magnitude shorter.
A particularly interesting case occurs when the static value of ejj exceeds that of e?.

In this case, as a result of the low-frequency dispersion in ejj at a certain frequency f0, a
change in the signof the dielectric anisotropy of thenematic liquid crystalDe¼ ejj � e?
can occur. Sometimes, this frequency is low, particularly in the case of nematic liquid
crystals that are formedof long three-ringedmolecules, for example, phenylbenzoates,
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where the barriers to rotation of the molecules around the short axes are particularly
high [4]:

R1¼nC4H9, R2¼CH3O

Thus, in the binary mixture of these compounds we find f0� 20 kHz at 60 �C
(Figure 2.9). The dielectric sign inversion frequency f strongly depends on temper-
ature [1, 2, 4]:

f0 � exp � E0

kBT

� �
; ð2:8Þ

where E0 is the corresponding activation energy. Both the values of f0 and E0 are
defined by the value of the orientational order parameter and its temperature
dependence, thus depend on the molecular structure of components in a liquid
crystal mixture.
Static values of dielectric constants ejj and e? are functions of liquid crystal

orientational order S, the angle b between the point molecular dipole and the axis
of the maximum polarizability of the molecule, the average molecular polarizability
hgEi ¼ ðgEjj þ 2gE?Þ=3, and its anisotropy DgE ¼ gEjj�gE?.
In the framework of this theory, the liquid crystal dielectric anisotropy takes the

form [2, 4]

De ¼ ejj�e? ¼ 4pr
M

NAhF DgE�F
m2

2kBT
ð1�3 cos2 bÞ

� �
S; ð2:9Þ

where h and Fare taken from the Onsager relationships valid for isotropic dielectrics
as functions of the average dielectric constant hei¼ (ejj þ 2e?)/3 and cavity volume
a3¼ 3(m/4p)NAr only. Thus, according to (2.9) the temperature dependence of the

Figure 2.9 Frequency relaxation of the dielectric constant ek;
f0 is the dielectric inversion frequency [4].
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dielectric anisotropy De is defined only by the temperature dependence of the order
parameter S(T) (Figure 2.10).
In case of isotropic liquid with polar molecules (S¼ 0, m 6¼ 0), the well-known

Onsager equation applies:

eis ¼ 4pr
M

NAhF hgEiþF
m2

3kBT

� �
: ð2:10Þ

In view of this, for nematic liquid crystals with molecules that have a large
longitudinal dipolemomentwe haveDe> 0, in good agreementwith the experiment.
Figure 2.10 shows the temperature dependence of the ejj and e? components of two
nematic liquid crystals [2]. In the first example, 4-butoxybenzilidene-40-cyanoaniline,
the molecules have a large (about 4–5 D) longitudinal dipole moment.

In the second example, 4-ethoxy-40-hexyloxy-cyanostilbene, the dipole moment is
approximately of the same size (because of the nitrile group), but it is directed almost
normal to the long axis of the molecule.

In the first case, the dielectric anisotropy is positive (De� 18, T¼ 80 �C), but in the
second case it is negative (De��5, T¼ 60 �C).

Figure 2.10 Temperature dependence of liquid crystal dielectric
constants with positive (above) and negative (below) values of
dielectric anisotropy De¼ ek� e?; eis is isotropic value of the
dielectric constant.
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In liquid crystalline mixtures, the following �additivity law� for the effective value
of dielectric anisotropy is valid [1]:

Demix ¼
X

i
CiDei; ð2:11Þ

where Ci is molar fraction of the ith mixture component, taken at the reduced
temperature t¼ (TNI�T )/TNI (TNI is the nematic to isotropic transition tempera-
ture). According to experiment, the additivity law holds for both weak polar and
strong polar mixtures of liquid crystal compounds.
To obtain the desirable value of the dielectric anisotropy in a liquid crystalline

material, the so-called high dipole additives are often used that possess large dipole
molecular moment parallel or perpendicular to the long molecular axis. Here, two
examples of such additives are given [1]:

De¼þ 50

De¼�25

In the first compound, themolecular fragments COO, CN, and Fall contribute to the
longitudinal dipole moment. In the second compound, two CN groups in the lateral
position create a strong dipole moment perpendicular to the long molecular axis. By
using high dipole additives, it is possible to develop liquid crystal mixtures with wide
variation of De values (from �5 to þ 25 or even wider), required for practical
applications.

2.1.4.2 Optical Anisotropy
If we consider the behavior of uniaxial liquid crystals at optical frequencies
(w	wD� 1010 s�1), the orientation polarization component will not enter into the
discussion. A contribution to the electric polarizability of liquid crystal molecules gEjj
and gE? at optical frequencies is made only by the electronic and atomic parts. As a
result, both parts of the complex refractive index (i.e., the refractive index n and the
absorption coefficient k) become anisotropic and each has two principal components
(njj, n? and kjj, k?).
Typical temperature dependences of the principal refractive indices for three

nematic liquid crystals are given in Figure 2.11 [2]. According to (2.9), the optical
anisotropy Dn(T)¼ njj(T)� n?(T) temperature variation is proportional to that of the
order parameter S(T).
The average value of the refractive indices in the nematic phase is given by the

relationship

hn2i ¼ 1
3
ðn2jj þ 2n2?Þ; ð2:12Þ
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with the value hn2i1/2 differing from the refractive index nis in the isotropic phase
because of the temperature dependence of thematerial density. This is due to the fact
that average electrical polarizability of the molecules (as well as its components) is
independent of temperature. In Figure 2.11, attention is drawn to the marked
difference in the value of the refractive indices for the three materials. This is related
to the differences in their molecular polarizability. In accordance with quantum
mechanical theory of dispersion, the polarizability of molecule in the ground state
(index 0) at frequency w is proportional to the following sum over all possible
quantum transitions from this state to higher states (k):

a �
X

k

f0k
w2
0k�w2

; ð2:13Þ

where f0k andw0k are the oscillator strength and the frequency, respectively, of (0) k)
transitions. If oscillator strengths of transitions to the higher levels are approximately
the same, then the longest wavelength transitions will make the largest contribution
to the polarizability of the molecule at a given frequency, since in this case the
denominator of Equation 2.13 takes its smallest value. In the series of liquid crystal
molecules with different linking or bridging groups (see Figure 2.1), the long-wave
absorption band is noticeably displaced to the short-wave region of the spectrum
because of the degree of conjugation in the linkage:

Figure 2.11 Typical dependencies of principal refractive indices nk
(curves 1, 3, and 5) and n? (curves 2, 4, and 6) for the three liquid
crystals with different degrees of conjugation in the linkage groups.
In many respects, a practical realization of oscillating flows seems
to be easier than the analogous problem for the case of stationary
flows described above [1, 23, 28, 32, 42, 52].
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Thus, the average polarizabilities of the corresponding liquid crystal molecules
decrease (Figure 2.11), andmoreover, the frequency dispersion of the refractive index
decreases in the same order in agreement with Equation 2.13 (Figure 2.12).
In cyclohexanecarboxylic acids, the longest wavelength absorption bands are in the

far-ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Therefore, the optical anisotropy of these
compounds is small (Dn� 0.05), and only a small dispersion of the refractive indices
is observed.
According to (2.9), the optical anisotropy Dn¼ njj � n? is completely defined by

the anisotropy of polarizability, measured parallel and perpendicular to the long
molecular axis.

The values of optical anisotropy Dn increase [1, 2]

(i) with the elongation of the conjugation chain parallel to the long molecular
axis;

(ii) by replacing saturated aromatic rings with the unsaturated ones;
(iii) by shortening the alkyl chain of the endmolecular groups in homologue series in

the form of even–odd alternation;
(iv) by increasing the values of the order parameter S(2.9).

Dependence of Dn on the molecular structure could be illustrated by Table 2.3.
Optical anisotropy of liquid crystal mixtures obeys the additivity rule for refrac-

tions:

1
r
n2�1
n2 þ 1

� �
mix

¼
X

i
Ci

1
r
n2�1
n2 þ 1

� �
i
; ð2:14Þ

where Ci is a molar fraction of ith component in the mixture. The validity of (3.14) is
confirmed in experiment even for different chemical classes both for n¼ njj and for
n¼ n?.

Figure 2.12 Dispersion of the refractive indicesnk (2, 4) andn? for
various wavelengths. The two liquid crystals have the conjugation
links COO (1, 2) and N2O (3, 4) with the structures shown
above [1, 2].
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2.1.4.3 Viscoelastic Properties
The viscoelastic properties of liquid crystals are very important andmainly determine
the behavior of liquid crystals in external electric fields, defining such characteristics
as controlling voltages, steepness of the transmission–voltage curve, response times,
and so on.

We shall

(i) briefly outline the main definitions of the viscoelastic characterization of liquid
crystals;

(ii) show the dependence of viscoelastic constants of nematic liquid crystals on the
structure and temperature; and

(iii) discuss certain ideas how to develop new liquid crystal mixtures with given
viscoelastic parameters.

We shall also describe the main methods for measurements of these parameters.

2.1.4.4 Elasticity
The basic difference between deformations in a liquid crystal and in a solid is that in
liquid crystals there is no translational displacement of molecules on distortion of a
sample. This is due to �slippage� between liquid layers. Apurely shear deformation of
a liquid crystal conserves elastic energy. The elasticity of an isotropic liquid is related
to changes in density. In liquid crystals, variations in density can also be characterized
by a suitable modulus, but the elasticity that is related to the local variation in the
orientation of the director is their principal characteristic.

Table 2.3 Optical anisotropy correlation with the molecular structure
of nematic liquid crystals [1]a.

Physical mechanism Molecular structure Optical anisotropy

(i)

R¼OCH3 0.26
R¼C4H9 0.21

(ii)

0.16

0.09

0.06

aMeasurements were made at the wavelength l¼ 589 nm.
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In the description of elasticity of a nematic liquid crystal, the following assump-
tions are made:

1. Director n reorients smoothly compared to the molecular dimension of a liquid
crystal. Thus, we may conclude that the order parameter S remains constant
throughout thewhole volumeof a liquid crystal at afixed temperatureT, while only
director field n varies in accordance with external electric (or some other) fields.

2. The only curvature strains of the director field, which must be considered,
correspond to the splay, bend, and twist distortions (Figure 2.13). Other types
of deformation either do not change the elastic energy (e.g., above-mentioned
pure shears) or are forbidden due to the symmetry. In nematic liquid crystals, the
cylindrical symmetry of the structure as well as the absence of polarity (head to tail
symmetry) must be taken into account.

3. Following theHooke�s law, only squares of the director deformations are included
into the expression for the free energy.

In view of these assumptions, the density of the free volume elastic energy of
nematic liquid crystal could be written as

g ¼ 1
2

K11ðdiv nÞ2 þK22ðn curl nÞ2 þK33ðn
 curl nÞ2
h i

: ð2:15Þ

Equation 2.15 forms the basis for examining almost all electrooptical and magne-
tooptical phenomena in nematic liquid crystals. The first term in (2.15) describes the
S deformation (splay), the second term describes the Tdeformation (twist), and the
third term describes the B deformation (bend). These three types of deformation are
illustrated in Figure 2.13. Three elastic modules K11, K22, and K33 in (2.15) charac-
terize the corresponding values of the elastic energies.
In cholesteric (or chiral nematic) liquid crystals, the situation is very close to usual

nematics. However, due to the chirality of the molecules, the lowest state of elastic
energy in cholesterics does no longer correspond to the uniform director orientation

Figure 2.13 Basic types of liquid crystal deformations:
(a) S deformation (splay), (b) B deformation (bend), and
(c) T deformation (twist) [1].
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but to the twisted one with a pitch P0¼ 2p/q0, where q0 is the wave vector of a
cholesteric. Thus, for cholesterics the second term in expression (2.15) must be
rewritten as

K22ðn curl nÞ2YKðn curl nþ q0Þ2; ð2:16Þ
where the positive and negative q0 values correspond to the left- and right-handed
helices, respectively.
The theory of elasticity of smectic liquid crystals has its own features. Deforma-

tions related to a change in the spacing between the layers are common to all smectic
phases. The deformations are, in general, not related to a change in director
orientation, and here an additional modulus of elasticity B occurs. In smectic A
liquid crystals, the only allowed deformation is specific undulation of the smectic
layers, such that interlayer distance is kept constant and director remains normal to
the layer. This deformation imposes the following limitation on the director field:

curl n ¼ 0; ð2:17Þ
and consequently, twist and bend elastic moduli diverge in the vicinity of phase
transition nematic–smectic A. Equation 2.17 is not valid for smectic C (and
ferroelectric smectic C) liquid crystals, where we also deal with the specific elastic
constants.
Sincen is a dimensionless quantity, the elastic constantsKiimust have dimensions

of energy/m, that is, Newton. By dimensional arguments, these moduli should be of
the order ofW/a, whereW is the energy of interaction of the molecules and a is their
size. By assuming W� 0.1 eV (a typical value) and a� 10A

�
, we derive K/ 10�11 N.

There are a number of experimental data on elasticmoduli of liquid crystals, which
are only qualitatively explained. The existing molecular approaches do not directly
correspond to the real situation because molecules are considered to be spherocy-
linders or hard rods, far from the reality [1, 4]. For instance, the ratio K22/K11

according to the present approaches is about 1/3, which is two times lower than the
corresponding experimental range. However, the above-mentioned data are quite
sufficient for developing liquid crystal mixtures with required elastic properties.
The methods of the measurements of the liquid crystal elastic moduli will be

considered in detail in Chapter 5.

2.1.4.5 Viscosity
The dynamics of nematic liquid crystals is described by (i) director field n(r, t) and (ii)
velocities of the centers of the molecules V(r, t). These variables in general obey the
following equations:

1. The equation of continuity in incompressible liquids:

div V ¼ 0: ð2:18Þ
2. Navier–Stokes equation in anisotropic viscous liquid:

r
qvi
dt

þ qvi
dxk

� �
¼ fi þ qs0

ki

dx
; ð2:19Þ
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where i, k, xi, xk¼ x, y, z,

fi ¼ � qP
dxi

þQEi ð2:20Þ

is the external force in the anisotropic liquid dielectric, s0
ki is the viscous stress

tensor:

s0
ki ¼ a1nkniAmnnmnn þa2nkNi þa3niNk þa4Aki þa5nknmAmi þa6ninmAkm;

ð2:21Þ
P is an external pressure,

Aij ¼ 1
2

qvi
dxj

þ qvj
dxi

� �
ð2:22Þ

is analogous to the viscous stress tensor for the anisotropic liquids, and

N ¼ dn
dt

� 1
2
n
 curl n½ � ð2:23Þ

is the rate of motion of the director n, which vanishes when the entire fluid is in
uniform rotation with the angular velocity 1/2 curl v.

The coefficients of the proportionality between viscous stress derivatives and
the time derivative of velocity in (2.21) are called viscosity coefficients:a1,a2,a3,
a4, a5, and a6.

It can be shown that

a2 þa3 ¼ a6�a5;

that is, only five independent viscosity coefficients exist.

3. The equation of the director rotation in a nematic liquid crystal is

I
dW
dt

¼ n
 h½ ��G; ð2:24Þ

where W¼ [n
 dn/dt] is the angular velocity of the director rotation, I is the
moment of inertia for the molecular reorientation, normalized to a unit volume,

h ¼ � dF
dn

ð2:25Þ

is the functional derivative of the liquid crystal volume free energy with respect to
the director components n or the so-called molecular field, and

G ¼ ½n
 ðg1Nþ g2AnÞ ð2:26Þ
is the frictional torque, which is analogous to the viscous term in the Navier–
Stokes equation.

Here, g1¼a3�a2 and g2¼a3 þ a2 are viscosity coefficients.

g1 ¼ a3�a2 ð2:27Þ
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is the so-called rotational viscosity of the nematic director n, which characterizes
the pure rotation of the nematic liquid crystal director without any movement of
the centers of themolecules, called �backflow� effect. The so-called backfloweffect
is very important in some specific liquid crystal configurations, which we will
consider in Chapter 6. The following three viscosity coefficients are important for
a proper description of a backflow effect:

h1 ¼
1
2
ð�a2 þa4 þa5Þ; h2 ¼

1
2
ða2 þ 2a3 þa4 þa5Þ; and h3 ¼

1
2
a4;

ð2:28Þ
which will be considered in more detail in Chapter 5.

Let us, like in the previous case, present some known facts about viscosity of a
liquid crystal.
Temperature dependence of viscosity of isotropic liquids obeys the well-known

exponential law [1, 4]

his ¼ h0 exp
E

kBT

� �
; ð2:29Þ

where E> 0 is activation energy for the diffusion molecular motion and h0 is a
constant. Similar temperature dependence is observed for all nematic viscosity in the
whole mesophase range, except in the vicinity of phase transition regions.
Figure 2.14 shows temperature dependence of ln hi(2.28) on the inverse temper-

ature 1/T, which is very close to linear functions [1]. As seen from Figure 2.14, the
�isotropic� viscosity h3¼a4/2 does not undergo considerable change near the phase
transition region, while h1 and h2 vanish in the isotropic phase.

Figure 2.14 Temperature dependence of viscosity coefficients h1,
h2, and h3 for MBBA liquid crystals [1, 2].
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The temperature dependence of the viscosity ai (except a4) can be expressed in
terms of the order parameter S(T) [1, 4]:

ai ¼ ai SðTÞþ bi S
2ðTÞ: ð2:30Þ

Asmentioned above, themost important viscosity combination of Leslie coefficients
is g1¼a3�a2, which defines the director response times in electrooptical effects.
According to Refs [1, 4], the temperature dependence of g1(T, S) could be rewritten in
most general cases as

g1 ¼ bSx exp
E

kBT

� �
exp

A
T�T0

� �
; ð2:31Þ

where b, A, and T0 are temperature-independent quantities, which are functions of
the molecular structure. For a nematic liquid crystal with larger values of Dn and g1,
we have x¼ 1, while in the opposite case with low Dn, we have x¼ 2 [2]. The
parameter T0 in (2.31) indicates the so-called temperature of freezing the director
motion, which is close to the glass transition temperature Tg when all the dynamic
processes are frozen and the viscosity is infinite:

T0 ¼ Tg þQ; ð2:32Þ

where Q is about 50 K [1].
Finally, let us give typical rotational viscosity values for different chemical classes

(Table 2.4). As seen from Table 2.4, including saturated fragment into the molecular
structure, such as cyclohexane ring, results in a visible decrease of g1 values and its

Table 2.4 Rotational viscosity g1 for different LC chemical classes (T¼ 25 �C) [1].

Structure of the mixture moleculesa Rotational
viscosity, g1 (P)

Activation
energy, E (eV)

Optical
anisotropy, Dn

1.9 0.565 0.174

1.1 0.546 0.184

3.3 0.496 0.177

3.6 0.423 0.114

1.0 0.41 0.1

aMeasurements were carried out in binary mixtures of fifth (R¼C5H11) and seventh
(R¼C7H15) homologues of each compound, taken in the proportion 40 : 60.
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temperature dependence; however, theDn value also decreases due to the shortening
of the conjugated bonds in the molecular structure. The behavior of viscosity in the
mixtures of liquid crystal compounds is rather complicated.
The logarithmic additivity law [14]

ðln g1Þmix ¼ xAðln g1ÞA þ xBðln g1ÞB ð2:33Þ
seems to take place only in themixtures of homologues in the homologous series (xA
and xB are molar fractions of the components), while the simple additivity law (ln
g1) g1) is not valid at all. A considerable deviation of g1 and E values from the
relation (2.33) (depression) was observed in the mixtures of strong and weak polar
compounds [1]. The physical origin of the phenomenon seems to be similar for elastic
constants as discussed above.
There is no theoretical explanation of the viscosity behavior of different liquid

crystal substances and their mixtures. Also, there exist only a few works where the
viscosity measurements are related to the corresponding molecular structure [1, 4].
However, new liquid crystalline low-viscosity materials have been successfully
developed. To make these materials, the following phenomenological rules should
be remembered [1, 2]:

1. The viscosity is lower for shorter molecules. In a homologue series, even–odd
alternation is observed with a marked tendency to increasing viscosity with the
number of carbon atoms.

2. Alkyl end groups provide lower values of viscosity compared to alkoxy and acyloxy
end groups.

3. Replacement of phenyl ring by a trans-cyclohexane ring results in reduced
viscosity values.

4. Introducing the rings with heteroatoms increases viscosity compared to phenyl
analogues (Table 2.4).

5. Themost �viscous� bridging groups are the ester group�COO�, the simple bond
(as in biphenyls), and the ethane group �CH¼CH�.

The most useful compounds for reducing viscosity in liquid crystal materials are
cyclohexane derivatives due to their low viscosity, high clearing temperature, and
good solubility. We will not consider here the viscous properties of cholesteric,
smectic, or some other types of liquid crystals, which is rather complicated, as many
unknown viscosity coefficients can be involved in our consideration due to the lower
symmetry of these types of liquid crystals.

2.2
Liquid Crystal Alignment on the Surface

The interaction of liquid crystals with neighbor phases (gas, liquid, and solid) is a very
interesting problem relevant to their electrooptical behavior. The structure of liquid
crystalline phases close to an interface is different from that in the bulk, and this
�surface structure� changes boundary conditions and influences the behavior of a
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liquid crystal in bulky samples. The nematic phase is of great importance from the
point of view of applications in electrooptical devices; thus, in this part, we shall
concentrate mainly on the surface properties of nematic liquid crystals.

2.2.1
Types of Liquid Crystal Alignment

2.2.1.1 Electrooptical Cells
In most practical applications, and when examining liquid crystals, sandwich-type
cells are used (see Figure 2.15).
A flat capillary with a thickness of 1–10mm and above is formed from two glass

plates with transparent electrodes. The separation between the plates is fixed by
means of an insulating spacer (mica, polyethylene, etc.). To fix a very narrow gap
(about 1mm), glass balls or pieces of glass thread of proper diameter are put between
glasses. ITO (indium tin oxide) is coated onto glass usually by sputtering. ITO is
conductive, so DC magnetron sputtering can be used with a high efficiency. The
sputtering process is performed in a large vacuum chamber and is an in-line process.
Typical thickness of the ITO layer is 20–100 nm.
In order to investigate the anisotropy of the properties of liquid crystals and

the character of their electrooptical behavior, it is necessary to make a definite
orientation of their molecules at the boundary walls of the cell. Molecules in the
successive layers �attach� themselves to the molecules on the surface layer, and
the whole sample will become a monocrystal, either ideal or deformed, depending
on the orientation of these surfaces. The orientation of themolecules on the surface
is characterized by two parameters: the average angle of the molecules to the plane
of the surface q0 (preferred direction at the surface) and the anchoring energy
W¼ {Wq,Wj}, whereWqandWjare the corresponding anchoring energies for the
polar q� q0 and azimuthal j�j0 deviations of the liquid crystal director from the
preferred alignment direction {q0, j0} (Figure 2.16). Using the angle q0, we can
distinguish various orientations: homeotropic (q0¼ 0), planar (q0¼p/2), and tilted
(0� q0�p/2).

Figure 2.15 Typical liquid crystal sandwich-type cell.
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2.2.1.2 Planar (Homogeneous) Orientation
Most commonly, a planar orientation is produced by a mechanical rubbing of the
surface of the glass with paper or cloth (Chatelain�s method). Rubbing creates a
microrelief in the electrode coating or glass in the form of ridges and troughs, which
promotes the orientation of the molecules along these formations (Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.16 Important parameters of liquid crystal alignment:
pretilt angle (above) and anchoring energy (below).

Figure 2.17 Mechanisms of planar (homogeneous) (a, b) and
homeotropic (c) orientations of liquid crystals: (a) microrelief
obtained by rubbing; (b) microrelief obtained by an obliquely
evaporated thin film of metal; (c) orientation of liquid crystal
molecules obtained by a surfactant: (1) substrate, (2) obliquely
evaporated film, (3) surfactant, and (4) nematic liquid crystal.Wj
is the azimuthal anchoring energy [1].
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It is very simple, but unfortunately it does not always provide a sufficiently strong
anchoring of the director to the surface. Better results are given by the evaporation of
metals or oxides (e.g., SiO) onto the surface at oblique incidence. The mechanism of
planar orientation of nematic liquid crystals bymeans of an obliquely evaporated thin
film of metal is illustrated in Figure 2.17b.
To explainwhy longitudinal ridges and troughs on the surface of the glass promote a

planar orientation of a nematic liquid crystal, it is important to study the interaction of
a nematic liquid crystal with such surfaces from the viewpoint of a minimum elastic
energy [5]. Certain modifications in the Berreman�s estimations were proposed
recently, but there is still no evident experimental justification of the new approach [6],
so we will not consider it in our book. For convenience, the shape of the cross section
perpendicular to the ridges and troughs is taken as sinusoidal, i.e. z=A sin qx:

jðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ dz=dx ¼ A q cos qx; ð2:34Þ
wherex is thedirectionperpendicular to the rubbingof the surface of the substrate, q is
the wave vector of the surface structure, and A is its amplitude (Figure 2.17a). The
excess of the elastic energy between the two configurations of the liquid crystal
molecules parallel andperpendicular to the grooves (Figure 2.17a) can be calculatedby
minimizing the nematic liquid crystal elastic energyF in thehalf plane (z> 0)with the
boundary conditions (2.34) in the form

F ¼
ð1

0

gðzÞ dz ¼ 1
4
KA2q3; ð2:35Þ

whereK is elastic constant of the liquid crystal and g(z) is defined from(2.15). Thus, the
additional elastic energy is quadratic, depending on the depth of the relief (amplitude
A) and inversely proportional to the cube of the period of the relief q.
For typical values of the depth and period of the relief (A¼ 10A

�
, 2p/q¼ 200 A

�
) and

also of the elasticity modulus (K¼ 10�11 N), the value of F is 8
 10�5 J/m2, which is
quite reasonable. Thus, this model explains why it is more energetically favorable for
the director of a nematic liquid crystal to be aligned along the ridges and troughs of a
one-dimensional surface structure (planar orientation). If the relief is two dimen-
sional (e.g., an etched surface), a similar investigation confirms the advantage of a
homeotropic orientation.
Monomolecular Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films have also been proposed as a

means of achieving planar orientation [7]. The mechanism of planar orientation in
this case has a �chemical� nature (dispersion and polar interaction between the
molecules), although a contribution from a purely �elastic� (steric) mechanism is not
excluded. Stablemonolayers, inwhich themolecules have their long axes lying on the
surface (as in certain organosilicon compounds), are also conducive to planar
orientation in a nematic crystal. The quality of the LB film is high in microscopic
regions, but this is difficult to obtain over macroscopic areas. This is a problem in
practical production. The important point is how to decrease surface undulations.
Langmuir–Blodgettfilms are interesting for research in surfacematerial science, and
the surfaces of the films have many unknown properties [7].
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The photoaligning technique proves to possess visible advantages in comparison
with the usually applied �rubbing� treatment of the substrates of the liquid crystal
display cells. Photoalignment possesses obvious advantages in comparison with the
usually �rubbing� treatment of the substrates of LCD cells. Possible benefits of using
this technique include [8] the following:

1. Elimination of electrostatic charges and impurities as well as mechanical damage
of the surface.

2. A controllable pretilt angle and anchoring energy of the liquid crystal cell, as well
as its high thermal and UV stability and ionic purity.

3. Possibility of producing the structures with the required liquid crystal director
alignment within the selected areas of the cell, thus allowing pixel division to
enable new special LC device configurations for transflective, multidomain, 3D,
and other new display types.

4. Potential increase of manufacturing yield, especially in LCDs with active matrix
addressing, where fine tiny pixels of a high-resolution LCD screen are driven by
thin film transistors on a silicone substrate.

5. New advanced applications of LC in fiber communications, optical data proces-
sing, holography, and other fields, where the traditional rubbing LC alignment is
not possible due to the sophisticated geometry of the LC cell and/or high spatial
resolution of the processing system.

6. Ability for efficient LC alignment on curved and flexible substrates.

Various mechanisms of photoalignment are described in detail in Ref. [8]. We
can distinguish the following mechanisms of the photoalignment (Figure 2.18):
(i) photochemical reversible cis–trans isomerization in azo dye-containing polymers,
monolayers, and pure dye films; (ii) pure reorientation of the azo dye chromophore
molecules or azo dye molecular solvates due to the diffusion under the action of
polarized light; (iii) topochemical cross-linking in cinnamoyl side chain polymers;
and (iv) photodegradation (photodestruction), for example, in polyimide materials.
The perfect homogeneous planar and twisted liquid crystal alignment was achieved
successfully in both glass and plastic substrates [8].

2.2.1.3 Homeotropic Orientation
There may be three mechanisms for perpendicular alignment as shown in
Figures 2.17c and 2.19 [1, 7]. The first one is the amphiphilic material-assisted
alignment, that is, amphiphilic material adsorbs perpendicularly to the polar surface
and the liquid crystal aligns with respect to the amphiphilic material (Figures 2.17c
and 2.19a). This amphiphilic material is sometimes an impurity contained in the
liquid crystal or surfactant. The second mechanism is the perpendicular alignment
obtained by a surface coupling agent, for example, silanes with long alkyl chains as
shown in Figure 2.19b. The third mechanism is microscopic columnar structure-
assisted alignment as shown in Figure 2.19c, and the alignment of the surface is
obtained by SiO rotatively oblique evaporation [7].
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Homeotropic orientation can also be produced by a photoaligning technique [8]. In
this case, the sample with a photosensitive layer is illuminated by a normally incident
nonpolarized light. The LC molecules tend to orient perpendicular to the light
polarization vector, and consequently the only �allowed� preferred direction remains
along the light propagation.

Figure 2.18 Mechanisms of liquid crystal
photoalignment. (a) cis–trans isomerization of
the �command layer� attached to the surface;
(b) pure diffusion reorientation of the azo dye
layer attached to the surface perpendicular to
light polarization; (c) photo-cross-linking of

the cinnamon fragments, leading to the
preferred orientation of the aromatic rings;
(d) photodegradation (photodestruction), that
is, selective destruction of the molecular frag-
ment parallel to the light polarization.

Figure 2.19 Mechanism of perpendicular alignment for a surface
with strong polarity (a), for a surface treated with surface coup-
ling agents (b), and for a SiO rotationally evaporated surface (c) [7].
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2.2.1.4 Tilted Orientation
Orientation ofmolecules at a given angle to the surface is achieved using layers of SiO
produced by oblique evaporation at a very large angle (80–90�) between the normal to
the surface and the direction to the source [7]. In this case, quasi-one-dimensional
surface structure is achieved that is oriented at an angle a¼ q0 to the surface
(Figure 2.16). This induces a tilt of the nematic liquid crystal molecules in the same
direction.
Anothermethod of pretilt angle generation includes a proper rubbing of polymer

(polyimide)films. In this case, the chemical structure of the oriented nematic liquid
crystalsmust be taken into consideration [9]. A very important thing is the presence
of alkyl branches in a rubbed polyimide film [7, 9]. The absence of alkyl branches
results in a low pretilt angle (�2�), polyimide films with a low density of alkyl
branches lead to amediumpretilt angle (�5�), while a high pretilt angle (�20�)may
be achieved for the high density of alkyl branches. The physical reason for this is
evident. The presence of alkyl branches increases the tendency for a homeotropic
orientation because they work on the polyimide surface in a manner similar to
surfactants (see Figure 2.17c). Tilted orientation of the nematic liquid crystal
molecules can also be achieved by using surfactants [1, 2]. The pretilt angle
irreversibly increases with temperature due to the increase in the flexibility of the
polymer side chains. The effect is more pronounced in case of larger dielectric
constants of liquid crystals [7].
A high pretilt alignment (�20�) of liquid crystal molecules can be achieved by an

oblique evaporation technique of SiO (Figure 2.17b). At present, the tilt angle
produced by practical rubbing methods is about few degrees. Hence, a technique
that induces higher tilt angles is required.
The idea of nanodomains and the mixing of vertical and homogeneous alignment

polyimide materials together to achieve high pretilt liquid crystal angles was
developed [10]. Instead of trying to achieve a homogeneous mixture of two different
alignment materials, an inhomogeneous alignment layer consisting of homoge-
neous and homeotropic domains can be used to achieve the same goal (Figure 2.19).
Since it is difficult to fabricate homogeneousmixtures of two different materials, the
twomaterials were simply let to segregate and formdomains. As long as the domains
are small enough, the result will be a uniform pretilt angle for the liquid crystal
molecules. It turned out that reliable high pretilt angles could be obtained
(Figure 2.20).
Low and high liquid crystal pretilt angles can also be obtained by a photoalignment

technique [8], in particular using a nonpolarized obliquely incident light
(Figure 2.21).
Azo dye photoalignment materials can be used for the purpose. A subsequent

thermopolymerization of the azo dye layers is necessary to stabilize liquid crystal
alignment [8]. A high reliable pretilt angle can also be made by a nanostructured
surface, similar to the one shown in Figure 2.20, where the rubbing operation is
replaced by obliquely incident UVexposure to arrange a photodegradation process in
a homogeneouspolyimide.A reliable temperature-stable pretilt angle between 0� and
90� was demonstrated.
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2.2.1.5 Other Types of Liquid Crystal Alignment
Different types of liquid crystal orientations are shown in Figure 2.22 for nematic
liquid crystals and in Figure 2.23 for cholesteric and smectic liquid crystals.

Figure 2.20 Nanostructured liquid crystal surface. Atomic force
micrograph of the nanostructured surface. Light (dark) colored
region corresponds to vertical (horizontal) polyimide,
respectively [10].

Figure 2.21 Pretilt liquid crystal alignment induced by obliquely
incident nonpolarized light [8]. The thermopolymerization
stabilized the photoalignment produced by azo dye layers.
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We have already described the planar (homogeneous), homeotropic, and tilted
orientations. Other liquid crystal alignments interesting for applications are of a
hybrid (planar to homeotropic transitions between the two substrates) or twisted type
(Figure 2.22). We should know that it is impossible to create a twisted nematic liquid
crystal orientation with a rotation angle more than 90�. Thus, a certain amount of a
chiral dopant has to be added to provide the necessary twist angle of the nematic
configuration (180� or 270� is most suitable for applications).
Thealignment configurations of cholesteric liquid crystals are shown inFigure2.23.

When the director of a cholesteric liquid crystal is oriented along the surfaces of a cell,

Figure 2.22 Different types of nematic liquid crystal alignments [1].

Figure 2.23 Various types of cholesteric (above) and smectic (below) alignments [1].
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by special treatment, the axis of the helix is perpendicular to the glass surfaces. In this
case, a transparent, optically active planar texture is obtained. When, on the other
hand, the molecules of the cholesteric are oriented normal to the glass surfaces, the
axis of the helix is forced to become parallel to the glass, although it can have an
azimuthal orientation. In this case, thequasiplanar or �fingerprint� texture takesplace.
In themore general case, when directions of the helical axis in various parts of the cell
are random along the azimuth and are not parallel to the glass surfaces, we have a
polycrystalline sample, or the so-called focal conic texture (Figure 2.23).Whenopposite
walls are treated in a different way (with the planar and homeotropic orientation at
opposite boundaries), a hybrid cholesteric texture is obtained.
An alignment of ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) and antiferroelectric liquid

crystals (AFLCs) can be obtained by special means [1]. The most important factors to
consider in order to realize a bistable switching in FLCs are (i) to avoid zigzag defects
due to the smectic layers� tilt in two opposite directions; (ii) to produce an appropriate
anchoring energy by rubbing the polymer aligning layer (small energy results in
surface defects, while strong anchoring prevents the effect of bistable switching in an
electric field [1, 2]); (iii) to obtain sufficiently high pretilt angles on the substrates to
avoid the degeneration of FLC switching trajectory; and (iv) to prevent the accumu-
lation of the surface charge near the boundaries, which diminish the effective
switchingfield. The last problemwas solved by orienting an FLC on the photoaligned
substrates to diminish the number of the surface traps near the substrates [8]. Perfect
electrooptical performance of the photoaligned FLC display with a memorized gray
scale was demonstrated [8].
In AFLC cells, the optical axis is located nearly along the rubbing direction. Thus,

the alignment is stable and is more easy to obtain than in the case of FLCs. The
absence of the macroscopic polarization in the AFLC state, as well as a possibility to
avoid surface defects, makes the surface AFLC orientation more simple to produce
for display applications [1]. The polyimide photoaligned films were applied for the
first time to align AFLC molecules, which needed a planar alignment [12]. Liquid
crystal molecules were aligned perpendicular to the polarization direction of UV
light. The AFLC cell showed some defects; however, the AFLC cell alignment was
enhanced by controlling the cooling rate and post-UV treatment.

2.2.2
Surface Energy

The energy needed to deviate the liquid crystal molecules (the director) from the
preferred orientation at the surface is called anchoring energy. The anchoring energy
should not bemistakenwith the energy of adhesion of the liquid crystal with the solid
surface or the surface energy of the liquid crystal–solid interface, which are of the
order of 0.2–0.4 J/m2, that is, several orders of magnitude higher than the anchoring
energy of the director reorientation at the surface (10�6–10�3 J/m2) [1].Wewill define
the anchoring energy in more detail.
Assume the interface is in the x, y-plane (see Figure 2.16) and the equilibrium

position of the director (the easy direction) is defined by the polar q0 and azimuthal j0
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angles. The easy direction at thenematic–solid interface is predetermined by a specific
treatment of the solid surface. We can distinguish the homeotropic (q0¼p/2), planar
(q0¼ 0), and tilted (0< q0<p/2) orientations. In turn, the planar orientation can be
homogeneous (with a unique angle j0), heterogeneous (when several easy directions
are possible at the crystalline substrate), or degenerate (all angles are equally probable
and the cylindrical symmetry with respect to the surface normal exists). The same is
true for the x–y projection of the director for the tilted orientation.
The anchoring energy shows how much energy one has to spend to deviate the

director from the easy direction (where it is anchored). In the first approximation, the
anchoring energy is expressed by the Rapini potential (see Figure 2.16) [1, 2]

W ¼ � 1
2
W0ðn � dÞ: ð2:36Þ

As the director deviation in the polar and azimuthal plane came to be characterized by
different anchoring energies, the terms �polar� and �azimuthal� anchoring energies
were introduced. The corresponding contributions to the anchoring were written as
(Figure 2.16)

Wq ¼ 1
2
Wq0 sin

2ðq�q0Þ; Wj ¼ 1
2
Wj0 sin

2ðj�j0Þ: ð2:37Þ

However, (2.37) does not provide an adequate description of the anchoring
phenomenon in the case when the liquid crystal alignment angle is high; so, instead
of (2.37), themore general expression is preferred in the formof the special series, for
example, Legendre polynomials [13]:

WðqÞ ¼ � 1
2

X1
n¼1

A2nP2nðcos qÞ ¼ � 1
2
W0 cos

2 q� 1
2

X1
n¼2

W2n cos
2n q: ð2:38Þ

The shape or the Rapini anchoring potential is shown in Figure 2.24. However, some
experimental data may be fit better with other shapes of the surface potential. For
example, the elliptic sine shape

W ¼ 1
2
W0 sin

2ðq�q0; kÞ; 0 � k � 1 ð2:39Þ

has been predicted in Ref. [14], which is reduced to the Rapini shape only for a special
value (k¼ 0) of the modulus of the elliptic function (0� k� 1). This function can
describe a very sharp minimum of the surface potential near the easy direction (see
Figure 2.24, curve 2). Usually, the second term in the series (2.38) proves to be
sufficient for the adequate description of the experimental phenomena [15]. In
Figure 2.24, a particular form of the potential (2.38) is also shown (curve 3). In any
case, once the form W(q) is chosen, the problem of searching the director field in a
layer of afinite thickness can be solved at themacroscopic level by solving the variation
problem of the minimization of a total value of the liquid crystal bulk and surface
energy [1, 2].Moredetail descriptionof themethods for thedeterminationof the liquid
crystal anchoring energy will be provided in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.24 Surface anchoring potential as a function of the
deviation angle (from the preferred orientation at the surface:
(1) �Rapini� potential (2.37), (2) the elliptic sine potential (2.39),
and (3) Legendre expansion (2.38) with the two first terms [15].

2.3
Liquid Crystals Under Magnetic and Electric Fields

The action of the electric field on the liquid crystal layer results in the deformation of
the initial molecular (director) distribution and a subsequent variation of the LC cell
optical properties [1, 2]. Director n reorients in an electric field under the action of the
dielectric torque, which is proportional to the dielectric anisotropy De (2.8). The
corresponding contribution ge to the density of the nematic free energy (2.15) gives [1]

ge ¼ �DE
2

¼ � e0e?E2

2
� e0DeðEnÞ2

2
; ð2:40Þ

that is, director n tends to align itself along the field (n||E) if De> 0 and is
perpendicular to it (n?E), provided that De< 0.
The effect of a magnetic field on the director orientation comes from the

corresponding interaction energy density:

gh ¼ � 1
2
m�1DcðnBÞ2; ð2:41Þ

where Dc¼c||�c? is the diamagnetic anisotropy (Dc> 0 in typical nematics).
The elastic torque supports the initial director orientation, fixed by the boundary

conditions on the surface (S), which in case of a strong surface anchoring is

njS ¼ no:

As a result, a compromised director profile appears that satisfies the condition of the
minimum free energy:

FV ¼
ð
V

ðgk þ ge þ gHÞdt; njS ¼ no; ð2:42Þ
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where gk¼ 1/2[K11(div n)2 þ K22(n rot n)2 þ K33(n
 rotn)2] is the elastic energy
density and Kii denote the elastic moduli; q0¼ 2p/R0 characterizes the �natural
chirality� and is equal to zero in pure nematics.
In a more general case of a finite director anchoring at the boundaries, we have to

write the total energy F of liquid crystals as follows:

F ¼ Fv þFs; ð2:43Þ

whereFs is the surface energy,Fs¼W (2.36)–(2.39). The electrooptic response in case
of a weak boundary anchoring is a special case. By attaining the minimum of the
nematic free energy (2.42) or (2.43), it is possible to derive the equilibrium director
distribution in a static case. Tofind the response times, we have to solve the equations
of nematodynamics in the electric field. The corresponding analysis shows that the
director reorientation is always accompanied by the macroscopic flow, the so-called
backflow. The only exclusion is the pure twist rotation of the director (see Chapter 6).
Backflow considerably affects the characteristic times of the electrooptical effects in
uniformstructures, especially in the case of strong deformations of the initial director
orientation [1, 2].
On the basis of the director distribution, we can derive the electrooptical response

of a nematic liquid crystal cell (such as birefringence), rotation of the polarization
plane of the incident light, total internal reflection, absorption, or some other
important characteristics of the cell. Basic electrooptical liquid crystal modes and
the role of viscoelastic parameters for the optimization of flat panel display config-
urations will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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3
Flows of Anisotropic Liquids

In this chapter, we will focus on linear and nonlinear phenomena arising from liquid
crystal flows. In accordance with the global idea of the book, we will pay attention
mainly to the effects that are interesting from a viewpoint of practical applications.
Wewill start with a general description of Couette and Poiseuille shear flows of liquid
crystals and emphasize their difference from the similar isotropic liquid flows. After
that, a rheological behavior in steady shear flows will be described in detail. Themain
attention will be paid to hydrodynamic instabilities that have no analogues in
isotropic liquid flows. We will show the key role of boundary orientation at nonlinear
phenomena in liquid crystal flows. In particular, the specific primary instability, an
escape of a director from the flow plane, which arises in homeotropic samples of
nematics under Poiseuille flows, will be described in detail. The interaction of shear
flows and electric fields will be under consideration too. After that, we will go to the
more complicated case of oscillatory flows. We will present a description of the
experimental setups and results obtained for linear and nonlinear regimes of a
director motion. Specific phenomena such as secondary roll instability and long-
living domains induced by intensive shear flows will also be considered. Finally, we
will analyze the influence of weak surface anchoring described in terms of an
anchoring strength and surface viscosity on linear and nonlinear flow phenomena in
liquid crystals. The information presented below will be used in Chapter 7 elabo-
rating on liquid crystal sensors of mechanical perturbations.

3.1
Couette and Poiseuille Flows in Isotropic Liquids and Liquid Crystals

Nematic liquid crystals can be considered as anisotropic fluids with the same
mechanism of translational molecular motions as in isotropic liquids. So such
property as high fluidity referred to zero value of static shear elastic modules is
similar in both cases. The main difference arises due to a long-range orientational
order described in terms of a tensor order parameterQ ij. Usually, in nematic phase,
the tensor order parameter is expressed by two independent characteristics, the scalar
order parameter S and the director n. The latter as an additional hydrodynamic
parameter has to be incorporated into hydrodynamic equations of nematic liquid
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crystals, presented inChapter 2. The connection between translationmotions and the
orientational ones described accordingly in terms of a velocity field v(r, t) and a
director field n(r, t) can be considered as a fundamental physical property of liquid
crystals. It is responsible for a number of specific phenomena existing in liquid crystal
media. Some of them, such as various instabilities induced by electric fields in thin
layers of nematic liquid crystals or backflow effects arising at the turning off electric
fields are of great practical importance (Chapter 6).
The connection between v(r, t) and n(r, t) also results in a number of linear and

nonlinear phenomena inflows of liquid crystals. In general, liquid crystals shownon-
Newtonian rheological behavior. It means, for example, that apparent shear viscosity
depends on the shear rate. At the same time, strongmagnetic (electric) fields allow to
stabilize orientational structure. In thin layers of LC, the proper surface treatment can
also provide the given orientation (e.g., planar or homeotropic, see Chapter 2). Liquid
crystal with a stabilized orientational structure can be considered a conventional
Newtonian fluidwith shear viscosity determined by a field direction [1] or by a surface-
induced direction. Such rheological behavior has to be taken into account at
viscometric studies of liquid crystals. It will be described in detail in Chapter 5.
A number of interesting flow-induced phenomena in smectic A and C phases are

out of scope of this book. A reader can find description of such effects in Oswald and
Pieranski [2] and in original papers [3, 4]. We also do not consider rheological
behavior of polymeric liquid crystals, lyotropic liquid crystals, and active liquid
crystals. The last two classes of LC materials are of interest for understanding very
complicated phenomena existing in living nature. In particular, active liquid crystals
show unusual rheological properties that demand a special consideration [5–7].
Nevertheless, they are of rare technical application in modern industry.
In most cases considered here, the set of standard hydrodynamic equations of

incompressible nematics presented in Chapter 2 will be enough to describe various
phenomena arising from liquid crystal flows. Nevertheless, such hydrodynamic
description fails in some particular cases, such as the formation of defect structures
under intensive flows. To solve such problems, generalized mesoscopic or semi-
microscopic theories were proposed in the past decade. The former introduce into
hydrodynamics the tensor order parameter [8, 9], or the changeable scalar order
parameter [10–12], instead of, or addition to, a director. A Fokker–Planck equation is
used at semimicroscopic approach derived byHess [13, 14].Wewillmention some of
the approaches at description of particular problems.
Two basic types of shear flows, the Couette flow and the Poiseuille flow, are usually

considered in rheology of liquid crystals. They are illustrated in Figure 3.1 for the two
dimensional geometry.
From the point of view of general rheology (see Ref. [15]), these flows belong to the

so-called controllable (Couette) and partly controllable (Poiseuille) viscometric flows.
All viscometric flows can be considered as a number of sublayers moving steadily as
rigid bodies and occupying the same position in space at all times (a laminarmotion).
The simplest cases of plane flows are shown in Figure 3.1. These sublayers are plane,
at least at low shear rates s¼ dvx/dz. Usually, a hypothesis of nonslipping (vx¼ 0 at
z¼ 0 and h) is applied for a velocity on a solid surface. It results in velocity profiles
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shown in Figure 3.1. Relative motion of sublayers is accompanied by the energy
dissipation described in terms of friction forcesFs acting between adjusting layers. In
the simplest case, the friction force is proportional to the velocity gradient and is
governed by Newton�s law:

Fs ¼ hS
dvx
dz

; ð3:1Þ

whereS is the square of contacted surfaces andh is the shear viscosity coefficient. It is
worthwhile to note that on a microscopic scale the friction forces in liquids arise due
to the transport of the momentum by diffusing molecules in the direction normal to
the sliding planes. It is quite different from molecular mechanisms responsible for
the energy dissipation at relative motion of solids.
The fluids that follow the law (3.1) are called Newton�s liquids. The shear viscosity

coefficient of such objects remains constant at variation of the shear rate at least for
laminar flows of different types. A lot of simple isotropic and homogeneous liquids
such as water, alcohol, glycerol, and so on show Newtonian behavior. At the same
time, it does not hold for complex liquids, such as polymer solutions, emulsions,
suspensions, and so on, where the measured viscosity was found to depend on the
shear rate. Anumber of rheological phenomena such as �shear thinning� (decreasing
of an effective viscosity with a shear rate) were established for flows of non-
Newtonian liquids. A detailed description of such effects is out of scope of this
book and can be found elsewhere (see, for example, Ref. [15]).
Liquid crystals also belong to the general class of non-Newtonian liquids. So some

common rheological effects, �shear thinning,� for example, were established for
them too. At the same time, themost phenomena found in linear andnonlinear shear
flows of liquid crystals are very specific. In particular, the mechanisms of the
emergence of hydrodynamic instabilities are quite different for isotropic and
anisotropic liquids and are described in terms of two different dimensionless
parameters – theReynolds numberRe (isotropicNewtonian liquids) and theEricksen
number Er (nematic liquid crystals). These parameters are defined as [16]

Re ¼ rlv
h

ð3:2Þ

Er ¼ hl
rD

; ð3:3Þ

Figure 3.1 Basic types of shear flows.
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where r is the liquid density, l is the characteristic length for the given flow, and v is
the characteristic velocity of the flow, and the orientation diffusivity

D ¼ K
g1

; ð3:4Þ

The Reynolds number is referred to the well-known hydrodynamic instability,
namely, to the turbulence, which is characterized by a number of vortexes and an
additional viscous dissipation of energy.
The Erickson number defines the flow velocity needed to produce orientational

distortions in liquid crystals layer. The estimates made for typical values of material
constants of LCs [16] have shown that this velocity is about six order smaller than the
velocity at which the turbulence occurs. So the latter phenomenon does not play any
role in the description of hydrodynamic instabilities of liquid crystals presented below.

3.2
Hydrodynamic Instabilities in Couette and Poiseuille Steady Shear Flows

One can find a lot of original papers and some reviews [16, 17] with a description on
hydrodynamic instabilities in liquid crystals. We will shortly describe the most
interesting results for Couette and Poiseuille flows. The special attention will be
paid to the specific instabilities arising under Poiseuille flows at homeotropic
boundary orientation, which is important for LC sensor elaboration (see Chapter 7).
The general classification of instabilities in accordance with time and spatial

characteristics includes:

1. Homogeneous instabilities arising as spatially homogeneous changes of orien-
tation throughout the entire layer of a liquid crystal.

2. Spatially periodical instabilities with a regular dependence of orientation on
coordinates that are visualized as domain structure with the unique direction
of domains and with a period close to the layer thickness (or smaller).

3. Long scaled instabilities with characteristic sizes of nonhomogeneous regions
essentially exceeding the layer thickness.

4. Nonstationary instabilities referred to the relatively slow and periodic time
variations of nonequilibrium structure.

Below we will focus on the two first types of instabilities.
Usually, the theoretical analysis of the problem depends essentially on the type of

basic state describing the nondisturbed fields of hydrodynamic parameters. The
simplest case of basic state corresponds to the uniform orientation n0 of a liquid
crystal. It can be achieved by two ways.
It is well known that in most cases intensive stationary flows (with high values of

a shear rate s) produce the stable orientation of a director in the flow plane at the
angle

qflow ¼ arctan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a3=a2

p
ð3:5Þ
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relative to the flow velocity v [16]. It holds for particular flows of different types [18]
and all over the layer excluding for the thin boundary layers with the thickness x(s)
defined as [19]

x2ðsÞ ¼ K
2s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2a3

p ; ð3:6Þ

where K and h are the effective values of a Frank elastic module and a shear
viscosity. For the typical values of K� 10�11 N, h� 0.1 Pa s we will obtain
x(s)� 10 mm at s� 1 s�1. It means that the rheological behavior of relatively thick
layers of liquid crystals aligned by intensive flows does not depend on the
boundary conditions, which is in accordance with the data of shear viscosity
measurements. The rare exclusions correspond to the change of a3 sign (the so-
called nonaligned nematics) that takes place in the vicinity of nematic–smectic A
phase transition.

3.3
Steady Flows of Liquid Crystals

3.3.1
Homogeneous Instability at Initial Planar Orientation Normal to the Flow Plane

The second possibility to get the uniform orientation n0 in the basic state is the usage
of particular type of boundary orientation, namely, the planar orientation directed
normally to the flow plane. In this case, the basic state at small values of the shear rate
s corresponds to the linear (parabolic) velocity profile for Couette (Poiseuille) flow
with homogeneous planar orientation throughout the sample. At the shear rate
increasing up to some critical value sc, the homogeneous instability connected with the
reorientation of a director in the plane of the layer was observed both for Couette and
for Poiseuille flows [20–23].
The physical mechanism for the explanation of such an effect proposed by Guyon

and Pieranski [20, 21] is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
In accordance with it, the time variation of some spontaneous initial fluctuation of

a director dnz¼n1�n0 can be increased or decreased by a flow depending on the
signs of Leslie coefficients a2 and a3. For a particular situation shown in Figure 3.2,
the basic flow with a constant shear rate s¼ dvx/dz induces the viscous torque
Gz ¼ �a2sdnz acted on the director. This torque is proportional to dnz and is positive
fora2< 0 (which is correct due to thermodynamic arguments). The torqueGz results
in the rotation of a director aroundZ-axis to a newpositionn2¼n1 þ dnx as shown in
Figure 3.2. As a result, the second viscous torqueGx ¼ �a3sdnx induces a rotation of
a director around X-axis. For a3< 0 (flow aligned nematics), this rotation leads to an
increase in the initial director fluctuation that means the arising of instability. For
a3> 0 (nonaligned nematics), the initial fluctuation is suppressed and the system
becomes stable relative to themechanismmentioned above. Thismechanism is valid
for a Poiseuille flow too [22].
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Analytic solutions for a threshold shear rate sc corresponding to the instability
under consideration can be obtained in the framework of simplified model referred
to a steady flow with a constant shear rate s [21]. It can be considered a good
approximation for a quasisteady reversal flow realized in the experiment. The
corresponding equations are expressed as:

�m0 DcH
2nz þK11

d2nz
dz2

¼ a3sny ð3:7Þ

�m0 DcH
2ny þK22

d2ny
dz2

¼ a2snz; ð3:8Þ

where ny and nz are the components of director fluctuations. The solution with the
minimal rate of variation, which corresponds to the threshold, is written as

nz
nz0

¼ ny
ny0

¼ cos
pz
d

� �
: ð3:9Þ

Substituting (3.9) into Equations 3.7 and 3.8 gives rise to the system of uniform
algebraic equations that has nontrivial solutions at zero value of the determinant. It
results in the next equation for the critical shear rate sc corresponding to the
hydrodynamic instability:

a3a2s
2
c ¼

K11p2

h2
þm0 DcH

2

� �
K22p2

h2
þm0 DcH

2

� �
: ð3:10Þ

Figure 3.2 Mechanism for homogeneous instability in Couette flow.
(After Guyon and Pieranski [20, 21].)
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The expressions for weak and strong fields can be easily obtained from (3.10) as

sc ¼ p2

h2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K11K22

a2a3

r
; H ¼ 0; ð3:11Þ

sc ¼ m0 DcH2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2a3

p ; H � p
h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kii

m0 Dc

s
: ð3:12Þ

The estimatesmade in accordance with (3.10)–(3.12) for 200mm layer ofMBBAwere
found to correspond reasonably to the experimental data. In particular, the calculated
threshold shear rate sc for zero field (0.05 s�1) was close to the experimental value.
One of the essential consequences of Equation 3.11 is a decrease in the critical

shear rate on thickness. This result is valid for a Poiseuille flow too and makes
possible to use wedge-like cells for the visualization of hydrodynamic instabilities, as
it will be shown here. On the contrary, for electrically induced instabilities, such as
Fr�eedericksz transitions, the critical voltage does not depend on the thickness at least
for strongly anchoring surfaces.
A detailed hydrodynamic description of a homogeneous instability for the par-

ticular boundary conditions mentioned above was provided by Manneville and
Dubois-Violette both for Couette [24] and for Poiseuille [25, 26] flows. The obtained
results induce some corrections in preliminary estimates [21] for threshold value sc of
the shear rate. In particular, this parameter for Couetteflow in the absence of external
(magnetic or electric) fields can be expressed by the approximate expression

sch
2 ¼ p2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K11K22h1

a2a3h3

s
: ð3:13Þ

This expression predicts the decrease in the critical shear rate with a layer thickness
as h�2.
A deep insight into the problem including the account of nonlinear effects just

above the threshold of the emergence of a homogeneous instability was provided
by Manneville [27]. In particular, he pointed out the strong parallel between the
Landau–Hopf (L–H) bifurcation theory traditionally used for the description of
hydrodynamic instabilities and more universal Landau–Khalatnikov (L–H) theory
of time-dependent critical phenomena taking place at phase transitions. The latter is
based on the motion equation for the order parameter h

dh
dt

¼ �L
qF
qh

; ð3:14Þ

where L is a kinetic coefficient, F is the free energy that can be expressed as a power
expansion relative to the order parameter. In particular, in the vicinity of the second
order transition, it takes the form

F ¼ F0ðT0ÞþaðT�T0Þh
2

2
þ g

h4

4
; ð3:15Þ
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where T0 is the critical temperature, a and g denote the parameters that are
considered to be independent of temperature. It is simple to show that the presented
kinetic equation for h has the same form as the phenomenological motion equation
for the amplitude of the parameter A referred to as the distorted state in L–B theory:

dA
dT

¼ aA�gA3: ð3:16Þ

To adopt the Landau–Khalatnikov theory for the description of the homogeneous
hydrodynamic instability, one has to replace the thermodynamic parameter (tem-
perature T ) in the expansion (3.16) with the hydrodynamic parameter (shear rate s)
and the order parameter hwith the angle j of a director rotation. It makes possible to
use the well-known results previously obtained from the theory of critical phenom-
ena. In particular, the dependence of the order parameter (azimuthal angle j) on the
shear rate just above the transition follows the power law j� (s� sc)

b with a mean
field value of the critical exponentb¼ 1/2. Such behavior holds everywhere except the
extremely narrow critical region where fluctuations play a dominant role. It is
worthwhile to note that the square-root behavior mentioned above is in accordance
with experimental results, although it is restricted to a relatively narrow neighbor-
hood of the threshold (s< 1.5sc).
Magnetic (H) field applied along the initial planar orientation (n0) or electric field

(E) oriented along the layer normal provide the shift of the homogeneous instability
threshold. In this case, the critical shear rate can be estimated approximately by
expression [24]

ðK11q
2
z þm0 DcH

2�e0 DeE2ÞðK22q
2
z þm0 DcH

2Þ ¼ s2a2a3h3=h1; ð3:17Þ
where qz¼p/h is the wave number. For nematics with a negative value of dielectric
permittivity anisotropy, both magnetic and electric fields have to suppress the
instability. According to (3.17), in the case of strong fields, the critical shear rate
does not depend on the thickness and is proportional to the squared field strength.
These conclusions were also confirmed by experiments [28] with a Couette flow.
The homogeneous instability at the same boundary conditions was also observed

for Poiseuille flow in the experiments of Guyon and Pieranski [22] and Janossy
et al. [23]. In this case, four possible types of orientational distortions shown in
Figure 3.3 were identified [22].

Figure 3.3 Four possible types of orientational distortions under
Poiseuille flow. (After Guyon and Pieranski [22].)
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Aquasistationary Poiseuille flowwas realized in the capillary (200mmof thickness
and 80mm in length) via a rather complicated system that provided low-frequency
(10�3–10Hz) reversals of the direction of a flow while the module of pressure
difference producing a flow was maintained constantly during intervals between
reversals. The stability diagram for this flow is shown in Figure 3.4.
It is worthwhile to note that a homogeneous instability was observed as a number

of big size domains separated by domain walls orthogonally oriented to the flow
direction. It was found that the application of a stabilizingmagnetic field suppressed
the instability. The sameeffectwas observed at an increase in the inversion frequency.
So the threshold pressure difference could be increased 10–50 times.
At the preliminary theoretical estimates of the presented results, the shearflowwas

considered as the stationary one [22, 23]. In the absence of fields, the threshold for a
homogeneous instability is defined by the dimensionless Ericksen number [18]

Er ¼ DP=Dx
h3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2a3

K11K22

r
h
2

� �3

¼ �sc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2a3

K11K22

r
h
2

� �2

; ð3:18Þ

whereG¼DP/Dx is thevalueofapressuregradient,�sc is theaveragedvalueof the shear
rate module. The estimates made for a case of MBBA had shown that corresponding
critical values of the Ericksen number (Erc) and the pressure gradient (Gc) are equal to
12.8 and 16.5 kPa/m. The latter value is slightly lower than the experimental one (24.5
kPa/m).More rigorous theoretical solution of the problemwas performed byDubois-
Violette andManneville [24]. The theoretical value forErc¼ 17.3 turned out to bemuch
closer to the experimental result. The threshold for T-deformation was found lower
than that for S-deformation. So, the first one had to be realized under an increasing
pressure gradient that is also in agreement with experimental results.

Figure 3.4 Critical difference of applied pressure DPc as function
of the inversion frequency; P1A,P1B – the threshold for a
homogeneous instability, P2A,P2B – the threshold for a
nonhomogeneous periodical instability. (After Guyon and
Pieranski [22].)
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The influence of magnetic field on the threshold of a homogeneous instability was
considered in Ref. [26]. In the case of a strong stabilizing field, it can be estimated
from the expression

Erc ¼ Fþ bF2=3; ð3:19Þ

where F¼ (h/2)2m0 DcH2/K, b¼ 2.55. The estimates made via (3.19) showed a good
agreement with the experimental results [23]. Contrary to the case of a simple shear
flow, the nonhomogeneous long scaled periodic instability was not induced by a
magnetic field at low-frequency reversals of the flow direction.

3.3.2
Periodic Instability at Initial Planar Orientation Normal to the Flow Plane

The homogeneous instability described above was not found for Couette flow under
strong stabilizing magnetic fields. Instead, the periodic instability was observed as a
system of rolls with long axes parallel to the flow direction and with a period close to
the layer thickness [21]. The expression for a threshold shear ratewas obtained for one
constant approximation by Galerkin method as

s2roll ¼
ðm0 DcH2 þKk2x þKk2zÞ

a3a2ð1þ gÞ ¼ s2gom
½1þKk2x=ðm0 DcH2 þKk2zÞ�

1þ g
; ð3:20Þ

where g is a parameter defined by Leslie coefficients and estimated as 3–3.5, ki is the
wave vector component. Expression (3.20) predicts a decrease in the ratio r¼ sroll/sgom
of threshold shear rates for the periodic (sroll) and homogeneous (sgom) instabilities
with an increase in the magnetic field strength H. At r< 1, the periodic instability
becomes preferable, which was observed experimentally. Numerical calculations
performed by Dubois-Violette andManneville [25, 28] have shown a good agreement
with the experimental data [21].
For quasistationary Poiseuilleflow, the system of periodic rolls with a period two to

three times bigger than the layer thicknesswas observed [22] at a frequency of theflow
inversion f higher than 0.5� 10�3Hz (see Figure 3.4). At the same time, the
essentially higher value (0.15Hz) was reported for the periodic instability induced
by an oscillating flow [23].

3.3.3
Instability at Initial Planar Orientation in the Flow Plane

A theoretical analysis of LC stability relative to a steady simple shear flow for the case
of an initial planar orientation coinciding with the flow plane was done by Pikin
[29, 30]. It was found that hydrodynamic instability can arise only in the casea3/a2< 0
when the Ericksen number Er¼ g2sh/K11 exceeds the critical value Erc defined as

Erc ¼ 4; 8ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffija3=g2j
p : ð3:21Þ
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This result is true also for Poiseuille flow [31]. Theoretical analysis done in [32] showed
that in the latter case at an increase in the pressure gradient, the maximal angle of a
director approached asymptotically the qflow, which is in accordance with the result
previously obtained by Leslie [33]. The existence of a stable flow-induced angle was
used by G€ahwiller [34] to determine of a complete set of Leslie coefficients (in the case
of MBBA q ! qflow¼ 7.1�).

3.3.4
Hydrodynamic Instabilities at Initial Homeotropic Orientation

The case of a homeotropic surface orientation is essentially different from those (the
initial planar orientation normal or parallel to the flow plane) described above. Even
for relativelyweakflows, there is a nonzero torqueGz ¼ �a2s acting on a director that
is not compensated by an elastic torque. It results in finite distortions of the initial
homogeneous orientation without any threshold that is different from the case
n0 ? v;rv (see Section 3.3.1). Usually, at the same shear rate, the value of this torque
is essentially higher than the reciprocal value Gz ¼ �a3s for the initial planar
orientation in the flow plane (see Section 3.3.3). So homeotropic samples of LCs
have to show the maximal sensitivity to the velocity gradients that plays a key role for
LC sensors (Chapter 7).
It is obvious that a theoretical analysis of possible hydrodynamic instabilities for

homeotropic boundary orientation is more complicated (compared to the case of
planar orientation) as the basic linear state corresponds to the inhomogeneous initial
orientation. So computer simulations are usually used for this purpose.
The flow-induced distortions of the initially homeotropic orientation under the

action of steady shear flows were first studied by Wahl and Fisher [35, 36] and
G€ahwiller [34].
Different scenarios of nonlinear behavior were realized depending on the type of

the shear flow and the kind of the liquid crystal.
The simplest result was obtained for flow-aligned nematics under simple steady

shear flow by Wahl and Fisher [35, 36]. Increase in shear rate in this case led to the
monotonic inclination of a director in a flow plane and changes in the polar angle up to
saturation value qflow at high shear rate. The same scenario could be achieved for
nonaligned nematics by applying a stabilizing electric field [37]. Such experiments
alloweddeterminationof the ratioa3/a2 for Leslie coefficients andwill be described in
more detail in Chapter 5. Investigations of nonaligned nematics under simple shear
flow in the absence offields gave contradictory results. Cladis andTorza [38] (CBOOA)
observed the �tumble� of a director to the new steady position in the flow plane at the
critical shear rate sc (at lower shear rates inhomogeneous cellular flowwas registered).
At the same time, Pieranski andGuyon [39] (HBAB) did not found any stationary state
at high shear rates. Atmoderate shear rates (about 1 s�1), they observed the escape of a
director from the shear plane whereas the secondary roll instability (with the axes of
rolls parallel to the flow direction) was detected at higher shear rates. The theoretical
analysis of such phenomena can be found in [40, 41]. The case of a steady Poiseuille
flow is essentially different and will be considered below in detail.
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Thenonlinear behavior of nematic liquid crystals under Poiseuilleflow is of special
interest due to a number of specific phenomena that do not exist in a simple shear
flow. Such phenomena have to be taken into account whilemeasuring shear viscosity
as will be shown in Chapter 5. It is also important for sensor applications of liquid
crystals based on the usage of homeotropic layers showing extremely high sensitivity
to a pressure gradient (see Chapter 7).
In general, it was recognized that different scenarios accompanied by arising

specific instabilities could be realizedwith an increase in pressure gradient applied to
LC layer. For example, Deniston et al. [8] conducted a direct computer simulation of
the dynamic behavior of the initially homeotropic sample in the framework of the
generalized hydrodynamic theory. They found two possible steady states of the
system, shown in Figure 3.5.
Configuration (a) corresponds to the traditional case that will be discussed below.

The second configuration (b) is obtained by computer simulation of a nematic
subjected to a flow in isotropic phase with cooling afterward. This configuration is
similar to the equilibriumconfiguration of a director in a cylindrical tubewith normal
anchoring.
The strict theoretical description of nonlinear phenomena in the case under

consideration is not complete yet; essential progress was achieved only for the
primary homogeneous instability connected with the escape of a director from the
flow plane. Below this case will be considered in detail.
The first experimental results for instabilities of homeotropic samples of a flow-

aligned nematic (MBBA) under a pressure gradient were obtained by Hiltrop and
Fisher [42]. They studied the specific radial Poiseuille flow in the layer of LC confined
by twocircular glass plates. Theflowwas induced by a pressure drop from the center to
outside parts of the cell. Three types of orientational structures were registered
dependingon thepressuregradient.At low- andhigh-pressuregradients, orientational

Figure 3.5 Twodifferent director configurations for steady state of
LC layer for Poiseuille flow and the corresponding flow velocity.
The solid and dotted lines are for the director configurations (a)
and (b), respectively. (After Deniston et al. [8].)
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distortions were concentrated at the flow plane. They also observed the escape of the
director from the flow plane for moderate pressure gradient.
Two different approaches were applied to explain complicated nonlinear phenom-

ena taking place in homeotropic samples under Poiseuille flow [8, 40].
In the first approach, the standard hydrodynamic theory of Leslie with a director as

a unique additional parameter was used to conduct stability analysis. In particular,
Zuniga and Leslie [40] found two principal modes – a bow (B) mode and peak (P)
mode.
The B-mode correspondent to the geometry shown in Figure 3.5a (the same polar

angles q(�h/2)¼p/2;q(0)¼ p/2 in themiddle and at boundaries of LC layer) become
unstable relative to the fluctuations of an azimuthal angle at some threshold pressure
gradient Gc. The correspondent critical value Ac of the dimensionless pressure
gradient

Ac ¼ Gch3

8K1
!Gc � 1

h3
ð3:22Þ

was estimated as 20 formaterial parameters ofMBBA. In this case, themaximal angle
of inclination from the initial homeotropic orientation was equal to 42�. The peak
mode (q(�h/2)¼ p/2; q(0)¼ 0) correspondent to the structure in Figure 3.5b was
found to be stable relative to the transition of a director from the flow plane.
The second approach mentioned above is based on generalized hydrodynamic

equations in which the director is added (or replaced) by a variable scalar order
parameterS (or by a variable tensorial order parameterQij). Such approach seemed to
be natural at description of nanoscaled phenomena such as defects arising under
intensive flows or flow-induced orientation in isotropic phase of liquid crystals. In
particular, the transition from B to Pmode can be assigned to the sharp variations of
the order parameter shown in Figure 3.6.
According to Figure 3.6, the scenario of B–P transition includes thinning of the

central layerwith an increase inpressuregradient and it is �unzipping� that leads to the
stable peak mode. This scenario can be realized without the escape of a director from
the flow plane. It is worthwhile to note the essential simplification used in the theory
that ignores the anisotropy of viscoelastic properties of LCs (e.g., shear viscosity).

Figure 3.6 The amplitude of the order parameter q in the center
of the channel as a function of a dimensionless time.
(After Deniston et al. [8].)
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The alternative description of such transformation in terms of a director includes
the emergence of a primer homogeneous instability from the basic B-mode con-
nected with the escape of a director from the flow plane. Such mechanism will be
considered below.

3.3.5
Orientational Instability in a Nematic Liquid Crystal in a Decaying Poiseuille Flow

A detailed experimental study of the homogeneous �out-off-plane� instability was
performed using a specific quasistationary decay flow in a wedge-like cell. The main
idea of experiment is based on Equation 3.22 that predicts rather strong (Gc� h�3)
dependence of the threshold pressure gradient on the thickness of an LC layer. It
paves the way for visualizing the hydrodynamic instabilities, as described below. The
experimental cell is shown schematically in Figure 3.7 [43]. A capillary with a wedge
gap was formed by glass plates with inner surfaces coated by a thin conducting SnO2

layer, which made it possible to apply an electric field to the liquid crystal layer.
Treating the surfaces with chromolane ensured a homeotropic orientation (perpen-
dicular to the surface) of the nematic on the substrates. The main feature of the cell

Figure 3.7 Geometry of awedge-shaped cell:A¼ 10 cm, L¼ 1 cm,
hmax¼ 210mm, h0¼ 33mm, and D¼ 1.5 cm.
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was wedge-shaped with a local layer width h varying along the y-axis. The linearity of
the h(y) dependence and the absolute values of local width hweremonitored from the
variation of the phase difference between the ordinary and the extraordinary rays
caused by a decrease in the alternating voltage (U0¼ 45V, a frequency of 5 kHz)
applied to the MBBA layer to zero. The absolute error in determining the local width
was approximately 2–3mm. Prior to the experiment, the cell was mounted vertically
and was filled with the liquid crystal so that the material filled the capillary, the filling
channels, and a part of expansion vessels (cylindrical pipes of diameterD). Decaying
Poiseuille flow (along the x-axis) was produced because of introduction of the crystal
into one of expansion vessels. The initial pressure drop DP0 created in this case and
proportional to the initial difference DH0 in the levels of the liquid crystal was
calculated to within 5% from the mass of the crystal introduced in the cell and the
diameter of the expansion vessels. The experiments were carried out at temperature
T¼ 22� 0.5 �C.
For a small wedging, the capillary can be treated as a set of channels having

differentwidths andparallel to the x-axis, towhich the samepressure gradientDP/L is
applied. In addition, in view of the large aspect ratio of the cell

A
ðhmax þ h0Þ=2 	 800;

L
ðhmax þ h0Þ=2 	 80:

We can expect that a plane Poiseuille flow along the x-axis is formed in the capillary
(except for the boundary regions at the ends of the cell); this is confirmedby observing
the movement of small impure particles (2–4mm in diameter) added to the nematic.
The intensity I(t) of light with a wavelength of 628 nm (He–Ne laser) transmitted
(along the z-axis) through the capillary was detected from an area of diameter about
0.3mm by a photodiode and recorded in digital form (with the help of A to D
converter) on the hard disk of a computer. Two versions of positions of the polarizer
and the analyzer were used in the experiment: crossed polaroids oriented at an
angle of a¼ 45� to the direction of the flow (geometry a) and at an angle of a¼ 0�

(geometry b). Geometry bmade it possible to detect the escape of the director from the
x–z plane of the flow. Shadow images of the cell in crossed polaroids in geometries a
and b were recorded simultaneously with the help of a digital camera.
For small initial pressure drops (DP0
 6 Pa) in the entire range of local cell

thicknesses h0< h< hmax, no changes in the intensity of transmitted light were
detected in b geometry; consequently, the director preserved its orientation in the
plane of the flow. In a geometry, this regime corresponds to the shadow image of the
cell, consisting of dark and bright fringes arranged along the direction of theflow and
formed as a result of interference of the ordinary and extraordinary rays. The phase
delay d appears as a result of a change in the refractive index, which is in turn
associated with a deviation of the director from the initial homeotropic orientation.
The dynamics of the interference fringes is as follows: the formation of the fringe
structure in the region of large local thicknesses begins immediately after the
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emergence of the initial pressure difference; after this, the system of fringes moves.
Recording locally the intensity of transmitted light I¼ I0 sin

2(d/2) in a geometry,
where I0 is the input intensity, it was found that the phase lag d(t) decreased
exponentially with time (curve 1 in Figure 3.8). The analysis of such type of
dependence can be fulfilled in the framework of a simple linearized model of a
quasistationary decay flow taking into account small changes of a polar angle at a
constant value of the effective viscosity coefficient. It provides a new method of
measuring of shear viscosity coefficients described in detail in Chapter 5. In
particular, the fitting curve 1 shown in Figure 3.2 corresponds to the value of shear
viscosity hhom¼ 0.16� 0.02 Pa s obtained for MBBA that is in good agreement with
the results of independent measurements [44] for maximal Miesowicz viscosity. The
time dependence of a light intensity in a linear regime of a director motion was used
to extract the instant values of a pressure gradient dropDP according to the linearized
model d(t)�DP2, described in Chapter 5. It can be fulfilled even for higher values of
the initial pressure drop DP0 producing nonlinear distortions in the thicker part of a
wedge-like cell used in experiments. In this case, d(t) dependences obtained in the
thinner part of the cell do not follow the simple exponential low (curves 2 and 3 in
Figure 3.8) due to overall changes of an effective viscosity connected with nonlinear
orientational distortions. The modified exponential dependence with a relaxation
time proportional to a slowly varying effective viscosity was found to be in accordance
with experimental results (Figure 3.8).
With increasing initial pressure drop (DP0> 6 Pa), the signal intensity I(t) of

transmitted light in b geometry, which is recorded in the range of large thicknesses of
the cell, exhibits two peaks (curve 2 in Figure 3.9b), indicating the escape of the
director from the plane of theflow. Figure 3.9a shows the theoretical dependences I(t)
in geometries a and b as well as angle fm(t) of deviation of the director from the plane

Figure 3.8 Time dependence of the phase lag d(t). Experimental
data (solid curves) and results of simulation (dashed curves):
h¼ 139mm, DP0¼ 0.4 Pa (1), DP0¼ 0.8 Pa (2), DP0¼ 2.8 Pa (3).
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of the flow at the center of the layer. The nonlinear nematodynamics equations [45]
for a planar layer, when the director and the velocity are functions of coordinate z and
time t [46], were solved numerically using the material parameters for MBBA. The
intensity of transmitted light was calculated using the Jones matrix method [47].
Angle fm characterizes the orientation of the director at the center of the layer:

nm ¼ ð0; sin fm; cos fmÞ:
The director distribution at the instant corresponding to fm¼ 60� is shown in
Figure 3.9c. The first peak of the I(t) signal in b geometry is associated with the
escape of the director from the plane of the flow in the case of a large initial pressure
drop. As the pressure drop DP(t) decreases below the threshold value, the director
returns to the plane of the flow (second peak on the I(t) curve in b geometry) and
relaxes over long periods to the uniform homeotropic orientation.
The transition associatedwith the escape of the director from the plane of theflow is

observed most clearly in the shadow image of the cell (Figure 3.10). In b geometry
(Figure 3.10b), the shadow image is (in the increasing order of the local layer
thickness) dark field I in the range of smaller thicknesses, light fringe II, and the

Figure 3.9 Timedependences of the intensity of transmitted light,
I(t), in geometry a (curves 1) and b (curves 2) and of the angle of
deviation of the director from the flow plane at the center of the
layer, fm(t) (curve 3): (a) theoretical calculations: DP0¼ 21 Pa,
h¼ 90mm; (b) experimental data: DP0¼ 20 Pa, h¼ 86mm;
(c) schematic diagram of orientation of the director at the instant
corresponding to fm¼ 60�.
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low-intensity region III. In a geometry (Figure 3.10a), two regions can be clearly
distinguished on the shadow image, region I þ II, corresponding to relatively small
thicknesses, in which wide interference fringes parallel to the direction of the flow are
observed, and region III, corresponding to large thicknesses, where narrow interfer-
ence fringes are transformed into wide fringes.
The polarization and optical analysis, aswell as a comparison ofmicrophotographs

(Figure 3.10) with time dependences of transmitted light (Figure 3.9b), make it
possible to unambiguously identify all regions on the shadow image of the cell: region
I (the director is in the plane of the flow, the azimuthal angle fm of deviation of the
director at the center of the layer is zero), region II (the director emerges from the
plane of the flow (0� < fm< 20�), and region III (the director is oriented almost
perpendicular to the plane of the flow, fm ! 90�). The recording of shadow images
and the intensity of transmitted light in b geometry made it possible to clarify the
nature of the formation of the region corresponding to the escape of the director from
the plane of theflow. Immediately after the application of the initial pressure gradient
(for 10–15 s) in the range of large values of local thicknesses of the nematic layer, light
fringe II is formed, which subsequently moves along the y-axis toward smaller
thicknesses over a time of approximately 30–40 s. After approximately 50–60 s, the
position of the light fringe stabilizes, and the fringe begins to move slowly in the
direction of increasing layer thickness. This stage corresponds to a steady-state
decaying Poiseuille flow. The boundary yb between regions II and III can be seen
most clearly, while the boundary between regions I and II becomes less clear as fringe
II moves toward large thicknesses. The width of region II attains its minimal value
when it begins its reverse motion and increases as fringe II moves toward large local
thicknesses. The presence of two peaks in the I(t) signal in b geometry (Figure 3.9b) is
due to the fact that light fringe II passes twice through the point of observation. At the
stage corresponding to a steady-state decaying Poiseuille flow, the time dependence
yb(t) of the position of the boundary between regions II and IIIwas recorded since this

Figure 3.10 Shadow images of the cell in crossed polaroids at
instant t¼ 30 s for DP0¼ 15.5 Pa: in geometry a (left) and in
geometry b (right).
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boundary remains the clearest during the entire experiment. The simultaneous
recording of the phase lag d(t) in a geometry in the range of small local widths of the
liquid crystal layer makes it possible to reconstruct the time dependence of the
pressure drop, DP(t). The connection between d(t) and DP(t) in the regime of small
deformation will be considered in Chapter 5.
Thus, using the data on time dependence yb(t) of the position of the boundary and

the dependenceDP(t). Reconstructed from d(t), we can associate the value of pressure
drop with the position of boundary yb recorded in the experiment. The latter is
connectedwith the local thickness hb of the layer by a simple linear dependence. So, it
is possible to extract the dependence of the critical pressure gradient DPc, corre-
sponding to the escape of the director from the plane of the flow, on local thickness hb
of the liquid crystal layer. Figure 3.11 (curves marked by a) shows the DPc(hb)
dependence obtained for various values of the initial pressure dropDP0. It can be seen
from the figure that for large values of h, the curves obtained for different values of
DP0 almost coincide. This is due to the fact that large thicknesses correspond to large
time intervals following the application of the initial pressure drop, when a quasista-
tionary flow sets in the cell. The velocity varies slowly with time and the director can
follow the variation of pressure. Accordingly, the position of the boundary yb in such a
flow regime is determined only by the current value of DP and does not depend on
DP0.
The results of the analysis of the effect of an electricfield applied along the z-axis on

the threshold for the escape of the director from the plane of the flow are given by
curvesmarked by b in Figure 3.11. The reduction of the critical valueDPc(hb) is due to

Figure 3.11 The threshold pressure drop DPc
corresponding to the escape of the director from
the flow plane as a function of the local layer
thickness hb. Experimental data are shown by
symbols and the results of calculations are given
by curves. U¼ 0 V: DP0¼ 9.4 Pa (~ and 1a),

DP0¼ 12.8 Pa (. and 2a), DP0¼ 15.5 Pa
(& and 3a); U¼ 3 V: DP0¼ 8.7 Pa (~ and 1b),
DP0¼ 10.8 Pa (. and 2b), and DP0¼ 14.1 Pa
(& and 3b). Curves 4a and 4b correspond to
calculations for the case of a steady-state
Poiseuille flow for U¼ 0 and 3 V, respectively.
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the fact that the electric field exerts a destabilizing effect (in addition to the flow) on
the homeotropically oriented MBBA layer (negative anisotropy of permittivity).
Figure 3.11 also shows the theoretical DPc(hb) dependences obtained from the

results of simulation of the nonlinear nematodynamics equations [45] for the case
when the director and velocity are functions of coordinate z and time t [46] using the
material parameters of MBBA. The results are in good agreement with the exper-
imental data considering that the wedge-shape cell was simulated in numerical
calculations by a set of planar capillaries, taking into account experimental errors in
determining DPc and hb.
Figure 3.11 also shows for comparison the dependences DPst

c ðhÞ of the critical
pressure drop corresponding to the escape of the director from the plane of the flow,
whichwere calculated for a steady-state Poiseuilleflow (curves 4). The critical value of
the pressure drop for a steady-state Poiseuille flow DPst

c � 1=h3 systematically
exceeds the corresponding values of DPc for a decaying flow. This is due to the fact
that the return of the director to the plane of the decaying flow occurs upon a decrease
in pressure DP(t) below DPst

c over a finite time (on the order of the director relaxation
time), during which the pressure continues to decrease.

3.3.6
Influence of a Decay Flow on Electrohydrodynamic Instability in Liquid Crystals

As it is shown above, weak decay flows with DP < DPst
c induced the �in-plane�

homogeneous motion of a director. Nevertheless, it is of interest to find out some
influence of such flows on the structures induced by other factors. Belowwe describe
one particular case concerning the interaction between a weak decay flow and
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) roll instability induced in a homeotropic LC layer by
a low-frequency electric field.
It is well known that the initial orientation of LC samples stabilized by surfaces can

be destabilized by action of electric or magnetic fields [45]. The primary instability,
Fr�eedericksz transition, arises at voltages higher than some threshold value UF and
can be assigned to dielectric (magnetic) permittivity anisotropy. The existence of the
secondary EHD instability is connected with a bulk charge originating from the
periodic ion vibrations in LC media with anisotropy of an electric conductivity
(Helfrich–Kerr mechanism). The amplitude of such vibrations grows with decreas-
ing frequency. So, relatively low frequencies are needed to produce EHD roll
instability. In experiments, the latter is visualized as a number of electroconvective
rolls.
In initially planar samples, a threshold voltage Vroll does not depend on the layer

thickness h and the spatial period of such structure is comparable to d. It is well
known that just above the threshold voltage, the roll instability is visualized as a
system of regular light and dark stripes – stationaryWilliams�s rolls. The axes of rolls
are oriented normally to the initial surface direction determined by a proper surface
treatment [48, 49]. This property was used, for example, to control the direction of the
flow-induced surface orientation emerging uponfilling of the cells with LCs in case of
a weak surface anchoring [50].
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At increasing voltage, the rolls become distorted and are transformed into a
number ofmoving vortexes strongly scattering light (dynamic light scatteringmode).
It is worthwhile to note that at high frequencies, the specific roll structure

(shevrons) with a period dependent on voltage is realized. The mechanism respon-
sible for such structure essentially differs from Helfrich–Kerr mechanism men-
tioned above.
The emergence of EHD instability in homeotropic samples is essentially a

complicated phenomenon [48, 51]. It is well known that the initial homeotropic
orientation of LC sample with a negative sign of dielectric permittivity anisotropy can
be destabilized by the action of an electricfield. The primary instability –Fr�eedericksz
transition – arises at voltages higher than some threshold value UF. The secondary
roll instability arising at higher voltages looks rather chaotic contrary to the well-
oriented rolls observed in planar cells. It is quite understandable as there is no
privilege direction defined by surfaces and degeneration relative to an azimuthal
angle takes place for both the primary instability and for the secondary one.
The existence of four types of roll structures, namely, normal rolls, inclined rolls,

abnormal rolls, and defect rolls was established in experiments [51]. The experi-
mental data described below were obtained at a voltage 13.6V and a frequency
fU¼ 240Hz, which is lower than the Lifshits� point for MBBA (fU¼ 270Hz in the
absence of magnetic field), correspond to the inclined rolls. The applied voltage was
just above the threshold value (13.1 V). The estimates made in Ref. [51] show that at
these parameters the inclination angle (the angle between the axes of rolls and the
local director) is lower than 15�.
The result of the action of a decay flow on the EHD structure is shown in

Figure 3.12. It is of interest that the degeneration is removed at an extremely low
pressure drop (of order 1 Pa) that is essentially lower than thresholds of flow-induced
instabilities described below. The long axes of rolls are oriented in the direction of a
pressure gradient that is in accordance with the flow-induced roll instability in the
planar samples [22, 23]. It is of interest that the roll structure is distorted when the
action of a decay flow becomes negligible. Itmeans that the latter ismore favorable in
comparisonwith a regular roll structure. Inmany respects, the action of aweakflow is
similar to that registered in the case of weak magnetic fields.

Figure 3.12 Influence of a decay flow on the EHD structure arising
due to low-frequency electric field. DP(0)¼ 5 Pa; U¼ 13.6 V;
fU¼ 240Hz; the thickness of the layer in the center of the images
hhi¼ 120mm, the vertical size of the images �6.4mm.
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To explain the presented results, one has to take into account the destabilizing
torque that stimulates the above-mentioned escape of a director from the flow plane.
It is reasonable to consider the axes of rolls to be normal to the local director. Itmeans
that suchmechanism provides the orientation of the roll axes in the flow direction as
it was observed in experiments.
It is important that the influence of a weak decay flow on EHD instability is

registered in nonpolarized light that makes such effect interesting for sensor
applications of liquid crystals.

3.4
Hydrodynamic Instabilities Under Oscillating Flows

In many respects, a practical realization of oscillating flows seems to be easier than
the analogous problem for the case of stationary flows described above. Moreover, in
most experiments [23, 60] devoted to the study of the simplest plane stationary
Couette and Poiseuille flows, the latter were replaced by the oscillating flows with a
periodic inversion of a flow direction. Indeed, at low frequencies of inversion (e.g.,
10�3Hz [23]), such approximation seems to be reasonable. Nevertheless, it can be
broken for relatively thick (about 200mm) LC layers often used in experiments [23].
So, some results reported for the latter case are possibly connected with a nonsta-
tionary rheological behavior.
It is important to realize in experiments the harmonic oscillating flow. It makes

possible to get results applicable for a comparison with the theoretical description
operating mainly with such type of motion.
The harmonically varied shear motion needed for a Couette flow is relatively

simple for practical realization. For example, one can use the LC cell that consists of
the motionless plate and the moving one with the LC layer fixed by spacers. The
moving plate connected mechanically with a loudspeaker transmits a simple shear
deformation to the LC layer under investigation. A special attention has to be paid to
avoid a transverse plate motion that can drastically modify LC behavior [53].
The realization of harmonic variations of a pressure difference applied to LC layer

that induces an oscillating Poiseuille flow is an essentially complicated problem, as it
will be shown below.
That is why the oscillating Couette flows were studied in more detail compared to

the Poiseuille ones.

3.4.1
Oscillating Coutte Flow

The nonlinear behavior of LC layer under an oscillating Couette flow and in the
presence of magnetic (electric) fields was studied in [21] for the initial planar
orientation normal to the shear rate. It was found that a number of dynamic regimes
for the roll instability controlled by both the frequency of oscillations and the external
field strength (Figure 3.13).
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Different spatial structures controlled by the frequency of oscillations in Couette
flow are also realized at the homeotropic boundary orientation.
The small values of the amplitude of oscillations correspond to the linear regime of

a director motion in the shear plane. Experimentally, this case was studied in
detail [54] for the layer of 5 CB under the action of vibrations with amplitudes
0–20mm and at a frequency variation in the wide range (0.01–200Hz). The authors
have found an excellent agreement between the results of numerical calculations and
the experimental data including time dependences of the intensity of light passed
through the cell, amplitude, and phase parameters of optical response.
An increase in the amplitude of vibrations results in the direct emergence of a

nonhomogeneous roll instability [54, 55] that is quite different from the case of
oscillating Poiseuille flow where the primary homogeneous instability takes place.
The latter will be considered below. A theoretical analysis of the roll instability in a
Couette flow can be found in a number of papers [54, 56–58]. The obtained analytic
expressions for the threshold amplitudes of oscillations at low (high) frequencies are
only in qualitative agreement with the experimental results. The quantitative
agreement was obtained only for a numerical solution of the basic equations at
relatively low frequencies (<100Hz). At higher frequencies, one has to take into
account the inertial properties of LCs [58]. This case corresponds to the shear waves
propagating in a liquid crystal layer and will be considered below in more detail. A
number of acoustooptical effects were studied for the sonic and ultrasonic frequency
ranges [59, 60]. A lot of results of such types were summarized by Kapustina [53].
Among other possible variants of boundary conditions, special attention was paid

to the case where the initial orientation coincides with the flow-induced direction

Figure 3.13 Threshold diagram for different
regimes of roll instability. The ratio of oscillations
amplitude to the layer thickness is equal to 0.148;
R-Z: the rolls are visualized as the inversion of
dark and light stripes every half of the period,
which corresponds to the change of a sign for

nz projection at a constant sign for ny; R-Y:
there is no inversion of dark and light stripes
that correspond to the change of a sign for ny
projection at a constant sign for nz; TR:
intermediate regime with an exotic texture.
(After Ref. [21].)
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described by the angle qflow (see above). This orientation is quite stable for a steady
shear flow. At the same time, it was shown [61] that oscillating flow produces the
specific orientational instability with the threshold amplitude of oscillations depen-
dent on frequency. Experimentally, such possibility was not studied up to now,
although today�s technologies provide the boundary orientation with a controlled
pretilt angle [62, 63].

3.4.2
Oscillating Poiseuille Flow: Planar Orientation

The first experimental study of nematic liquid crystals under an oscillating Poiseuille
flow was performed for the simplest case of a boundary orientation, namely, for a
planar orientation normal to the flow plane [22, 23]. Indeed, the pressure gradient
applied to the layer was constant during a half of the period followed by the abrupt
change of theflowdirection. So, it was difficult towait for an exact agreementwith the
theory considered in terms of harmonically varied pressure gradient. Nevertheless, it
explained the main features of the original experimental results. In particular, it was
found that in the absence of fields, a threshold of the homogeneous instability
described above increased with the frequency of oscillations. Moreover, this insta-
bility was replaced by the roll instability (with axes of rolls oriented along the flow
direction) for frequencies higher than 0.15Hz (see Figure 3.14). For a low pressure
difference DP, the spatial period of the rolls was close to the layer thickness and
decreased as DP�2 for high pressure difference. It points out the formation of two
systems of convective rolls near boundaries.
Additional application of stabilized magnetic and electric fields makes the fre-

quency dependence of the threshold pressure gradient to be very complicated, as
shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.14 Frequency dependencies of the threshold pressure
differences for homogeneous (HI) and roll (RI) instabilities in
MBBA in the absence of external fields; TR: transient regime [23].
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Theoretical aspects of the structure formation under oscillating Poiseuille flow for
the given geometry were considered in a number of publications [26, 57, 64]. It was
shown [26] that theoretical backgrounds, derived for an analysis of hydrodynamic
instabilities arising under steady flow, could be applied with some modifications to
the case of oscillatory flows. In particular, in both cases, a fluctuating parameterw(r, t)
is represented by the unique expression

wðr; tÞ ¼ A expðstÞ: ð3:23Þ
For oscillating flows, the parameter A depends both on spatial coordinates and time,
whereas the latter dependence is absent for a steady flow. For the basic state
oscillating with a period T, this parameter is also represented by the function with
the same period (the Fluke�s theorem):

A ¼ Aðr; tÞ ¼ Aðr; tþTÞ ð3:24Þ
The unique condition for emergence of a homogeneous instability is expressed as
Re{s}� 0.
This inequality corresponds to the monotonic increase of the initial fluctuation,

and the threshold of the homogeneous instability can be found from corresponding
equality. It is possible to use for this purpose the Fourier expansion of the function w
(r, t) and time-dependent coefficients in the initial hydrodynamic equations. After
that, one has to extract the identical harmonic components. It transforms the initial
hydrodynamic equations into the infinite system of the ordinary differential equa-
tions. The threshold of the homogeneous instability is determined via a solution
(using numerical methods) of the corresponding boundary-value problem for this
system. In practice, the calculations are rather cumbrous and demand a powerful
computer. The results obtained for low frequencies essentially depend on the time
profile of pressure gradients, which means that a lot of harmonics have to be used to
analyze experimental data mentioned above [23].

Figure 3.15 Frequency dependence of the threshold
corresponding to roll instability for MBBA in the presence of
electric field [23].
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The account of the additional time coordinate leads to the expansion of the mode
classification. In particular, for the oscillating flow with the period T one can extract
the so-called Z mode defined by the expression

nz tþ T
2

� �
¼ �nzðtÞ; ny tþ T

2

� �
¼ nyðtÞ ð3:25Þ

and Ymode

nz tþ T
2

� �
¼ nzðtÞ; ny tþ T

2

� �
¼ �nyðtÞ: ð3:26Þ

Upon using the Fourier expansion, such solutions correspond to the even and odd
harmonics. So, for Poiseuille flow four regimes, Y -T ;Z-T ;Y -S;Z-S with different
symmetry properties relatively to the spatial and time coordinates are possible.
The alternativeway for the theoretical analysis of the problem is connectedwith the

direct numerical integration of the initial equations. This procedure is relatively
simple for oscillating flows with inversion of a flow direction at the constant module
of a pressure gradient. The frequency dependence of the threshold Ericksen number
for the homogeneous instability in Z-T regime obtained in such manner [26] was
found to be in accordance with the experimental results [23]. The obtained increase
(approximately linearly) in the threshold pressure gradient (proportional to the
Ericksen number) with frequency means that at high frequencies the near boundary
distortions have no enough time (before the inversion of the flow direction) to spread
over the entire LC layer.
Later Tarasov et al. [57] have shown via direct computer simulation that oscillating

Poiseuille flow (contrary to the Couette flow) results in emergence of the homoge-
neous instabilitywith distortions corresponding only toT-type symmetry.At the same
time, the even instability existing in the low-frequency regime is replaced by the odd
instability at increasing frequency. The quantitative correspondence of experimen-
tal [23] and theoretical results was obtained by taking into account the time profile of
low-frequency pressure difference used in the experiment.

3.4.3
Oscillating Poiseuille Flow: Homeotropic Orientation

The response of the initially homeotropic layers of LCs on the action of the oscillating
Poiseuilleflows is of special interest. As it wasmentioned above, there is no threshold
for linear distortions of a homeotropic sample, and the effective torque

G ¼ a2
qvx
qz

ð3:27Þ

acted upon a director via velocity gradient is maximal for this particular orientation.
The optical response of a homeotropic layer on small orientational distortions can be
made very pronounced by using polarized light and optimal geometry of experi-
ments. It makes the use of homeotropic layers the main element of LC sensors
described in Chapter 7.
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The nonlinear phenomena such as the homogeneous instability described above
for a steady Poiseuille flow is also interesting for theoretical description and
experimental study.
One of the first investigations of the linear response of homeotropic layer to the

oscillating Poiseuille flows was conducted by Blinov et al. [65]. The experiments
were performed with the thin layer (5–60mm) of 5CB at sound frequency (57Hz).
The authors have registered the linear deformation of the initial structure by using
the transmitted and reflected polarized light. They have studied and analyzed some
interesting effects such as the damping of low-frequency acoustic wave, amodulation
via the flow the of the director in the surface layer, and so on. The dependences of the
maximal phase difference dmon the amplitude of an applied pressureDPmare shown
in Figure 3.16. They correspond, at least, for relatively small values of DPm to the
calculations performed in the framework of the linear model [66].
The used cell did not show a very high sensitivity to the pressure oscillations (the

maximal applied pressure difference was about 12 kPa). It can be explained by a
relatively small thickness of the layer as the sensitivity of a homeotropic sample
drastically depends on the latter parameter.
More systematic (and interesting for practical applications) results were re-

ported [67–70] in infrasonic frequency range where the sensitivity of homeotropic
samples becomes extremely high. It makes it possible to study both linear and
nonlinear phenomena in oscillating Poiseuille flows. Below we will describe such
experiments and discuss obtained results.

3.4.3.1 Experimental Setup for Low-Frequency Poiseuille Flow
The general scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.17. The low-
frequency (<1Hz) variable pressure difference applied to the LC layer was generated

Figure 3.16 Experimental [65] and theoretical [66] dependences
of the maximal flow-induced phase difference on the amplitude of
a pressure difference: (1) h¼ 9mm, (2) h¼ 17mm, (3) h¼ 32mm;
f¼ 57Hz.
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by the special mechanical system [21] based on the regulated compression of air in
the cylinder 15.
Themechanical system includes the DCmotor 13 with a rotation velocity regulated

by the variation of the electrical current provided by electric supply unit 12. The
rotational motion is slowed and transformed into the translational motion (in x-
direction) of a piston compressing the air inside cylinder 15 via a special unit 14
including awormgear and an oscillating crank gear. Suchdecision provides extremely
slow (0.01–1Hz) motion of a piston x¼ r sin(wt) and variations of a pressure
(proportional to x) in accordance with a harmonic law; DP¼DP0 sinwt. It makes
possible the correct comparison between theoretical calculations and experimental
results, which is under question for the case of reversal motion used in earlier
experiments [23] and described above. The amplitude of pressure variations DP0
applied to the LC cell can be changed in the range (1–1000Pa) both by replacing the
radius r of the crank or by using capillaries 16, 17 of different length and diameter,
which connected both sides of the cell and the entire aerodynamic system with the
environment. The latter makes it possible to minimize extremely slow (<0.01Hz)
variations of the pressure difference applied to the LC layer and induced by thermal
instabilities of different parts of the system. Moreover, such decision excluded the
procedureof aprecise choiceof thenull positionof themechanical system,whichplays
a key role in the analogous systemwithout capillaries [71]. Thewide range of variations
of the controlled parameters (DP0, w, h) provides a detailed study of both linear and
nonlinear phenomena in LC under oscillating Poiseuille flows.
Tubes 18, 19 shown in Figure 3.17 provide both filling of the cell with LC and

minimization of errors arising due to periodical changes of the difference DH in

Figure 3.17 Experimental setup: (1) He–Ne laser; (2) diaphragm;
(3, 4) lenses; (5, 6) polarizes; (7) LC cell; (8) photodiode; (9)
amplifier; (10) AD converter; (11) computer; (12–15) mechanical
system for air pressure supply; (16, 17) capillaries; (18, 19) tubes
partly filled with LC; (20–22) pressure sensor with electric supply
and amplifier; (23) ac generator; (24) voltmeter.
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levels of meniscues in the tubes. The minimal diameter Dmin of the tubes sufficient
for the latter purpose can be estimated by comparing the maximal hydrostatic
pressure DPH¼rg DHmax with the amplitude of the air pressure difference DP0
applied to the cell. It is clear from the geometry of the experiment that DHmax¼VT/2/
(pD2), where DHmax is the maximal (for a period) change of the level difference, VT/2

is the volume flowing through the cell for half the period. The latter can be found by
the integration of the instant volume flow rate (dV/dt) defined for the wedge-like cell
under consideration as follows:

� dV
dt

¼
Xn
i¼1

d DV
dt

¼
ðA

0

DPðtÞ
12 �h3 � L

hmax�ðhmax�h0Þ
A

y

� �3

dy

¼ DPðtÞA
12 �h3 � L

h3max�
3h2maxðhmax�h0Þ

2
þ hmaxðhmax�h0Þ2�ðhmax�h0Þ3

4

 !

¼ DPðtÞA
12 �h3 � L

ðhmax þ h0Þðh2max þ h20Þ
4

:

ð3:28Þ
Expression (3.28) was obtained by considering the wedge-like channel as a number
of parallel channels of a constant thickness and by putting the effective viscosity equal
to the intermediate Miesowicz coefficient h3. The final result for VT/2 is expressed as

VT=2 ¼
ðT=2

0

dV ¼
ðT=2

0

Aðhmax þ h0Þðh2max þ h20Þ
4 � 12 �h3 � L

DP0 sin
2p � t
T

� �
dt

¼ Aðhmax þ h0Þðh2max þ h20Þ
4 � 12 �h3 � L

P0T
p

:

ð3:29Þ

So, the inequality DPHDP0, leads to the next criteria for a minimal diameter of the
tubes:

D �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rgAðhmax þ h0Þðh2max þ h20Þ

4 � 12 �h3 � L
T
p2

s
: ð3:30Þ

The estimated value of Dmin for the maximal period T¼ 100 s, realized in the
experiments is equal to 2.6mm, which is essentially lower than the real diameter
of the tubes (D¼ 13.5mm).
The optical part of the experimental setup was traditional for a polarization–optical

investigation. Itwas registered simultaneously the time variationsof the intensity I(t) of
polarized light passed through the cell and the time dependencesDP(t) of the pressure
difference applied to a liquid crystal layer. The cell was placed between crossed
polarizers at the angle b¼ 45� with respect to the flow direction (geometry a). In this
case, the maximal amplitude of the flow induced light intensity is observed. Lenses 3
and 4 are used tominimize the scanned area dimensions up to the limit when the local
thickness can be considered a constant value. It was possible to apply additionally high-
frequency (3 kHz) electric field to study combined effects of flow and field.
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3.4.3.2 Linear In-Plane Motion of a Director Under Oscillating Poiseuille Flow
In this section, we describe experimental results corresponding to the motion of LC
director inflowplane. The visual observations andmeasurementswere performed in
crossed polarizers oriented at 45� relative to the flow direction (geometry a).
Geometry b was found to be insensitive to the �in-plane� motion of a director.
Visual observations performed at low values of a pressure gradient show the

picture of interference stripes parallel to the flow direction and similar to that
observed in a decayflow (Figure 3.10). They arose at an increase of an instant pressure
difference and moved upward and downward in accordance with pressure oscilla-
tions. It is clear that such motion reflects the periodic flow-induced variations of the
polar angle q and corresponding birefringence that depends both on q and h.
Examples of local optical response are shown in Figure 3.18.
One can see the rising additional local extremes (corresponding to the motion of

the interference stripes) on I(t) dependences at an increase of both the pressure
difference amplitude DP0 and the local thickness h.
The presented dependences provide the calculation of the maximal phase differ-

ence dm in accordance with

I ¼ I0 sin
2ðd=2Þ ð3:31Þ

realized for each halve of the period of pressure oscillations. The latter parameter can
be easily connectedwith the amplitude of the polar angle variations in the framework
of linearized models [66–68].

Figure 3.18 Time dependences of light intensity I(t) obtained in
geometry �a� at different experimental parameters: T¼ 3.1 s,
h¼ 112mm, (a) DP0¼ 16.4 Pa, dm¼ 2.18 rad; (b) DP0¼ 23.0 Pa,
dm¼ 4.3 rad; (c) DP0¼ 133.5 Pa. MBBA 22 �C.
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In particular, for the case of additional action of electric field E on the homeotropic
layer of LC, the system of coupled hydrodynamic equations is written as [68]

r
qvX
qt

¼ � qP
qx

þh1
q2vX
qz2

þa2
q2q
qzqt

ð3:32Þ

k33
q2q
qz2

¼ a2
qvX
qz

þ g1
qq
qt

þ e0 DeE2q; ð3:33Þ

where r, h1, De, K33 are the density, the maximal shear viscosity, the dielectric
permittivity anisotropy, and the Frank�s constant of LC. This system describes a time
evolution of the velocityVx(z, t) and orientation q(z, t) fields for a flow plane (here q is
the angle of declination from the initial homeotropic orientation).
By introducing dimensionless parameters ~t ¼ w � t, ~z ¼ z=h, the general solution

of this system can be represented as follows:

q ¼ q0 þ �q ð3:34Þ
�qð~z;~tÞ ¼ qrð~zÞcos~tþ qið~zÞsin~t: ð3:35Þ

Functions qr andqi are defined by the substitution of expression (3.35) into the
system (3.32) and (3.33):
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where the frequency dependence of wave numbers k1 and k2 is expressed as

k1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2

wE

w0
þ
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m ¼ 1�ð�a2Þ
h2

1
1�l

: ð3:40Þ

The obtained expressions for k1 and k2 depend on the following three frequencies:

w – the frequency of the applied pressure gradient,

w0 ¼ K33
h2g1

– the characteristic frequency of the director motion in the absence of
electric field, and

wE ¼ e0 DeE2

g1
– the analogous frequency in the presence of strong electric field.

In the case of weak fields (wEw0), two wave numbers, describing space
variations of orientation become equal:

k1 	 k2 	 k 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
m

w
w0

r
: ð3:41Þ

The expression (3.41) previously obtained in [66] means a decrease in the boundary
layer thickness with frequency w.

At the same time, for strong electric fields (wEmw)

k2 ffi 0; k1 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wE=w0

p
	 ðU=UFÞ2;

where UF ¼ p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K33=e0 De

p
is the threshold voltage for a Fr�eedericksz transition. So,

the character of space distortions and the thickness of the boundary layers do not
depend on frequency for this case.
The analysis of the obtained expressions shows that the amplitude of orientational

oscillations decreases with frequency. The analogous decrease takes place via
application of electric field for liquid crystals with a positive value of De. In the
latter case, increase in electric field strength also results in decrease in the imaginary
part qi(z) and corresponding phase shift b between a directormotion and oscillations
of a pressure gradient:

tgb ¼ qi
qr

: ð3:42Þ
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In the absence of electric field, the phase shift depends on the frequency of
oscillations. For low frequencies

w  w0=m ð3:43Þ
b ! 0, so the director oscillates in a phase with pressure oscillations, whereas at high
frequenciesb ! pandtheorientationalmotionisintheoppositephasewithapressure
variation. The frequency dependence of the phase shift is shown in Figure 3.19.
It is convenient to compare the presented theoretical expressions with the

experimental results in terms of the optical phase delay d. For small distortions
from the initial homeotropic orientation, themaximal variations of this parameter dm
can be expressed as

dm ffi d1 � ðDP0Þ2; ð3:44Þ
where d1(T, h)¼ dm(DP0¼ 1 Pa) – the reduced phase delay.
The experimental dependences of the maximal phase delay dm on the squared

amplitude of a pressure difference are shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. They are in
good agreement with the general prediction of the linear model (3.44).
The parameter d1 defines the sensitivity of LC layer to the pressure gradient that

plays a key role in sensor applications of liquid crystals (Chapter 7). Its change with
the frequency of oscillations is reflected through a decrease in the inclination of lines
in Figure 3.20 for shorter periods. It is worthwhile to note an extremely strong
dependence of d1 on the local thickness h shown in Figure 3.21. This fact is in
qualitative accordance with the results of simplified quasistationary model [67] that
predicts d1� h7 in the absence of fields. It is obvious that a quasistationary regime is
realized at low values of a local thickness where parameter d1 does not depend on the
period of oscillations (see Figure 3.22).

Figure 3.19 Theoretical frequency dependences of the phase shift
between a director motion and pressure gradient oscillations for
the layer of 5 CB (h¼ 50mm) confined by surfaces with a
homeotropic (1) and a planar orientation (2). (After Ref. [66].)
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Figure 3.20 Dependencies of phase difference dm on the squared
pressure amplitude DP0 in MBBA 22 �C for different periods.
Symbols: experimental results, lines: approximation by
linearization.h¼ 107mm; (1)T¼ 28 s, (2)T¼ 12.5 s, (3)T¼ 5.6 s,
(4) T¼ 3 s.

Figure 3.21 Dependencies of phase difference dm on the squared
pressure amplitude DP0 in MBBA for a different layer thickness.
Symbols: experimental results, lines: approximation by
linearization. T¼ 3.2 s; (1) h¼ 25.4mm, (2) h¼ 29.6mm,
(3) h¼ 32.8mm, (4) h¼ 37.6mm.
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At the same time, such dependence takes place at higher thicknesses. It means
that a quasistationary approximation does not hold and the general solu-
tion (3.35)–(3.37) has to be applied for a comparison between the experiment and
the theory. The results of such a comparison for MBBA with available material
parameters are presented in Figures 3.23 and 3.24. The reasonable quantitative
agreement makes strong arguments for the possibility of a priori estimation of a
linear response of LC layer on the time-dependent pressure gradient. It paves the
way for optimization of the technical parameters of LC cells used in sensor
applications. In particular, it can be done via additional usage of electric fields.
In the case of MBBA (De< 0), the maximal increase in the phase difference dm
induced by field is rather moderate (see Figure 3.24) that can be explained by a
critical slowing down of director fluctuations at approaching Fr�eedericksz transi-
tion from below.
Previously, this fact was confirmed by acoustooptical investigations of LC with a

negative sign of De [72]. In the vicinity of this transition, the dependence of the
relaxation time on voltage is described by the power law with critical exponent
equal to 1:

t � UF�U
UF

� ��1

; ð3:45Þ

where UF is the voltage of Fr�eedericksz transition.

Figure 3.22 Dependencies of a normalized phase delay in a
homeotropic layer of MBBA on pressure oscillations period
for different values of a local thickness. Symbols: experimental
data, lines: theoretical curves: (1) h¼ 30mm; (2) h¼ 58mm;
(3) h¼ 107mm; (4) h¼ 114mm; (5) h¼ 150mm.
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The critical increase in the relaxation time breaks the low-frequency regime for
the entire frequency range, so the general expressions (3.35)–(3.37) have to be
applied to compare the theory and the experiment. The result of such a comparison
shown in Figure 3.24 confirms the possibility of a quantitative description of a

Figure 3.24 Dependence of the phase delay on electric voltageU.
Symbols: experimental data, lines: results of numerical
calculations. (1) h¼ 61mm, T¼ 6 s, DP0¼ 33.2 Pa; (2) h¼ 61mm,
T¼ 6 s, DP0¼ 11 Pa; (3) h¼ 38mm, T¼ 4.7 s, DP0¼ 47.6 Pa; (4)
h¼ 44mm, T¼ 15.8 s, DP0¼ 22.5 Pa. MBBA 22 �C.

Figure 3.23 Dependence of the reduced phase delay on the layer
thickness at different periods of pressure oscillations. Symbols:
experimental data, (1) a stationary approximation, (2 and 3) a
general solution for T¼ 6 and 3 s. MBBA 22 �C.
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linear regime in the presence of electric field. It is important for the elaboration of
electrically controlled sensors based on the usage of LC with high positive value of
dielectric permittivity anisotropy. The results of such type will be presented and
discussed in Chapter 7.

3.4.3.3 Hydrodynamic Instabilities Under Oscillating Poiseuille Flows
The problem of hydrodynamic instabilities arising in a homeotropic layer of NLC
under oscillating Poiseuille flow can be considered as the most complicated in
comparison with the particular cases described above. It is connected with the nature
of a basic state that is presented by the linear regime of an oscillating motion in the
flow plane (see Section 3.3.2). Nevertheless, the main reason, namely, the space
dependence of the shear rate, which provides the primary homogeneous instability is
common for both steady and oscillating Poiseuille flows. The theoretical prediction
of such instability was made by Krekhov and Kramer [40]. Up to now, only rare
experiments [71, 74] were performed to study this case. In particular, an escape of a
director from the flow plane referred to the homogeneous instability was reported in
Ref. [71]. The experiments were conducted with a sample of MBBA placed into a
plane capillary with a length 15mm and a gap of 23mm. The special mechanical
system was used to apply the harmonically varying pressure difference. The mea-
surements were performed in a rather narrow frequency range (5–20Hz) corre-
spondent to the high-frequency limit (wt0� 1). The dynamic changes in orientation
were registered in polarized light when one of the axes of crossed polarizers was
parallel to the flow direction. Such optical geometry, described above for a case of a
decay flow, is insensitive to the motion of a director in a plane flow. So, an escape of a
director from the flow plane was easily detected as a double peak on I(t) dependence
(Figure 3.25). It was found that the threshold of this effect increased approximately
proportionally with a frequency (Figure 3.26). The theoretical calculations showed a
good agreement with the experimental dependence. The corresponding profiles of
orientations are shown in Figure 3.27.

Figure 3.25 Time dependences of the polarized light intensity
(solid curve) and the pressure difference (dotted curve).
(After Ref. [71].)
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The theoretical analysis of a homogeneous instability was performed in Ref. [75]. It
took into account different possible types of symmetry for a basic state (Table 3.1). The
numerical calculations were made for the minimal threshold in the absence of
electric field that corresponded to the first type of symmetry (Table 3.2) referred to as
the fluctuating parameters.

Figure 3.26 Frequency dependence of the threshold pressure
difference (symbols: experimental results, line: theoretical
calculations).

Figure 3.27 Director profiles for out-of-plane transition: polar
angle q(z) (solid line), azimuthal angle f(z) (dashed line);
wt¼p/2, f¼ 10Hz, h¼ 23mm. MBBA 22 �C.

Table 3.1 Symmetry of the basic state.

n0x n0z v0x

t Odd Even Odd
z Odd Even Even
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It was found that the dimensionless pressure gradient,

ac ¼ G0h
wð�a2Þ ; ð3:46Þ

did not depend on the frequency at high frequencies and varied as w�1 in low-
frequency limit. Universal frequency dependence for a pressure gradient is shown in
Figure 3.28.
The case of additional action of electric field was considered too. It was shown that

electric field led to increase (decrease) in the threshold pressure gradient for positive
(negative) signs of dielectric permittivity anisotropy. In the latter case, instability can
arise at extremely weak flows due to a well-known mechanism responsible for a
Fr�eedericksz transition and taking place at critical field EF (Figure 3.29). The role of
the flow in this case is to remove the azimuthal degeneration intrinsic to a B-effect.
Below we will present some experimental confirmation of the theoretical conclu-

sions mentioned above.
Detailed experimental studies of �out-of-plane� motion at low frequencies of

pressure oscillations [70] were performed by using the wedge-like cell mentioned
above. Itmade possible to study simultaneously both linear and nonlinear regimes of
a director motion.

Figure 3.28 The frequency dependence of the dimensionless
thresholdpressure gradientac;MBBA25 �C,E0¼ 0 V, h¼ 100mm;
the solid curve: an exact numerical solution, the dashed curve: an
approximate analytic solution.

Table 3.2 Symmetry of fluctuations for hydrodynamic parameters.

n1y(t) v1y(t) n1y(z) v1y(z)

I Even Even Even Odd
II Even Even Odd Even
III Odd Odd Even Odd
IV Odd Odd Odd Even
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The visual observations of the cell revealed flow-induced structures analogous in
many respects to those described above for a case of a decay quasistationary flow
though some difference was also noticed.
In particular, the sharp boundary between two regions (I and II) corresponding to

�in-plane� (I) and linear �out-of-plane� (II) regimes of a director motion was
visualized in both cases. The time of formation of this boundary in the case of an
oscillatory flow exceeded by order the period of oscillations. It is important to note
that after this time the position of boundary yb became fixed at least for the periods
shorter than 30 s. Slight periodical motion of the boundary relative to the averaged
positionwas registered only at very low frequencies (T> 30 s). In general, thewidth of
the intermediate region (II) is smaller than for the case of decay flow and equal to
1–2mm. It corresponds to the thickness variation of about 2–4mm.
The region (III) corresponding to strongly nonlinear changes of an azimuthal

angle iswell visualized in both optical geometries �a� and �b�. The picture obtained in
geometry �a� represents a number of narrow interference stripes moving in
accordance with a pressure difference variation. The contrast of this picture becomes
maximal at the moment when the instant pressure difference is close to zero. The
narrow bright stripe (region II) similar to that observed in a decay flow was instantly
visualized for an oscillating flow too (Figure 3.10). At the same time, the region (III)
was rather dark in all phases of oscillations. The analogous picture observed at higher
frequencies (>1Hz)was explained previously by inversion of the direction of �out-of-
plane� transition [71]. The region (I) corresponding to �in-plane�motion of a director
remained dark at observation in geometry �b�.
The drastic changes in a dynamic optical response due to crossing the boundary

was also obtained at the standard local study of light intensity variations for the both
geometries (Figure 3.30).

Figure 3.29 The dependences of the dimensionless threshold
pressure gradient ac on the relative value E0/EF of the electric field
strength. The solid (dashed) lines correspond to a numerical
calculation (an approximate analytic solution); h¼ 100mm,
(a) f¼ 0.01Hz, (b) f¼ 1Hz. MBBA 22 �C.
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It is worthwhile to note that the boundary described above becomes not so sharp
and shows some inclination at higher frequencies. It can be connected with a slight
surface inhomogeneity to the cell that did not play an essential role in a linear regime
described above. These effects induce some additional (up to�5mm)but no dramatic
errors in the determination of a local thickness hb corresponding to the position yb of
the boundary. The threshold local thickness hc can be considered as the most
important from the point of view of the experimental checking of the theoretical
predictions concerning a homogeneous instability.
In particular, it was established that the variations of both the amplitude and the

frequency of the pressure applied to the cell induced a shift of the boundary to the
new position corresponding to the new value of the local layer thickness. It can be
used to restore the inverse dependence, namely, DPc(h) that in some respects is
more convenient for a comparison with the theory as it usually deals with a
threshold amplitude DPc. So, the wedge-like cell provides both a visualization of
the homogeneous instability and a quantitative information about threshold
parameters (hc or DPc).
The example of DPc(h) obtained at extremely low frequencies is shown in

Figure 3.31. The threshold amplitudes of the pressure difference is well described
by the power lawDPc� h�3 that is in accordance with the estimatesmade for a steady
flow [31]. It confirms the realization of low-frequency limit in the described
experiments.

Figure 3.30 Time dependences of light intensity I(t) in geometry
�a� (1), b (2); (3) time dependence of the pressure;
(a) DP0¼ 536 Pa, h¼ 130mm (hb¼ 128mm); (b) DP0¼ 398 Pa,
h¼ 119mm (hb¼ 121mm). MBBA 23 �C.
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The theoretical analysis of the problem has shown the existence of the
universal dependence of a dimensionless pressure difference ac¼ (DP0/L)h/
[w(�a2)] on the parameter wt0. The experimental data are presented in accor-
dance with this dependence in Figure 3.32. They confirm the existence of the two

Figure 3.31 Amplitude of the threshold pressure difference DPc
0

corresponding to the escape of a director from the flow plane
as a function of a local layer thickness hb. The experimental
points are approximated by the power law (dashed curve)
DPc

0 ¼ A � hB with B¼�3.22� 0.13. MBBA 23 �C.

Figure 3.32 Universal dependences for a threshold of the
homogeneous instability at different voltages. The symbols
correspond to the experimental data; theoretical dependences are
presented by dotted curves (for the asymptotic regimes) and by
a solid curve (results of a complete numerical calculations).
MBBA 23 �C.
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(low-frequency and high-frequency) asymptotic regimes predicted by the theory
(see Figure 3.28).
Experimental data at low frequencies are in good quantitative agreement with the

numerical calculations though some difference (about 20%) was noticed for high
frequencies. The latter can be attributed to the additional errors in determination of
the inclined boundary mentioned above.
One of the most interesting problems solved in described experiments was the

combined action of shear flow and electric field on the hydrodynamic instabilities
arising in shear flows of NLC. In the case of negative sign of dielectric permittivity
anisotropy (e.g.,MBBA), both electric fields and shearflows induce destabilization of
the initial orientation. In the absence of a shear flow, the field-induced distortions are
degenerated to the azimuthal angle. One can wait to see that even slight flow can
remove this degeneration and is able to modify the total picture and threshold values
for a Fr�eedericksz transition. Moreover, this effect holds even for the highly
dissipative structures such as convective rolls induced by low-frequency electric
field (see Section 3.3.6). From the point of view of the flow-induced homogeneous
instability, the additional action of destabilizing electric field has to stimulate the
escape of a director from the flow plane with a decrease in the threshold pressure
gradient. This effect is seen well in Figure 3.32.
At low frequencies (wt0 20), the influence of destabilizing electric field can be

described by universal dependence shown in Figure 3.33, where the threshold
pressure difference at the given voltage DP0(U) is normalized on the similar
parameter in the absence of field. One can see that the application of electric field
in the vicinity of Fr�eedericksz transition provides a critical decrease in the threshold
pressure difference (up to zero). It may be of practical importance for elaboration of
highly sensitive LC sensors of low-frequency vibrations.

Figure 3.33 Universal dependence of the threshold amplitude of
the pressure difference DP0 on the electric voltage U for different
values of a local layer thickness h. MBBA 23 �C.
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It is possible to obtain the analytic solutions of the problem [75, 76] for both the low-
frequency (wt0 1) and the high-frequency (wt0� 1) regimes. Such solutions are in
good accordance with the experimental data, as shown in Figure 3.34a. The
agreement between the theory (numerical simulations) and the experiments was
also obtained for intermediate frequencies, which is demonstrated by Figure 3.34b.
The same is true for liquid crystalswith a positive value of the dielectric permittivity

anisotropy. In this case, application of electric field stimulates stabilization of the
linear �in-plane� regime of a directormotion and a shift of the boundary to the region
of smaller thickness (Figure 3.35).

Figure 3.34 Dependencies of the threshold
local thickness hb on the applied voltage
U normalized on the Fr�eedericksz transition
voltage UF for low frequencies (a) and high
frequencies (b); the solid curves correspond
to the analytic solutions of the low-frequency
(wt0 1) and the high-frequency (wt0� 1)

regimes, the dashed curves represent the results
of numerical simulations [75]; (a) (1) T¼ 40.6 s,
DP0¼ 6.7 Pa, (2) T¼ 40.6 s, DP0¼ 15 Pa,
(3) T¼ 14 s, DP0¼ 22.3 Pa; (b) (1) T¼ 5 s,
DP0¼ 25.9 Pa, (2) T¼ 3.3 s, DP0¼ 52.4 Pa.
MBBA 23 �C.
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This effect is also quantitatively described in terms of universal dependences as
shown in Figure 3.36. Contrary to the case of De< 0, the range of stabilizing applied
voltages is rather wide (0–100V for h> 50mm). It makes the electric field very
effective at the control of both linear and nonlinear regimes of a director motion that
is important for practical applications (Chapter 7).

Figure 3.35 Dependence of the threshold layer thickness hb on
the applied voltage U. (1) T¼ 67 s, DP0¼ 10 Pa; (2) T¼ 49 s,
DP0¼ 11.4 Pa; (3) T¼ 49 s, DP0¼ 12.7 Pa; (4) T¼ 16.1 s,
DP0¼ 33.1 Pa; (5) T¼ 15.5 s, DP0¼ 44 Pa. ZhK616 24 �C.

Figure 3.36 Dependencies of the dimensionless threshold
amplitude ac on the parameter wt0 at different voltages. Dashed
lines represent the results of theoretical calculations in a low-
frequency range. ZhK616 24 �C.
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3.5
Secondary Instabilities in Poiseuille Flows

There are some interesting effects induced by decay and oscillating flows in the
regions of wedge-like cell with the thickness exceeding the threshold thickness for a
homogeneous instability. These secondary effects arise in the conditions far from
equilibriumwhen the basic state corresponds to the primary instability connectedwith
the escape of a director from the flow plane. It is worthwhile to note that existence of
dissipative structures is a general property of the systems with strongly irreversible
processes. In our case, the next structures of such type were experimentally observed.

3.5.1
Domain Walls

The domain walls separate the regions with the opposite signs of y-projections of a
director (ny and�ny). Such structure was induced by oscillating flows [40, 70, 71]. At
low frequencies, the flow stimulates not only the rise domainwalls but also their slow
transformation (Figure 3.37). In the final stage, the walls are oriented in the flow
direction. These walls disappeared for 1–5 min after the flow stopped. This time is
comparable to the characteristic time t0 of a director motion introduced above.
Previously, the domainwallswere observed for an initially planar orientation [22]. But
in the latter case, they were oriented normally in the flow direction and obviously
arose due to the defects on the channel edges.

3.5.2
Secondary Roll Instability in Oscillating Flow

The use of the wedge-like cell provided the first observation of the secondary roll
instability in a homeotropic nematic layer under oscillatory Poiseuille flow. It arose in

Figure 3.37 Evolution of domain walls induced by an oscillating
Poiseuille flow; snapshots correspond to 85min (left) and
120min (right) after beginning of the flow; geometry �a�,
DP0¼ 26.5 Pa, T¼ 33.7 s. MBBA 23 �C.
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the region of thefirst homogeneous instability connectedwith the escape of a director
from the flow plane. Rolls were dislocated into domains and moved in accordance
with overall flowmotion. Roll�s axes were oriented exactly along the flow direction in
the region near the threshold of appearance andwere inclined far from the threshold.
In general, the angle of inclination increased with the layer thickness and showed a
slow precession. Increasing thickness also led to the development of a number of
defects, which are transformed into a chaos-like structure showing strong light
scattering. The evolution of the roll structure into chaos is demonstrated by photos in
Figure 3.38.
The space period of the rolls near the threshold qflow was obtained via light

diffraction. The ratio qflow/h and the analogous ratio for electroconvective rolls
oriented by flow (see Section 3.3.6) are shown in Figure 3.39 as functions of the
layer thickness h. The relative period of the secondary flow instability decreases with
h, contrary to the case of electrically induced rolls where the period is approximately
equal to the layer thickness.
Presumably, the secondary roll instability can be produced by the same destabiliz-

ing mechanisms as those considered previously [22, 23] for the initial planar
orientation perpendicular to the flow plane (see Section 3.3.1). Analysis presented
in Section 3.3.5 for a homogeneous instability decay flow shows that such type of
orientation is also realized in the central part of the cell with a homeotropic surface
orientation. In this case, the period of the secondary instability has to be slightly
smaller (due to boundary layers) than the layer thickness. Obviously, this situation
really takes place in the thinner part of the cell. At the same time, it is well known that
in intensive flows the overall orientation of LC is close to the flow direction. Such

Figure 3.38 Roll�s instability in oscillatory Poiseuille flow. MBBA 22 �C.
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mechanism that is most favorable in the thicker part of the cell can suppress the
perpendicular orientation in the central part of the layer. It has to decrease the size of
the central part and the corresponding period of theflow-induced roll structure that is
in accordance with the data presented in Figure 3.39.
The frequency dependences of the thresholds for homogeneous and roll in-

stabilities and also for chaos-like structure are presented in Figure 3.40 using
dimensionless coordinates ac and wtd. The two latter thresholds were registered
due to the appearance of the light diffraction produced by the periodical pace
structure and it is suppressed by the chaos-like structure. In general, the threshold
for the second roll instability in the case of homeotropic surface alignment is higher

Figure 3.39 Comparison of roll structures periods: (.) rolls,
induced by oscillating flow; (&) electroconvective rolls stabilized
by oscillating Poiseuille flow. MBBA 22 �C.

Figure 3.40 Thresholds for different instabilities induced by
oscillatory Poiseuille flows; � – a threshold for a case with planar
surface orientation [23]. U¼ 0 V, MBBA 22 �C.
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than that established for the simpler case of the planar surface orientation normal
to the flow plane. Nevertheless, the thresholds for these cases are of the same order
of magnitude, so the similar destabilizing mechanisms can act in both cases.
The investigation of the secondary roll instability in a liquid crystal mixture

(ZhK616) with a positive sign ofDe under electric field revealed a nontrivial behavior.
The experiments were conducted in the cell where one electrode was separated into
two parts. It stimulated the emergence of defects in the vicinity of intraelectrode gap.
In the absence of electric field, the roll structure looked similar to that observed for
MBBA (Figure 3.41a). It would be reasonable to wait for suppressing the roll
instability under applied electric field. The real scenario at increasing voltage was
rather complicated; at relatively low voltages, the roll structure is deformed and the
linear defect oriented perpendicular to the flow director was formed in the intraelec-
trode gap at the pressure inversion (Figure 3.41b). At the next moment, this line was
moved by flow. The same phenomena took place every half of a period. So, a number
of pair defects relatively symmetrical to the intraelectrode gap were observed after
some periods of oscillations (Figure 3.41c). Increasing electric field results in
suppressing the roll structure with a simultaneous transformation of defects in
linear disclinations (Figure 3.41d). The defects were totally suppressed at voltages
higher than 10 V (Figure 3.41e). In the latter case, the intraelectrode gap was well
visualized under combined action of flow and field. So, the described effect can be
used to produce well-oriented linear defects. It is important for physics of defects in
liquid crystals. Such phenomena can be responsible for the formation of large-scale
domains described in [22].

3.5.3
Long-Living Domains Produced by Flows

The memory-like effects in nematic liquid crystals are of especial interest from the
viewpoint of basic science and practical applications. Some of them induced by
electric fields will be described in Chapter 7. Below we present the experimental
results concerning the long-living structures induced in the wedge-like cell both by
the decay flow and the oscillatory one.
For the decay flow, it was established that macroscopic domains of different sizes

and shapes arose in the thicker part of the cell at Ericksen numbers bigger than the

Figure 3.41 Electrically induced transformation of the secondary
roll instability into the system of disclination lines. ZhK616
(De¼ þ 3.4), DP0¼ 71 Pa, T¼ 16.7 s, hhi¼ 162mm, ; 6.4mm,
22 �C; the flow direction is pointed by the arrow.
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critical value for out-of-plane transition. These regions were characterized by
extremely long lifetime after the flow stopped. For example, it required more than
3 h for relaxation of the domain structure (induced by pressure gradientG¼ 2500 Pa/
m and observed at local thickness about 130mm) to the initial homogeneous
homeotropic orientation (dark state in crossed polarizers). This time was essentially
more than the decay time of aflow (about 10min). At longer times, the slow relaxation
process was well visualized in crossed polarizers oriented at 45� relative to the flow
direction (geometry �a�), as shown in Figure 3.42. The observations in this geometry
revealed a number of inclined interference stripes slowly moving inside domains,
while the surrounding was already dark. In geometry �b� (one of the crossed
polarizers was oriented along the flow direction), the domains were visualized as
more bright regions separated fromdark homeotropic surrounding by narrow bright
boundary. It means that the mean orientation inside domains differs from the
orientation in the flow plane.
The sizes of domains increased with the increase in pressure gradient and unique

region of abnormal orientation could arise. After stopping the flow, the square of
domains was slowly decreased due to the motion of domain walls (with a velocity of
order 1mm/s).
The analogous long-living regions were induced also by low-frequency oscillating

flows. They arose after an exposure time texp (typically some minutes) in the regions
with strong anisotropic scattering of light. The overall size of the regions increased
with both the amplitude of pressure oscillations and the exposure time. In particular,
it was possible to produce big unique regions that occupied the most area of the cell.
The dynamics of such regions after stopping the flow is similar to that of a decay flow.
The nature of such regions with abnormally long lifetime is not well understood

yet. One can propose that they are connected with local breaking of the nematic order
mentioned above. The generalized theory [11] with a variable order parameter
predicts the emergence of a number of sublayers parallel to the layer plane separated
by regions with sharp change of the order degree. Such structure can show meta-
stable behavior.

Figure 3.42 Relaxation of a long-living domain induced by a decay
flow; MBBA, the initial pressure difference DP(0)¼ 37 Pa, the
range of local thicknesses corresponding to the image h¼ (120,
175)mm; geometry �a�.
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There is no doubt that the long-living structures described above arise also upon
filling of the cells with LCs in the case of homeotropic orientation. So, such effects are
of practical importance.

3.6
Shear Flows at Weak Anchoring

The theoretical analysis of the flow-induced phenomena described above wasmostly
carried out under the assumption of strong surface anchoring. It is obvious that the
effects of weak anchoring (see Chapter 5) have to modify both static and dynamic
behavior of liquid crystals as in the case of electric fields. The theoretical description
taking into account weak anchoring was developed in the past decade [69, 77–82]. It
includes some particular cases corresponding to linear and nonlinear regimes of a
director motion. In the case of a linear regime, the attention was mainly focused on
oscillating flows where weak anchoring effects described in terms of an anchoring
strength and a surface viscosity (see Chapter 5) can modify the overall dynamic
response of LC layer on the oscillating shear stress (Couette flow) or the pressure
gradient (Poiseuille flow). Only rarely were experimental studies of flow-induced
behavior of liquid crystals at weak anchoring [69, 77] performed so far.

3.6.1
Linear Oscillating Flows at Weak Anchoring

Inmany respects, the interest in linearflows in LC layers confined toweakly anchored
surfaces was stimulated by the possibility of extracting information about the so-
called surface viscosity coefficient predicted by theory. In the proposed theoretical
models [83–85], it is referred to as the existence of near-surface layers described by a
surface director ns that moves slower in comparison with the bulk one. It produces
additional viscous moments acting on the bulk director from the boundary layers,
which modifies the dynamical response of LC on the external force, applied to the
layer. The surface viscosity defines the value of this moment. It denotes the phase
shift between bulk and boundary layers. Estimates made [86] have shown that this
shift lies in microsecond range and can hardly be detected directly. So some
experimental technique [87–89] was proposed to get information about fast surface
dynamics and values of surface viscosity coefficients. Nevertheless, up to now the
reliable estimates of the latter parameter were rarely reported [89].
Recently, the optical study of oscillating shear flows was considered as the

alternative method for the registration of fast surface dynamics at weak anchor-
ing [77, 78]. One can wait to see that the use of mechanically induced oscillations of
liquid crystal makes it possible to exclude the electric properties of liquid crystals
from the problem under consideration. So, such technique can be rather universal
for LC materials and surfaces of different types.
In spite of essential theoretical progress in this direction, there are only two

experimental works [69, 77] devoted to the special study of weak anchoring effects on
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shear flows of liquid crystals. In both cases, a combined homeoplanar orientation
was used as the nondisturbed state of LC layer. This state is more complicated for
a theoretical analysis than the homogeneous one, which was described in detail
[78, 79]. Nevertheless, the former is more suitable for practical realization of a weak
polar anchoring.
Below we will follow the general theoretical description of the problem presented

in Ref. [69] for the case of Poiseuille shear flow.

3.6.1.1 General Equations
Let us consider a nematic layer with thickness h confined between two solid
substrates. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is chosen in the layer
center with z being perpendicular to the layer. The oscillatory Poiseuilleflow induced
by pressure gradient (DP/Dx)cos(wt) applied along the x-axis.
The solution of the nematodynamics equations for the velocity v and director n

corresponding to the motion of a director in the flow plane is expressed as

v ¼ ðvz; 0; 0Þ; n ¼ ðnx; 0; nzÞ: ð3:47Þ
Velocity component vz is equal to zero due to incompressibility condition div
v¼ 0.
It is convenient to use for numerical calculations the dimensionless variables t0

and z0 introduced as t0 ¼ tw�1 and z0 ¼ z/h.

The complete set of dimensionless dynamic nematic equations is

eðnxnz;zz�k31nznx;zzx;zz þFnxnzÞþ ðnznx;t�nxnz;tÞþ 1
l�1

ðn2z þln2xÞvx;z ¼ 0

ð3:48Þ

�ap cos tþ qz �nznx;t�lnxnz;t þ a4 þða3 þa6Þn2x þða5�a2 þ 2a1n2xÞn2z
�2a2

vx;z

	 

¼ 0

ð3:49Þ

n2x þ n2z ¼ 1; ð3:50Þ
where e ¼ 1=thw, th ¼ g1h2=K11, ap ¼ ðDP=DxÞðh=ð�a2ÞwÞ, k31 ¼ K33=K11, l ¼
a3=a2, ai is the Leslie viscosity, and Kii the elastic constants.
By introducing new variable q, the angle between director orientation and x-axis,

one can rewrite (3.47) in the following form:

nx ¼ cosqðz; tÞ; ny ¼ 0; nz ¼ sinqðz; tÞ; vx ¼ vxðz; tÞ; vy ¼ 0; vz ¼ 0:

ð3:51Þ
Thus, the normalization condition is satisfied automatically and Equations (3.48) and
(3.49) take form

q;t�KðqÞvx;z ¼ eðPðqÞq;zz þ 1=2P0ðqÞq2;z þF cos q sin qÞ; ð3:52Þ

0 ¼ �ap cosðtÞþ qzf�ð1�lÞKðqÞq;t þQðqÞvx;zg; ð3:53Þ
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with

KðqÞ ¼ l cos2q�sin2q
1�l

; PðqÞ ¼ cos2qþ k31 sin
2q;

QðqÞ ¼ a4 þða5�a2Þsin2qþða3 þa6 þ 2a1 sin2qÞcos2q
2ð�a2Þ ; ð3:54Þ

where F ¼ p2E2=E2
F, EF ¼ ðp=hÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

K11=ðe0 DeÞ
p

, and De is the dielectric permittivity
anisotropy.

Boundary condition for the velocity field (no-slip):

vðz ¼ �1=2Þ ¼ 0: ð3:55Þ
There are two possible types of the director boundary conditions: symmetrical (weak
homeotropic or planar boundary alignment on both substrates) and hybrid (one
substrate with strong homeotropical anchoring and another one with weak planar
anchoring).

The boundary condition for weak anchoring surfaces can be written as [86]

�PðqÞq;z þ 1
2
Whqfs
K11qq

þ wh
K11

hs
qq
qt

¼ 0; ð3:56Þ

whereW is the polar anchoring strength and fs(q� q0)¼ sin2(q� q0) is the function
entering into the Rapini potential for specific surface energy per unit area:

Fs ¼ ð1=2ÞWfsðq�q0Þ; ð3:57Þ

hs ¼ g1 � lg1 is the so-called surface viscosity, which determines the viscous losses in
near-boundary layer of thickness lg1. lg1 has a dimension of length and corresponds to
characteristic viscosity length (a boundary layer where rotation viscosity g1 has
experienced the influence by the solid surface). In practice, the particular type of
boundary condition is determined by a proper surface treatment. For a strong
anchoring, we have q¼ const on the boundary (equal to zero for the planar alignment
and p/2 for the homeotropic alignment).

Symmetrical boundary conditions are represented as

�P qð Þq;z þ hW
2K11

qfs
qq

þ hw
K11

hs
qq
qt

¼ 0; ����� for z ¼ þ 1=2 and ��þ �� for z ¼ �1=2:

ð3:58Þ
In the hybrid cell, the boundary conditions are nonsymmetric:

q ¼ p=2jz¼þ 1=2 ðstrong homeotropic anchoringÞ ð3:59Þ

�cos q � q;z þWh sin qþhh cos q � q;t ¼ 0jz¼�1=2 ðweak planar anchoringÞ;
ð3:60Þ

where Wh ¼ hW=ðP0K11Þ, hh ¼ hg1lg1w=ðP0K11Þ, W > 0.
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3.6.1.2 Linear Oscillating Flow at Symmetrical Boundary Conditions
The set of Equations 3.52 and 3.53 with symmetrical boundary conditions (3.55)
and (3.58) with a constant average angle on the boundaries. For the small flow
amplitudes ap, one can introduce the small perturbations ~q, ~U of hydrodynamic
parameters relative to the initial state q0, v0x:

q ¼ q0 þ ~q; vx ¼ vx0 þU; j~qj  1; jUj  1; qfs=qq ¼ 2~q;
ð3:61Þ

with boundary conditions

Uðz ¼ �1=2Þ ¼ 0; ~q;z�E~q�G~q;t ¼ 0jz¼�1=2;
~q;z þE~qþG~q;t ¼ 0jz¼þ 1=2;

E ¼ hW=ðP0K11Þ; G ¼ hg1lg1w=ðP0K11Þ; W > 0:

ð3:62Þ
So, the set of the linear differential equations for small perturbations ~q and U is
presented as

~q;t�K0U;z ¼ eðP0
~q;zz þ F~qÞ; �ð1�lÞK0

~q;tz þQ0U;zz ¼ apcosðtÞ:
ð3:63Þ

The analytic solution of the set of Equation (3.63)

~qðz; tÞ ¼ T1ðzÞcosðtÞþT2ðzÞsinðtÞ; Uðz; tÞ ¼ U1ðzÞcosðtÞþU2ðzÞsinðtÞ:
ð3:64Þ

with

T1ðzÞ ¼ �apM
ðc1 þMf c2Þf1ðzÞ�ðc2�Mf c1Þf2ðzÞ

ð1þM2
f Þðc21 þ c22Þ

�2Mf z

 !

Mf ¼ eFQ0

Q0�ð1�lÞK2
0

T2ðzÞ ¼ �apM
ðc1 þMf c2Þf2ðzÞþ ðc2�Mf c1Þf1ðzÞ

ð1þM2
f Þðc21 þ c22Þ

�2z

 !

M ¼ K0

2ðQ0�ð1�lÞK2
0 Þ

:

ð3:65Þ

Here, ci denotes functions of z, Wh, and hh.

In the case of strong surface anchoring (E� 1), the boundary conditions (3.62)
become quite simple:

~q ¼ 0; z ¼ �1=2: ð3:66Þ

In this case, the functions ~TiðzÞ depend on the frequency of oscillations through the
dependence of the wave number k�w1/2. At high enough frequency, the latter
parameter defines the distortions of a velocity and of an orientation in near-surface
layers of LCs. It is also true for a weak anchoring if viscous contribution into the
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boundary condition is essentially smaller than the elastic one

n ¼ G=E ¼ hsw=W  1: ð3:67Þ

It is easy to estimate the frequency fm¼wm/2p at which surface viscosity effects can
play the most important role by putting n¼ 1. For h¼ 20� 10�6m, hs¼ 10�8 Pa sm
fm varies from 15 to 150Hz in the range of anchoring strength 10�6–10�5 J/m2. Of
course, the thickness of the cell has to be decreased with increasing anchoring
strength to detect the effects of weak anchoring on the orientational dynamics of LC
layer.
It was shown by computer modeling of the dynamic behavior of a homeotropic

layer [78] that the effects connected with the surface viscosity can be detected by
analyzing the frequency dependence of optical response at frequencies comparable to
fm. Electric fields can also be useful for such study as they provide control of the
spectra of a director motion [68]. The maximum value of the light intensity is shown
in Figure 3.43 as a function of the flow frequency (Figure 3.43a) and the external
electric field intensity (Figure 3.43b) for the different values of the surface viscosity.
The influence of the surface viscosity is very strong in some regions of the flow
frequency (f¼ 10–1000Hz), and this parameter can be controlled by the external
stabilizing electric field (for the fixed flow frequency). Note that the field dependence
is more accurate in comparison to the first curve and can be easily reproduced in
experiments.

Figure 3.43 Maximum of light intensity versus (a) flow frequency
and (b) external electric field intensity. ap¼ 0.2, h¼ 10mm,
W¼ 10�6 J/m2; (a) E/EF: (– – –) 0, (- - -) 2, ( � � � ) 4; (b) lg1 (m):
(– – –) 0, (- - -) 10�7, ( � � � ) strong anchoring. Calculations were
done for 5CB.
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3.6.1.3 Linear Oscillating Flow at Hybrid Boundary Conditions
First, we have to define the influence of a weak anchoring on the initial orientational
structure and optical properties of a homeoplanar layer.
For a stationary case in the absence of electric field, Equation 3.52 for a director

motion becomes relatively simple:

PðqÞq;zz þð1=2ÞP0ðqÞq2;z ¼ 0: ð3:68Þ
This equation has very simple solution in the case of one constant approximation
(K11¼K33):

q ¼ C1zþC2; ð3:69Þ
where C1 and C2 are the constants to be determined from boundary conditions. For
strong anchoring at both surfaces:

C1 ¼ p=2; C2 ¼ p=4: ð3:70Þ
In the case of a weak anchoring on the planar substrate, these constants have to be
determined from the next expressions

C2 ¼ p=2�C1=2 ð3:71Þ

C1�ð1=2Þc�1sinð2C1hÞ ¼ 0; ð3:72Þ
where the parameter

c ¼ K11=Wh ð3:73Þ
can be considered a small parameter for the surfaces with amoderate anchoring. For
example, for K11¼ 8.5� 10�12 N, h¼ 20� 10�6m (typical parameters of our experi-
ments), c varies from 0.04 forW¼ 10�5 J/m2 to 0.4 forW¼ 10�6 J/m2. In this case,
the expressions for C1 and C2 can be obtained due to a first-order expansion of (3.72)

C1 ¼ p=2ð1�cÞ; C2 ¼ p=4ð1þcÞ: ð3:74Þ
It results in a nonzero value of the polar angle on the weak anchoring plate:

qðz ¼ �1=2Þ ¼ pc=2: ð3:75Þ
The difference between the weak anchoring surface and the strong one can be
detected by optical measurements.

Using (3.69) and (3.74), we can write down the expression for d as

d0 ¼ 2ph
l

Dn
ð1=2Þ�c
1�c

� �
: ð3:76Þ

For strong anchoring surface expression, (3.76) results in

d ¼ p
l
h Dn; ð3:77Þ

which means that the phase delay for homeoplanar orientation is twice smaller than
for a planar one.
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The existence of nonhomogeneous orientation as an initial stationary state of the
cell with nonsymmetric boundary conditions makes the problem essentially more
complicated for an analytic solution. Nevertheless, some useful results can be
obtained without exact solution of the problem. First, it is quite reasonable to
consider that the flow-induced small declinations ~q from the initial nonhomoge-
neous state, approximately defined by expression (3.69), are proportional to the
amplitude ap of the driven force independent of the type of surface anchoring as in
the case of a homeotropic alignment. For small deviations from the initial state, the
optical phase delay can be expressed according to (3.76) as

d ¼ ð2ph Dn=lÞhcos2ðq0ðzÞþ ~qðz; tÞÞi 	 ð2ph Dn=lÞhcos2q0ðzÞ�~qðz; tÞsin 2q0ðzÞi;
ð3:78Þ

where h i is the mean value and q0(z) is the initial state determined by (3.69), and we
consider the case ~q  q0. In this case, the flow-induced difference ~d between the
maximal dmax and theminimal dmin values of d has to be proportional to ap contrary to
the quadratic dependence for the case of a homeotropic sample. So, one canwait to see
that for a hybrid cell, ~d has to be proportional to the amplitude ap of the driven force

~d � ap � DP
Dx

� �
T : ð3:79Þ

This result can be checked experimentally by analyzing the intensity of polarized light
passing through a hybrid cell. The coefficient of proportionality can depend on the
frequency as in the case of symmetrical homeotropic anchoring. At high enough
frequencies (e� 1), the boundary layers become very thin and do not contribute
essentially to the phase delay changes. In the low-frequency limit (e 1), the phase
delay changes do not depend on frequency and include only elastic surface contri-
bution. So, the intermediate frequency range seems to be most useful to extract
information about surface viscosity.

3.6.1.4 Experimental Technique and Results
In many features, experiments conducted with flow-induced orientational structure
in a homeoplanar cell [69] are similar to those described in Section 3.3.3 for the case of
a homeotropic layer.
The construction of the cell with homeoplanar alignment differs from that of

homeotropic cells (Figure 3.7) mostly by the type of surface treatment. The central
channel of the hybrid cell with a constant gap was formed by two glass plates with
inner surfaces treated in a special manner to provide a hybrid orientation. One of the
surfaces was coated by a chrome di-stearyl film to get strong homeotropic anchoring.
The opposite surface was spincoated by a 0.5% dye solution (SD1) in DMF and
illuminated by UV polarized light (l¼ 360 nm, J¼ 0.8mW/cm2) in a standard
manner. The cell was separated into different zones that were treated by UV with
different exposure times (tex). Usually, such procedure provides a different degree of
an orientational order in a photosensitive layer and different anchoring strength (at
least, as far as azimuthal anchoring is concerned [6]). The geometry of the experiment
is close to describing above for an exception of the inhomogeneous basic state.
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The experimental setup, shown in Figure 3.17, was also applied for a study under
consideration. Some modification was made only in the initial stage of pressure
generation toprovidehigher frequencies. Experimentsweredone ingeometryauseful
for a study of in-plane motion of a director. In principle, the out-of-plane motion is
possibleduetothesamedestabilizingmechanismsasthosethatwereconsideredabove
for the case of homeotropic orientation. So, to be sure that the director moves in the
plane of the flow, the optical response of the cells in geometry �b� was controlled, too.
The existence of the initially deformed structure in the homeoplanar cell results in

nonsymmetric response. In this case, the difference ~d between maximal dmax and
minimal dmin values of phase delay (instead of dmax for a homeotropic cell) can be
used as the main informative parameter connected with linear deformations of the
orientational structure. Contrary to the case of a homeotropic orientation, this
parameter linearly depends on the amplitude of the pressure difference applied to
the cell (Figure 3.44a and b) at least at low values of the amplitude and frequency.
Some nonlinear declinations take place at high enough values of frequencies. The
sensitivity of such dependencies to the thickness variations (Figure 3.44b) at a
frequency about 10 Hz is not as strong as for low-frequency data obtained for strong
homeotropic anchoring Figure 3.21.
According to theoretical conclusions presented above, the frequency depen-

dences of a phase difference d (for homeotropic samples) and of a phase delay
difference ~d (for homeoplanar samples) are most sensitive to the variations of
surface anchoring energy and surface viscosity. As already mentioned, low-
frequency data obtained for homeotropic samples of MBBA can be quantitatively
described in the framework of a model with strong anchoring. For homeoplanar
samples with photoalingment treatment, one can wait to see the inclinations of the

Figure 3.44 Dependencies of flow-induced variations of phase
delay d~ in a hybrid cell on the pressure difference amplitude DP0;
(a) ZhK616, h¼ 20mm, tex¼ 10min; (1) &, T¼ 0.14 s; (2) .
T¼ 0.10 s; (3) &, T¼ 0.064 s; (4) ~, T¼ 0.04 s; (b) ZhK616,
T¼ 0.10 s; (1) . h¼ 42.3mm; (2) &, h¼ 20mm; solid lines:
polynomial approximation of the second order.
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frequency dependences from those predicted by such type of model especially for
the case of relatively low anchoring energy. The examples of frequency dependen-
cies of normalized phase delay difference ~d=ðDP0Þ at different experimental
conditions are shown in Figure 3.45. One can see that there is no essential
difference for the curves obtained at different exposure times of UV treatment.
So, the fast surface dynamics is insensitive to this parameter, at least at the control

parameters (frequency and thickness) realized in experiments. There is some
tendency of a decrease in the mean slope of the curves with decreasing layer
thickness. It can be considered as a weak influence of surface viscosity, as it has
to be more pronounced at lower values of thickness. Nevertheless, the comparison
between experimental results and calculated frequency dependencies does not allow
one to extract the exact value of the surface viscosity coefficient. Estimates have shown
that the thickness of the boundary layer corresponding to the surface viscosity does
not exceed 10�6m. To extract more precise information about surface viscosity
coefficient for surfaces with an intermediate anchoring (more than 10�6 J/m2 as in
the case described), one has to increase the frequency of oscillations with decreasing
thickness of the layer. Moreover, it is needed to makemore precise measurements of
polar anchoring strength to extract reasonable values of the surface viscosity
coefficient. Besides, independent measurements of polar anchoring strength seem
to be important too.

3.6.2
Hydrodynamic Instabilities at Weak Anchoring

Recently, the influence of weak anchoring on nonlinear phenomena induced by shear
flows in nematic liquid crystals was considered in some publications [80–82]. The

Figure 3.45 Normalizeddifferences of phase delay as functions of
pressure oscillations period: h¼ 20mm: (1) tex¼ 20min,
(2) tex¼ 10min; h¼ 45mm: (3) tex¼ 10min; (4) tex¼ 20min;
(5) tex¼ 40min. ZhK616. Symbols: experimental data, line:
theoretical curve for lg1¼ 10�7m, Wp¼ 10�7 J/m2 MBBA.
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developed theoretical description is restricted to the simplest type of instabilities
arising under steady flows (plane Couette or Poiseuille flows) in the samples with the
initial planar orientation normal to the flow plane (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). The
solution of thenematodynamic equations is essentially simplified for this case due to a
homogeneous orientation and linear (Couette flow) or parabolic (Poiseuille flow)
velocity profile corresponding to the linear basic state. It was shown by the linear
stability analysis [80–82] that weak anchoring results in a decrease in the threshold
shear rate (or pressure gradient) corresponding to the homogeneous instability.
Moreover, in the case of Poiseuille flow, the variation of the anchoring strength can
produce a crossover between homogeneous or spatially periodic (roll) instabilities, at
least for MBBA. Such crossover was not found for Couette flow ofMBBA at the same
set of material parameters, though this effect has to be rather sensitive to slight
variations in material constants [81]. A detailed analysis of the problem in the case of
additional action of magnetic (electric) fields can be found in [82].
It is obvious that thedestabilizingmechanismshown inFigure 3.2 involves changes

of both azimuthal andpolar angles. So one canwait to see the influence of correspond-
ing azimuthal and polar anchoring on the threshold of a homogeneous instability.
Indeed, the computer simulation of the problem [80] confirmed that this

conclusion was valid for both Couette and Poiseuille steady flows. It is demon-
strated by Figures 3.46 and 3.47 [80], where dimensionless threshold shear rates a2c ,
corresponding to the emergence of homogeneous instability, are presented as
functions of dimensionless anchoring strengths wa and wp. Here, the parameter a2c
is proportional to the shear rate (pressure gradient) for a Couette (Poiseuille) flow
and depends on a number of viscoelastic parameters of LC, whereas the parameters
wa and wp are proportional to the azimuthal (Wa) and polar (Wp) anchoring
strengths (wa¼Wah/K22, wp¼Wph/K11).
There is no experimental confirmation of the results presented above. Meanwhile,

it would be interesting to conduct such experiments with a well-controlled surface

Figure 3.46 Critical shear rate ac of Couette flow versus anchoring
strengths: MBBA. (After Tarasov and Krekhov [80].)
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anchoring (e.g., provided by photoalignment technique). The proposed idea of using
flows as an alternative technique for the determination of anchoring strengths [80]
seems to be rather attractive as such procedure is applicable to different types of
surfaces.
Similar information on surface anchoring can also be obtained from the study of

nonlinear behavior of LCat a slightly supercritical shear rate. Theoretical analysis [81]
has shown that for weaker anchoring, the director rotates more strongly and the
relaxation time of the amplitude of the basic state perturbations significantly
increases. The azimuthal and polar angles in this regime also strongly depend on
anchoring strengths.
We conclude that experimental studies of linear and nonlinear phenomena in

liquid crystals under shear flows can be considered as new tools for understanding
weak anchoring surfaces that are of practical importance.
The general summary of the results presented above in this chapter important for

practical applications of liquid crystals can be formulated as follows:

1. Liquid crystals show a very complicated rheological behavior in Couette and
Poiseuille shear flows due to an intrinsic connection between translation motion
(velocityfield) and the collective rotation of longmolecular axes described in terms
of a director. This connection results in a number of linear and nonlinear
phenomena that have no analogues in isotropic liquids.

2. The response of liquid crystal to the applied shear (Couette flow) or pressure
gradient (Poiseuille flow) drastically depends on the initial boundary orientation.

3. The simplest case studied in detail corresponds to the initial planar orientation
normal to the flow plane. In this case, the changes in orientational structure take
place at some threshold flow amplitude. In contrast, there is no threshold flow
amplitude for the initial homeotropic structure.

Figure 3.47 Critical shear rate ac of Poiseuille flow versus
anchoring strengths: MBBA. (After Tarasov and Krekhov [80].)
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4. In the latter case, a liquid crystal layer shows maximal sensitivity to the action of
shear flows. It is important for the elaboration of highly sensitive LC sensors of
mechanical motion (see Chapter 7).

5. The optical response of a homeotropic layer on the action of steady and oscillating
shear flows is well described in the case of small orientational distortions
corresponding to the director motion in flow plane. At low frequencies, the
sensitivity of liquid crystal cells strongly depends on the layer thickness and can be
effectively controlled via electricfields. It is of key importance for possible practical
applications, which will be described in Chapter 7.

6. For a Poiseuille flow, such linear regime breaks due to the emergence of a
homogeneous instability connected with the escape of a director from the flow
plane. The secondary instabilities of different types were also observed in
intensive Poiseuille flows. Some of them show memory-like behavior that has
to be taken into account at the application of liquid crystals.

7. Shear flows of liquid crystals can provide new information on surface anchoring
properties that are of practical importance (see Chapter 5). More experiments are
strongly needed to prove this conclusion.
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4
Ultrasound in Liquid Crystals

This chapter is devoted to the application of ultrasonic methods in rheology of liquid
crystals. First, we will describe the methods based on anisotropic propagation of
longitudinal waves through the compressible liquid crystalline media. The construc-
tion of acoustic chambers to realize pulse and resonatormethodswill be presented, as
well as the specific peculiarities of measurements in liquid crystals. A special
attention will be paid to physical backgrounds thatmake it possible to use ultrasound
for studying viscoelastic properties of nematic liquid crystals (NLCs). In particular,
ultrasonic investigations of the rotational viscosity coefficient at variations of tem-
perature and pressure will be considered in detail. After it, we will provide a short
excursion into ultrasonicmethods based on shear waves in nematic liquid crystals. A
detailed description of ultrasonic investigations performed at different phase transi-
tions (nematic–isotropic liquid, nematic–smectic A, and nematic–smectic C) will
compose the next section of the chapter. We will show that ultrasonic methods
provide a unique possibility for an experimental study of critical dynamics and
viscoelastic properties of liquid crystals in the vicinity of phase transitions. Finally, the
ultrasonic investigations in confined liquid crystal samples will be described. The
presented methods can be effectively used in rheological studies of synthesis of
modern liquid crystalmaterials. The possibility of ultrasonic study of phase diagrams
and critical dynamics of liquid crystals under strong confinement will be demon-
strated too.

4.1
Methods and Technique of Ultrasonic Investigations of Liquids and Liquid Crystals:
Longitudinal Waves

Ultrasonic methods are widely used to study rheological properties of condensed
matter including isotropic liquids, polymers, and solids [1]. In spite of the fact that
first ultrasonic investigations of liquid crystals were performed about 50 years ago
(see, e.g., the review by Natale [2]), there are some problems that have not yet been
solved. That is why ultrasonic technique is of relatively limited use except for some
cases discussed below.
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Most of the ultrasonic experiments, described in literature, are based on the use of
twomain types of ultrasonic waves – longitudinal waves and the shear waves [3]. They
differ in the direction of oscillatingmotion of particles relative to the direction ofwave
propagation. In the case of longitudinal waves, both directions coincidewhile they are
normal to each other in the case of shear waves. It is well known that shear wavesmay
easily propagate in solids but quickly decay in isotropic liquidswhere they correspond
to overdamped modes. The latter is also true for nematic liquid crystals. Contrarily,
longitudinal waves show relatively weak attenuation at propagation in isotropic
liquids and liquid crystals, especially at low frequencies. So, they correspond to
propagating modes. Two types of waves are also quite different from the viewpoint of
experimental setups and obtained parameters. In this section, we will consider the
ultrasonic methods based on longitudinal waves.
The principle of ultrasonic measurements by using longitudinal waves is illus-

trated by the scheme of the simple setup shown in Figure 4.1. Usually, ultrasonic
longitudinal waves are formed in an acoustic chamber filled with a liquid under
investigation [4]. The setup presented in Figure 4.1 can be used to study the
propagation of acoustic pulses through liquid media. It includes three generators
(1–3) needed to form high-frequency radio pulses of definite duration and amplitude
by mixing radio frequency continuous oscillations and video pulses.
Two piezoelectric transducers (4 and 5) served for the direct transformation of the

input high-frequency radio signal intomechanical oscillations of liquid particles and
for an inverse transformation. Oscilloscope 6 is used to control the time of pulse
propagation and also the amplitude of output pulses. It provides measurements of
the ultrasonic velocity and the attenuation. In some experimental setups, the first
transducer is used for both direct and inverse transformations. In this case, the
second transducer is replaced by a passive reflector of ultrasonic waves. Two kinds of
piezoelectric transducers, monocrystal and polycrystalline ferroelectric plates, are
used in ultrasonic range of frequencies.
Monocrystalline plates are usually fabricated from crystals of quartz or lithium

niobate (LiNbO3) to providemaximal efficiency of an electroacoustic transformation.
For example, a quartz plate has to be oriented normally to Z-axis of a crystal to obtain

Figure 4.1 Typical scheme of ultrasonic setup for the study of
liquids via longitudinal waves: (1) generator of high-frequency
continuous oscillations; (2) generator of video pulses;
(3) generator of radio pulses; (4, 5) piezoelectric transducers;
(6) oscilloscope.
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maximal longitudinal oscillations of the plate inZ-direction. One can induce acoustic
oscillations in a plate by applying high-frequency electric voltage to the electrodes
evaporated on the opposite planes of the plate. Ultrasonic measurements are usually
performed at frequencies close to the resonance frequencies fn of an element,
expressed as

fn ¼ ð2nþ 1ÞðC=dÞ; ð4:1Þ
where C is the velocity of longitudinal ultrasonic waves traveling in a plate in Z-
direction, d is the thickness of a plate, and n is the number of resonance oscillations.
The basic resonance frequency f0 corresponding to n¼ 0 is about 1.5MHz for a
quartz plate of 1mm thickness.
One of the main advantages of monocrystalline elements is the possibility of an

effective electroacoustic transformation not only at basic resonance frequency but
also at higher resonance frequencies. So, they can be used for ultrasonic measure-
ments up to a frequency of about 100MHz. At higher frequencies, the electrome-
chanical transformation is achieved by placing the piezo element into a cavity of a
special resonator of electromagnetic waves. Thismakes it possible to reach extremely
high ultrasonic frequencies (up to some gigahertz).
Polycrystalline transducers are fabricated by agglomeration and polarization of

special ceramics. The most popular materials of such type, the so-called PZT
ceramics, are composed from the solid solutions PbTiO3–PbZiO3. There is no
problem in getting such elements of different sizes and shapes with a high-value
coefficient of an electromechanical transformation. Nevertheless, such elements
show high efficiency only at the basic resonance frequency and practically are useless
at frequencies higher than 20MHz. More details of an ultrasonic technique can be
found in Refs [3–6].
In liquids, mechanical vibrations of a transducer result in periodic mechanical

oscillations of molecules and local changes in pressure and other thermodynamic
parameters. Such changes can be considered as equilibrium changes only at relatively
low frequencies. In this case, a wave propagates through a liquid with low attenuation
and with a velocity c determined by an adiabatic compressibility of a liquid ba:

ba ¼ 1=ðrc2Þ: ð4:2Þ
In general, it takes some finite time t (the time of relaxation) for a system to reach an
equilibrium state, and therefore the sound propagation is an irreversible process
accompanied by dissipation of energy of an ultrasonic wave. There are a number of
possible relaxation mechanisms even in the case of simple liquids [5, 7]. They can be
connected, for example, to the transfer of energy from translational degrees of
freedom to the internal ones (intermolecular relaxation) or to structural transforma-
tion of a liquid (structural relaxation). Both these processes contribute to the total
absorption coefficient (a) of ultrasound, which determines the change of amplitudeA
of an ultrasonic wave with a distance x by an equation

A ¼ A0expð�axÞ; ð4:3Þ
where A0¼A(x¼ 0) is the initial amplitude.
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There is a background contribution (Stroke�s absorption) a0 proportional to the
frequency squared that is connected with shear viscosity hs:

a0 ¼ ð2p2=pc3Þð4hs=3Þf 2: ð4:4Þ

For simple liquids, this contribution becomes dominant at extremely high frequen-
cies (0.1–1GHz). At moderate ultrasonic frequencies (1–10MHz), the measured
value of the absorption coefficient exceeds essentially the value calculated from
Equation 4.4. The difference av¼a�a0 is often described in terms of the so-called
bulk viscosity hv, which reflects the dissipation of energy via relaxation phenomena
that take place at local density changing. For simple liquids, the contribution av of
bulk viscosity to the absorption coefficient is expressed as

av ¼ ð2p2=pc3Þhv f
2: ð4:5Þ

The main difference between the bulk viscosity and the shear viscosity is the
frequency dependence of these parameters. The shear viscosity is frequency depen-
dent when frequencies are extremely high (higher than 1GHz [5, 8]). At the same
time, the bulk viscosity can show the essential frequency dependence in the region of
relatively low ultrasonic frequencies (1–100MHz) corresponding to the frequency
range usually realized at ultrasonic measurements [3–5]. Such dependence may be
rather complicated in the case of a media characterized by a number of relaxation
processes. It is important to note that relaxation processes contribute not only to the
absorption coefficient but also to the velocity of ultrasound. So, the measurements
and analysis of acoustic parameters (c and a) at different frequencies (acoustic
spectroscopy) provide a lot of information about viscoelastic properties and relaxation
processes in liquids.
The experimental technique for ultrasonic measurements is elaborated to a very

high level [3–6]. For example, the typical experimental errors at measurements of an
ultrasonic velocity to an absolute value are of order 0.1%, which can be considered as
very high precision. At the same time, the typical errors at measurements of an
absorption coefficient are in the range 1–10%. Nevertheless, the latter parameter is
more sensitive to relaxation processes and is of great importance in ultrasonic
studies.
In spite of a variety of particular experimental setups used for ultrasonic studies of

liquids, most of them are based on two kinds of methods: (i) an impulse method and
(ii) a resonator method.

4.1.1
Impulse Method

The example of instrument realization of such method was described above
(Figure 4.1). In this case, an input electric radio impulse is transferred to an acoustical
high-frequency impulse by the first piezoelectric transducer that acts as a piston. The
acoustic impulse propagates through a liquid to a distance l (an acoustic way) and is
transformed into an output electric radio impulse.
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In the simplest modification of the method, one can measure the time shift
between input and output pulses t, which is proportional to the velocity of the sound:

t ¼ c=l: ð4:6Þ

This parameter can be obtained by processing two radio impulses, which helps
determine ultrasonic velocity c if acoustic way l is known.
The absorption coefficient can be determined by measuring the decrease in

amplitude of an output radio impulse induced by attenuation of sound passing
through the acoustic chamber. The decrease in this parameter imposed by the double
transformation of signals in piezoelectric transducers can be excluded by calibration
or by variation of an acoustic length.
In spite of simplicity of the basic idea of the method, there are a number of factors

that have to be taken into account to minimize possible errors.
First, the acoustic field formed by oscillating piston differs from the ideal case of a

plane wave, which is usually used in calculations, due to the diffraction phenomena.
This difference depends on the ratio r¼l/D, wherel is thewavelength (l¼ c/f ), and
D is the diameter of a piston. The plane wave regime is realized in the case

r � 1: ð4:7Þ

At the typical value of ultrasonic velocity in liquids (c� 1.5� 103m/s), it corresponds
to

D � 1mm ð4:8Þ

at a frequency f¼ 1.5MHz.
It means that the diameter of a piezoelectric transducer has to be large enough

(especially for low-frequency measurements) to avoid errors via diffraction effects
(usuallyD� 20l can be considered a good approximation). So, at frequency 1.5MHz
it corresponds to D� 20mm.
The second factor under consideration is the time duration T of an input radio

impulse. First, it has to be long enough to identify the wave envelope with a
continuous harmonic wave of the basic frequency f. Usually, the radio impulse has
to include at least 10 high-frequency oscillations to match the condition mentioned
above. It means that the minimal duration Tmin of the impulse is expressed as

Tmin � 10=f : ð4:9Þ
At the same time, the total space length of an acoustic impulse propagating in liquids
does not have to exceed the double acoustic way to avoid an interference with the
secondary impulse reflected from transducers (see Figure 4.1). It results in the
restriction of the maximal duration Tmax of an impulse:

T � 2t: ð4:10Þ

To fulfill both conditions, one has to optimize the dimensions of an acoustic camera.
For example, at frequency f¼ 1.5MHz, the acoustic way l longer than 5mmis needed
to correctly measure the ultrasonic velocity.
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Additional restrictions on the geometrical size of an acoustic chamber arise when
ultrasonic measurements of an absorption coefficient are conducted. In accordance
with expression (4.3) in the case

al � 1 ð4:11Þ

the output signal will be too small to be registered. Such situation can occur, for
example, at high-frequency measurements (as an absorption coefficient increases
with frequency) or at ultrasonic investigations of phase transitions points where
critical increase in absorption coefficient takes place.

The opposite case

al ¼ 1 ð4:12Þ

is undesirable too as the resolution of the method can be insufficient to obtain
reliable data. Usually, it occurs at low-frequency measurements. So, the optimal
conditions of measurements correspond to the intermediate case

al � 1: ð4:13Þ
The latter is difficult to realize for liquids characterized by essential changes in
ultrasonic absorption, in particular for liquid crystals. So, different variations of the
method based on chambers with two fixed lengths or on systems with variable
acoustic ways were successfully used [3–5]. In the latter case, the pulse-phasemethod
of a variable distance, the ultrasonic velocity and the absorption coefficient can be
determined due to the interference of input and the first output radio pulses. Such
interference takes place within the range of impulse duration defined by the next
inequality:

t < T < 2t: ð4:14Þ

The right side of this inequality analogous to expression (4.10) means that reflected
pulses traveling into a chamber do not contribute to the interference mentioned
above.
The experimental procedure includes changing the acoustic base from l to l þ Dl

and counting the exact numberN of interferenceminima induced by this motion. In
addition, the amplitude of the input impulse is changed fromvalueA toA�DA via an
attenuator to compensate for the changes in the amplitude of the output impulse
produced by the absorption of ultrasound in liquids. It helps determine both the
sound velocity and the absorption coefficient via simple expressions:

c ¼ f Dl=N ð4:15Þ

a ¼ DA=Dl: ð4:16Þ
The pulse phase method of a variable frequency, another modification of the pulse
phase method, can be used in cases where the motion of the transducer is
undesirable (e.g., in smectic liquid crystal, as such motion destroys the layered
structure). Such technique provides measurements of changes in the ultrasonic
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velocity (Dc) and the absorption coefficient Da induced by the variation of external
parameters (e.g., temperature). These changes are compensated for by the variation
of both the frequency (Df ) and the amplitude (DA) of the input impulse at the fixed
acoustic base (l) to restore the minimum of an interference picture. In this case, the
frequency dependence of phase shift of the signals inside transducers has to be taken
into account. The next expressions, obtained in Ref. [9], can be used in calculations:

DC=C ¼ Df =½ð f2�f1Þt	; ð4:17Þ

Da ¼ DA=l; ð4:18Þ
where t is defined by expression (4.6), f1 and f2 are the frequencies corresponding to
the neighbor interference minima.
On the basis of the estimates and remarks made above, one can conclude that

precise ultrasonicmeasurements at low frequencies can be provided only for the bulk
samples of typical volumes 5–50 cm3. Although it does not play an essential role in
most cases, this restriction is critical for ultrasonic studies of newly synthesized
materials, such as liquid crystals.

4.1.2
Resonator Method

The main idea of the method is to use standing acoustic waves instead of the
propagating ones as in the case of impulse method. It allows one to obtain reliable
information at frequencies lower than 1MHz at relatively a small amount of liquid.
In the simplest case, such method can be realized by using two piezoelectric

transducers, as shown in Figure 4.1. The first transducer transforms high-frequency
harmonic oscillations of electric voltage into acoustic oscillations that forma standing
ultrasonic wave between transducers. This regime is realized at a number of
resonance frequencies fk, which are defined by

fk ¼ kC=ð2lÞ: ð4:19Þ
The amplitude of output signalUk generated by the second transducer depends on

the absorption coefficient of the liquid. For an ideal resonator with a negligible
thickness of transducers and a complete reflection of an acoustics wave from the
boundary liquid–transducer it can be expressed as [10]

Uk ¼ Uk;m 1þ sin2ðpf =fkÞ
sh2ðalÞ

� �
; ð4:20Þ

whereUk,m is themaximal value of the amplitude taking place at fk. This expression is
valid only in the vicinity of a resonance peak. For a low attenuation (al� 1), which
usually holds at low frequencies, expression (4.20) can be linearized to obtain

al=p ¼ 1=Qk ¼ Dfk=fk; ð4:21Þ
whereQ k is an acoustic quality of a resonator connectedwith losses in a liquid andDfk
is the width of the resonance peak at Uk¼ 0.707Uk,max.
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There are additional losses in a real resonator determined by a number of factors
(diffraction and scattering of ultrasonic waves, nonideal reflection of waves from
piezoelectric transducer, mechanical damping of the piezoelectric transducers at
fixing in a chamber, etc.). Such losses can be summarized in the additional parameter
Q0. So, the corrected expression for an absorption coefficient will be written as

a ¼ p
l
ðQ �1

k �Q �1
0 Þ: ð4:22Þ

By using Equations 4.19 to 4.22, one can calculate the value of sound velocity and
absorption coefficient.Usually, thismethoddemands a careful calibration usingwell-
studied liquids with low ultrasonic absorption (e.g., solution: ethanol–water) to
identify the proper resonance peaks, to determine the parameter Q0, and to exclude
diffraction errors in sound velocity measurements. It can be shown [11] that in
ultrasonic resonator, the relative contribution of diffraction losses increases with
decreasing frequency. That is why one has to use piezoelectric transducers of a big
diameter and increase the acoustic way for minimizing this contribution. For
example, the plane transducers with diameter D¼ 58mm placed at distance 10mm
were used tomeasure ultrasonic parameters of liquid crystals in the frequency range
0.1–1MHz [12]. It corresponds to the volume of the sample about 30 cm3. In practice,
the construction of acoustical chambers is rather complicated. In particular, it has to
provide strictly parallel installation of both transducers. The latter can be simplified
by using transducers with surfaces of definite curvature [13]. In this case, diffraction
losses can be effectively decreased, which provides the usage of relatively moderate
amount of liquids under acoustic investigations. An example of such resonator will
be described below.

4.1.3
Ultrasonic Technique for the Study of Liquid Crystals

4.1.3.1 Peculiarities of Ultrasonic Investigations of Liquid Crystals
One of the main advantages of such studies is the use of bulk samples where the
influence of surfaces is negligible. It essentially simplifies the theoretical description
of structural changes in liquid crystals induced by external fields in comparison with
the case of thin optically transparent layers usually considered in optical studies of
LC. At the same time, a thorough account of difference between liquid crystals from
isotropic liquids is important.
Firstly, liquid crystals are essentially anisotropic objects. It means that ultrasonic

measurements, which can provide detailed information about viscous and elastic
properties of different liquid crystal phases, have to be done in oriented samples. The
most propermethod for obtaining such samples for ultrasonic experiments is the use
of relatively strong magnetic fields (with induction in the range 0.1–1 T). Usually, it
leads to relevant complications of the experimental setups in comparison with those
used for isotropic liquids. In particular, the linear sizes of acoustic cameras are
limited, which makes it difficult to carry out measurements at relatively low
frequencies. Second, it is well known that the most phase transitions in liquid
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crystals can be of a weak first order (nematic–isotropic liquids (N–I) and nematic–s-
mectic C (N–C)), of the second order (smectic A–smectic C (A–C)), or show the
intermediate behavior (nematic–smectic A (N–A)). In all cases, they are accompanied
by additional relaxation processes, such as relaxation of order parameters and of
criticalfluctuations of order parameters. The critical slowing down of these processes
plays an essential role in ultrasonic measurements in the vicinities of phase
transitions. At low-frequency measurements, it results in a critical increase in an
ultrasonic attenuation (up to some decades) and corresponding decrease in the
amplitude of an acoustic pulse upon approaching phase transition temperatures. So,
it is not simple to make a proper choice of an optimal acoustic base (the distance of
propagations of acoustic pulses). It is important to note that critical dynamic
properties in the vicinities of phase transitions in liquid crystals are anisotropic too
and even can be described (in the case of N–A) transition by different kinetic
mechanisms for different orientations [14, 15].
Now, we describe some examples of a particular experimental technique used for

the study of oriented samples of liquid crystals. We focus on different acoustic
chambers as the most original parts of experimental setups.

4.1.3.2 Ultrasonic Chambers for the Study of Liquid Crystals
Construction of a many-channel chamber [16, 17], which allows one to realize
simultaneously the pulse phase methods of a variable distance and of a variable
frequency (see above), is presented in Figure 4.2a. The main parts of the chamber
are the cassettes with four pairs of piezo transducers of different basic resonance
frequencies. One of the cassettes is fixed while the other can be moved via a special
wedge – like a mechanism that transforms a vertical movement of a micrometric
screw into horizontal motion of the cassette. Such decision solves two problems
mentioned above. First, it provides measurements in horizontal magnetic field at

Figure 4.2 The construction of the acoustic
cameras for investigations of liquid crystals by
the pulse phase (a) and resonator (b) methods;
(a) 1 – the cassettes with four pairs of piezo
transformers; 2 – the camera body; 3 and 4 – the
director rails and the wedge needed tomove one

of the cassettes; (b) 1 – the duralumin casing;
2 – the stainless ring; 3 – the concave–convex
quartz transducers, 4 – the quartz thermometer;
5 – the fixing nut; 6 – the contact electrodes;
7 – the filling hole.
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different angles q between the vector of magnetic induction B and the wave vector q.
Second, one can adjust the acoustic way to most suitable value correspondent to the
absorption coefficient. After that, one can measure relative changes in ultrasonic
absorption and velocity by the pulse phase method of a variable frequency. It is of
especial importance for ultrasonic studies of smectic phases where any motion can
destroy layered structure. At the same time, measurement of absolute values of
acoustical parameters in isotropic and nematic phases is possible via the pulse phase
method of a variable distance. It was possible to perform such measurements in the
frequency range 3–46MHz by using the acoustic camera shown in Figure 4.2a. A
sample of liquid crystal (about 10 cm3) was oriented by a static magnetic field of
induction B varying in the range 0–0.64 T. It was possible to get the angular
dependencies of acoustic parameters by rotating a camera relative to B (nematic
and smectic C phases) or by cooling a sample from a nematic phase to smectic phases
at different angles betweenB and q. It is worthwhile to note that a similar decisionwas
described in Ref. [18].
The acoustic camera (acoustic resonator) that was used at low-frequency ultrasonic

investigations of liquid crystals [10, 19] by a resonatormethod is shown in Figure 4.2b.
Themain original decision is the use of the concave–convex transducers tominimize
diffraction losses arising at low frequencies. Transducers aremade ofmonocrystalline
plates of lithiumniobate (yx 36
 cut). The radii of curvature of opposite surfaces of the
transducers are equal to þ 75mm (r1) and �400mm (r2) at diameter 30mm. Two
silver electrodes were put on the surfaces of each transducer by electrolysis. Transdu-
cers were symmetrically fixed to the body of a chamber with a clue to achieve a high
acoustic Q factor of a resonator. The distance between the transducers was about
5mm, which provides ultrasonic data of a moderate amount of LC (about 4 cm3). The
camera was thermally stabilized and placed in a rotationalmagnetic field (0.3 T) to get
detailed information on viscous properties of LC (see below).
The ultrasonic chamber with two distances is shown in Figure 4.3. It was used [20]

to measure (by the pulse method) the complex of acoustic parameters (ultrasound

Figure 4.3 Ultrasonic cell: (1, 4, 5) piezo crystals; (2, 6) lead-in;
(3) separating rolling diaphragm; (7) liquid crystal. (After Larionov et al. [20].)
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velocity c and attenuationa at different angles q between LCdirector andwave vector)
and the density r of LC under varying pressure and temperature. So, the depen-
dencies of viscous and elastic parameters of liquid crystals on PVT-thermodynamic-
state parameters have been studied.
The ultrasonic cell contained three electroacoustic transducers. A radio frequen-

cy pulse of amplitude A0 was applied to transducer 4 immersed in liquid–crystal
sample 7. The sound pulse traveled to the transducers 1 and 5, where it was
transformed into the radio frequency pulses of amplitude A1 and A2 accordingly:

A1 ¼ k1 �A0 � expð�al1Þ; A2 ¼ k2 �A0 � expð�al2Þ;

where k1 and k2 are the sound transmission coefficients of acoustic channels, l1 is
the variable acoustic distance, which is the function of temperature and pressure,
and l2 is the distance between piezo crystals 4 and 5, which is constant. The velocity
and the absorption coefficient of ultrasound were measured at frequencies
2.67MHz and 500 kHz, respectively. The accuracy of measurements was 0.02 and
0.08% for a velocity at frequencies 2.67MHz and 500 kHz, respectively, and 2% for
an absorption coefficient. The density of liquid crystal under changeable pressure
and temperature can be determined by comparing the time needed for sound
pulses to propagate the distances l1 and l2. After filling and sealing, the acoustic cell
was inserted into a pressure vessel made of diamagnetic steel. It is important to
note that the total amount of a sample under consideration was about 1 cm3, which
makes such a cell very attractive for rheological studies of liquid crystals. Experi-
ments were performed in the pressure range 1–600 bar and in the temperature
range 290–365 K. The uniform orientation of the nematic director was obtained in
the usual way [21, 22] using the static magnetic field and the rotating one (of
induction 0.15 T). In the latter case, the ratio g1/Dc can be determined from the
analysis of the time dependencies of an ultrasonic attenuation [21, 22], as will be
shown below.

4.2
Ultrasonic Viscosimetry of Nematic Liquid Crystals

4.2.1
Theoretical Background

Anisotropic propagation of ultrasound in NLC was considered by a number of
authors in the framework of hydrodynamic approximation [23–25]. Though these
theories are essentially different, they lead to similar results relative to linear
longitudinal waves. That is why we will consider this problem using Leslie–Ericksen
hydrodynamic theory, which is of main practical use.
Let us consider an ultrasonic wave with a wave vector q oriented at the angle q

relative to the initial position of a nematic director and X3-axis.
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The system of linearized hydrodynamic equations in this case derived from
general equations [25] can be expressed as [26]
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In these equations, q� refers to deviation of the director from its initial orientation
imposed by an ultrasonic wave, ai to the Leslie coefficients, introduced for an
incompressible LCmedia (Chapters 2 and 3), and mi to dissipative parameters arising
due to compressibility of nematic, which can be called bulk viscosity coefficients. The
solution of this system is expressed in a standard manner:

n1; n2; q�  expiðwt�q1x1�q3x3Þ; ð4:27Þ
where

q1 ¼ q sin q; q3 ¼ q cos q ð4:28Þ
are the components of the wave vector q, for a wave propagating in q direction. By
taking into account (4.27) and (4.28), one can easily get the expression for an
absorption coefficient (a) corresponding to the imaginary part of the wave vector
q of a longitudinal ultrasonic wave:

a
f 2

¼ a?

f 2
þ aacos

2qþ bacos
4q; ð4:29Þ

where

a?

f 2
¼ 2p2

r0C3
0

ðm1 þa4Þ ð4:30Þ

aa ¼ 2p2

r0C3
0

ðm2 þm3 þa5 þa3�g1l
2Þ ð4:31Þ
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ba ¼ 2p2

r0C3
0

ða1 þ g1l
2Þ: ð4:32Þ

The obtained expressions are close to those presented in Ref. [25] except the
combination (g1 l2) entering into expressions (4.31) and (4.32). This combination
results from an account of director oscillations in an ultrasonic wave, which were
ignored in the work mentioned above. Moreover, the expressions (4.29) to (4.32) are
analogous to well-known results, obtained by Forster et al. [23] and frequently used for
the analysis of acoustic properties of liquid crystals [6, 27]. Both the general expres-
sion (4.29) and (4.31) and (4.32) are valid in the latter case at the next substitutions:

m1 þa4 ¼ n4 þ n2 ð4:33Þ

m2 þm3 þa5 þa3�g1l
2 ¼ 2n3�n2 þ n5�n4 ð4:34Þ

a1 þ g1l
2 ¼ 2ðn1 þ n2�2n3Þ; ð4:35Þ

where n1, n2, n3 are the shear viscosity coefficients, while n4, n5 are the bulk viscosity
coefficients in Forster et al. notation [23].
Results obtained show that some useful information about both shear and bulk

viscosities can be obtained by analyzing angular dependencies of an ultrasonic
absorption coefficient. In particular, in accordance with (4.32) the frequency-inde-
pendent parameter ba does not include bulk viscosities, and in this way one can
extract information about a combination (a1 þ g1 l2) of dissipative coefficients of
incompressible NLCs.
Indeed, this problem turns out to be not so trivial. First, it was shown earlier [28]

that the standard hydrodynamics was insufficient for the description of ultrasound
propagation in liquid crystals. In particular, it predicts an isotropic ultrasonic velocity
that contradicts the experimental data. There were some attempts both on phenom-
enological [28] and onmicroscopic levels [29] to take into account possible relaxation
processes in nematics. In particular, in the framework of Fokker–Planckmodel [29], it
was shown that the relaxation of a nematic order parameter resulted in critical
contribution Ei in a complex elastic modulus of a liquid crystal:

Ei ¼ B

qS0
qUaa

� �2

�3iwtx
qS0
qUaa

þ 3
4
x

� �

1�iwt
�9Bx
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þ 3
2
x

� �
cos2q
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þ 81
4
Bx2cos4q

�iwt
1�iwt

; ð4:36Þ

where B denotes generalized susceptibility of NLCs that can be extracted from an
absolute value of an absorption coefficient, Uaa is the volume variation in an
ultrasonic wave, t¼ g/B is the relaxation time of the order parameter S (S¼S0 at
equilibrium), g is the kinetic coefficient,
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x ¼ hcos2qi�cos4qii ¼ 2
15

1þ 5
7
hP2i� 12

7
hP4i

� �
; ð4:37Þ

a parameter that includes the second (hP2i¼ hP2(cos
2 qi)i¼S0) and the fourth

(hP4i¼ hP4(cos
2 qi)i) momentum of an equilibrium distribution function, Pi – the

Legendre polynomials.
Expressions for critical contributions to an anisotropy of the sound velocity (DC)

and the absorption coefficient (Da) can be easily obtained from real and imaginary
parts of a complex modulus E (4.36):
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Comparison of expressions (4.29) and (4.39) shows that a critical relaxation process
can contribute to both parameters aa and ba describing the anisotropic absorption
coefficient. Moreover, it results in the emergence of the frequency-dependent
anisotropy of an ultrasonic velocity vanishing in low-frequency limit. It is interesting
that there is a simple connection between the critical contributions defined by (4.38)
and (4.39):

DaðqÞ ¼ ðt=C0ÞDCðqÞC0
; ð4:40Þ

which is valid in the case of the unique critical process. Taking into account the
second relaxation process (e.g., intramolecular relaxation [30]) makes the connection
between Da and DC more complicated. In any case, a thorough analysis of exper-
imental data on both the anisotropic absorption coefficient and the anisotropy of
ultrasound velocity at different frequencies is needed to reveal the real possibility of
ultrasonic methods in the rheology of liquid crystals.
Nevertheless, at least in one case one can ignoremost problemsdescribed above. Let

us consider the propagation of ultrasound through a nematic sample described by a
director which slow varies with time (a characteristic time tn is in the range 0.1–100 s).
The propagation time of ultrasound defined by (4.6) at a reasonable size of an acoustic
camera is of order 10�5 s and is essentially smaller than tn. So, each ultrasonic pulse
propagates in liquid crystal as in a quasistationary media. It means that the
expression for static ultrasonic absorption coefficients (4.29) is valid for slow director
motion, which contributes to this parameter via dependence q(t). This simple idea
was applied for analyzing time dependences of ultrasonic absorption coefficients
induced by shear flow [31], different types of magnetic fields (pulsed [6], rotating
[10, 20–22]), and a combined action of electric and magnetic fields [32]. From the
viewpoint of practical applications, ultrasonic studies of LC in a rotating magnetic
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field are of special interest as they lead to a simple and effective method of
determining a rotational viscosity coefficient g1. The most simple analysis of the
problem can be made in the case of synchronic regime of a director rotation
established first in Zwetkoff�s classical experiments [33], which will be described
in detail in Chapter 5. In this case, there is a phase gap between field and director
depending on the twist viscosity coefficient g1 so the latter can be calculated from
such types of experiments by expression (see Chapter 5):

g1 ¼
H2 �m0 Dc � sin 2j

2wH
; ð4:41Þ

where H and wH denote the strength and angular velocity of magnetic field,
respectively, and Dc is diamagnetic susceptible anisotropy.
In ultrasonic experiments, the phase gap and the ratio g1/Dc can be determined

from the comparison of the dynamic angular dependencies of an attenuation
coefficient and the static ones. It is obvious that in this case fast relaxation processes
mentioned above do not play any role as they contribute to both dependencies. It
allows to calculate the twist viscosity coefficient g1 knowing the value of Dc. One can
estimate the critical value wc

H of the angular velocity corresponding to the change in
regimes (from the synchronic regime to the asynchronous one) by putting sin 2j¼ 1
in expression (4.41). It gives

wc
H ¼ m0 DcH2

2g1
: ð4:42Þ

For reasonable values of Dc� 10�6, g1� 1 P, it results in wc
H � 0:5 rad=s at H�

3 kOe. Such relatively low value of a critical angular velocity can be realized by
mechanical rotation of a permanent magnet that makes experimental setups rather
cumbrous (e.g., a mass of 3 kOe permanent magnet is about 70 kg). The use of weak
magnetic fields is restricted by existence of minimal strength of saturationHs (about
1 kOe) needed for a perfect orientation of bulk samples of liquid crystals. A decrease
in thefield strength down toHs results in deviation of experimental dependencesa(t)
from those predicted by the simple model mentioned above. It also prevents correct
determination of the ratio g1/Dc due tomeasurements of critical angular velocitywc

H

that is possible to realize at H�Hs. It is worthwhile to note that the time
dependencies of an ultrasonic absorption coefficient obtained at asynchronous
regime of rotation cannot be explained by a simple hydrodynamic model of
homogenous sample [34] and demand an alternative description [22].
Nonetheless, one can consider ultrasonic measurement in rotating magnetic

field as a reliable method for determining the twist viscosity coefficient. A number
of investigations confirm this conclusion [6, 20–22]. It is also worthwhile to
mention the attempt [32] to exclude the rotation of magnetic field by using a
combined action of electric andmagnetic fields on a bulk sample of a liquid crystal.
In the latter case, one can apply a simple hydrodynamic description of the problem.
It is important to note that both parameters Dc and g1 can be ascertained by
analyzing experimental data.
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4.2.2
Experimental Confirmation

4.2.2.1 Static Regime
Experimentally, the anisotropy of ultrasonic parameters in nematic liquid crystals,
especially of an absorption coefficient, was established about 40 years ago [35, 36].
Since then, a lot of experiments with liquid crystals oriented by magnetic fields have
been performed. The results of ultrasonic studies were summarized in some reviews
and books (see, for example, Refs [2, 6]). In all the cases, the general expression (4.29)
was enough to describe the angular dependence of an ultrasonic absorption
coefficient.
Typical angular dependences of the low-frequency anisotropy of an absorption

coefficient,

Da
f 2

ðqÞ ¼ a
f 2

ðqÞ�a?

f 2
; ð4:43Þ

measured by a resonator method [10] in BBBA (p-n-butoxybenzilidene-n-butylani-
line) for different temperatures, are shown in Figure 4.4.
The results are well approximated (solid lines) by expression (4.29) to extract

parameters aa and ba. A comparison [37] of low-frequency values of ba with those
extracted frommeasurement at essentially higher frequencies [9, 37] did not reveal an
essential frequency dependence of this parameter, at least out of N–I andN–SAphase
transition regions (Figure 4.5).
It means that the possible relaxation contribution to this parameter, mentioned

above (see 4.39, is negligible and one can use ba for determining dissipative
parameters of an incompressibleNLCs. So, the temperature dependence of ba, shown
in Figure 4.6, must reflect the analogous dependence of a combination (a1 þ g1l2).
Contrary to ba, the parameter aa essentially depends on frequency (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.4 Angular dependences of ultrasonic attenuation
anisotropy Da/f 2 in nematic phase of BBBA at different
temperatures: (T) 315.8 K, (&) 317.0 K, (~) 328.3 K;
f¼ 0.5MHz. (After Prokopjev [10].)
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Figure 4.5 Frequency dependence of ba in BBBA at different
temperatures: (&) 320.3 K; (.) 332.3 K [37]. Data at frequencies
higher than 3MHz are taken from Ref. [9].

Figure 4.6 Temperature dependence of ba in BBBA at different
frequencies: (T) 0.63MHz [10]; (�) 15MHz [9].

Figure 4.7 Parameter aa in a nematic phase of BBBA as a function
of temperature. (T) 0.63MHz [10], � 15MHz [9].
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This dependence is more pronounced at approaching NI transition, which
indicates the critical nature of relaxation contribution entering into aa coefficient
(see Equation 4.38). It is of practical importance that the accuracy of the determi-
nation of parameters ba and aa essentially depends on their ratio. The dependence of
this ratio on temperature is presented in Table 4.1.
It follows from Table 4.1 that near NI transition (DTc� 3K), coefficient aamakes a

major contribution to anisotropy of an absorption coefficient at least at low frequen-
cies. It results in large errors in ba parameter, extracted from angular dependences
mentioned above. More reliable data in this case can be obtained from ultrasonic
studies at higher frequencies. Results of such studies with additional information
extracted from shear flow investigations were used in Ref. [38] for determining some
Leslie coefficients of BBBA. The final results of such calculations are presented in
Figure 4.8.

Table 4.1 Temperature dependence of ratio ba/aa in BBBA; f¼ 0.63MHz.

�DTc (K) 22 21.4 19 15.3 13.1 11.4 8.4
ba/aa 9.0 5.0 1.9 0.83 0.58 0.47 0.31
�DTc (K) 6.6 5.5 4.5 3.9 2.9 2.6 2.4
ba/aa 0.23 0.16 0.16 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08

Figure 4.8 Temperature dependences of Leslie coefficients
(in Pa s): (1) a4 and (2) a5 þ a6. (After Pasechnik et al. [38].)
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Analogous conclusions can be made from ultrasonic study of PAA performed by
using a resonator method in the range 0.8–5MHz [27]. It was found that there was
only critical relaxation contribution to the parameter aa, whereas the parameter badid
not depend on frequency.
Of course, it would be interesting to estimate the Leslie coefficient a1 from

ultrasonic measurements. Such an attempt was made in the work [20] for a nematic
mixture ZhK440 (2 : 1 mixture of p-n-butyl-p-methoxyazoxybenzene and n-butyl-p-
heptanoyloxyazoxybenzene). The choice of this object was made because of a rather
wide temperature interval in a nematic phase, which takes place in the mixture
mentioned above. Additional information obtained by different methods for the
mixture and separate components [39, 40] is important too. The calculations were
performed using values of a twist viscosity coefficient g1, obtained from ultrasonic
study of this mixture in a rotating magnetic field at variation of pressure and
temperature.
To estimate the only unknown parameter l2, values of the flow orientation angle

measured for the first component of the mixture [40] were used. The result of such
calculation is presented in Table 4.2.
One can see that this coefficient has a negative sign and essentially smaller values

compared to the rotational viscosity coefficient, at least far from the clearing point,
which is in accordance with data obtained for MBBA [41]. Though the presented
results demonstrate a possibility of determining the coefficient a1 from ultrasonic
measurement results, it is clear that in the case of small values of this coefficient such
procedure demands rather precise measurements of parameters g1 and l. Never-
theless, for practical purposes, even the estimate of a1 seems to be very useful.

Table 4.2 Temperature dependence of a1 (ZhK440).

T (K) a1 (Pa s)

297.0 �0.0055
301.0 �0.0085
309.0 �0.0058
315.0 �0.0073
319.0 �0.0100
321.0 �0.0111
323.0 �0.0111
327.0 �0.0142
328.0 �0.0137
333.0 �0.0172
335.0 �0.0166
336.0 �0.0164
337.0 �0.0167
339.0 �0.0178
339.8 �0.0194
340.5 �0.0194
341.5 �0.0189
342.0 �0.0185
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4.2.2.2 Dynamic Regime
The first ultrasonic investigation of a nematic liquid crystal placed into a rotating
magnetic field was performed in 1980 [42]. Simultaneously, the primary theoretical
interpretation of experimental results in the framework of a hydrodynamic model
was proposed. Later on, such technique was widely used for the study of nematic
liquid crystals [6, 20–22]. Experimental results show good agreement with main
predictions of the simple hydrodynamic model in a synchronic regime. In this case,
the time dependence of an ultrasonic absorption anisotropy repeats the angular
dependence of this parameterwith the phase shiftjdetermined by expression (4.41).
The formof the curveDa(t) became unchangeable at a variation of an angular velocity
of magnetic field rotation up to a critical value wc

H . An example of such dependence
obtained from ultrasonic studies of MBBA under varying temperature and pres-
sure [22] is shown in Figure 4.9a. The data were obtained at rotation of 3 kGmagnetic
field. The form of the curve Da(t) became unchangeable at a variation of an angular
velocity of magnetic field rotation up to a critical value wc

H defined in Equation 4.42.
The dependence of the phase shift j on the angular velocitywH shown in Figure 4.10
is also in accordance with the theoretical result (4.41). A slight difference between the
theoretical curve and the experimental results occurs only in the vicinity of a critical
velocity.
The time dependence Da(t) is drastically changed with an increase in angular

velocity above a critical value wc
H (Figure 4.9b). Both huge phase and amplitude

distortions take place in this case. The simple hydrodynamic model [42] partly

Figure 4.9 Variation with time of the ultrasound adsorption
coefficient forMBBA at p¼ 2� 107 Pa, T¼ 314.2 K; (a) synchronic
regime and (b) asynchronous regime (After Pasechnik et al. [22].)
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predicts such distortions, but it is useless to explain significant decrease in the
maximal amplitude of Da(t) dependence with increasing speed of field rotation. An
attempt to clarify this question was made [22] on the basis of a Fokker–Planck-like
model of dynamic behavior of NLCs in a rotating magnetic field [43]. The latter
predicts for an asynchronous regime some disorder arising due to uncorrelated
rotation of compact regions of a liquid crystal with different orientations. The system
becomes more chaotic with increasing angular velocity wH that results in a corre-
sponding decrease in the amplitude of Da(t) dependence, shown in Figure 4.9b. In
spite of the roughness of the originalmodel, themain idea, namely, the emergence of
chaos due to quickly rotating magnetic field, seems to be correct. Additional
experimental and theoretical work is needed for better understanding the propaga-
tion of ultrasound in an asynchronous regime. In particular, the role of near-wall
defects considered in Chapter 5 has to be analyzed too.
In any case, twoparameters, the shift anglejmeasured in a synchronic regime and

the critical angular velocity wc
H; can be used to obtain the ratio g1/Dc. A lot of

ultrasonic investigations of liquid crystals in rotating magnetic fields conducted so
far [6, 20–22] confirm this conclusion.
Such type of ultrasonic technique has turned out to be very useful for extracting the

twist viscosity coefficients at both pressure and temperature variations. Indeed, there
are only a very few studies on viscous properties of liquid crystals at variable pressure
done by using alternative methods (see, for example, Ref. [44]).
Data obtained from suchmeasurements are useful both for experimental check of

microscopic theories� predictions on dependencies of a twist viscosity coefficient on
P,T-state parameters and for direct practical applications as the value of g1 is a key
parameter responsible for dynamic properties of LC devices.
As an example in Figure 4.11, we present the temperature dependence of the ratio

g1/Dc at different pressures obtained by an ultrasonic method [22] for BBBA.
The critical increase in this parameter observed at low temperatures can be

referred to as the contribution from fluctuations of a smectic order parameter in
the vicinity of phase transition nematic–smectic A [45]. So, the data presented

Figure 4.10 Dependence of the phase shift anglej on the angular
velocitywH ofmagnetic field rotation: (a) forMBBAat T¼ 303.6 K;
1 – P¼ 105 Pa, 2 – P¼ 4� 107 Pa; (b) for BBBA at T¼ 303.6 K;
1 – P¼ 105 Pa, 2 – P¼ 6� 107 Pa. (After Pasechnik et al. [22].)
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demonstrate the possibility of using the ultrasonic method for studying critical
phenomena in liquid crystals, which will be discussed below.
This method was successfully applied also for a number of LCmixtures with wide

nematic intervals [6, 20, 46].
Numerical values of the rotational viscosity coefficient g1 and other parameters (the

combination ba, the density of LC, and the ultrasonic velocity) extracted from
ultrasonic measurements at different P,T-state parameters for nematic mixture
ZhK440, are presented in Table 4.3.
The connection DcS (where S is the order parameter, which is assumed to

depend only on the difference between clearing temperature Tc and the given
temperature T ) was taken into account when calculating absolute values of the
rotational viscosity coefficient. The pressure dependence of the clearing temperature
Tc was obtained from the described ultrasonicmeasurements, as the total absorption
anisotropy Da goes to zero at the clearing point. This dependence is linear in the

Figure 4.11 Temperature dependence of (g1/Dc) for BBBA:
(.) p¼ 105 Pa; (T) p¼ 4� 107 Pa. (After Pasechnik et al. [22].)

Table 4.3 Material parameters of ZhK440 evaluated from ultrasonic measurements.
(After Larionov et al. [20]).

P (MPa)

T (K) 0.1 10 20 30 40 60

297.0 g1 (Pa s) 0.1333 — — 0.1425 0.1457 0.1560
r (kg/m3) 1106.8 — — 1117.8 1120.3 1126.1
c (m/s) 1553.9 — — 1660.1 1685.5 1729.5
b (1014m�1 s2) 53.4 — — 76.0 81.0 95.0

337.0 g1 (Pa s) 0.0222 0.0252 0.0289 0.0319 0.0354 0.0418
r (kg/m3) 1088.7 1093.3 1097.9 1102.8 1107.5 1115.5
c (m/s) 1392.3 1442.9 1496.2 1533.3 1571.8 1632.5
b (1014m�1 s2) �7.4 0.1 6.5 10.3 15.8 24.3
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experimentally realized range of pressure (105–6� 107 Pa):

TcðPÞ ¼ Toc þ kc �P; ð4:44Þ

where the temperature of nematic–isotropic phase transition at atmospheric pres-
sure is Toc¼ 345.7K, and the coefficient kc is equal to 3.28� 10�7 Pa�1 K.
It was shown that experimental dependence of g1(T ) for ZhK440 is well approx-

imated by the empirical dependence

g1 ¼ A1 1� T
T�

� �2b

exp
B

T�T0

� �
ð4:45Þ

proposed in [44]. In this expression, T � is the clearing point at pressure P defined as

T� ¼ T�
0

P
a
þ 1

� �C

: ð4:46Þ

The best result was obtained using the next parameters of approximation: T�
0 ¼

353.7 K; a¼ 4.757� 108 Pa; c¼ 0.6; A1¼ 0.0269 Pa s; b¼ 0.3536; B¼ 243.26K;
T0¼ 213.04K.
Using the data on r and c at varying pressure and temperature (see Table 4.3), one

can get the dependence of g1 upon pressure and temperature at a constant volume,
which is shown in Figure 4.12.
The presented dependence is close to the exponential one, so the activation energy

at constant volume,

EV ¼ R
qðlng1Þ
qð1=TÞ

� �
V

; ð4:47Þ

can be calculated. This parameter reflects the sole influence of temperature without
the superimposed influence of density. The value of the activation energy EV
was found to be independent of the liquid crystal density and equal to 23 kI/mol
in the temperature interval DTc¼Tc�T¼ 0–35K. Far from the clearing point

Figure 4.12 Dependence of ln(g1/Dc) upon T�1 at a specific volume
u �104 (m3/kg): (1) 9.03; (2) 8.99; (3) 9.08. (After Larionov et al. [20].)
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(DTc¼ 35–55K), some increase in EV (about 20%) took place. It may be connected
with the decrease of the activation energy at constant pressureEpwhen the pressure is
increasing (Table 4.4).
The dependence of the activation energy Ep on pressure may be explained by

means of the thermodynamic equation [20]

EV ¼ E0�RT2 qP
qT

� �
V
a�
visc; ð4:48Þ

where a�
visc is the slope of the ln g1–P isotherms. While Ep should be proportional to

the totalmolecule energy used to jump over a potential barrier and to form the �hole,�
EV is connected only with the former part. So, the ratio (Ep/EV) has to bemore than 1,
which is in accordance with experimental results. This parameter decreases in
nematic phase with increasing pressure (Table 4.5).
Using the presented results, one can calculate the hole volume V (Table 4.6). This

parameter increases with increasing temperature, which seems to be quite reason-
able. Results presented above show that ultrasonic studies of liquid crystals in
rotatingmagnetic fields provide a lot of useful information on rheological properties
of liquid crystals.

4.3
Shear Waves in Liquid Crystals

4.3.1
Shear Waves in Isotropic Liquids

Shear waves differ from longitudinal ones by transverse direction of oscillations of
particles with respect to the wave vector of an ultrasound wave.

Table 4.4 The activation energy Ep at different pressures. (After Larionov et al. [20]).

P (MPa) 0.1 10 20 30 40 50 60
Ep (kI/mol) 31.7 31.4 30.3 27.8 26.7 24.6 23.3

Table 4.5 Pressure dependence of the ratio (Ep/EV), DTc¼ 0–35K. (After Larionov et al. [20]).

P (MPa) 0.1 10 20 30 40 50 60
Ep/EV 1.38 1.37 1.32 1.21 1.16 1.07 1.02

Table 4.6 Temperature dependence of the hole volume. (After Larionov et al. [20]).

T (K) 309 319 323 327 331 335 339 347
DV (105m3/mol) 0.64 0.82 1.05 1.30 1.60 1.84 2.08 2.42
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In spite of the fact that these waves are generated by similar piezoelectric
transducers as those described above, their propagation in liquid crystals is quite
different from the longitudinal wave propagation.
It is well known that simple isotropic liquids can flow under extremely low shear

stress, as their shear static modulus is equal to zero. That is why shear waves in such
media are highly overdamped and can propagate only on a short distance comparable
to a wavelength. Let us consider a liquid layer of thickness d confined between two
plates, one of them oscillates in the plane of the layer with frequencyw (Figure 4.13).
The resulting motion of a liquid in this case depends on a ratio

rs ¼ ds=d; ð4:49Þ
where

ds ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hs

rw

s
ð4:50Þ

is the depth of penetration of shear waves and hs is a shear viscosity coefficient. Low-
frequency regime (rs� 1) corresponds to a simple oscillating shear flowwith a linear
velocity profile described inChapter 3.At high-frequency regime (rs� 1), oscillations
of a liquid are concentrated in the boundary layer of a thickness ds. They can be
described in terms of an overdamped shear wave:

x ¼ x0exp½iðwt�qzÞ	; ð4:51Þ

with the wave vector expressed as

q ¼ ð1�iÞd�1
s : ð4:52Þ

So, according to (4.50), the thickness of the boundary layer is about 30mm at
ultrasonic frequency f¼ 3MHz. It means that using shear waves at least in mega-
hertz range of frequencies provides some information about viscosity properties
referred to the near-boundary layer contrary to the case of bulk samples in experi-
ments with longitudinal waves. This information is restricted by shear viscosities of
liquids as shear waves are not connected with density variations and so can be
considered by hydrodynamic models of incompressible liquids. That is why ultra-
sonic measurements at shear waves technique are insensitive to the above-men-
tioned relaxation processes contrary to the use of longitudinal ultrasound.

Figure 4.13 Shear waves in liquids.
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4.3.2
Peculiarities of Shear Waves in Liquid Crystals

Application of ultrasonic technique based on the use of shear waves in case of liquid
crystals is possible with a proper account of difference between the structure and the
rheological behavior of isotropic and anisotropic liquids.
First, a limited thickness of a boundary layer does not play an essential role in

isotropic Newtonian liquids, although it is critical for the study of NLCs. Indeed, the
most interesting results can be obtained for thewell-oriented samples. It is difficult to
prepare such samples by using only strong magnetic fields in a manner described
above for the case of longitudinal ultrasound in bulk samples. Even in a rather strong
field (about 1 T), the magnetic coherence length xH (see Chapter 5) is about some
microns, which is comparable to the shear wavelength in megahertz range of
frequencies.
Second, as shown above, in the frame of hydrodynamics, shear waves described by

expressions analogous to (4.27) can be considered as overdamped �fast� modes with
the next dispersion relation between a wave vector q and a frequency w [25]

qm ¼ ð1�iÞðrw=2hmÞ1=2; ð4:53Þ
where m¼ a, b, c are referred to as the three principal geometries at shear wave
propagation (a: q?n, n||v; b: q||n, n?v; c: q?n, n?v) shown in Figure 4.14.
In the absence of magnetic field, the effective shear viscosity coefficients hm are

expressed as

Figure 4.14 Three principal geometries for shear wave propagation.
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ha ¼ hb ¼ h1�
a3

2½1þðg2=g1Þ	
¼ h2 þ

a2

2½1�ðg2=g1Þ	
ð4:54Þ

hc ¼ h3: ð4:55Þ

(Here and below we used notations from Ref. [25].)
Strong magnetic fields suppress the director motion. It allows, as in the case of

steady shear flows, to consider NLCs as a Newtonian liquid with the shear viscosity
depending on orientation. For three primary geometries shown in Figure 4.14, the
shear viscosity coefficients become equal to the Miesowicz viscosities, namely,

ha ¼ h1; hb ¼ h2; hc ¼ h3: ð4:56Þ
One can easily obtain the expressions for penetration lengths analogous to expres-
sion (4.50) and corresponding to different principal geometries taking into account
the relation between this parameter and the imaginary part of the wave vector (qi)

dm ¼ qim ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hm

rw

s
: ð4:57Þ

The difference between penetration lengths for different geometries can be essential
(as the maximal ratio of Miesowicz viscosities often exceeds 5) and has to be taken
into account when elaborating on a particular experimental setup.
It is obvious that shear wave methods can provide some useful information about

shear viscosities and Leslie coefficients of nematic liquid crystals.

4.3.3
Experimental Methods for Shear Wave Studies

In fact, the same types of ultrasonic methods, pulse and resonator, were applied both
for longitudinal and for shear waves. Nevertheless, there is a big difference in a
particular realization and acoustic chambers.
First, the impulse phase ultrasonic method was applied to rheological study of liquid

crystals by Martinoty and Candau [47]. As in the case of longitudinal ultrasound, the
amplitude and the phase of the output impulse were the primary measurable
parameters. In shear wave experiments, they are changed at reflection from a
solid–liquid crystal boundary.
It is well known that the reflection of any type of waves (electromagnetic or

acoustic) can be described in terms of impedances (Zi) referred to different media
under consideration. In the case of shear waves, mechanical impedance Z is defined
as the ratio (with minus sign) of shear stress to the rate of shear displacement. In
general, Z is a complex value that includes the real (Zr) and imaginary (Zi) parts. For
isotropic Newtonian fluid in the absence of viscoelastic relaxation, Zi¼Zr¼ (rwhs/
2)1/2. It corresponds to the zero value of the real part of the complex shear elastic
modulusG. This equality breaks for viscoelastic liquidswhere the difference between
Zr andZi increaseswith frequency. In the case of solid-like behaviorwith small losses,
the real part Zr essentially exceeds the imaginary part Zi.
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In the simplest case of reflection from one boundary, the coefficient R, which
represents the ratio of the complex amplitudes of incident (A1) and reflected (A2)
waves, is defined as

R ¼ A2=A1 ¼ ðZ1�Z2Þ=ðZ1 þZ2Þ; ð4:58Þ
where complex amplitudes are connected with the velocities of shear oscillations in
incident (v1) and reflected (v2) waves by usual way

v1ðt;~r Þ ¼ Re½A1expiðwt�~q~r Þ	; v2ðt;~r Þ ¼ Re½A2expiðwtþ~q~rÞ	: ð4:59Þ
Expressions for acoustical impedance of LC Z2 and for reflection coefficient R were
obtained and analyzed in detail [25] for the case of normal incidence of shear waves.
For overdamped waves under consideration, an acoustic impedance Z is a complex
parameter expressed as

Zm
2 ¼ ð1�iÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rwhm

2

r
; ð4:60Þ

where hm is referred to as the three principal shear viscosities ha, hb, hc defined
by (4.54–4.56).
It is simple to get expression for a complex reflection coefficient R using (4.58)

and (4.60). Usually, the latter parameter is written in the form

Rm ¼ IRmIexpðijmÞ; ð4:61Þ

where the modulus |Rm| and the phase jm of the reflection coefficient define the
changes of an amplitude and of a phase of the reflected impulse. The latter
parameters are registered in experiments. It helps to determine the complex acoustic
impedance by the next expression, easily obtained from (4.58), (4.60), and (4.61),

Zm
2 ¼ Z1

1�IRmI2�2iIRmI sin jm

1þ IRmI2 þ 2IRmI cos jm
: ð4:62Þ

The unknown value of impedanceZ1 of the firstmedia can be obtained by calibration
using isotropic liquid, for example. It isworthwhile to note that according to (4.60) the
absolute values for real and imaginary parts of the acoustic impedance Zm

2 are equal,
so the next expression for the phase shift jm has to be made

sin jm ¼ 1�IRmI2

2IRmI
: ð4:63Þ

It means that only one parameter (e.g., amplitude of the reflected impulse) has to be
measured to calculate the acoustic impedance of liquid crystals. So, the information
about shear viscosities and Leslie coefficients can be extracted from shear wave
measurements under a proper geometry. Indeed, the first experiments of such
type [47] were made at oblique incidence of shear waves (see Figure 4.15).
In this case, the expressions presented above have to be modified to describe

experimental results. The temperature dependences of the two principal viscosity
coefficients of MBBA obtained by analyzing the data obtained in this case [47] are
shown in Figure 4.16.
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The correspondence between ha and h0 in the nematic phase is rather good except
for the vicinity of the clearing point, which can be attributed to the increase in theflow
alignment angle (see Chapter 5). The essential difference in the isotropic phase was
referred to as the structural relaxation of the short-range order [48]. So, in the last case,
the shear wave method is not suitable to correctly determine a static shear viscosity.

Figure 4.15 Scheme of experiments on the reflection of shear
waves at oblique incidence relative to the boundary liquid crystal
quartz. (After Martinoty and Candau [47].)

Figure 4.16 Principal shear viscosities ha and hc of MBBA
determined via shear wave measurements. The data are
comparedwith viscosityh0 of flow-aligned sample obtained using
capillary viscosimeter. (After Martinoty and Candau [47].)
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In the literature, one can find a description of different experimental setups based
on shear vibrations propagating in LC media and proposed for resolution of some
particular problems in rheology of liquid crystals. For example, low-frequency
measurements were realized in the work [49]. The scheme of such experiments is
illustrated in the inset in Figure 4.17.
In this case, a 30–200mm thick LC layer was placed between two glass plates

connected to piezo ceramics. The input shear oscillations were induced by the
periodic displacement of the upper glass plate via input AC voltage Vi (10–100V) of
frequency 1Hz–10 kHz applied to the upper piezo ceramic. The lower ceramic was
used to register the shear stress transmitted by LC layer and transformed into output
voltage V0 (in the range 100–1000mV). The combination (V0/Vi) sin(ij) (where j is
the phase shift between input and output signals) is proportional to the complex shear
modulus (Z in the author�s notation). In the described experiments, it provided
ultrasonic study of rheological behavior of smectic A and smectic B phases in
butyloxy-benzylidene octylaniline (40.8). In particular, it was found that smectic A
behaved as a viscous liquid, whereas smectic B showed an elastic response with a
shear modulus C44 106 cgs units. It is worthwhile to note that the characteristic
length of shear oscillation penetration, defined by (4.57), is higher or comparable to
the LC layer thickness practically in the entire frequency range. It corresponds to the
vibration regime and is different from experiments of Martinoty and Candau [47]
with shear wave reflection.
The alternative resonator method is based on the use of continuous shear oscilla-

tions produced by resonators of different types (see, for example, Refs [50, 51]). As in
the case of longitudinal ultrasound, the changes in elastoviscous properties of a liquid

Figure 4.17 Complex shear modulus in polar coordinates for a
smectic A phase of 40.8; the parameter on the curve is the
frequency. Inset, schematic drawing of the sample geometry: c,
piezoelectric ceramics; g, glass plates; LC, liquid crystal; vi, input
voltage inducing the shear displacement d; v0, output voltage due
to the transmitted force S. (After Cagnon and Durand [49].)
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media connected with piezo elements result in variations of both resonance fre-
quency fr andQ-factor of a resonator. The latter parameters can be connected with an
acoustic impedance Z of a liquid. Therefore, it is possible to determine the elastic
modulus (G) and dynamic shear viscosity (h), which enters into complex shear
modulus G� ¼G� iwh via expressions

G ¼ Z2
r�Z2

i

r
ð4:64Þ

h ¼ 2ZrZi

wr
: ð4:65Þ

Such technique was mostly used for the study of smectic phases including
freestanding films [50, 51]. In particular, the torsion pendulum was applied in the
work [50] to measure the shear mechanical properties of n-hexyl-40-n-pentyloxybi-
phenyl-4-carboxylate (65OBC) in its stacked hexatic smectic B phase. The experi-
mental geometry is shown in Figure 4.18.
The freestanding film of LCs was formed between a torsion disk and a supported

ring. A torsional fiber was attached to the disk that rotated it about an axis normal to
the film leading to in-plane shear stress on the film. The small displacement (of order
100A



) was registered to calculate the shear modulus of the film. Experiments

performed at frequency 45Hz showed that the hexatic B phase did not exhibit an
in-plane shear modulus, which was in agreement with X-ray structural studies
indicating only short-range in-plane correlations. It was also established that in
freestanding 65OBC films, crystalline surface layers can coexist with hexatic B
interior layers.
Summarizing literature data, we can conclude that investigation of shear waves

and oscillations in liquid crystals provide additional information about rheological
properties of liquid crystal phases especially of the smectic phaseswith nonzero shear

Figure 4.18 Experimental geometry for the strain relaxation
measurements. T is the mechanical relaxation time of the film
(After Pindak et al. [50].)
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elastic modulus. In many cases, experiments were performed at low frequencies
referred to as sound or even infrasound range when the regime of vibrations was
realized. Of course, it essentially differs from experimentswith longitudinal waves in
the ultrasonic frequency range.

4.4
Ultrasonic Parameters and Viscoelastic Properties at Phase Transitions

4.4.1
Phase Transitions and Critical Phenomena in Liquid Crystals:
General Aspects and Peculiarities of Ultrasonic Studies

Among the different classes of condensed matter, liquid crystals are of special
interest from the point of view of variety of dynamical processes [48]. Such processes
originate from both individual and collective motions of mesogenic molecules.
Depending on the concrete liquid crystal phase (nematic, smectic A, and smectic C;
Figure 4.19), there are different types of collectivemolecularmotions. In the simplest
case of nematic liquid crystals, these motions can be subdivided into very slow
motion of a local optical axis (director n) and relatively fast motions of longmolecular
axes relative to the director that can be considered as changes of a degree of an
orientation order parameterS¼ 3/2 hcos2 qi� 1/3i (qi is the angle between a long axis
of the individual molecule and the director n), where h � � � i is a statistical average
value. In a smectic Aphase, wheremolecules are arranged in a system of equidistant
layers, there are the additional degrees of collective motions connected with distor-
tions of smectic layers. These distortions can be described in terms of the vector of a
layer displacement u, directed along the layer normal n. So, in a smectic A phase, the
complex order parameter y(z)¼ jyjeij (analogous to that for l-transition in 4He) is
usually used [48] to take into account the modulation of density r(z) in the layer
structure

ðrðzÞ ¼ r0½1þ 2�1=2jyjcosðk0z�fÞ	; ð4:66Þ

where k0¼ 2p/l, l is the mean distance between smectic layers and f is the arbitrary
phase. In a smectic C phase, molecules are inclined relative to the layer normal n.

Figure 4.19 The structure of (a) nematic, (b) smectic A, and (c) smectic C phases.
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Thus, to describe A–C transition, the vector order parameter y¼ [nn] can be
introduced [52] (its modulus is identically zero in a smectic A phase and differs
from zero in smectic C). The difference in the structure of nematic, smectic A, and
smectic C phases as well as corresponding characteristics referred to as order
parameters introduced above are presented in Figure 4.19.
Liquid crystals can be considered very interesting objects from the point of view of

the general theory of phase transitions and critical phenomena in condensedmatter.
In most cases, phase transitions in liquid crystals mentioned above can be attributed
to second-order transitions (such as nematic–smectic A, smectic A–smectic C) or to
weak first-order transitions (nematic–isotropic liquid). The jumps of the first
derivatives of the thermodynamic potentials (such as a specific volume or entropy)
are negligible or small corresponding to the first and the second cases. It is
accompanied by strong pretransitional anomalies in a number of equilibrium (such
as compressibility and specific heat capacity) and nonequilibrium (such as viscosity
or thermoconductivity) properties of liquid crystals [45, 53–55]. It originates from
fluctuations of the order parameter corresponding to the given phase transition [45].
In general, these fluctuations are connected with fluctuations of other thermody-
namic parameters, such as density. The intensity of fluctuations increases drastically
upon approaching the second-order transitions. It results in the universal critical
behavior for a number of physical parameters in the close vicinity of the transition.
Such behavior is described by universal theoretical models operating with multi-
component order parameters in �isotopic� space [45, 52].
However, a universal description of phase transitions cannot be applied to

polymorphic transformations in liquid crystals. It occurs due to the first-order
character in the case of nematic–isotropic phase transition. The existence of a
nonzero order parameter in a nematic phase results in suppressing critical fluctua-
tions. At the same time, it is difficult to reach truly critical region upon approaching a
clearing point from an isotropic phase due to essential difference (of order 1K)
between the transition temperature Tc and the critical temperature T � [45].
In smectic phases, the strong initial anisotropy serves as a background for critical

phenomena [52]. This anisotropy could not be observed in common liquids in which
critical phenomena have been fully studied. This feature leads to a number of
peculiarities of both an experimental and a theoretical character.
In particular, the totally universal behavior takes place over a very narrow

temperature range near the transition at infralow frequencies. This temperature–
frequency range is not achievable experimentally. Real experiments are conducted in
the crossover regime. Thefluctuations in this case are not strong enough to lead to the
whole isotropization of the smectic phase. That is why to interpret the experimental
data in this case (say, at phase transition smectic A–smectic C), an exact analysis of the
critical behavior at the strong bare anisotropy background is needed [52].
From the experimental point of view, ultrasonic studies of critical phenomena in

liquid crystals are accompanied by a number of restrictions.
First, they demand monodomain LC samples of a large volume, a precise mutual

orientation of the initial wave vector and director, and an accurate account of the
director surface distortions.
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Second, liquid crystal phases usually exist in relatively narrow temperature ranges.
So, the pretransition regions, which are associated with various critical points, can
overlap each other. It makes it difficult, in general, to extract critical contributions in
acoustical parameters corresponding to the given phase transition.
Third, noncritical relaxation processes in the high-frequency region arise due to

the same mechanisms as in isotropic liquids (e.g., intramolecular rotations of the
molecular fragments [56]). These processes also contribute to the frequency depen-
dences of acoustic parameters.
Finally, low-frequencymeasurements are of key importance due to critical slowing

down of dynamic processes upon approaching the phase transition points. At the
same time, as it was shown for smectics A and C [52, 57, 58], strong fluctuations of
smectic layers far from any transitions cause contributions to sound absorption and
bulk viscosities. In particular, contributions to the bulk viscosity diverge as w�1 in
low-frequency limit.
Due to the reasons mentioned above, the analysis of acoustic data becomes a

nontrivial problem, even in the case of nematics. Nevertheless, acousticmethods can
be considered as unique practical tools for studying critical dynamics and viscoelastic
properties at phase transitions in liquid crystals, as shown below.

4.4.2
Nematic–Isotropic Transition

Despite numerous experimental and theoretical studies of nematic–isotropic (N–I)
phase transition, critical processes in the vicinity of clearing point have not yet been
fully understood. Traditional phenomenological description in the framework of
Landau–de Gennes theory fails to explain thermodynamic properties in proper
way [45], as the given transition shows simultaneously the features of the first- and
second-order transitions. It is also true for ultrasonic properties in the vicinity of
nematic–isotropic liquid transition. One can find a number of original papers, some
reviews, and books with description of the results of ultrasonic studies in both
nonoriented and oriented samples of nematics (see, for example, Refs [2, 6, 59]).
Here, wewill briefly discuss themost important features of the behavior of ultrasonic
parameters, especially at low frequencies in the vicinity of clearing point.
Typical examples of temperature dependences of ultrasonic attenuation and

velocity obtained in the vicinity of N–I transition [60] are shown in Figure 4.20.
Measurements in the frequency range 0.15–1.2MHz were performed by a

resonator method via acoustic camera shown in Figure 4.2b. Liquid crystal samples
were oriented by the magnetic field 0.29 T in the direction normal to the wave vector.
The nonsymmetric (relative to Tc) type of a/f 2(T) and c(T) dependencies is typical for
all nematics [2, 6]. The critical peak-like increase ina/f 2 upon approachingTc and the
sharp minimum on c(T) dependence are well registered in the low-frequency range
indicated above. Ultrasonic parameters were found to be independent of frequency
excluding the nearest vicinity of a transition (about 0.5 K), where only the lowest
frequency 0.15MHz was used for measurements due to a strong increase in
ultrasonic absorption. It can be considered as an experimental confirmation of
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realization of the low-frequency limit wt� 1. In accordance with expression (4.30),
the value of the attenuation coefficient a? at the normal reciprocal orientation of a
director n and a wave vector q is defined only by two viscosity coefficients m1 and a4.
The latter can be simply extracted from shear viscosity measurements (see
Chapter 5). Its temperature dependence for BBBA shown in Figure 4.8 is not able
to describe the strong critical increase in the attenuation upon approaching Tc.
Moreover, the estimatemade in accordancewith (4.30) shows that the contribution to
attenuation near Tc, defined by a4 coefficient

a?

f 2incom
¼ 2p2

r0C3
0

a4 ð4:67Þ

is about 0.2� 10�12m�1 s2. Itmeans that the low-frequency attenuation in the vicinity
of N–I transition shown in Figure 4.20 is almost completely defined by the bulk
viscosity coefficient m1. The analogous conclusion is definitely valid for any other
orientationof thewavevectorasallLesliecoefficientsenteringintoEquations4.29–4.32
are of the same order of magnitude (or smaller), and attenuation anisotropy in a
nematic phase is relatively small (not more than 20% at frequencies lower than
10MHz). So, the bulk viscositiesm1 canbedetermined fromultrasonicmeasurements
of oriented samples. In the case of ultrasonic studies of nonoriented samples, widely
represented in literature [2, 45, 59, 61], the expression for the average ultrasonic
attenuation (a/f 2)av is derived from (4.29) to (4.32) by substitutions

cos2q! cos2qav ¼ 1=3; cos4q! cos4qav ¼ 1=5 ð4:68Þ

taking into account a chaotic distribution of local orientation in bulk samples of liquid
crystals. At low frequencies, the combination ba in Equation 4.29 is essentially smaller
than the aa combination (see Table 4.1). In this case, by using the substitutions
mentioned above, it is easy to derive the simple connection between ultrasonic

Figure 4.20 Temperature dependences of the low-frequency
ultrasonic attenuation coefficienta and the velocity c in the vicinity
of the clearing point Tc for BBBA. (After Pasechnik et al. [60].)
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attenuation coefficients measured at two principal orientations and in nonoriented
samples:

ak�aav

aav�a? ¼ 2; ð4:69Þ

where a||¼a (q¼ 0
). It was found that this expression approximately holds even at
frequencies higher than1MHz [2, 6]. It confirms the isotropic-likedistributionof local
directors in nonoriented samples and makes it possible to obtain some additional
combinations of viscosity parameters.
Of course, the bulk viscosity coefficients strongly depend on frequency due to

different relaxation mechanisms mentioned above. In the case of the unique
relaxation process with a relaxation time t, the frequency dependence of mi is
expressed as

mi ¼
m0
i

1þðwtÞ2 ; ð4:70Þ

where m0
i is the value of the viscosity in the low-frequency limit wt� 1. The

temperature dependence of the latter parameter is defined by the nature of the
relaxation process under consideration. For example, for the critical process attrib-
uted to the order parameter relaxation, the general expression for the complex elastic
modulus is defined by (4.36). The comparison of this expressionwith (4.70) results in
the next temperature dependence of the low-frequency parameter m0

i :

m0
i  t  DTc

Tc

� ��1

: ð4:71Þ

The increase in the relaxation time with temperature in accordance with the simple
power law, and the critical index equal to�1 is quite a general result for both themean
field theory (the Landau–Halatnikov mechanism) and the dynamic scaling theory
taking into account strong pretransitionalfluctuations [45, 62]. The lattermechanism
can also contribute to anomalies of acoustic parameters in a nematic phase and is
totally responsible for analogous anomalies in an isotropic phase. In the low-
frequency limit, dynamic scaling also predicts the similar temperature dependence
for the fluctuation contribution (a/f 2)fl to the attenuation coefficient [45]:

a
f 2

� �
fl
 tyþ 1  DTc

Tc

� ��ðyþ 1Þ
; ð4:72Þ

where y is the ratio of critical indexes for heat capacity and for relaxation time. In
accordancewith the scaling theory, the former index is equal to zero or to a small value
(0.08). So, we conclude that both mechanisms, the relaxation of the order parameter
and the relaxation of fluctuations of the order parameter, result in critical contribu-
tions to the ultrasonic attenuation with critical indexes equal (or close) to�1 for low-
frequency limit.
Experimental dependences of low-frequency ultrasonic attenuation coeffi-

cient [60], shown in Figure 4.21, are in good agreement with the theory both for
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nematic and for isotropic phases. In the latter case, the critical index is slightly higher
than�1, which can be partially attributed to the above-mentioned shift of the virtual
critical temperature T �with respect to the clearing point Tc [48]. We have to note that
far from the clearing point, the low-frequency attenuation becomes small (about
1� 10�12m�1 s2 at DTc¼ 10K in isotropic phase and 2� 10�12m�1 s2 at DTc¼
�15K). It means that one can neglect all noncritical contributions in the analysis of
experimental data. Of course, it does not hold for higher ultrasonic frequencies. The
simple power laws are already broken at frequencies slightly higher than 1MHz [62].
Critical anomalies in ultrasonic parameters essentially decrease with increasing
frequency. It strongly prevents correct separation of critical and noncritical con-
tributions, especially in compounds such as MBBA, BBBA, and so on, where
intramolecular relaxation processes with comparable relaxation frequencies essen-
tiallymodify the critical behavior of ultrasonic parameters [30, 61, 62]. The situation is
essentially better for well-studied nematic PAA, with a rather simple molecular
structure and relatively high clearing point (135 
C), where only critical processes
contribute to ultrasonic parameters. The same critical index (�1) for low-frequency
ultrasonic attenuation in a nematic phase was obtained during investigations into
frequency range 0.8–5MHz via a resonatormethod [27]. A slightly higher value of the
critical index (about �1.5) was derived in isotropic phase when taking into account
the shift (about 1K) betweenTc and second-order transition pointT �. The examples of
analysis of experimental data obtained in frequency range 1–500MHz for both
individual nematic compounds and nematic mixtures can be found in [6, 61, 63].
Of course, the critical processes mentioned above also define pretransitional

behavior of ultrasonic velocity c and corresponding real part of complex elastic
modulus (see, for example, (4.36)). In isotropic liquids, the latter is inversely
proportional to the adiabatic compressibility. Usually, critical contributions to these

Figure 4.21 The temperature dependence of the ultrasonic
attenuation a (the wave vector is normal to the director) in the
isotropic (1) and nematic (2) phases of BBBA in the vicinity of N–I
transition (Tc) at frequency f¼ 0.15MHz. (After Pasechnik et al. [60].)
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parameters do not exceed some percents. Nevertheless, the experimental error upon
measuring the ultrasonic velocity is extremely low (of order 0.01% at measurements
of relative changes, induced by temperature variations). So, some useful results can
be extracted from such data too [60–62]. A lot of information on elastic bulkmodulus
and viscosities of nematics obtained via ultrasonic measurements can be found in
[6, 63, 64].

4.4.3
Nematic–Smectic A Transition

Nematic–smectic Aphase transition has been under intense attention for the last few
decades in connection with the possible existence of the tricritical point, where the
first-order N–SA is transformed to the second-order transition. Indeed, the jumps of
the order parameter, density, and entropy registered atN–A transition fall to zerowith
increasing temperature range (DTN) of a nematic phase, characterized by a parameter
D¼ 1�DTN/TNA. Precise calorimetric measurements [45, 65–67] do not reveal any
latent heat in the transition to values D 10�2. The second-order character of the
given transition leads to strong anomalies in pretransitional behavior of a number of
physical parameters (a specific heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient, corre-
lation lengths, some shear viscosities, and so on [45]). These anomalies originate
from strong fluctuations of a smectic order parameter describing the layer structure
of a smectic A phase. In a nematic phase, such fluctuations were observed by de
Vries [68] as a number of local regions with a layer-like structure, cybotactic clusters.
As in the case of N–I transition the critical anomalies of ultrasonic parameters were
registered near transition point. Results presented in Figure 4.22 were obtained at
ultrasonic studies of terephthal-bis-p-p0-butylaniline (TBBA) [69].
The transition temperature in this compound is rather high. In general, it results in

shifting relaxation spectra to a high-frequency region. That is why essential anom-
alies of acoustic parameters were registered at relatively high frequencies as it is
shown in Figure 4.22.
At the same time, for a liquid crystal with relatively low transition temperature,

such as BBBA, the above-mentioned anomalies become pronounced at frequencies
lower than 1MHz, as shown in Figure 4.23.
A similar behavior was also found in the case of CBOOA (4-cyanobenzylidene-40-

octyloxyaniline), where critical anomalies of ultrasonic parameters at N–A transition
were registered at frequencies lower than 2MHz at different orientations of a wave
vector [71].
The mutual influence of different phase transitions can prevent the correct

determination of critical contributions to acoustic parameters, connected with the
given transition. It is clearly demonstrated by the results obtained for BBBA
(Figure 4.23), where such procedure is applicable only in a wide-range nematic
phase whereas it is impossible in the smectic A phase due to strong influence of the
smectic A–smectic B phase transition. The real character of critical anomalies is
much better seen for LC compounds such as 409 (n-butyloxyphenylether of
n-nonyloxybenzoic acid) in the well-defined vicinity of N–A transition (Figure 4.24).
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The general difference of the critical behavior shown in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 from
that registered for N–I transition in the same compounds is some shift of the
relaxation spectra to the low-frequency region. It results in the frequency dependence
of an ultrasonic attenuation coefficient observed at very low ultrasonic frequencies
(lower than 0.5MHz) in the near-transition region (|DTNA|¼ |T�TNA|� 1K). At the
same time, for frequencies higher than 3MHzoftenused inultrasonic investigations
of LCs [6, 59], critical anomalies become small (as for 409) or even comparable to
experimental errors (as for BBBA). Partly, such behavior is explained by a possibility
of approaching close to the critical point characterized by a strong slowdown of
dynamic processes. Such possibility is absent for an isotropic phase in the vicinity of
the clearing point due to the first-order nature of N–I phase transition (see above).
That is why one has to take care when comparing experimental results with
theoretical expressions valid for a low-frequency regime.
The wide temperature range of a nematic phase, such as in BBBA and 409, is

important for two reasons. First, it provides correct separationof critical contributions,

Figure 4.22 Temperature dependences of the velocity and the
attenuation in TBBA in the vicinity N–A transition at the parallel
reciprocal orientation of a wave vector and a director (q¼ 0).
(After Bhattacharya et al. [69].)
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Figure 4.23 Temperature dependences of the attenuation
coefficient m?¼a?/f 2, 10�13m�1 s2 for BBBA in the vicinity N–A
transition at the normal reciprocal orientationof awave vector and
a director (q¼ 90
): (1) 0.15MHz; (2) 0.27MHz; (3) 0.51MHz;
(4) 1.25MHz; (5) 3.01MHz. (After Balandin et al. [70].)

Figure 4.24 Temperature dependence of ultrasonic attenuation
coefficient at phase transition – nematic–smectic A of 409
(q¼ 90
). (After Kashitsin [17] and Pasechnik [37].) The data were
obtained by the resonator (0.25–1.1MHz) and impulse
(3.0–27.7MHz) methods.
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connected correspondingly with N–I and N–A phase transitions. Second, the
latter transition is of the second order for compounds with a wide nematic range,
as it was mentioned above. In this case, critical behavior can be mostly deter-
mined by strong fluctuations. The values of a ratio TNA/Tc are equal to 0.918 and
0.958 for BBBA and 409, respectively. The scaling behavior of the critical
contribution to the heat capacity was found in LCs with close values of this
parameter [72]. So, one can wait to see that the same behavior will take place in a
dynamic case too. The latter was considered in two different ways. In the first
approach [73], the critical contribution ða=f 2Þ?c was attributed to the correspond-
ing increase in the bulk viscosity coefficient n4 (in Forster�s notation 4.31). It
predicts a critical index for low-frequency contribution ða=f 2Þ?c equal to �1/2 or
�1/3 in the mean field or scaling approximation. The interaction of fluctuations
of the order parameter and the density is taken into account in the second
approach [14, 74]. It results in higher values of critical indexes mentioned
above (�3/2 in the mean field approximation and �1 in the dynamic scaling
approximation).
Experimental temperature dependences of the critical contribution (da?/f 2) in

the nematic phase of BBBA and 409 are shown in Figure 4.25.
These are obtained by deleting the critical contribution connected with N–I phase

transition from the experimental data. One can see that in the closest vicinity to N–A
transition (DTNA< 1K), the simple power law

da?

f 2
 ðDTNAÞ�g ð4:73Þ

holds only for extremely low ultrasonic frequencies. In this case, the values of critical
index g are close to 1 for both compounds (BBBA and 409). It confirms the above-
mentioned prediction of the dynamic scaling theory [14]. Moreover, the experimen-
tally obtained variation of the asymptotic critical index with frequency (Figure 4.26) is
also in accordance with this theory.
In particular, according to [14] the critical index of ultrasonic attenuation in high-

frequency limit (wts� 1) has to be twice higher than the renormalized critical index
of the thermal capacity (equal to 0.08 in scaling theory). It is close to experimental
values, shown in Figure 4.26. It is of sense to comment on the results of analogous
investigations of CBBOA [71], where the same value of the critical index (�1) was
obtained at frequency 0.6MHz only relatively far from the transition, whereas this
index became smaller in the vicinity ofN–A transition. Taking into account the results
presented above, one canpropose that the low-frequency limitwas not achieved in the
latter case.
A very interesting feature of the universal dynamic theories of phase transitions in

liquid crystals is the connection between the temperature dependence of critical
ultrasonic attenuation and the frequency dependence. For example, the same critical
index has to describe the frequency dependence of a in the high-frequency limit and
the temperature dependence of this parameter in the low-frequency limit. The high-
frequency regime can be easily realized in the closest vicinity of N–Aphase transition
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due to a critical increase in the relaxation time. Data presented in Figure 4.27
demonstrate such possibility – the simple power law

a=f 2  w�g ð4:74Þ
for the frequency dependence of ultrasonic attenuation really takes place at DTNA¼
0.05K. It can be considered a strong confirmation of the dynamic scaling theory.
It is worthwhile to note that the alternative dynamic process attributed to the

relaxation of the modulus of the smectic order parameter (the Landau–Halatnikov
mechanism) can also contribute to ultrasonic parameters in high-temperature
nematic phase [15]. It is explained by the conservation of uniaxial symmetry at N–A

Figure 4.25 Temperature dependences of the critical
contributions (da?/f 2) to ultrasonic attenuation a (the wave
vector is normal to the director) in nematic phases of BBBA (a)
and 409 (b) in the vicinity of N–A transition (TNA).
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transition contrary to the case of N–I transition, when such symmetry is broken, and
only fluctuation contribution exists in high-temperature isotropic phase. The relax-
ation contribution to ultrasonic attenuation da?=f 2r is expressed as

da?

f 2

� �
r
¼ 2p2b2?

rc3h
1

1þw2t2s
; ð4:75Þ

where h is a kinetic coefficient with the reverse viscosity dimension and b? is a
dimensionless parameter describing the dynamic connection between the smectic
order parameter and the hydrodynamic parameters. As it was shown in [70], the
presented expression failed to describe experimental results obtained in BBBA in a
properway. So, one concludes that the relaxationmechanism is ofminor significance
for describing ultrasonic attenuation in the nematic phase close to N–A transition.

Figure 4.26 Frequency dependence of the asymptotic critical
index g in the nematic phase of BBBA. (After Balandin et al. [70].)

Figure 4.27 The frequency dependence of the critical attenuation
a (the wave vector is normal to the director) in the nematic phase
of BBBA in the vicinity of N–A transition (Ts) at different
temperatures: (1) DTs – 0.05 K; (2) DTs – 0.20 K; (3) DTs – 0.37 K.
(After Balandin et al. [70].)
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Of course, the critical dynamic processes can contribute not only to the absolute
values of acoustic parameters but also to the ultrasonic attenuation and velocity
anisotropy. From practical point of view, the behavior of the coefficient ba is
interesting (see expression (4.32)), as it does not contain the bulk viscosity coeffi-
cients. That is why it does not show frequency dependence in nematic phase and can
be used to get information about viscosity parameters assigned to incompressible
liquid crystals (see above). The situation is drastically changed in the vicinity of a
nematic–smectic Aphase transition, where strong frequency dependence of ba takes
place (Figure 4.28).
It is seen that the ba coefficient becomes frequency independent at frequencies

lower than 1MHz. In this case, according to (4.32) one can extract the viscosity
coefficient combination b¼ (a1 þ g1 l2) (or (n1 þ n2� 2n3) in Forster notations).
Close to TNA, the low-frequency temperature dependence of such combination is
described by the simple power law with critical index�1/2 as shown in Figure 4.29.
The observed behavior b(T) in the vicinity of TAN is in agreement with the

conclusions of fluctuation theory [71], which predict the critical divergence of n1
coefficient with asymptotic index equal to�1/2 in mean field approximation. When
DTAN� 1–5K, the divergence index changes; this may be due to the influence of the
relaxation process [15]. It is worth noting that in this temperature range, the
noncritical contribution to the value of b does not exceed 10% and does not affect
the conclusions.
The behavior of the coefficient a¼ aa(rc3/2p2) ismuchmore complicated as canbe

seen from its frequency dependence for different DTAN shown in Figure 4.30. It may
be attributed to the strong influence of the bulk viscosity coefficients entering into
this combination. A detailed analysis of experimental results of velocity anisotropy in

Figure 4.28 Temperature dependences of ba in the region
of N–A phase transition (409). (After Prokopjev et al. [13]
and Pasechnik [37].)
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the vicinity of N–A phase transition can be found in Ref. [74]. The analysis of the
pretransitional anomalies in smectic A phase is more complicated due to strong
influence of bare anisotropy of smectic phase [17].

4.4.4
Critical Dynamics and Viscoelastic Properties at Smectic A–Smectic C Phase Transition

The experimental study of the critical dynamics at phase transitions between
different smectic phases is of great interest. This is primarily due to the strong

Figure 4.29 Temperature dependence of low-frequency limit of b in
the vicinity of N–A transition for BBBA. (After Balandin et al. [19].)

Figure 4.30 Frequency dependence of a at different ~Ts: (~)
25.0 K; (!) 3.8 K; (.) 0.96 K; (�) 0.37 K; (&) 0.20 K; (T) 0.10 K.
(After Balandin et al. [19].)
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initial anisotropy that serves as a background for critical phenomena in liquid crystals
as mentioned above. It is certainly true for the phase transition smectic A–C, which
can be considered as a unique example of strongly anisotropic second-order phase
transition.
Such anisotropy results in complicated elastic properties of smectic phases even far

from phase transitions. They are described not by a single elastic modulus but by
several constants. The longitudinal sound velocity possesses a very complicated
dependence on the propagation direction. Owing to the strong anisotropy of
smectics, universal models with multicomponent order parameters, which are
traditional for the critical phenomena theory, considered in isotopic space, are not
relevant for the description of the smectic C–smectic A phase transition [52]. The
point is that a totally universal behavior takes place over a very narrow temperature
range near the transition on infralow frequencies. This temperature–frequency
range is not experimentally achievable. Real experiments are conducted in a
crossover regime. Fluctuations in this case are not strong enough to lead to a
complete isotropization of the smectic. That is why to interpret the experimental data
in this case the exact analysis of the critical behavior at the strong bare anisotropy is
needed.
The most detailed ultrasonic studies of A–C phase transitions were undertaken

using the acoustic chambers shown in Figure 4.2. In these experiments, values of the
velocity (c) and the absorption coefficient of ultrasound (a) were measured in the
smectic A and C phases of p-(hexyloxy)phenylether-p-(decyloxy)benzoic acid. This
compound possesses the following polymorphism [75]:

Sx-317 K----SC-350:8 K----SA-256:7 K----N

Orientated smectic phases were obtained by cooling the sample from the nematic
phase in a magnetic field with strength of 0.3 T for various angles between the wave
vector and the magnetic field vector. Because of the large penetration depth of
longitudinal sound, the orienting influence of the surface of the measuring devices
was negligibly small. The measurements were carried out over a wide range of
ultrasound frequencies f¼ 0.15–27MHz (in the frequency interval 0.15–1.3MHz by
the resonatormethod, and in the frequency interval 3–27MHz by themodified pulse
phase method of a variable frequency).
Temperature dependences of an ultrasonic absorption in the vicinity of A–C

transition at two principal geometries (q||n and q?n) are shown in Figures 4.31
and 4.32. The data presented show that the critical anomalies in ultrasonic atten-
uation connected with A–C phase transition are strongly anisotropic.
Indeed, for ultrasound propagating along the smectic layers (q¼ 90
), the small

anomalies in the vicinity of the A–C transition are observed only at low frequencies
and the frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient is essentially weaker than
that in the case of normal propagation of the sound relative to the smectic layers
(q¼ 0
). Such critical behavior is quite different from that of critical anomalies of
ultrasonic attenuation registered at nematic–isotropic and nematic–smectic A phase
transitions, characterized by relatively low anisotropy.
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The analogous conclusion is true for the critical behavior of ultrasonic velocity
shown in Figure 4.33. In spite of very high resolution achieved at relative ultrasonic
measurements of C, the latter parameter does not show any pronounced anomaly at
q¼ 90
 even at low ultrasonic frequencies whereas the well-definedminima on C(T)
dependence was registered at q¼ 0. The depth of this minimum is of order 1ms�1,
which is essentially smaller than the corresponding values registered at N–I andN–A
phase transitions (see for comparison Figure 4.20). Moreover, it decreases with
increasing frequency and vanishes at frequencies higher than 5MHz. In the latter
case, the phase transition is accompanied by a change in the velocity temperature
coefficient (see Figure 4.34) at q¼ 0
 and q¼ 30
 whereas no changes in this
parameter were registered at q¼ 60
 and q¼ 90
 over the complete frequency range.

Figure 4.31 Temperature dependences of the ratio a/f 2 (a is
the ultrasound absorption coefficient) at q¼ 0
: (�) 0.36MHz;
(T) 0.69MHz; (~) I.2MHz; (.) 3MHz; (~) 5MHz; (þ ) 8.7MHz;
(&) 15.8MHz; (&) 27.7MHz. (After Balandin et al. [76].)

Figure 4.32 Temperature dependence of the ratio a/f 2 at q¼ 90


(notations as the same as in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.33 Temperature dependence of the longitudinal sound
velocity in smectic C and A phases at 0.3MHz for different values
of the angle q between the wave vector and the normal to the
smectic layers:T, q¼ 0
; ., q¼ 30
; ~, q¼ 60
; þ , q¼ 90
.
(After Balandin et al. [16].)

Figure 4.34 Temperature dependence of the longitudinal sound
velocity in smectic C and A phases at frequency 27MHz for
different values of the angle q (notations as the same as in
Figure 4.33).
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The exception is the very low-frequency regime, where only small changes in the
temperature velocity coefficient are visible (Figure 4.33). A very high sensitivity to
velocity at q¼ 0
 and very low sensitivity at q¼ 90
 to the vicinity of the transition
demonstrate the monodomain structure of the sample.
Note that the character of the critical anomalies of the acoustic parameters in the

vicinity of the A–C phase transition does not vary substantially when a sample of
oriented A phase is cooled either in the presence or in the absence of the relatively
weak magnetic field used in the experiment.
Experimental data on a and c obtained in experiments were used to calculate

viscosity coefficients and elastic moduli of smectic phases. It is worthwhile to note
that one can find different notations for viscoelastic parameters of smectic phases
entering into acoustic parameters [18, 24, 52].Wewill follow the notations used in the
book by Kats and Lebedev [52] and in the paper [76].
Below, we briefly discuss the critical behavior of liquid crystals near the smectic

C–smectic A phase transition following the paper [76]. Additional details of the
calculation can be found in [52, 77, 78], which are especially dedicated to the
theoretical investigation of SA–SC transition.
First, we have to note that the temperature region of the developed fluctuations

near this transition is quite broad. It is comparable to thewidth of the existence region
of the smectic phases themselves. By virtue of this, the conclusions obtained as a
result of considering the critical fluctuations are to a significant extent of a general
nature since the smectic phases can almost always be considered as being close to the
investigated transition. As it was mentioned above, in equilibrium smectics are
systems of equidistant layers, whose normal vector we take to be directed along the z-
axis. To describe the deviation of smectic layers from equilibrium, one can introduce
the smectic variableu, which plays the role of a displacement vector of the layers along
the z-axis. The elastic energy associated with the curvature of smectic layers to first
order has the standard form [77]

B rzuð Þ2 þK r?2u
	 
2

2
:

Here,B is the compressionmodulus of smectic layers andK is a coefficient analogous
to the Frank modulus in nematics.
The main term in the energy density associated with the inhomogeneous defor-

mation of the director in space has essentially the same form as in nematics (see
Equation 2.15).
In the energy expansion, there are two terms that include powers of the smectic C

order parameter y:

1
2
Ay2 þ 1

4
Uy4:

The parameter A characterizes the phase transition: when A is greater than zero, the
A phase is realized and when A is less than zero, the C phase; U is a constant at the
four-point vertex.
The density r and the specific entropy s also enter into the complete set of

thermodynamic variables of the smectic in addition to the smectic variable and the
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order parameter. In the vicinity of the transition, only the order parametery fluctuates
strongly. All other variablesfluctuateweakly. Their deviations fromequilibrium can be
conveniently described by the components of the dimensionless vector j:

jn ¼ fjr;js;jug ¼ fdr=r; ds=s;rzug:
Here, dr and ds are deviations from equilibrium values of the density and the specific
entropy, respectively.
As usual, to investigate the peculiarities of the phase transition, it is sufficient to

keep the terms of lowest order in y in the energy density. In the interaction terms of
the order parameter with weakly fluctuating quantities jn, it is sufficient to keep the
terms that are linear in the latter quantities. In the part of the energy that does not
contain y, it is sufficient to keep only the terms quadratic in weakly fluctuating
variables. As a result, the energy density in the vicinity of the smectic A–smectic C
transition acquires the following form:

E ¼ 1
2

Ay2 þK1ðnðryÞÞ2 þK2ðryÞ2 þK3ððnrÞyÞ2 þ 1
2
Uy4 þjg�jþDjy2

� �
:

ð4:76Þ
In expression (4.76), the vectorD ¼ fDr;Ds;Dugcharacterizes themagnitude of the
interaction of the order parameter with the fluctuations of the density, the specific
entropy, and the displacement of the smectic layers.
In this expression, the elastic modulus matrix g� is also introduced as

g�mn ¼
q2E

qjmqjn
: ð4:77Þ

In particular,

g�uu ¼
q2E

qðrzuÞ2
¼ B

g�ur ¼ q2E
qrqrzu

¼ �B
qlnl
qlnr

� �
s

g�rr ¼ q2E
qr2

¼ r
qP
qr

� �
s
:

ð4:78Þ

This notation in contrast to the conventional notation [79, 80] g�rr ¼ A, g�uu ¼ B, and
g�ru ¼ C makes it possible to use matrix formalism that simplifies the otherwise
cumbersome formulas. In Equation 4.78, P is pressure, g�uu is a compression
modulus of the smectic layers (B), and an elastic modulus, g�rr, is the inverse
compressibility. The elastic moduli associated with the compression of the smectic
layers satisfy the following relation:

gur
guu

¼ qlnl
qlnr

� �
s
 �1; ð4:79Þ

where l is the equilibrium spacing between smectic layers.
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It is worthwhile to present typical values of thematerial parameters of smectic: the
compression modulus of the smectic layers has the typical value

g�uu ¼ B  107 J=m3 ð4:80Þ

the compressibility of the smectic has a value of the same order of magnitude as in
ordinary liquids:

g�rr  109 J=m3: ð4:81Þ

It follows from this that in smectic phases there exists a small parameter

guu=grr  gur=grr  10�2; ð4:82Þ

which shows that the density in the smectic phase is weakly modulated because the
latter is close to a nematic. The components of the vector D that figure in the energy
density (4.76) and that describe the contribution to the energy from the interaction of
the order parameter with the weakly fluctuating quantities are equal in order of
magnitude to the compression modulus of the smectic layers.
The quantity U has the same order of magnitude:

U;Dr;Ds;Du  107 J=m3: ð4:83Þ
Finally, the characteristic value of the Frank moduli in smectic phase coincides with
their value in nematic phase:

K1;2;3  10�11 J=m: ð4:84Þ
As the analysis of Kats and Lebedev [78] has shown neither in the mean field theory
nor in the wide range of developed fluctuations do the fluctuations of the order
parameter yield corrections to the gradient terms of the energy density (4.76). In the
latter region, the Frank moduli are not renormalized. Renormalization of the Frank
moduli corresponding completely to the universal behavior of the model with a two-
component order parameter does not take place in the real situation. As the general
result, it was shown that the region of developed fluctuations corresponds to the
region of the nonuniversal critical behavior. In this region, the critical behavior is
described by nonuniversal indices, which depend on the nonrenormalized ratios of
the Frank models K1/K2 and K1/K3.
In contrast to the Frank moduli, the elastic moduli are very sensitive to how close

the system is to the smectic A–smectic C transition. In the mean field theory, these
moduli undergo a jump at the transition:

dg�nm ¼ �DnDm=2U: ð4:85Þ
It follows from Equations 4.80 and 4.83 that the elastic moduli decrease by a jump at
the transition from the A to the C phase of the order of magnitude of g�uu that is two
order smaller than the elastic moduli g�1

rr responsible for an absolute value of
ultrasonic velocity.
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In the region of developed fluctuations, critical corrections to the elastic moduli
arise. The renormalized elastic moduli have the following form [81]:

~g�mn ¼ g�mn�
DmDnF

1þðDgDÞF ; ð4:86Þ

where D and g� are nonrenormalized quantities and the magnitude of F is
determined by the correlator F of the order parameter:

F ¼
ð hy2ð0Þy2ðrÞi

4T
d3r; ð4:87Þ

where T is the temperature and F depends on the dimensionless parameter Q
describing the nearness of the system to the phase transition:

Q ¼ T�TAC

TAC
: ð4:88Þ

Equations 4.85 and 4.86 were used to explain low-frequency anomalies in the elastic
constants and therefore in the ultrasonic velocity registered in the vicinity A–C phase
transitions. They can be described by critical indexes that are not universal. In
particular, the correlator (4.87) has a critical singularityQ�a near the transition point.
The specific heat index a is a small quantity. In the standard model [82] with a two-
component order parameter, it is close to zero. By virtue of the nonuniversality index,
a lies within the limits 0.06–0.14.
The quantity A figuring in expression (4.76) varies as Q�g in the region of

developed fluctuations. The susceptibility index g varies depending on the starting
ratios of the Frank moduli in the range 1–1.25.
In the mean field theory, the order parameter behaves like Q1/2 approaching the

transition point and in the region of developed fluctuations, likeQ2b. Themagnitude
of the index b of the order parameter lies within the range0.43–0.45 and the index
of the correlation length n 0.58–0.62.
A consistent description of the dynamic pretransitional effects registered by

measurements of the ultrasonic velocity and attenuation at nonzero frequency is
more complicated. The viscosity tensor of the smectics in the vicinity of A–C
transition includes three bulk viscosities h2,4,5 and two shear viscosities h1,3. The
dynamic viscoelastic properties in the vicinity ofA–Ctransition are determinedby the
components of the complex elastic matrix Gmn that is expressed by the equation
similar to (4.86). The principal difference is that the correlator F becomes dependent
on frequency.
The existence of the small parameter defined by Equation 4.82makes it possible to

find out the explicit expressions for the spectra of the first (1) and second (2) sounds.
In the vicinity of the transition, they have the following form:

rw2

q2
¼ rc2ð1;2Þ�iwhð1;2Þ; ð4:89Þ
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where

rc2ð1Þ ¼ ~g�rr�2~g�ru
q2z
q2

þ ~g�uu
q4z
q4

ð4:90Þ

hð1Þ ¼ ½h1 þðh2 þ dh2 þ d0h2Þq4?=q4 þðh5 þ dh5 þ d0h5Þq4?=q4	
þ 2½h3 þðh4 þ dh4 þ d0h4Þ	q2zq2?=q4

ð4:91Þ

rc2ð2Þ ¼ ~g�uu
q2zq

2
?

q4
ð4:92Þ

hð2Þ ¼ h3ðq2z�q2?Þ2=q4 þ ½h1 þðh2 þ dh2 þ d0h2Þ
þ ðh5 þ dh5 þ d0h5Þq4?=q4	�2ðh4 þ dh4 þ d0h4Þ	q2zq2?=q4:

ð4:93Þ

Here, qz and q? are the components of the wave vector q along the normal n and
perpendicular to it, respectively,hi are the nonrenormalized viscosity coefficients, dhi

are the critical corrections to the bulk viscosity coefficients, d0hi are the corrections to
the bulk viscosity coefficients associated with the fluctuations of the smectic layers,
and ~g� are the renormalized dynamic elastic moduli of the smectic phase defined
by (4.86).
The sound described by the spectrum (4.89)–(4.91) is analogous to the ordinary

sound in liquids or the longitudinal sound in solids. The wave vector q coincides in
this mode with the direction of the velocity vector. The mode (4.89), (4.92) and (4.93)
describes the second sound that is analogous to the shear sound in solids. The second
sound degenerates into the diffusion mode when the wave vector coincides with the
normal to the layer or lies in it.
It is important to note that fluctuations contribute only to the bulk viscosity

coefficients. Nevertheless, according to (4.91) and (4.93), they define the attenuation
of both the first and the second sounds.
The simple power laws for critical contributions to the elastic moduli and viscosity

coefficients were obtained for the case of relatively weak fluctuations. In the
hydrodynamic and fluctuation regions, they have the following forms, respectively:

dg�mn  Q�a; dh2;4;5  Q�ðznþaÞ;

dg�mn  Q�a=zn; dh2;4;5  Q�ð1þa=znÞ:
ð4:94Þ

The critical corrections to the elastic moduli of a smectic C satisfy the following
relation:

dg�uu : dg
�
ru : dg�rr ¼ ðDu=DrÞ2 : ðDu=DrÞ : 1: ð4:95Þ

These theoretical conclusions have found a strong experimental confirmation
through the analysis of temperature and frequency dependences of the ultrasonic
parameters presented above. Temperature dependences of elastic moduli are shown
in Figures 4.35 and 4.36.
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From the calculated values of the elastic moduli (Figures 4.35 and 4.36), it can be
seen that over the entire investigated frequency–temperature region, the ratio (4.82) of
the elasticmoduli renormalized by the critical fluctuations remains small. It confirms
the possibility of getting correct theoretical predictions based on this assumption.

Figure 4.35 Temperature dependence of the elastic moduli
g�uu and g�ur: (.) 0.36MHz; (~) 5MHz; (~) 15.6MHz.
(After Balandin et al. [16].)

Figure 4.36 Temperature dependence of the elastic modulus g�rr
at the frequency of 15MHz. (After Balandin et al. [16].)
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The frequency dependence of the elasticmoduli g�uu and g
�
ur far from the transition

is apparently related to the appearance at high frequencies of noncriticalmechanisms
of molecular dissipation. In addition, in the smectic A phase the behavior of the
elastic moduli is complicated by the proximity of the nematic–smectic A phase
transition. The regions of the developed fluctuations of these transitions overlap,
hindering the analysis of the dispersion properties of the elastic moduli. Neverthe-
less, at low frequencies, as it can be seen fromFigure 4.35, the frequency dependence
disappears. This indicates the attainment of the hydrodynamic limit.
From Equation 4.79, it is possible to use the starting values of the elastic moduli to

calculate the density (pressure) dependence of the interlayer distance l. The calcula-
tions show that, as the density increases, the interlayer distance l decreases. In this
case, in the smectic A and C phases we obtain for the ratio (4.79)

gur
guu

¼ qlnl
qlnr

� �
s
 �0:2: ð4:96Þ

In general, it is quite possible that the interlayer distance also increases with
increase in the density. The magnitude of the expression (4.96) does not depend on
the temperature within the limits of the measurement error and is the same in both
phases.
The analysis of the experimental data also provides the extraction and the

comparison of critical contributions in different elastic moduli. In particular, one
can calculate the ratio of critical contributions defined by the expression (4.95).
Results of such calculations are presented in Figure 4.37.
It can be seen that in the vicinity of the transition, this quantity does not depend on

either the frequency or the temperature, which is in accordance with theoretical
predictions.
Critical contributions to the bulk viscosity coefficients also correspond to theo-

retical conclusions. Figures 4.38 and 4.39 present temperature and frequency
dependences of the critical contribution to the bulk viscosity h5. The solid lines in
these figures correspond to the following value of the combination of critical indices
(see (4.94)):

znþa ¼ 1:1: ð4:97Þ

Figure 4.37 Temperature dependence of the ratio Du/Dr:
(.) 0.36MHz; (~) 5MHz; (~) 15.6MHz. (After Balandin et al. [16].)
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As it might have been expected, indices n and a are the same in both smectic phases.
Their numerical values agree with theoretical values obtained inRefs [48, 81, 83]. The
deviation of the critical corrections from the power law dependences (4.94) deter-
mines the boundary of the hydrodynamic and fluctuation regions.
It is worthwhile to note that results of the ultrasonic study of smectic A–smectic C

phase transition by using shear wave technique are also in accordance with the
theoretical analysis [76]. Nevertheless, the second sound shows essentially lower
sensitivity to critical fluctuations. Moreover, the agreement of the experimental
orientational dependences with theoretical orientational dependences breaks down

Figure 4.38 Temperature dependence of dh5 in the Sc phase:
(�) 0.36MHz; (T) 0.69MHz; (&) 1.2MHz; (~) 3MHz;
(.) 5MHz; (!) 8.7MHz. (After Balandin et al. [76].)

Figure 4.39 Temperature dependence of dh5 in the SA phase:
(~) 0.36MHz; (T) 0.69MHz; (~) 1.2MHz; (.) 3MHz.
(After Balandin et al. [76].)
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in the propagation angle ranges 0–25
 and 75–90
. This has to do with the fact that at
q¼ 0
 and 90
 the second sound degenerates into a diffusion mode. The sound
penetration depth in a sample of the investigated medium in this case is comparable
to the depth of influence of the boundary conditions on the quartz disk. This may
explain the difference between experimental and theoretical orientational depen-
dences of the absorption of the second sound at these angles. The shear wave
technique turned out to bemore useful for studying standing smectic films, as it was
mentioned above. For bulk samples, ultrasonic measurements at longitudinal waves
aremore useful from the point of view of the study of anisotropic critical dynamics at
phase transitions in liquid crystals.

4.4.5
Ultrasonic Studies of Phase Transitions in Confined Liquid Crystal Systems

Expansion of ultrasonic studies to the case of liquid crystal systems with spatial
confinement seems to be very interesting. First, correct measurements of ultrasonic
parameters at frequencies 0.1–10MHz in the entire temperature range of a liquid
crystal state demand the use of a rather big amount of liquid crystals (typically more
than 1 cm3). It essentially restricts the practical application of ultrasonic methods for
the study of newly synthesized LC materials. The situation is changed at studies of
phase transitions that are often accompanied by a critical increase in an ultrasonic
absorption coefficient, at least at low frequencies. It results in an essential decrease in
diffraction losses responsible for experimental errors at the measurement of ultra-
sonic velocity and attenuation in weakly absorbed liquids. So, it makes it possible to
elaborate on resonator-like ultrasonic chambers of a rather small volume (of order
0.1 cm3) providing registration of phase transition [84, 85]. It seems to be important
as additional means of control of phase diagrams in liquid crystals at the variation of
PVTparameters (see above). Critical contributions to the viscoelastic parameters can
also be extracted and analyzed at measurements of such type. In principle, layered
systems (a number of liquid crystals and solid layers) can be considered an example of
confined liquid crystals. Such systems are convenient for creating the given orien-
tation of LC by the appropriate surface treatment of solid plates. Besides, in thin
layers of liquid crystals, it is simple to change orientation with the help of electric
fields. Generally, the combination of orienting action of fields and surfaces results in
the spatially nonuniform distribution of the director within a liquid crystal layer. The
theory of such deformed structures is rather well developed in connection with the
use of layer systems in liquid crystal displays. Nevertheless, propagation of elastic
waves in systems of LC layers has not been considered theoretically yet. A unique
experimental study [32] was performed with ultrasonic waves propagating normally
to a number of LC layers (1mm of thickness) separated by thin brass films. The
thickness of these films (0.1mm) was essentially smaller than the ultrasonic
wavelength to provide high acoustic transparence. Both electric and magnetic fields
were used to control the orientation of liquid crystal and to suppress the influence of
surfaces. Though the experiments confirmed the new possibilities for the study of
viscous properties of bulk samples of LC, they did not involve the problem of phase
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transitions. Moreover, the total amount of LC samples (about 10 cm3) restricts the
usage of such a camera construction in practical applications. This restriction was
overcome in the simplest case miniresonator mentioned above, where only one LC
layer about 2mm thick was used without special surface treatment. Of course, in this
case we can say only about average orientation of the sample and average critical
anomalies of ultrasonic parameters at very weak confinement.
Results of measurements [84] of ultrasonic parameters in the vicinity of nema-

tic–isotropic phase transitions of 40-n-amylphenyl ester of 40-n-hexyloxyphenylcyclo-
hexane-2-carboxylic acid obtained by using a miniresonator of the inner volume
0.15 cm3 are shown in Figure 4.40.
It was found that for both nematic and isotropic LCphases, the critical index for the

ultrasonic absorption coefficient was about 1 for the temperatures differing by more
than 1.5 K from the phase transition temperature decreased inside this interval. Such
behavior is typical of bulk LC samples (see above). It confirms the possibility of
studying viscoelastic properties of small samples of LC at phase transitions by
ultrasonic methods. An example of temperature dependences of average value of
a bulk viscosity coefficient in the above-mentioned compound extracted from
ultrasonic measurements is shown in Figure 4.41.
The possibility of usingmini-resonators for acoustic studies of phase diagrams and

critical phenomena in newly synthesized liquid crystals with different types of
polymorphism was also confirmed by the results presented in Ref. [85]. In the given
work, some complex mesogene compounds of ethers of alkyloxyphenyl-cyclohex-
anecarboxylic acid synthesized in the Problem laboratory of liquid crystals of the
Ivanovo State University were investigated. The temperature dependences of relative
changes of acoustic parameters for such compounds are shown in Figure 4.42.

Figure 4.40 Typical plots of the acoustic parameters (absorption
coefficient a/f 2(1) and sound velocity c(2)) versus temperature
for an LC sample of small volume (0.15 cm3); f¼ 0.68MHz [84].
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Figure 4.41 Plots of the effective viscosity m�(T) for various
frequencies (MHz): (1) 0.68; (2) 1.37; (3) 1.63.
(After Maksimochkin et al. [84].)

Figure 4.42 Temperature dependences of the sound velocity c
and the absorption coefficient a at frequency 0.68MHz for
compound (I) of volume 0.15 cm3 and (II–IV) of volume 0.06 cm3.
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According to the thermal polarizingmicroscopy, polymorphismof the following kind
was registered: in compound I – Cr 313K N 333K Sm 328K I; in compound II – Cr
309K Sm 335K N 339K I; in compound III – Cr 318K Sm 340K N 341K I; and in
compound IV – Cr 342K Sm 339K I (Cr, Sm, N, I – crystal, smectic, nematic, and
isotropic phases, respectively). It is obvious that in most cases acoustic parameters
show some peculiarities at phase transition temperatures.
Moreover, not only the temperature of transition points but also the types of critical

anomalies can be extracted frommeasurements in acoustic resonators of very small
volume. It affords good prospects of using ultrasonic methods in routine laboratory
studies.
For the basic science, the case of strong confinement is of much greater interest. For

the last few decades, a lot of research has been devoted to the confined LC systems
(see, for example, Ref. [86]). It was shown that the confinement of LCs in general
depresses phase transition temperatures [87–89]. The effect of confinement strongly
depends on the ratio R/x, where R stands for the characteristic linear size of the
confinement and x is the relevant order parameter correlation length. For R� x, a
change in phase transition character can take place [90–92]. Moreover, the spectrum
of relaxation times in such systemswas also strongly influenced by confinement [86].
Nevertheless, only a limited number of experimental methods focused on the
dynamics of critical phenomena in confined LC systems. Although an attempt was
made to use acoustic methods to study relaxation properties of suspensions of small
solid particles (aerosil) immersed in LCs [93], it was not connected with phase
transition problems and critical behavior of confined LC systems. Ultrasonic studies
of phase transitions in such systems were experimentally realized [85, 94, 95] in the
case of liquid crystal emulsions (LCEs) – micro- and submicro droplets of liquid
crystals immersed in isotropic liquids.
Liquid crystal emulsions can be considered as the composite LCmaterial, which is

most suitable for ultrasonic studies. Indeed, the acoustic impedance of liquid crystals
is very close to that of isotropic liquids (e.g., water) that provides a low-intensity
acoustic scattering especially when the acoustic wavelength essentially exceeds the
average droplet size. The latter is performedwell at relatively low frequencies used in
experiments (see below). Densities of LC and isotropic liquids can be chosen close to
each other enabling the production of stable emulsions, which is important for
experiments with phase transitions. It is also important for exclusion of a specific
relaxation contribution to ultrasonic attenuation proportional to the difference of
densities for nonhomogeneous media, considered previously [96]. The letter mech-
anism can be important for previously studied [93] dispersions of solid particles in
liquid crystals. It is also worthwhile to note that the use of water as an isotropicmatrix
provides the registration of very slight changes in an acoustic absorption induced by
liquid crystal droplets, as the basic absorption inwater is very small. So, themeasured
ultrasonic absorption can be almost completely attributed to the dissipative processes
taking place inside LC droplets.
Typical temperature dependences of an ultrasonic absorption coefficient in

LC–water emulsion of different drop diameters are shown in Figure 4.43. The
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measurements were performed at frequency F¼ 2.7MHz. The LCE samples were
prepared byultrasoundmixing (at frequency 45 kHz, temperature 303K) thenematic
liquid crystal and distilled water. The nematic mixture N96 (TIN¼ 345.3K, Charkov
production) was chosen as an object. It obeyed a wide temperature of nematic phase
and showed high chemical stability when contacted with water. The structure of
emulsion and drop size distribution were controlled by microscopy and photon
correlation spectroscopy.
Data presented in Figure 4.43 clearly demonstrate the temperature shift of the

absorption peak (which has to be close to the clearing point Tc) relative to that
obtained in the bulk sample. The value of this shift increases with decrease in drop
diameter, which is typical for systems with strong confinement [88–91]. It is
interesting to note that the critical indexes for ultrasonic absorption obtained in LC
emulsions turned out to be close to the values presented above for the bulk samples of
LCs in the vicinity of a clearing point. Presumably, this fact is connected with

Figure 4.43 Temperature dependence of Ka/f 2with F¼ 2.7MHz
(open circles) for LCE samples with 2Rc¼ 0.8mm (a) and
2Rc¼ 4.6mm (b) with K¼ 1015. The data for the bulk N96
reference sample are also shown in (c) with K¼ 1012.
Solid lines represent the power law approximation.
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relatively large radius of droplets R compared to a correlation length x. It would be
interesting to perform analogous measurements for a case R x where the space
restrictions on the size of fluctuations can result in essential modification of critical
behavior. It can be important from the point of view of the general theory of critical
phenomena in liquid crystals. So, future experimental and theoretical work in this
direction promises new and interesting results.

The results presented above can be summarized as follows:

1. Ultrasonic methods and techniques are well elaborated and widely used for
studying different classes of condensed matter including liquid crystals.

2. The longitudinal ultrasonic waves are well suited for investigations of bulk
samples of liquid crystals. In this case, one can neglect the orienting action of
surfaces and obtain uniform orientation of liquid crystals with the use of
moderate magnetic fields.

3. Theoretical description of orientational changes induced by fields in bulk
samples of LCs is essentially simpler than that in the case of confined samples.
It affords good prospects for elaboration of ultrasonic methods of determination
of viscous and elastic parameters of liquid crystals.

4. At the same time, a number of relaxation processes contribute to the viscoelastic
behavior of liquid crystals.

5. Such contributions can be formally described in terms of the so-called bulk
viscosities that in most cases are essentially higher than the dissipative para-
meters of incompressible liquid crystals.

6. Nevertheless, such practically important parameter as a rotational viscosity
coefficient can be easily extracted from an ultrasonic study of nematic liquid
crystals under rotating magnetic field.

7. Ultrasonic technique shows a lot of promise at investigations of viscous elastic
properties at variation of PVT-state parameters.

8. Ultrasonicmethods can also be considered as unique tools for the study of critical
dynamics of liquid crystals at phase transitions of different types.

9. Ultrasonic investigations of phase transitions in bulk samples open opportunity
for an experimental check of some conclusions of the general dynamic theory of
phase transitions. So, it stimulates the progress of the theory.

10. It is also possible to apply ultrasonic technique for studying phase transitions in
strongly confined systems. The critical dynamics of such systems is practically
unknown so far.

11. Shear wave methods can be effectively applied to the study of viscoelastic
properties of incompressible liquid crystals.

12. Such techniques turned out to be useful in the case of smectic phases including
freely suspended smectic films.
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13. At the same time, the penetration length of ultrasonic shear waves is relatively
small and the surface-induced orientation has to be accounted for when
analyzing experimental results. As a result, shear wave methods usually deal
with confined samples in contrast to the case of longitudinal ultrasound
applicable for bulk samples.
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5
Experimental Determination of Elastic and Viscous
Parameters of Liquid Crystals

In this chapter, experimental methods elaborated for the determination of visco-
elastic parameters of liquid crystals will be considered. First, we describe a number of
optical methods and corresponding techniques used for measuring Frank�s elastic
moduli K11, K22, K33. Special attention will be paid to the analysis of advantages and
disadvantages of proposed methods from the viewpoint of routine laboratory
measurements. We will show that an accurate determination of the modulus K22

is more complicated compared to the measurement of K11 and K33 constants. After
that, we will describe in detail experimental methods for measuring the rotational
viscosity coefficient that is responsible, in the first approximation, for inertial
properties of liquid crystal devices. We will consider this problem for both nematic
and ferroelectric liquid crystals taking into account the practical importance of theses
materials for display industry. This will be followed by the description ofmethods for
measuring anisotropic shear viscosities in different types of flows. It will be shown
that traditional technique involving strong magnetic fields is of limited use for
studying newly synthesized liquid crystals. So, the alternative optical method based
on stabilization action of surfaces instead of fields will be considered too. After that,
we will go to experimental methods applied for determining different Leslie
coefficients as the latter parameters can contribute essentially to the operating times
of some modes used in modern displays. Finally, we will consider the methods of
determination of such parameters as anchoring strength and viscosity of gliding that
describe very complicated phenomena in near-surface layers of liquid crystals.

5.1
Methods for Measurements of Frank�s Elastic Constants of Liquid Crystals

The dependence of the free energyFof nematics on gradients of the directorfield (see
Equation 2.15) is the unique property of liquid crystals. That is why experimental
methods for the determination of elastic constants K11, K22, and K33 entering in this
equation have no analogues among the viscosimetric methods elaborated for
studying isotropic liquids and polymers.
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The existence of elastic energy of curvature leads to a number of physical effects
usually studied by opticalmethods.Moreover, someof these effects arewidely used in
modern applications of LC (e.g., in LCD industry). Such effects essentially depend on
the values of Frank�s elastic moduli, so the experimental determination of these
parameters described in a number of reviews (see, for example, [1–3]) has great
importance.
The main idea of experimental methods for Kii measurements is related to the

registration of spatial distortions in LC structure induced by different factors
(magnetic/electric) fields, surfaces, and thermal fluctuations. It is possible to apply
measurements of different anisotropic properties of LC for this purpose. For
example, Pieranski et al. [4, 5] used both thermal conductivity measurements and
polarizing microscopy to study static and dynamic variations of orientational dis-
tortions induced bymagnetic field in homeotropic and planarmonodomain samples
of MBBA. Martins et al. [6, 7] applied well-elaborated NMR technique to determine
the ratio K33/K11 in polymer LCs from the analysis of time-dependent NMR spectra.
Nevertheless, most of numerous data on Frank�s elastic moduli were obtained using
optical methods including polarizing microscopy and light scattering spectroscopy.
The particular technique is well elaborated compared to viscosity measurements.
Below we describe some typical experiments to reveal advantages and dis-

advantages of a particular experimental technique from the point of view of LC
applications.

5.1.1
Optical Methods Based on Fr�eedericksz Transition

It is well known that Fr�eedericksz transitions are induced by an external electric (E) or
magnetic (B) field applied in the direction normal to the optical axis of monodomain
samples stabilized by surfaces (for positive sign of dielectric (De) or diamagnetic (Dc)
permittivity anisotropy) or in the parallel direction (when De or Dc are negative). In
both cases, monodomain orientation becomes unstable at the threshold field Ec
(or Bc). Values of the threshold fields can be determined byminimizing the total free
energy F including contributions from the elastic energy of curvature and external
fields, which are defined in Chapter 2 by Equations (2.15), (2.40) and (2.41). For the
problem under consideration, only anisotropic parts gah and gae of the free energy
density gh and ge of magnetic and electric fields, respectively, are important. So, the
general expression for F can be written as

F ¼
ð
V
ðgk þ gae þ gahÞ dV

¼ 1
2

ð
v
f½K11ð~r �~nÞ2 þK22ð~n � ~r �~nÞ2 þK33ð~n � ~r �~nÞ2�

�m�1
0 DcðB � nÞ2�e0 DeðE � nÞ2g dV :

ð5:1Þ

Expressions for Ec (orBc) for different geometries (i) corresponding to different basic
types of the director deformation (splay – i¼ 1, twist – i¼ 2, bend – i¼ 3) under action
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of electric or magnetic fields can be written in a similar way [3]:

BðiÞ
c ¼ p

d
m0Kii

Dc

� �1=2

;

EðiÞ
c ¼ p

d
Kii

e0 De

� �1=2

;

ð5:2Þ

where d is the layer thickness.
So, measurements of critical fields Ec or Bc corresponding to the principal

geometries described in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.13) with defined anchoring conditions
can be used to determine Frank�s three moduli K11, K22, K33. Although such
possibility was first declared in the 1930s by Fr�eedericksz et al. [8, 9], the detailed
theoretical background and practical application of magnetically induced
Fr�eedericksz transition for measurements of Kii was realized by Saupe only in
1960 [10]. In this experiment, splay geometry was used to determine the splay (K11)
and bend (K33) constants of p-azoxyanisol (PAA). To obtain K33, Saupe proposed to
use small distortions of the initial planar orientation induced by magnetic field of
induction B slightly higher than the threshold induction Bc. A maximal deflection
angle qmwith respect to the boundary orientation in themidplane of the cell depends
on the magnetic field induction in accordance with

sin2qm ¼ 4ðK33=K11ÞðB=Bc�1Þ: ð5:3Þ
Optical detection of this deflection is essentially the same as in the case of flow-
induced distortions (Chapter 3). Namely, field-induced distortions are visualized in
the transmitted light by placing the sample cell between crossedpolarizers oriented at
45� relative to the director tilt plane (as shown in Chapter 3). The field-induced
changes in the intensity of transmitted light DI¼ I(B)� I(B¼ 0) arise due to a
decrease in the phase delay d between an extraordinary and ordinary rays. The latter
parameter can be connected with field-induced changes of a polar angle and
expressed in terms of qm defined above (5.3). So, registration and analysis of I(B)
dependence provide an estimation of the splay constant K11(from threshold field),
the ratio (K33/K11), and so the bend constant K33. More accurate determination of the
latter parameter can be made using the initial homeotropic orientation of the
sample [11] stabilized by boundaries. It can be shown that for homeotropic boundary
orientation, the changes in light intensity are more sensitive to the deflection angle
qm than in the case of planar orientation. It results in sharp clearing of initially dark
LC cell at magnetic fields slightly stronger than the threshold field, so the value of Bc

(and the bend constant K33) can be determined from visual observation. Further
increase in B leads to a number of interference extrema (Figure 5.1), so more care
(compared to a planar cell) is needed when operating with I(B) dependences. In
particular, to obtain uniform deformation in the liquid crystal in the vicinity of the
critical field, it was necessary to limit the scanning rate by13 Oe/min.
A thorough experimental procedure can help determine and compare both

splay (K11) and bend (K33) moduli. In particular, Haller [11] established that the
ratio (K33/K11) for MBBA was about 1.25 and independent of temperature within
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experimental accuracy. This behavior is similar to the caseofPAA (K33/K11¼ 2.4) [10],
though this ratio is much smaller in MBBA. The interpretation of this difference in
terms of molecular properties is not obvious.
Magnetic field acting in the plane of LC layer produces the simplest type of

distortions – twist deformation described by only one elastic modulus K22 both at
linear and at nonlinear deformations. It is simple to obtain a normal orientation of the
field relative to the initial sample orientation that corresponds to this Fr�eedericksz
transition geometry. Nevertheless, the optical detection of this transition and
determination of field-induced deflection in azimuthal angle are not so straightfor-
ward as in the case of the splay and bend distortions described above. An observation
of the parallel beam at experimentally available thickness shows that there are no
changes in the intensity of transmitted polarized light induced by twist deformation
as polarization plane follows adiabatically for the azimuthal rotation of the local optic
axes (Mauguin effect).
Cladis [12] proposed to overcome this problem by conoscopic observation of the

cell. It iswell known that for the case of planar boundary conditions conoscopic image
of the undistorted cell looks like two sets of hyperbolas sensitive to twist deformation
(more detailed description can be found in the book by Oswald and Pieranski [3]). In
particular, for the geometry considered, the angley of the hyperbola rotation induced
by twist-like distortions j can be expressed as [12]

tan 2Y ¼ hsin 2ji=hcos 2ji; ð5:4Þ
where sin 2j and cos 2j are averaged through the layer. It means that a deformation
of the conoscopic imagewill be visible for any nonzero twist angle in the center of the
layer jm even for small distortions induced by the field. It allows to register the
Fr�eedericksz transition in described geometry. Dependence ofy and jm on the field
strength obtained by Cladis [12] is shown in Figure 5.2.
One can observe a very sharp change in these parameters near the critical point

(Hc) corresponding to the Fr�eedericksz transition. It helps determine the ratio (K22/
Dc) rather precisely. For example, Cladis [12] reported that for MBBA (K22/Dc)
2.88� 0.03 (cgs), which corresponds to errors about 1%.
Later on, Leenhouts and Dekker [13] slightly improved this method. They pointed

to the particular problem arising in the conoscopic study of twist deformation.
Namely, ifH is oriented exactly perpendicular to n0, the conoscopic pattern can rotate

Figure 5.1 Light intensity (l¼ 0.589mm) versus magnetic field;
MBBA, B is the deformation of the layer thickness �76mm.
(After Haller [11].)
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either clockwise or counterclockwise, since these two senses of rotation are equally
probable. Often, therefore, a pattern originating from two domains rotating in
opposite senses is observed. In that case, an accurate determination of the rotation
angle is practically impossible. To avoid this difficulty, they proposed to use the initial
orientation of the sample (n0) not exactly normal toH but at some angle (90� �j0). At
some complication of expression (5.4), it results in more reliable results for K22

modulus. Regarding determination of K11 and K33 constants, the measurements
were close to those described above. Experiments in splay and bend geometries were
performed by recording the intensity of a laser beam (He–Ne; l¼ 633 nm) traversing
the nematic layer that was subjected to a magnetic field. The field was swept very
slowly (�7Oe/min) through the Fr�eedericksz transition. Values of K11 and K33 were
obtained byfitting the experimental data by nonlinear theoretical expressions derived
by Saupe [10].
Measurements of elastic constants of Schiff bases presented in this paper have

shown that temperature dependences of these parameters can be approximated by
the unique empirical expression

KiiðT=TcÞ ¼ K0
ii 1�b

T
Tc

� �g

; ð5:5Þ

where b and g are the approximation parameters.
It was found that for compounds with a rigidmolecular structure the ratio K33/K11

increases with increasing molecular length to width ratio (Figure 5.3). At the same
time, K22 was found to be independent of the length of the alkyl chain.

Figure 5.2 The maximal twist angle qm (dashed curve) and the
rotation angle y of the interference figure (solid curve) as
functions of reduced field H/Hc: MBBA, room temperature.
(After Cladis [12].)
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Such results are of practical importance as both parameters (K33/K11 and K22)
determine technical characteristics of LCdisplays. So, the proposed technique can be
useful for the optimization of LC materials (see Chapter 6). It is worthwhile to note
that the accuracy of the determination of relative values of Frank�s moduli is higher
than that for the absolute value of these parameters (about 5% for K11 and K33). In
principle, such accuracy can be considered satisfactory for testing measurements at
chemical synthesis and for simulation of some electrooptical modes used in LC
displays (see Chapter 6).
That is why magnetic fields have been used until now with this aim. In

particular, magnetically induced Fr�eedericksz measurements were performed in
the nematic liquid crystal phase to extract elastic constants of a terminal–lateral–
lateral–terminal trimer [14]. In this compound, connections to the first and third
mesogens are at the end of the mesogen and both attachments to the central
mesogen are lateral.
Polymeric liquid crystals based on this unit have negative Poisson ratios, which is

interesting for practical applications. In this work, the optical method was combined
with electric capacity measurements to extract reliable data on elastic constants.
Temperature dependences of these parameters are shown in Figure 5.4. They are
similar to those for monomer nematics. Deviations of the ratios K33/K11 and K11/K22

from typicalmonomer valueswere referred to as the influence of the centralmesogen
that made the molecule somewhat bulky in the center.
As all materials, excluding ferromagnetics, show magnetic permittivity close to

that of a vacuum (about 1), the magnetic field can be considered as the most �pure�
tool to provide the given geometry for experiments described above. Nevertheless,
there are obvious disadvantages that prevent the use of magnetic fields for routine
measurements of Frank�s moduli.
First, according to the expression (5.2), values of diamagnetic anisotropy and the

gap of the cell have to be measured rather precisely, which is not easy especially with
respect to Dc. For example, Kang et al. [14] performed additional measurements of
the optical birefringence Dn to minimize errors originating from the rather big
scatter (more than 10%) in measured values of Dc. The normal orientation between

Figure 5.3 K33/K11(T/Tc¼ 0.95) versus R, where R þ 1 is the
spherocylindrical length to width ratio. (After Leenhouts and
Dekker [13].)
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the vector of magnetic induction and the director in an undistorted sample is of
primary importance too. At least, possible deflections have to be under control and
taken into account during data processing [13]. Only practically homogeneous fields
with well-defined orientation are applicable for this purpose.
That is why electric fields instead of magnetic ones are often applied for Kii

measurements. For small orientational distortions, the action of radiofrequency
electric field on the initially monodomain sample of LCs with a positive value of De
is equivalent to the action of magnetic field (see Section 5.1.1). A detailed analysis
of the use of electric fields at different geometries of Fr�eedericksz transitions can
be found in Ref. [3]. It is quite clear that electric measurements are mostly
convenient for the realization of splay-like small distortions. In this case, a
homogeneous electric field with strictly orthogonal orientation with respect to
the initial planar orientation is formed in a nondistorted sample. In accordance
with expression (5.2), only one additional parameter De is needed to calculate the
modulus K11 from the experimental value of threshold voltage Uf¼Ecd [15, 16]).
The latter is determined using highly pr�ecise methods with typical errors of
about 1% [17].
Bend-like distortions needed to measure K33 modulus are induced at the appli-

cation of high-frequency electric field to the initially homeotropic sample of LCs with
a negative dielectric permittivity anisotropy. The main peculiarity of this case is the
generation of field-induced distortions relative to the azimuthal angle. It results in
nonhomogeneous picture slightly above threshold voltage. So, the changes in the
intensity of transmitted light can depend on a local distribution of optical axes inside
the scanned area. It introduces some additional errors in threshold voltage and K33

Figure 5.4 Splay (K11,.), twist (K22,~), and bend (K33,&) elastic
constants versus T� TNI. (After Kang et al. [14].)
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values. Some combinations of elastic constants can be found from distortions of
mixed type induced by electric field. For example, the threshold voltage Uf for twist-
nematic planar cell depends on three Frank�smodulus and is described by expression
(see, for example [1])

Uf ¼ p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

e0 De
K11 þ ðK33�2K22Þ

4

� �s
: ð5:6Þ

Recently, �in-plane� electric field was realized to achieve a twist-like deformation
needed to extract K22 modules [18]. Authors used conoscopic illumination and a
rotating input polarizer to study optic axis orientation of a sample as a function of
angle of incidence. Conoscopic images of the cell were compared with theoretical
predictions based on a combination of a 1D nematic and an extended Jones optical
method. The comparison allowed to determine values for the twist elastic constant
K22 and the azimuthal surface anchoring strengthWj . The latter is important as this
parameter can vary for different surface treatments (e.g., rubbing and photoalign-
ment treatment). It is obvious that the obtained value of Wj¼ 5� 10�6 J/m2 at
K22¼ 5.0 pN for nematicmixture E7 oriented by a thin rubbed layer of PVA (polyvinyl
alcohol) does not correspond to strong anchoring (see Section 5.5). So, the influence
of weak anchoring on the threshold voltage has to be taken into account at a layer
thickness of order 25mm used in experiments.
As a result, one can say that optical measurements of elastic moduli via electrically

induced Fr�eedericksz transition are rather simple and can be done using relatively
cheap, standard laboratory equipment. At the same time, they are not as universal as
magnetooptical studies. The combination of bothmagnetic and electricfields in such
experiments was also considered very useful [19].

5.1.2
Light Scattering Method

Contrary to isotropic liquids, nematic liquid crystals show a strong scattering of
visible light. This optical property can be used as the most simple way to identify
nematic phase and is known since the time liquid crystal state was discovered (see
review by Gray [20]), but the description of this phenomena in the framework of a
continuum theory ofNLCwas done only in the 1960s [21, 22]. One canfind it inmany
books and reviews on physics and applications of liquid crystals (see, for example,
Ref. [23]). So, wewill only summarize some theoretical conclusions important for the
measurement of Frank�s moduli.
It is known from the general theory of light scattering (see, for example, Ref. [24])

that this phenomenon originates from the presence of inhomogeneities in the
dielectric constant of the medium. For time-dependent inhomogeneities de(r, t),
the local dielectric tensor e(r, t) of the media is expressed as

eð~r ; tÞ ¼ �eþ deð~r ; tÞ; ð5:7Þ
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where �e is an average part. The intensity of the scattered light depends on the
magnitude of dielectric fluctuations while its frequency is affected by their temporal
behavior. Themagnitude of the scattered electricfieldEs at a large distanceR from the
scattering volume V with a wave vector kf and polarization along the unit vector f is
given by [24])

EsðtÞ ¼ E0

4pR
exp

h
ið~kf~R�wtÞ

i ð
V

expði~q~r Þf~f � ½~kf �~kf � ðdeð~r ; tÞ�gd~r ; ð5:8Þ

where q is the scattering wave vector defined by

~q ¼~ki�~kf ð5:9Þ
and ki is the wave vector of the incident light with polarization along the unit vector i.
The phase difference D between two rays scattered from points separated by r is
written as

D ¼~r~ki�~r~kf ¼~r~q: ð5:10Þ

So, Equation (5.8) represents the sum of phase-shifted waves emitted from different
parts across the volume V of the scattering medium.

For a nematic phase, the dielectric tensor can be written as

eabð~r Þ ¼ e? þDe � nað~r Þnbð~r Þ: ð5:11Þ
So, the fluctuations of dielectric tensor de(r, t) entering into expression (5.8) for
scattered light field Es may be expressed in terms of small thermal fluctuations of the
director dn(r, t) relative to its mean value n0 by the next expression

deab ¼ Deðdnan0b þ n0adnbÞ: ð5:12Þ
Equations presented show the physical background for calculation of light scattering
in nematic liquid crystals induced by thermalfluctuations of the director. The general
expression for an average intensity Is of scattered light is written by (see, for example,
Ref. [24])

Isð~qÞ ¼ k4f I0ðDeÞ2kBT
16p2R2

X
a¼1;2

ðiaf3 þ i3faÞ2
Kaaq2? þK33q2q þDcH2

: ð5:13Þ

It corresponds to the vector n0 oriented along X3 axis in geometries shown in
Figure 5.5. Unit vectors i and f define the polarization state in the incident and
scattered light.
In general, expression (5.13) for the scattered light intensity includes two contribu-

tions arising from the normal mode fluctuations of the director in q-space that
correspond to splay–bend and twist–bend deformations (see Figure 5.5). Strong
magnetic field H acting in the direction of n0 (or electric field in the case De> 0)
stabilizes the initial orientation via suppression of thermal director fluctuations. It is
possible to select the special geometry atwhichonly one type of principal deformations
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(splay, bend, or twist) will be responsible for light scattering. For example, at geometry
a shown in Figure 5.5 at i1¼ i2¼ f3¼ f3¼ q||¼ 0, i3¼ f1¼ 1, only splay (K11 deforma-
tion) determines light scattering. Twist deformation will play the dominant role at
i1¼ i3¼ f2¼ q||¼ 0, i2¼ 1 (Figure 5.5b) and bend deformation at i1¼ i3¼ f2¼ q?¼ 0,
i2¼ 1 (Figure 5.5c). So, it is possible to measure each of the Frank moduli by
measuring the intensity of scattered light at a proper geometry.
Usually in experiments, the dependences of this parameter on the scattering angle

or the applied field are studied. In the first case, only ratios of Frank moduli are
determined, whereas using fields provides estimation of absolute values of Kii too.
Although the given optical technique seems to be rather simple and effective for

practical use, results obtained from such experiments often essentially differ from
the independent ones. As an example, Figure 5.6 shows the ratio K11/K22 obtained
by different techniques for OHMBBA (o-hydroxy-p-methoxybenzilidene-p0-butyl-
aniline) [25].
Detailed analysis and experimental determination of possible errors at such

measurements were done by Chen et al. [26]. They showed that the experimental
annoyances prevented accurate determination of Kii values even for optimal scat-
tering geometries. In particular, the method is inherently susceptible to stray light: it
was impossible to distinguish the signal from the stray light, both of which depended
on the scattering angle and the polarization condition.Moreover, for precise intensity
measurement of scattering angle dependence, very delicate adjustment of optical
system was required. As a result, there is a large (about 10%) scattering of
experimental data obtained in an independent series of measurements (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.5 Light scattering geometries for the splay (a), twist (b), and bend (c) modes.
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It was also shown that photon correlation spectroscopy is more useful for
determining both elastic and viscous properties of liquid crystals. It is based on
the study of the frequency spectrum of the scattered light in terms of the time
correlation function Cl(q, t) of the scattered intensity [24]:

Clð~q; tÞ ¼ hIsðtÞIsðtþ tÞi ¼ hE�
s ðtÞEsðtÞE�

s ðtþ tÞEsðtþ tÞi: ð5:14Þ

Figure 5.6 The elastic ratio K11/K22 versus the reduced
temperature T/TNI. The dots are from the intensity
measurements. The circles are from the spectral density
measurements. The broken curve is from Fr�eedericksz transition
data [13]. (After van der Meulen and Zijlstra [25].)

Figure 5.7 Temperature dependences of ratios (K33/K22) and
(K11/K33) in independent series of measurements for 5CB.
(After Chen et al. [26].)
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In this approach, the time correlation function Cl(q, t) is computed via electronic
manipulation with the scattered light registered by the photocathode of a
photomultiplier.
For a diffusive mode with a decay rate G, the simple expression for Cl(q, t) is

valid:

Clð~q; tÞ ¼ I2s ð~qÞ½1þ expð�2GtÞ�; ð5:15Þ
where the average intensity of the scattered light I2s ðqÞ is defined by (5.13).
The spectrum of the scattered light reflects the dynamics of director fluctuations

that are related to viscosity coefficients. Photon correlation technique is able to
accurately determine the linewidth of the scattered light. A variety of different
scattering geometries make it possible to extract different combinations of elastic
and viscoelastic parameters of liquid crystals. Electric field was found to be useful for
precise determination of Frank modulus [27]. As an example, we present data on
temperature dependence of K11 modulus obtained in this work (Figure 5.8). This
method will be described in Section 5.4 in more detail.
We can summarize experimental methods for Frank moduli measurements as

follows:

1. Elastic moduli could be measured from electro (and magneto)-optical character-
istics of Fr�eedericksz transition such as threshold voltage UF or threshold
magnetic field Hc. To find the value of the elastic modulus ratio K33/K11, it is
also possible to measure either the birefringence d¼Dnd/l (Dnd is the optical
path difference andl thewavelength of light) or the capacitanceCversus voltageU
curve in electrically induced Fr�eedericksz transition.

We can either

(i) measure the steepness of the curve near the threshold field (or at very high
voltages) as a function of 1/U, or

(ii) fit the total experimental curve by means of a computer procedure [28].

Figure 5.8 Variation of K11 with reduced temperature for 5CB.
(!) Results of Coles and Sefton [27]; (!, .,*) independent data.
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The accuracy of the above-mentioned techniques depends on the following
factors:

(i) Accuracy of the determination of nk, n?, ek, e?, and the layer thickness d.
(ii) The value of conductivity s of a liquid crystal, that is, the following inequality

must be satisfied:

s� 	 e�f ;

where s� and e� are the average conductivity and dielectric constants of the liquid
crystal, respectively, f is the frequency of the applied field.

The elastic coefficient K22 could be measured according to either from the
threshold of twist distortion of the homogeneous alignment induced bymagnetic
field or from the threshold of initially twisted director alignment.
It is also possible to measure the unwinding voltage Uunw of the cholesteric to

nematic transition [23]:

Uunw ¼ p2d=P0ðK22=e0 DeÞ1=2; ð5:16Þ

where P0 is the equilibrium value of the cholesteric pitch.
It is worthwhile to point out that due to the reasons mentioned above

measurements of K22 are performed with essentially higher errors (more than
10%) than those ofK11 andK33. That is why there are very fewmaterials for which
all three elastic constants have been determined with sufficient accuracy, and
attempts to improve experimental methods can be found in recent publications
[18, 29]. The combination of different techniques (e.g., optical and capacitance
[29]) makes results more reliable. Nevertheless, the scattering of experimental
data for K22 constant even in the case of well-studied LCs such as 5CB is rather
high (compare Figure 5.9b and Figure 5.10b).

2. The elastic ratio K33/K11 could be determined by measuring the relative phase
difference in homeoplanar (hybrid) liquid crystal cell [30]. To provide a high
degree of accuracy in the measurements, we should verify whether the homo-
geneous and homeotropic boundary angles really take place on the substrates of
the cell.

3. The elastic moduli ratios K33/K11 and K22/K11 could be evaluated by measuring
differential sections of light scattering induced by thermal fluctuations of the
director as a function of the angle between the scattering vector and the director for
different scattering geometries. However, experimental data on elastic moduli
obtained from scattering are not as reliable as those obtained in a much more
direct way using Fr�eedericksz transition.

Experimental data on Frank elastic moduli can be found in original papers,
including thosementioned above, and in a number of fine reviews (see, for example,
Refs. [1, 31, 32]).
A lot of available experimental information is presented and summarized in

Ref. [33]. As an example, we present in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 the temperature
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dependences of Frank elastic moduli for some nematic liquid crystals including
some particular results for two standard nematics – 5CB and MBBA. Values of
elastic moduli of two of them (MBBA and 5CB) are often used for computer
modeling of a number of nonlinear physical phenomena taking place in liquid
crystals (see, for example, Chapter 3). Numerical values of Frank moduli (at room
temperature) for typical nematic materials of practical use with different values
and signs of dielectric permittivity anisotropy can be found in Ref. [33].

Figure 5.9 Elastic constants of MBBA as
functions of reduced temperatures, t¼ (t� tNI)/
(tNI þ 273.2) (a). Splay is shown as circles, bend
as triangles. The solid lines correspond to least
squares fitsofK11 (mdyn)¼ 1.50|t0.5| þ 2.1|t| þ
0.102, and K33 (mdyn)¼ 2.43|t0.5| þ 0.851|t| þ
0.089, respectively. Data obtained by [11]

via optical study of magnetically induced
Fr�eedericksz transitions. Estimated errors are
about 8%. Splay, twist, and bend elastic constants
(averaged values) of 5CB as a function of shifted
temperature (b). Original data are obtained
via Fr�eedericksz transitions and inelastic light
scattering. (After Dunmur [2].)
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Let us highlight the main information on liquid crystal elastic modules.

1. As a consequence of the complexity of molecular interactions in the nematic
phase, there is no general quantitative relationship between the elastic constants
and the molecular structure. For example, the ratio K33/K11 playing an essential
role in display applicationswas found to bemore or less than 1 for different classes
of LCs (in most cases K33/K11> 1).

Figure 5.10 Elastic constants of 40-n-alkyl-4-cyano-biphenyls as
functions of the relative temperature: (a) K11; (b) K22; and (c) K33.
Results of different experiments are marked separately.
(After Stannarius [1].)
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Usual relationships between K33/K11 and K22/K11 are as follows [34]:

0:5 < K33=K11 < 3:0
0:5 < K22=K11 < 0:8:

ð5:17Þ

2. Several general rules for structure/elasticity relationship have been extracted
empirically from a large number of experiments. In particular, in homologous
series, there is a pronounced odd/even alternation of the K33/K11 ratio with the
number of chain segments (see, for example, Ref. [32]) and this ratio gradually
decreases with increasing alkyl chain length.

3. Temperature dependence of the elasticmoduli correlates with that of the square of
the order parameter

Kii 
 S2ðTÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3: ð5:18Þ

4. Near the nematic–smectic A phase transition, the K22 and K33 divergence takes
place (see, for example, the data on 8CB in Figure 5.10). It means that (5.18) is no
longer valid.Moreover, presmectic ordering in the nematic phase is observed even
in the case where the smectic phase itself is absent. The physical origin of the
presmectic ordering could be explained by the difference in the polarizability and
steric factors for the central core of themolecule and itsflexible alkyl chains, which
results in the preferred orientation of themolecular cores closer to each other. The
presmectic ordering increases with the number of the carbon atoms that is the
length of the alkyl chain in the homologous series.

5. The dimer and trimer formation considerably affects the elastic ratioK33/K11. This
may take place due to a different degree of overlapping for molecules from
different chemical classes. As a result, the molecular unit, which defines the
elastic properties of a liquid crystal, is formednot only of a singlemolecule but also
of a molecular aggregate.

6. Remarkable elastic properties are observed in mixtures of weak and strong polar
compounds. The situation is simple for the concentration dependences ofK11 and
K22 that obeyed a simple additivity law:

K1=2
mix ¼ x K1=2

w þð1�xÞK1=2
s ; ð5:19Þ

where Kmix, Kw, and Ks are elastic moduli of the mixture, weak, and strong
compounds, respectively, and x is the molar fraction of a weak compound.
However, both K33 and K33/K11 concentration dependences possess a well-pro-
nounced minimum (depression) in the region of x
 0.4–0.6 [35]. Physical
interpretation of the phenomenon is based on the fact that high concentration
of dimers is formed both in themixture of pure polar compounds (x¼ 1) andweak
ones (x¼ 0). In the latter case, dimers are formed either due to the dispersion
interaction between themolecules or due to the interaction dipole–induced dipole.

There are a number of experimental data on elastic moduli of liquid crystals that
are explained only qualitatively. Existing molecular approaches do not directly
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correspond to the real situation because molecules are considered to be spherocy-
linders or hard rods that is far from reality. For instance, the ratioK22/K11 according to
present approaches is about 1/3, which is two times lower than the corresponding
experimental range (5.17). However, the above-mentioned data are quite sufficient
for developing liquid crystal mixtures with required elastic properties. For instance,
to get aminimumvalue of the elastic ratio ofK33/K11, special liquid crystal molecules
were constructed [36].
Here, in onemolecule the authors use three structural elements that are known to

diminish the K33/K11 ratio an alkyl end group in the form of the pyridine ring and
strong polar NCS group. The resulting experimental mixture possesses the ratioK33/
K11¼ 0.5–0.6 obtained in a broad temperature range.

5.2
Rotational Viscosity of Nematic and Smectic C Liquid Crystals: ExperimentalMethods
and Techniques

Rotational viscosity of liquid crystals can be considered as the specific dissipative
property most important for practical applications. Indeed, liquid crystal devices are
based on reorientation of an optical axis under the action of electromagnetic fields or
shear flows. A coefficient of rotational (twist) viscosity g1 defines in first approxi-
mation dissipative losses connected with suchmotion and viscous forces which slow
director motion. So, it is responsible for operating times of liquid crystal devices.
That is why values of the rotational viscosity coefficient are included in the

description of all commercially produced nematics, and a number of experimental
methods and particular techniqueswere proposed. They can be classified by different
schemes [37, 38].Wewill consider twomain categories depending on the influence of
boundary conditions on obtained results.

5.2.1
Measurements in Bulk Samples of Nematic Liquid Crystals

In general, the theoretical description of the director motion based on nonlinear
hydrodynamic equations (see Chapter 3) is rather complicated and demands the use
of numerical methods. It can be essentially simplified for homogeneous director
fields with zero derivatives with respect to the space coordinates. Usually, such
approximation holds for inner parts of LC samples oriented by strong magnetic
(electric) fields or intensive shear flows. Corresponding inequality is written as

d � x;

where the coherence x [3, 23] is defined for magnetic (B) or electric (E) fields by
expressions

xðBÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0Kii

Dc

s
1
B

ð5:20Þ
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xðEÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kii

e0 De

r
1
E
: ð5:21Þ

The coherence length is referred to as the boundary layer with nonhomogeneous
director distribution imposed by the orienting action of boundaries. Dynamic
behavior of such �bulk samples� is described by simplified hydrodynamic equa-
tions that provide straightforward ways for calculation of the rotational viscosity
coefficient.

5.2.1.1 Method of Rotating Magnetic Field
This method is based on the study of behavior of bulk samples of liquid crystals
under the action of rotating magnetic field. Two main variants of the method were
used in experimental setups depending on the values of a rotation angle and a
rotation rate.
In the first type of experiments, a liquid crystal sample was subjected to the action

ofmagneticfield rotating aroundLC sampleswith a constant angular velocitymaking
at least some revolutions until some stationary regime was established. Theoretical
description of the dynamic behavior of LC at these conditions has to be based on
nonlinear hydrodynamic equations of liquid crystals presented above that can be
solved at some approximations.
In experiments of the second type, the magnetic field was rotated quickly to a

relatively small rotation angle and after that a slow relaxation of director to a new
position was studied. This makes it possible to use linearized hydrodynamic
equations to describe the time evolution of an orientation of LC samples usually
expressed by simple exponential laws. A number of experimental techniques suitable
for bulk samples were proposed to determine the rotational viscosity coefficient from
such type of experiments.

5.2.1.1.1 Permanent Rotation of Magnetic Field
Let us consider strongmagnetic fieldH rotatingwith an angular velocityw and acting
on a homogeneous sample defined by the director n (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11 Geometry for experiments in rotating magnetic fields.
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The time evolution of the angle of the director rotation q is described by equa-
tion [39]

g1
dq
dt

¼ 1
2
m0 DcH

2sin 2ðwt�qÞ: ð5:22Þ

A solution of Equation 5.22 for the initial condition q(t¼ 0)¼ 0 can be expressed
in terms of the angle j(t) describing a phase lag between magnetic field H and the
director n as

tgjðtÞ ¼ 1�expð�2wt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2�1

p Þ
eþ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e2�1
p �ðe� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e2�1
p Þexpð�2wt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2�1

p Þ ; e > 1; ð5:23Þ

tgjðtÞ ¼ tgðwt ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�e2

p Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�e2

p þ etgð�2wt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�e2

p Þ ; e < 1; ð5:24Þ

where

e ¼ m0 DcH2

2g1w
ð5:25Þ

is a dimensionless parameter, defining �synchronic� (5.23) or �asynchronous � (5.24)
regimes of the director motion.

In the synchronic regime (e< 1) after a transition time,

t ¼ 1

2w
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2�1

p ð5:26Þ

the director rotates synchronicallywithmagneticfield, and the stationary phase lagjs

is expressed as

sin 2js ¼ 2
g1w

m0 DcH2
: ð5:27Þ

In the asynchronous regime (e> 1), the director oscillates around the field direction.
The critical frequency wc for the change of regimes is determined by expression

wc ¼ m0 DcH2

2g1
: ð5:28Þ

The motion of the director in rotating magnetic field can be registered by using
different physical properties of LC sample. In his pioneering work, Tsvetkov [43]
considered the mechanical viscous torque Mv transmitted from bulk sample to the
container walls. The main ideas realized in his experiments and in many later
modifications turned out to be very fruitful – accurate measurements of viscous
torque in rotating field provide the most direct and precise data on the rotational
viscosity coefficient.
In the original Tsvetkov�s setup, the magnetic field of a variable strength

(0–4.3 kG) was achieved using a powerful electromagnet rotating around the
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chamber containing a glass cylindrical tube (with an inner diameter d¼ 5 mm)
filled with a nematic sample. In synchronic regime, the viscous torque transmitted
to the inner wall of the tube can be expressed as

Mv ¼ g1wV ; ð5:29Þ
where V is the sample volume. To measure this moment, the chamber was
suspended by a tungsten filament with a diameter and length of 0.1 mm and
300 mm, respectively. Under the action of the rotating magnetic field, the filament
became twisted until the viscous torque was compensated for by the elastic one.
Measuring the twisted angle a provided the estimation of the rotational viscosity
coefficient by expression

g1 ¼ aD=wV ; ð5:30Þ

where D is the torsion constant of the filament that can be easily determined by
independent methods with high accuracy (D¼ 20 dyn cm in Tsvetkov�s setup). So,
described technique provides direct determination of the rotational viscosity
coefficient.
Detailed analysis of possible errors of such type of measurements [37] has shown

that they aremostly connected with orientational distortions arising in surface layers
under the action of a rotatingmagnetic field. In particular, the possible generation of
inversion walls results in an increase in the thickness of the surface layer with
distorted orientation approximately exceeding by order the coherence length defined
by expression (5.20). It means that strong magnetic fields are required to neglect the
possible influence of the boundary layers. This condition can be expressed by the
corresponding inequality:

d � 2kx: ð5:31Þ

For typical nematics, x is about 10mm for magnetic field of induction B¼ 0.3 T. So,
at k� 10, the diameter of LC sample has to exceed essentially 0.2 mm. According
to expression (5.25), a synchronic regime in this case corresponds to the range
0<w< 1 rad/s for a typical value of g1� 0.05 Pa s. Estimates obtained show that a
good precision of measurements is possible using strong and homogeneous mag-
netic fields provided by powerful and massive magnets rotating around the sample
with a variable frequency. As a result, experimental setups of such type became
cumbersome and included a lot of mechanical parts.
Modifications of such experimental technique included the use of permanent

magnets (see, for example, Refs [41, 42, 44]) or rotation of the container with LC
sample [45] placed between poles of a powerful electromagnet (200 mm pole shoe
diameter, 50mm pole gap, B¼ 0–1.3 T). In the latter case, experimental errors were
minimized (down to 0.3%) and the most precise measurements of the rotational
viscosity coefficient in nematics were obtained. A usual amount of liquid crystals
needed for precise measurements is about some cubic centimeters, which prevents
the use of such technique for newly synthesized liquid crystal materials. Neverthe-
less, the precise temperature (and pressure [44]) dependence of the rotational
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viscosity coefficient is important for checking the molecular theories (see, for
example, Ref. [38]) of viscous properties of liquid crystals.
Nonmechanicalmethods of registration of the directormotion under permanently

rotating magnetic field can be based on different physical effects sensitive to an
orientational structure of liquid crystals. For example, NMR and EPR [46–48]
techniques turned out to be useful for this purpose. The use of very strong (up to
10 T) magnetic fields needed for high-resolution NMR (EPR) spectrometry provides
very perfect homogeneous orientation of LCs. So, the above-mentioned approximate
expressions derived for bulk samples are applicable for liquid crystal samples rotating
inmagnetic field. Values of the angle j between director and field direction extracted
from NMR spectra allow one to calculate the rotational viscosity coefficient in
accordance with expression (5.27). In this case, the anisotropy of magnetic suscep-
tibility Dc has to be determined by independent experiments.
The use of ultrasonicwaves passing through anisotropic bulk samples for the study

of liquid crystals under rotating magnetic field was discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

5.2.1.1.2 Step-Like Rotation of Magnetic Field
Measurements of the viscous torque arising due to the rotation of magnetic field and
transmitted to the container walls can be obtained not only at permanent rotation of
field (as described above) but also at restricted step-like rotation (short review of
investigations can be found in [37]). Such types of experiments were performed by
Bock et al. [49]. As in the work [45], a rotation of field was replaced by a step-like
rotation of a container with LC sample in strongmagnetic field. After that, relaxation
of the container suspended from the torsion filament to the new position was
observed. The time variation of the rotation angle for small initial distortions is well-
describedby a simple exponential lawwith the relaxation time tdefinedby expression

t ¼ g1V=D: ð5:32Þ
Such modification of Tsvetkov�s method turned out to be useful for liquid crystals
with high viscosity as in this case the critical angular frequency of rotation expressed
by (5.28) is too low for precise measurements in a permanently rotating magnetic
field.
The step-like rapid rotation of the sample in strongmagnetic field was also applied

in [46–48]. The rotational viscosity coefficient was extracted by analyzing time
variations of NMR spectra imposed by the director relaxationwith the relaxation time

t ¼ g1
m0DcH2

: ð5:33Þ

As in the case of a permanent rotation, only a ratio g1/Dc can be obtained using
formula (5.33). So, knowledge of independent measurements of Dc is necessary for
the calculation of the rotational viscosity coefficient. It is worthwhile to note that the
same is true for any experimental technique based on the registration of time
variations of the angle j between the field and the director. The latter can be achieved
by alternative experimental techniques useful for routine measurements of the
rotational viscosity coefficient.
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For example, in the work [50] the rotational viscosity as a function of temperature
for several commercial mixtures was studied via measurements of the dielectric
constant. After rapid step-like rotation of magnetic field by a small angle, the director
relaxed to the new position with the relaxation time described by expression (5.33)
that resulted in time changes of the capacity of themeasuring cell filled with LC. The
proposedmethod is relatively simple and can be easily automatized. The thickness of
the LC layer (1mm) was smaller than typical sizes of the samples in experiments
described above. So, boundary layers can in principle contribute to the parameter
under determination at least for fields of moderate (of order 0.3 T) strength. It is
worthwhile to note that the above-mentioned problemof the generation of the inverse
walls does not exist for small angles of rotation, and influence of backflow effects is
restricted to the boundary layers of thickness x that has to decrease experimental
errors.

5.2.2
Measurements in Thin Layers of Nematics

Determination of the rotational viscosity coefficient via experiments with thin layers
of liquid crystals is very attractive for practical applications as it demands small
sample volumes. In all experiments of such type, the initial orientational structure of
the layer definedby surface anchoring is disturbedwith thehelp ofmagnetic (electric)
field and nonequilibrium reorientation of the director induced by fields or bound-
aries is investigated. In general, an orientational motion of the director is quite
complicated due to backflow effects, and its description is possible by numerical
solving of nonlinear hydrodynamic equations including a set of Leslie coefficients.
Nevertheless, in some geometry, the influence of backflow is negligible and reliable
values of the rotational viscosity coefficient can be obtained.
The pure twist deformation of a liquid crystal is of special interest, as the rotation of

the director in this case is decoupled with a translational motion. Usually, magnetic
field B applied in the plane of LC layer in the direction normal (or approximately
normal) to the initial planar orientation n0 is used for experimental arrangement of
such deformation. Most reliable data can be obtained when the azimuthal angle j(z)
describing deformed state of the layer is small enough to use linearized equations.
The case of normal orientation of B with respect to n0 corresponds to well-studied
Fr�eedericksz transition. With a strong surface anchoring, the reorienting field must
be sufficiently strong, H>Hc, to overcome the elastic restoring force, and exper-
imental determination of the critical field provides an estimation of elastic constant
K22 (see Section 5.1) by observation of changes in conoscopic pattern. After turning
the magnetic field off, the deformed structure relaxes to the initial state with the
characteristic time defined by the rotational viscosity coefficient.
Relaxation processes at turning the magnetic field on and off are described by the

next nonlinear equation with corresponding initial conditions:

K22
q2j
qz2

þðm0 DcH
2Þsin j cos j ¼ g1

qj
qt

; ð5:34Þ
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whereH¼ 0 at the relaxation of director to the initial planar state. The solution of this
equation problem can be found via Fourier transformation as [51]

jðz; tÞ ¼
X
n

CnðtÞcos½ð2nþ 1Þpz=d�: ð5:35Þ

For switching the field off, the eigenfunctions of j(z, t) decay with characteristic
times tn which are expressed as

t�1
n ¼ ðK22=g1Þ½ð2nþ 1Þp=d�2: ð5:36Þ

The time constant t0 corresponds to the slowest decay. For relatively small values of
j(z, 0), a simple exponential law describes the final stage of relaxation:

jðz; tÞ ¼ jðz; 0Þexpð�t=t0Þ ð5:37Þ
with

jðz; 0Þ ¼ jmcosðpz=dÞ ð5:38Þ
and

t0 ¼ g1d2

p2K22
¼ g1

m0 DcH2
c
: ð5:39Þ

The authors had shown that the full stationary solution of (5.34) is comparable to the
approximate one (5.38) at jm< 40�. Experimentally, the rotation angle d(t) of the
conoscopicfigure instead ofj(z, t) was studied. For low values of deformation angles,
d(t)
jm. So, a simple relaxation law is sufficient for the description of the director
relaxation (Figure 5.12). It paves the way for straight calculation of g1 using (5.39) by
extracting the relaxation time from time dependence of the rotation angle d(t) and
using the value K22 obtained by studying Fr�eedericksz transition (see Section 5.1.1).
The temperature dependences of the rotational viscosity coefficient for a homologous
series p,p0-dialkyloxybenzenes are presented in Figure 5.12b.
In practice, determination of g1 is difficult ifH is perpendicular ton0 as the director

can rotate either clockwise or counterclockwise [13]. It results in a multidomain
structure of a conoscopic image useless for analysis.
van Dijk et al. [51] overcame this problem by orientingH at an angle of (90� �j0)

to n. In this case, the deformation already starts atH¼ 0, and measurements can be
more precise than thosefirst performed byCladis in 1972 [12]. Themethod described
above can be considered reliable and very attractive as a small amount of LCs is
needed.Nevertheless, it includes the processing of a number of digital images, which
demands some additional efforts.Unfortunately, as it was pointed byCladis [12], pure
twist deformation may not be observed by usual microscopy in traditional geometry.
Nor can it be observed bymonitoring the dielectric constant (or thermal conductivity
or any other anisotropic property of a uniaxial nematic) since the director remains in
the same plane as glass plates in both the twisted and the untwisted configurations.
This problem can be solved by using alternative experimental geometries. In

particular, in Refs [52, 53] a new geometry for an optical detection of pure twist
deformation was proposed (see Figure 5.13). The general idea of experiments is to
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make possible microscopic observations of LC layer confined by a rectangular
capillary from two orthogonal (x and z) directions. The general scheme of the cell
used in the experiments is shown in Figure 5.14.
The channel of a rectangular cross section is formed by two pairs of glass plates.

The upper and the bottom plates, 1.1 mm thick, are coated with ITO transparent
electrodes to provide electric field inside the channel. Two other plates (thickness
d¼ 0.27 mm or 1.1 mm) with polished edge surfaces are pressed between the first
pair of the plates. So, the channel of the constant width b, shown in Figure 5.14, or the
wedge-like channel of a rectangular cross section with width b linearly dependent on
Y-coordinate [52] can be obtained in suchmanner. In the latter case, the small angle of
the wedge (about 0.5�) makes it possible to consider the opposite polished edge

Figure 5.12 Typical decay of the rotation angle d of the conoscopic
figure (a) and temperature dependences of the rotational viscosity
coefficient for a homologous series p,p0-dialkyloxybenzenes (b).
(After Van Dijk [51].)
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surfaces as locally parallel to simplify the hydrodynamic description. Themain aimof
such construction is to provide a slow variation of the aspect ratio r¼ b/d of the
channel, which plays a key role in the geometry under consideration. The values of b
and d were small enough to make liquid crystal media inside the channel to be
transparent both in Z- and in X-directions.
The case r� 1 corresponds to the traditional geometry mostly used for studying

electrooptical effects in LCs via observation in Z-direction. The opposite case r	 1
corresponds to the nontrivial geometry. First, it was shown that electric field inside
the gap can be considered a homogeneous one (contrary to the inhomogeneous field
in the traditional geometry). The same conclusion is valid for thin LC cell placed into
initially homogeneous field [3]. This makes it possible to use electric field instead of
the magnetic one both for linear and nonlinear orientational deformations without

Figure 5.13 New geometry for the study of pure twist
deformation; symmetric (a) and nonsymmetric (b) boundary
conditions.

Figure 5.14 General scheme of the LC cell; the initial planar
orientation is achieved by UV treatment of surfaces to obtain
symmetric boundary conditions.
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changing the theoretical description. Second, nonconoscopic observation of the layer
in Z-direction provides registration of small angles of pure twist deformation that
makes it possible to use linear approximation for the description of the orientational
deformations of the layer.
The inner glass plates were treated by photoalignment (PA) technique [54] to get

homogeneous planar orientation at a small angle j0 with respect to the Z-axes
(symmetric boundary conditions) or the twist-like initial state (asymmetric boundary
conditions). The upper and bottom plates were coated by a film of homeotropic
surfactant to avoid possible disclination lines. So,maximal variations of an azimuthal
anglej did not exceedj0 in experiments under consideration. The channel was filled
with a nematic liquid crystal (5CB or mixtures ZhK654 and ZhK616, NIOPiK
production) with high positive values (11.5, 10.7, and 3.5) of De. In case of
symmetrical boundary conditions (Figure 5.13a), application of AC electric voltage
produced twist-like deformation in LC layer, registered via microscopic observations
inZ-direction (the channel was oriented at 45� with respect to the crossed polarizers).
The latter was possible due to field-induced changes of the angle between the optical
axes (n) and the direction of observation Z, analogous to those in traditional B-effect.
Upon application of voltage, the angle j became dependent on coordinate-X. It
resulted in a number of interference stripes observed in the gap as the size of the layer
inZ-directionwas big enough even at a small initial anglej0. So, the resulting pattern
showed very high sensitivity to small twist deformations induced by electric field. In
the case of asymmetrical boundary conditions (Figure 5.13b), the field application
resulted in changes in the initially twisted structure and in interference stripes as
shown in Figure 5.15a and b. At high values of electric voltages, the image became
dark almost everywhere. It corresponded to a homeotropic orientation except for the
near boundary region of the twist-like deformation. In both cases, no essential
changes were registered in X-direction, which is a typical behavior for a twist-like
deformation in usual LC cells under Mauguin regime [3].
Processing of digital photos of the gap obtained at different electric voltages

(Figure 5.15a and b) made it possible to determine the electric coherence length
x(E) defined by Equation 5.21 and shown in Figure 5.15b. This parameter
characterizes the thickness of the boundary layer where the orientation is
controlled by a surface. It is worthwhile to note that the new optical geometry
provided the first visualization of such layer that was impossible for the traditional
geometry. Values of xE can be used to determine the Frank constant K22. The value
of the parameter K22¼ (3.5� 0.4)� 10�12 N obtained for the standard liquid
crystal 5CB is in an accordance with the independent data (see Section (5.1).
It made possible to propose the new method for measurement of this para-
meter [53].
Digital photos of the gap obtained after turning the electric field off (Figure 5.15)

were processed to extract information about variations of local light intensity I with
time. The latter can be connected with the time dependence j(x, t) by using a well-
known expression:

I ¼ I0sin
2ðd=2Þ; ð5:40Þ
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where I0 is the input light intensity and d is the phase delay between the extraordinary
ray and the ordinary one.As the relaxation process corresponds to very small values of
j, linearized equations analogous to (5.37)–(5.39) can be easily derived by using
substitutions: d ! b, m0 DcH2 ! e0 DeE2.
For the geometry shown in Figure 5.13a, it results in the next expression for the

time dependence of the light intensity in the middle (x¼ 0) of the channel:

I ¼ I0sin
2f½dðx; tÞ�=2g ð5:41Þ

with

dðx; tÞ ¼ ð2p Dn=lÞ½jðx; tÞ�2: ð5:42Þ

Figure 5.15 Microscopic images of the gap
in Z-direction; (a) and (b) 5CB at asymmetric
boundary conditions j0¼ 250, b¼ 62mm,
d¼ 270mm and different voltages;
(a) microscopic images in natural light,
(b) results of image processing using red (R)
component; (c) and (d) ZhK616 at symmetric

boundary conditions j0¼ 250, b¼ 130mm,
d¼ 1mm; (c) images are taken at different
moments after turning the electric field off,
U¼ 400V; (d) time dependence of light intensity
after turning the electric field off; points: results
of image processing (in the center of the layer),
line: theoretical curve.
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The final stage of the light intensity changes is determined by the relaxation of the
slowest harmonic, which results in the next expression for the angle j(x, t):

jðx; tÞ ¼ j0�jð0Þexpð�t=t0Þcosðpx=bÞ; ð5:43Þ
where

t0 ¼ l1b2=ðK22p2Þ ð5:44Þ
and j(0) is the amplitude of the first harmonic in the Fourier transformation of the
initial state of the layer j(x, t¼ 0) before turning the electric field off. The maximal
value of the latter function in the center of the layer (x¼ 0) in the presence of electric
field is expressed as

jðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ jE ½1�1=chðb=2xÞ�; ð5:45Þ
where x is electric coherence length (5.21).
A comparison between the experimental dependence of the light intensity on time

obtained by processing digital images and the theoretical one is shown in
Figure 5.15d). Positions of the interference extremes are well described by simple
expressions presented above. So, such measurements can be used for determining
the rotational viscosity coefficient g1. In particular, the value of this parameter for
ZhK616 was found to be 0.23 Pa s.
Contrary to the case of pure twist deformation, described above, backflow effects

determine the integral dynamic response of LC structure on step-like application of
electric (magnetic)fields in general. It wasfirst found anddescribed byPieranski et al.
[5]. Detailed theoretical treatment and analysis of the possible errors induced by
backflow effect in measured values of effective rotational viscosity can be found in
Refs [40, 38]. The control of a birefringence sensitive to variations of polar angle q
provides an optical view of the director reorientation, and determination of the
effective rotational viscosity g�1 is possible. The minimal difference (about 10%)
between effective values g�1 of the rotational viscosity coefficient and the real ones
corresponds to a small inclination of a director from the initial planar state. In the case
of homeotropic initial orientation, this difference is essentially higher and a fitting
procedure includes variation of a number of Leslie coefficients, which will be
considered below. A complete numerical study of a two-dimensional nematic
backflow problem [55] has shown that backflow effects depend critically on the
geometry of the cell. It is important for the operation of LCdisplays. This questionwill
be considered in Chapter 6.

5.2.3
Rotational Viscosity of Smectic C Phase

In general, the dynamic behavior of smectic C and smectic C� phases is quite
complicated compared to that of the nematic phase. In accordance with low
symmetry of these phases, hydrodynamic equations include a lot of elastic and
viscous-like parameters responsible for the collective rotation of longmolecular axes
described by a director (n), the deformation of smectic layers (vector a, normal to the
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layer plane), the translation motion of a liquid (velocity v) and interactions between
such types ofmotion (see, for example, Ref. [40]). Contrary to the case of nematics, the
entire set of viscoelastic parameters is not available yet. Fortunately, in most cases,
essential simplifications important for applications are possible.
First, it is reasonable to consider the orientationalmotion of an Sc director induced

by fields or surfaces relative to the fixed layer structure. It is approved by a large
difference in energies needed to distort the layer structure described by a vector and
the mean molecular orientation (n). Such situation is excluded for smectic A phase,
where n coincides with a and orientational changes are strongly connected with layer
distortions. It means that relatively weak magnetic or electric fields are capable of
changing the orientation that is similar to the case of nematics. The main difference
is that such orientational motion is restricted in space by the condition

j~Yj ¼ j~n �~aj ¼ sinq ¼ const; ð5:46Þ
which means that a director can move only along the conic surface with an axis of a
cone defined by a. The value Y can be considered a vector order parameter of the
smectic C phase (it is equal to zero in smectic A phase). The modulus of this vector
coincides with the tilt angle q of smectic C with respect to the layer normal at small
values of q. Such restriction of the director motion makes the origin of the orienta-
tional bistability tobe controlledby electric (magnetic)field. Thisproperty is of primary
interest for the practical application of smectic C. It was found both in thin layers and
inbulk samples of smecticC, inparticular viaultrasonicmethods described above [56].
One can imagine the ideal layer structure as that shown in Figure 5.16a with

a(r)¼ a0¼ const.
Experimentally, such situation can be realizedwhen cooling a bulk nematic sample

oriented by strongmagneticfield throughnematic–smectic A and smectic A–smectic
C phase transitions. Suchmethod is usually used inNMRor ultrasonic studies [7, 56]
of liquid crystals. In this case, a method of rotating magnetic field (if field rotates in
the plane of layers) can be applied. Indeed, for this geometry, smectic C behaves like
a two-dimensional nematic with a rotational viscosity coefficient gj describing the
phase delay of a director rotating along the smectic C cone with respect to the
magnetic field.

Figure 5.16 Possible regular layer structures of smectics C:
(a) �planar homeotropic alignment,� (b) description of the
rotation of director n around the smectic cone. The c director is
a projection of n onto the smectic planes and is described by
the azimuth angle j. The vector b ¼ a� c½ � is introduced for
convenience; (c) the �bookshelf� geometry. (After Stewart [40].)
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Another possibility is to use a definite layer structure stabilized by surfaces. There
are two possible structures of such type shown in Figure 5.16.
For the first structure (Figure 5.16a), smectic layers are arranged everywhere

parallel to the plates. Practical realization of such �planar homeotropic alignment�
geometry has been discussed by Beresnev et al. [57]. Obviously, it is the same case as
considered above for bulk samples of smectic C.
In the �bookshelf� geometry shown in Figure 5.16c, smectic C layers are normally

oriented at a normal direction relative to the plates. This geometry is commonly used
for practical applications as for the realization of electrically controlled bistability.
Recently, it was shown that backflow phenomenon (as in the case of nematics) can
arise after the electric field is turned off in the �bookshelf� geometry [58]. It results in
decrease in effective rotational viscosity coefficient. Usually, such possibility is
omitted at the analysis of c director motion under the action of strong fields.
The reader can find only a very few experimental data (see, for example, Ref. [59])

on rotational viscosity coefficients in nonchiral smectic C. Some particular techni-
ques, such as quasielastic light scattering [59], pirroeffect technique [60], NMR [7], are
applicable for both nematic and smectic C liquid crystals. This concerns bulk samples
too where NMR method can be applied. Extracted values of a rotational viscosity
coefficient gj turned out to be of the same order as in nematics.
At the same time, experimental determination of the rotational viscosity coeffi-

cients of chiral smectic C phase (ferroelectric smectics) has been of great interest for
the past three decades for prospective applications of these materials. Ferroelectric
smecticC (FLC) are knownas the fastest liquid crystals controlled by low voltage. That
is why they are of potential use not only for displays but also for a number of optical
devices (see Chapter 6).
It is well known that switching times in electrooptical effects in the absence of flow

FLCs are defined by rotational viscosities gj and gq that characterize the energy
dissipation in the director reorientation process described by azimuthal (j) and polar
(q) angles. In some FLCmaterials characterization, this viscosity is called the n and c
director viscosity wheren is a real FLCdirector and c director is its projection onto the
plane perpendicular to the FLC layers normal (Figure 5.16). The simplest dynamic
equations for homogeneous FLC samples take the form [61–63]

gqdq=dtþAq ¼ 0; tq ¼ gq=A; ð5:47Þ

gjdj=dt�PSE sin j ¼ 0; tj ¼ gj=PSE; ð5:48Þ
where A¼ 2a(Tc�T) and a> 0 is an effective elastic coefficient for the tilt, tq and tj
are characteristic response times for the q and j angles, respectively, of the FLC
director, and Ps is polarization. The viscosity coefficient gj can be rewritten as

gj ¼ g0jsin
2q; ð5:49Þ

where g0j is independent of the angle q. According to (5.49), gj) 0 for q) 0, that is,
gj is very low for small tilt angles q.
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Far from the phase transition point TAC, it is reasonable to consider only the
azimuthal director angle j because the angle q is frozen. (Variations of the angle q
result in a density change that is energetically unfavorable.)However, nearTACwe can
change the q angle, for example, by applying electric field E; this effect is known as
electroclinic effect [63].
The rigorous hydrodynamic theory of FLC is similar in most respects to the

hydrodynamics of nonchiral smectic C. In particular, the total expressions for viscous
stress including 20 viscosity-like parameters are identical for both SmC and SmC�

liquid crystals [40]. As a result, unique methods (such as those based on rotating
magnetic fields or quasielastic light scattering) are applicable for determining a
rotational viscosity coefficient gj. Nevertheless, the existence of a ferroelectric
polarization provided an elaboration of a number of specific methods such as the
electrooptic method [64, 65], the measurement of the polarization reversal current
[66–68], and the dielectric method [69].
Clark andLagerwall [64]were thefirst to establish an extremely fast dynamics for the

optical study of two surface-stabilized FLC monodomains of opposite ferroelectric
polarization separated by a domain wall. They used short electric pulses of opposite
polarity to induce a sharp change in the bistable structure of FLC registered by optical
responses in crossed polarizers. The corresponding geometry of the experiment for a
�bookshelf� layer structure is shown in Figure 5.17a. This method is widely used in
modern studies of FLC (see, for example, Refs [70–74]). In all cases, surface-stabilized
ferroelectric liquid crystals (SSFLCs) were investigated. Experiments were conducted
both for �bookshelf� and chevron structures (Figure 5.17a and b).
They differ from typical geometries for nonchiral smectic C by the polarization

vector P defined as [40]

~P ¼ P0
~b or ~P ¼ �P0

~b: ð5:50Þ
Rigorous dynamic equations for FLC can be found in Ref. [40]. In particular, the
governing dynamic equation for a director,moving along the cone under the action of
strong electric field E in the �bookshelf� geometry (Figure 5.17a), is written as

2l5
qj
qt

¼ ðB1sin
2jþB2 cos

2jÞ q
2j
qz2

þðB1�B2Þ qj
qz

� �2

sin j cos j

þP0E sin jþ e0 DeE2 sin j cos j; ð5:51Þ
where l5 is a dissipative parameter referred to as the director rotation, B1 and B2 are
elastic constants analogous to Frank elastic moduli. It is simple to show that in one
constant approximation (B1 ¼ B2 ¼ K0

j sin
2q), expression (5.51) coincides with the

equation for C – a director motion derived earlier from simplified assumptions and
usually used for the problem under consideration (see, for example, Refs [61, 69]):

g0j sin
2q

qj
qt

¼ K0
j sin

2q
q2j
qz2

þP0E sin jþ e0 DeE2sin j cos j ð5:52Þ

with

g0j ¼ 2l5
sin2q

¼ gj
sin2q

: ð5:53Þ
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Figure 5.17 Geometries of experimentswith a bookshelf (a) [72, 73] and chevron structures (b) [71].

As it was pointed out by Stewart [40], in the case of spatial dependence of the director
influential due to elastic effects, the equation for a directormotion should incorporate
flow. It results in backflow effects and renormalization of the effective rotational
viscosity that is similar to analogous effects in nematics and nonchiral smectic C [59].
Strictly speaking, expression (5.52) becomes correct only for a space-independent

director rotation (j¼j(t)). At low fields, a ferroelectric term (P0) dominates and
expression (5.52) will be applicable for a director motion everywhere excluding near-
surface layers of thickness x defined as [40, 70]

x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B
P0E

r
: ð5:54Þ

For the optical detection of a director motion as uniform reorientation of the sample,
this thickness has to be essentially smaller than the light wavelength l [40]. It holds
very well at typical values B¼ 5� 10�12 N, and P0¼ 100mC/m2, l¼ 0.4–0.7mm for
common values of E¼ 1–10V/mmused in optical studies of smectic C� dynamics. In
this case, the solution of (5.52) becomes rather simple [40]:

jðtÞ ¼ 2tan�1½tanðj0=2Þet=t�; ð5:55Þ
where j0 is the initial angle and the relaxation time t is defined by (5.48).
It is important to note that at moderate fields (1–10V/mm), this time is essentially

�faster� than the relaxation time td in a dielectric regime (P0¼ 0):

td ¼
g0j

e0 DeE2
: ð5:56Þ
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It is explained by the linear dependence of t on the field strength E contrary to the
quadratic dependence in dielectric regime (see expression (5.56)).
This property together with a high spontaneous polarization makes switching in

SmC devices unique – they can switch equally fast in both directions as the field is
reversed.
The comparison of different rotational viscosities in smectic C and nematic phase

was first made in Ref. [61]. Experimental data obtained via optical and pirroelectric
techniques are presented in Figure 5.18.
One can see that values of gq rotational viscosity exceed the values gj approximately

by an order at comparable temperatures. At the same time, the latter parameter far
from S�A�S�C phase transition is close to the rotational viscosity coefficient g1 in a
nematic phase.
Analogous electrooptical study was performed by Sako et al. [71] for more

complicated chevron structure shown in Figure 5.17b. In an experimental part of
this work, a pulse signal of amplitude E and duration t was applied to the cell, and
the response time t was defined as the shortest pulse duration for the director to
switch. For the switching performance, the azimuthal angle of the director had to
be changed at least from j0 to p/2 by applying electric field. In SSFLC cells studied
in this work, the value of j0 was close to p/2, which made it possible to search the
solution as a series in j in some near neighborhood of p/2. By neglecting the
second and higher order terms in j, the response time t as a function of E was
calculated as

t ¼ 1
kE2 þ l

log 1þ p
2
�j0

� � kE2 þ l
mEþ n

	 

; ð5:57Þ

Figure 5.18 The temperature dependences of the rotational
viscosity coefficients g1 inN�phase, gq and gj in smecticC�phase.
(After Pozhidaev et al. [61].)
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where

k ¼ e0
gj

ðDe sin2q�qeÞcos2d�De
4
sin 2q sin 2d

� �
ð5:58Þ

l ¼ 2n cot 2j0 ¼ � W
gjd

cos 2j0 ð5:59Þ

m ¼ Pzcos d
gj

ð5:60Þ

In these expressions, two dielectric anisotropies De¼ e3� e1 and qe¼ e2� e1 are
defined by threemain values of the dielectric permittivity tensor (e3 is the permittivity
parallel to the director, see Figure 5.17b). Finite value of the surface anchoring
strengthW is accounted via parameter l(5.59) that also depends on the layer thickness
d. The spontaneous polarization Ps, which originates from the existence ofmolecular
chirality, is in the direction of e2.
It is simple to show that at relatively low field strength and a strong surface

anchoring, expression (5.57) becomes similar to the simplified analogue (5.48). The
latter was used to estimate the rotational viscosity gj from the experimental
dependence of the electrooptical response of a �bookshelf structure� as follows
[61, 65]:

gj ¼ PSEtj; tj ¼ ðt90�t50Þ=ln
ffiffiffi
5

p
;

where t90 and t50 are the corresponding times for 90 and 50% transmission from the
maximum level of light transmittance.
In the experiments, the pulse voltage composed of alternate positive and negative

pulses at regular intervals of 10mswas applied to the cell (thickness d¼ 1.4mm)filled
with themixture SCE8 (De< 0) supplied byMerck Ltd. It was possible tomeasure the
response time t by changing the pulse duration. The dependence t(E) is shown in
Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19 Electric field dependence of t at 25 �C. Solid line:
approximation in accordance with (5.57). (After Sako et al. [71].)
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It was fitted by (5.57) to define parameters of the problem. So, both the rotational
viscosity and the anchoring strength could be extracted as functions of temperature
(Figure 5.20).
Besides the study of dynamic optical response, electrical measurements are also

possible to provide information about rotational viscosity of FLC. Dahl et al. [68]
proposed to usemeasurements of polarization reversal current to yield the rotational
viscosity as well as the spontaneous polarization and the effective elastic constant Kj

entering into the governing dynamic equation (5.52). The electric current I due to the
polarization reversal is equal to the time derivative of the polarization charge times
the electrode areaA and can be connectedwith the dynamics of Cdirector via the next
expression:

I ¼ A
dðP cos jÞ

dt
¼ �A sin j

dj
dt

: ð5:61Þ

Authors considered the dynamic response of a �bookshelf� sample (Figure 5.17a)
on the applied square wave (or sinusoidal) voltage. Time dependences of the current
were calculated and compared with the experimental ones. In particular, the width of
the observed hysteresis loop was derived in terms of physical parameters under
determination. The proposed model was applied in evaluating data from the
measurements on the substance MBRA-8 [2-hydroxy-4-(2-methyl-butyloxy)-benzili-
dene-4-p-n-octyl-aniline]. The reported value of effective rotational viscosity
gj¼ 0.0166 (N s/m2) at t¼ 33 �C was determined with errors of about 10%.
The described method is widely used in modern research of FLCs as it allows to

determine several parameters of the liquid crystal in a single cell via routine electrical
measurements. A simple scheme for such type of measurements is shown in
Figure 5.21.
A square wave voltage is applied to the LC cell. It provides more correct measure-

ments compared to thosemade by using a triangular wave [77]. The current I flowing
through the cell is integrated by capacitor resulting in time changes of output voltage
Uout. The information on a rotational viscosity coefficient and other parameters
was extracted by processing time dependence of output voltage. An example of

Figure 5.20 Temperature dependences of the effective rotational
viscosity h¼ gj and anchoring strength W. (After Sako [71].)
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temperature dependences of the effective rotational viscosity and electric conduc-
tivity obtained by this technique is shown in Figure 5.22.
The LC used was a two-component commercial mixture, SCE8, supplied byMerck

Ltd with the next transition temperatures: SmC�–59 �C–SmA–79 �C–N�–100 �C–I.
This mixture has a relatively small spontaneous polarization Ps (about 60mC/m2 at
30 �C) and a large birefringenceDn (
0.16). Allmeasurementswere performed in LC
cell with an area A of the electrodes equal to 29.3mm2 and the cell thickness

Figure 5.21 FLC cell in the �bookshelf � geometry coordinate
systemand schematic diagramof the setup.R – rubbing direction,
n – molecular director, E – electric field vector, P – polarization
vector, j – azimuthal angle, and q – molecular tilt angle. The
smectic layers are parallel to the XY plane. (After Panov et al. [76].)

Figure 5.22 Temperature dependences of the rotational viscosity
gj and electric conductivity s. (After Panov et al. [76].)
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d¼ 11mm. It is worthwhile to note the abnormally high values of the effective
rotational viscosity obtained far from the smectic A–smectic C� phase transition.
Another type of electric measurements of the rotational viscosity coefficient, first

proposed by Gouda et al. [69], is based on the study of the spectra of dielectric
relaxation. Dielectric properties of FLCs strongly depend on the temperature
(especially near phase transition points) and frequency of the field. The dielectric
susceptibility of an FLC could be defined as

c ¼ ðe�1Þ=4p ¼ lim
E! 0

hPi
E

: ð5:62Þ

Two modes contribute to the value of the averaged value of polarization hPi. The
first of them, soft mode, is induced due to the amplitude change of the polarization,
that is, variation of the tilt angle q. This mode is the most important near the phase
transition point of the FLC phase and results in the electroclinic effect [78]. The
second mode, called theGoldstone mode, is responsible for the variation of the phase
of polarization, that is, the azimuthal director angle j.
The dielectric response of the smectic A near the phase transition into smectic C�

phase is approximately one order of magnitude weaker than the corresponding
response of the ferroelectric phase. The only contribution to the smecticA response is
made by the soft mode with characteristic relaxation frequency:

f ðAÞs / 1
tAq

/ a ðT�TCAÞ; for T > TCA; ð5:63Þ

where a�10–15 kHz/K. In the smectic C� phase, the softmode effect on polarization
is fairly small and sharply decreases with decreasing temperature. The characteristic
relaxation frequency obeys thewell-known law for the second-order phase transitions
[62]:

f ðCÞs / 1

tCq
/ 2a ðT�TCAÞ; for T < TCA: ð5:64aÞ

At the A,C phase transition point, the characteristic frequency of the dielectric
relaxation does not tend to be zero and is defined by the Goldstone mode [62]. The
characteristic frequency of the Goldstone mode

f ðC
�Þ

s / 1
tj

/ K22q20
gj

; for T < TCA; ð5:64bÞ

where tj is the response time of the FLC director azimuthal distortion j, K22 is
the elastic coefficient related to the deformation of the helix, and q0¼ 2p/R0 is the
helix wave vector. Typical values for the Goldstone mode relaxation frequency are
100Hz–1 kHz [63].
This frequency can be determined from the measurements of the real (e0) and

imaginary (e00) parts of complex dielectric constants that are usually presented as a
Cole–Cole diagram (Figure 5.23), and the temperature dependence of rotational
viscosity coefficient g0j calculated from such data is shown in Figure 5.24.
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One can see that g0j viscosity does not show the critical behavior and follows the
Arrhenius law everywhere excluding in the vicinity of the phase transition. Such
behavior is similar to that of the rotational viscosity in a nematic phase. Moreover,
values of g0j are of the same order as those of g1 in nematics.
The method described above is very useful due to well-elaborated technique for

dielectric spectroscopy. In modern investigations of FLCs, it is often applied in
combination with an electrooptical study to obtain reliable information about
parameters of these materials [72, 74]. In particular, Piecek et al. [72] have studied
a number of FLCmixtures and found that in some cases dielectric and opticmethods
give different results (see Figure 5.25).

Figure 5.23 The Cole–Cole diagram for FLC 4-(2-methylbutyloxy)
phenyl-4-n-decyloxybenzoate; Tc¼ TCA¼ 48 �C. (After Gouda et al. [69].)

Figure 5.24 Rotational viscosity g0w in the C� phase (a) and the
corresponding Arrhenius plot (b). (After Gouda et al. [69].)
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They tried to explain this fact by essentially different amplitudes of motion of a
director at electrooptic and dielectric studies. A similar difference was obtained in
the recent work of Hemine et al. [74] where both methods were used. Data on two
pure compounds of homologous biphenyl benzoate series showing a wide tem-
perature diapason for the smectic C� phase were reported. The author found that
the Goldstone viscosity obtained from the dielectric measurements is higher than
that determined by the electrooptical method. The explanation of this fact was
essentially the same as in Ref. [72]. Namely, the authors connected the difference
mentioned above with the magnitude of the molecular movements: the higher the
amplitudes of molecular rotations, the smaller the rotational viscosity is. It seems
not to be very reasonable because the rotational viscosity was introduced in
nonlinear hydrodynamics as a parameter independent of amplitude of a rotational
motion. So, some methodical errors are very much possible in these cases.
Alternative explanation of this difference was proposed in work [75]. The authors
proposed that disagreement between results obtained by different experimental
techniques could be referred to as the difference in the motion of the rigid central
core of the molecules and the terminal aliphatic chains. It seems to be rather
probable, so some corrections in theoretical backgrounds of described methods
may have to be done.
We can summarize the description of experimental methods for rotational

viscosity measurements in liquid crystals:

1. There are a number of well-elaboratedmethods formeasuring rotational viscosity
coefficients both in nematic and ferroelectric smectic C phases.

2. In nematic phase, both bulk samples and thin layers were investigated, while in
case of FLCs, the measurements were done mostly in thin layers.

Figure 5.25 Rotational viscosity gj in the smectic C� phase of
somemixtures obtained from electrooptic and dielectricmethods
of measurement. (After Piecek et al. [72].)
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3. Different experimental techniques can be used tomeasure the rotational viscosity
coefficient in nematics depending on the desirable accuracy. Obviously, direct
measurements of a mechanical moment induced in bulk samples by rotating
magneticfields provide the best precision (errors lower than 1%). Such accuracy is
needed for basic research in liquid crystals, for example, for experimental
checking of microscopic theories of liquid crystals. Nevertheless, the use of
strong magnetic fields, finest mechanical assumption, and a large amount of
liquid crystals restricts application of such experimental setups for routine
laboratory measurements.

4. For most practical applications and computer simulations, measurements with
errors 1–5% can be considered satisfactory. Such accuracy can be achieved using
both bulk samples and thin layers of liquid crystals.

In the case of bulk samples, different nonmechanicalmethods of registration of
a director motion (NMR, EPR, and dielectric measurements), for example, are
applicable. The use of ultrasonic method for this purpose is considered in
Chapter 4. The accuracy of such measurements is mostly restricted by errors
from diamagnetic anisotropy determination, as only the ratio (g1/Dc) is obtained
in this case.
In the case of thin layers, the most reliable results were obtained from optical

study of twist-like deformation induced by magnetic field. This method can be
considered very attractive, as a small amount of LCs is needed. The disadvantage
of such technique is connected with the use of magnetic fields and processing of
conoscopic images.

5. It is very desirable for practical application: first, to replace magnetic fields by
electric fields and, second, to analyze optical birefringence instead of conoscopic
pictures. For the twist-like deformation, it can be achieved using the new
experimental geometry described above.

6. The rotational viscosity coefficient can be determined by optical studies of splay,
bend, or combined deformations. In this case, backflow effects have to be taken
into account. The latter essentially depend on the type of the geometry and the
degree of orientational distortions. It introduces additional errors in measured
values of g1.

7. It is possible to yield a rotational viscosity coefficient by the photon correlation
spectroscopy or by measurements of anisotropic shear viscosities of nematics.
Such possibilities will be considered below (Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2).

8. Experimental methods for measuring of a rotational viscosity of ferroelectric
smectic C are mostly based on specific phenomena (such as relaxation of a
Goldstone mode) and essentially differ from those applied in nematics.

9. There are different types of experimental techniques such as optical (electrical)
studies of dynamic response of a smectic C director to applied voltage or dielectric
spectroscopy measurements sensitive to a Goldstonemode. Usually, a number of
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related parameters (such as elastic modules, spontaneous polarization) are
determined from experiments. The simultaneous use of different techniques
makes results more reliable. Nevertheless, some disagreement between such
results was found in several special cases.

There are a number of fine reviews of experimental data on the rotational viscosity
coefficient in nematics summarized and analyzed both on phenomenological and on
microscopic levels [37, 38, 79]. So, wewillmake only short comments concerning this
topic.

From the practical point of view, there are three aspects of great interest:

1. The temperature dependence of the rotational viscosity: Characteristic temper-
ature dependences of this parameter are shown in Figure 5.13.

The first general feature for all nematics is the critical decrease in rotational
viscosity when approaching the clearing point (g1 is equal to zero in an isotropic
phase). The simplest dependence on the order parameter S comparable to the
symmetry of nematic phase is g1
S2. At the same time, it was found that far from
the clearing point, the temperature dependences for most nematics could be
approximately described by the Arrhenius law:

g1 / exp
DE
RT

� �
; ð5:65Þ

where DE is the activation energy that varies in the range 30–50 kJ/mol for
different liquid crystals. A number of particular dependences originating from
macroscopic and microscopic approaches were proposed for the description of
g1(T ) dependence. A detailed discussion of this question can be found in review
[37, 38, 79]. Indeed, experimental confirmation of the given theoretical depen-
dence is not simple. It is restricted by the narrow temperature range of a nematic
phase (which is typical for individual compounds) and there is not enough high
accuracy of measurements. Moreover, rotational viscosity in some compounds
shows critical divergence upon approaching nematic–smectic phase transition.
Some examples of dependences of the rotational viscosity coefficients on PVT-
state parameters obtained via ultrasonic methods are presented in Chapter 4.
Temperature dependences of the rotational viscosity coefficient gjof smecticC�

(corresponding to the motion of C director) to some extent are similar to those in
nematics: this parameter is also proportional to the squared value of the order
parameter. As the latter approaches zero in the vicinity of the transition point
smectic A–smectic C�, values of gj become very small compared to those of
nematics. At the same time, the ratio rotational viscosity/order parameter squared
is of the same order of magnitude in both phases and approximately follows the
Arrhenius law. A detailed analysis of the temperature dependences of gj and gq
rotational viscosities can be found in Ref. [61].
The temperature dependence of the rotational viscosity is highly important as it

is directly connected with operating times of LC devices (see Chapters 6 and 8).
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2. Theconnectionof therotational viscositywith themolecular structureofmesogens:
Inertial properties of LC displays and other devices can be improved via optimi-
zation of the chemical structure of mesogens. That is why it is important for
chemicals tofind linksbetweenmolecular structure and rotational viscosity. A lot of
information obtained for different homologous series is presented and analyzed in
the review by Beljaev [79]. Here, we point out only some general features [37, 79]:
(a) the existence of odd–even effects (which can be opposite for different

chemical classes);
(b) the increase in g1 with increasing length axis/short axis ratio;
(c) a strong influence of polar substituents on the rotational viscosity due to

possible aggregation and antiparallel ordering; and
(d) complicated types of concentration dependences in mixtures of nematics –

only in some cases [80] the rotational viscosity of the resulting nematic
mixture is connected with the concentrations of components (x1) and (x2) by
the simple expression:

ln g ¼ x1 ln g1 þ x2 ln g2: ð5:66Þ
Wedirect the reader to refer to the above-mentioned reviews formore information.
It is worthwhile to point out a good possibility of optimizing the rotational viscosity

coefficient of multicomponent LC mixtures showing smectic C� phase [81]. It is of
key importance for fast liquid crystal devices based on ferroelectric smectic C. This
question will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

5.3
Viscosimetry of Liquid Crystals in Shear Flows

The rheological study of liquid crystals in shear flows of different types [82–105]
provides the most reliable data on anisotropic viscosities important for applications.
Moreover, precisemeasurements of such type can be used to determine the complete
set of Leslie coefficients describing dynamic characteristics of any particular mode
realized in the given device (as it will be shown in Chapter 6). Below, we will consider
the most typical and reliable experimental setups to answer the question �why such
technique is not widely used in laboratories?� We will also show principal ways of
improving this technique.
The first systematic viscosity measurements of viscosity of nematic liquid crystals

(see, for example, Ref. [82]) were performed with traditional viscosimeters used for
rheological studies of isotropic liquids.
It was found that in general liquid crystals showed non-Newtonian behavior. In

particular, the apparent shear viscosity depended on a number of factors such as the
shear rate, the diameter of a capillary, and the initial boundary orientation [83]. The
description of these results in the framework of modern nematodynamics can be
found in Ref. [83]. It was shown [83] that at high enough shear rates, the apparent
viscosity becomes independent of the shear for different types of flows and equal to
the value h0 corresponding to the flow-induced orientation of liquid crystals (at least
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for LC oriented byflow in one preferred direction close to theflowdirection). So, such
measurements provide some information on anisotropic shear viscosities of ne-
matics and traditional viscometers are still in use (see review [38]).
Nevertheless, the most essential results were obtained after modification of older

instruments and elaboration of new ones to provide viscosity measurements at
different orientations of liquid crystals fixed by strong external fields. Miesowicz
[84,85] was the first to introduce three basic geometries for viscosimetric measure-
ments used until now (see Figure 5.26):

(i) Director parallel to the flow velocity gradient, n||!v (the maximal value h1 of a
shear viscosity coefficient).

(ii) Director parallel to the flow velocity, n||v (the minimal value h2 of a shear
viscosity).

(iii) Director orthogonal to both the flow and the velocity gradient, n||(v�!v) (the
intermediate value h3 of a shear viscosity).

It is worthwhile to note that alternative notations of the principal viscosity
coefficients hi can be found in the literature. In particular, the definitions of h1 and
h2 are frequently interchanged and coincide with those proposed by Miesowicz [85].
In a general case of arbitrary orientation of director to v and!v defined by the angles
q andF, respectively, the expression for the shear viscosity coefficient can be written
as

hðq;jÞ ¼ h2cos
2qþðh1 þh12cos

2qÞsin2q cos2jþh3sin
2q sin2j: ð5:67Þ

The additional parameter h12 entering into (5.67) cannot be considered as an
independent viscosity coefficient as there is no restriction on its sign resulting from
positive value of an entropy production. Themaximal influence of this parameter on
the viscous losses takes place atq¼ p/4,j¼ 0,which corresponds to the intermediate
orientation of LC in the shear plane and the value of the shear viscosity coefficient
expressed as

h
p
4
; 0

� �
¼ h2 þ

1
2

h1 þ
h12

2

� �
: ð5:68Þ

Expression (5.68) provides a simple way of calculating parameter h12 by measure-
ments of the shear viscosity coefficients at three different orientations. Nevertheless,
such procedure demands a very high precision of measurements as in typical
nematics h12 is essentially less than the maximal shear viscosity coefficient h1 [87].

Figure 5.26 Three principal geometries for shear viscosity measurements.
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The principal shear viscosityhi and the parameterh12 can be easily connected with
Leslie coefficients ai via well-known expressions [23, 34]

h1 ¼
1
2
ð�a2 þa4 þa5Þ ð5:69Þ

h2 ¼
1
2
ða2 þ 2a3 þa4 þa5Þ ð5:70Þ

h3 ¼
1
2
a4 ð5:71Þ

h12 ¼
1
2
a1 ð5:72Þ

For LCs aligned by intensive flow, an additional expression for the shear viscosity
coefficient h0 can be derived from (5.67)

h0 ¼ hðq0; 0Þ ¼ h2cos
2q0 þðh1 þh12cos

2q0Þsin2q0; ð5:73Þ

where the flow alignment angle q0 is expressed as

cos 2q0 ¼ �g1=g2 ¼
a2�a3

a2 þa3
: ð5:74Þ

In principle, expressions (5.69)–(5.74) can be used to determine all Leslie coefficients
via anisotropic shear viscosity measurements. Nevertheless, for most of the studied
liquid crystals, the flow alignment angle far from the clearing point is on the order of
some degrees, whichmakes such calculations not reliable. So, independentmethods
(such as the optical one [88]) are often used to determine the flow alignment angle. In
spite of the observations made above, measurements of anisotropic shear viscosities
provide the most direct and universal way to get full information about Leslie
coefficients describing dynamic behavior of nematics under fields and flows. In
the following section, we consider inmore detail the experimental technique used in
such type of measurements.

5.3.1
Measurements of Anisotropic Shear Viscosities in Flows of Liquid Crystals
Stabilized by Fields

The main idea of measurements is to make the flow and surface-induced orienta-
tional distortions to be negligible by using a strongmagnetic field. In particular, such
a field effectively suppresses possible hydrodynamic instabilities described in
Chapter 3 and provides bulk monodomain samples of LCs excluding near-surface
region defined by magnetic coherence length xB(5.20).
In this case, LCs have to show Newtonian-like behavior with a constant

viscosity.
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5.3.1.1 Poiseuille Flow in Flat Capillary
The shear flow produced by a pressure gradient inside a capillary is known as a
Poiseuille flow. Viscosimetric measurements in isotropic liquids are usually per-
formed in capillaries with a circular cross section of a radius R and of a length L. For
laminar flows usually used in viscometry, the instant volumetric flow of isotropic
fluid Q¼ (dV/dt) is determined by the well-known Poiseuille formula:

Q ¼ pR4

8h
G; ð5:75Þ

where

G ¼ jDP=Lj ¼ ðP1�P2Þ=L; P1 > P2 ð5:76Þ
is the value of a pressure gradient, L is the capillary length, DP¼P1�P2 is the
pressure difference applied to the capillary, h is an effective shear viscosity. Taking
into account the analogy between hydrodynamic flows and an electric current, the
parameter

Y ¼ pR4

8hL
ð5:77Þ

can be considered as hydrodynamic conductivity of a capillary, and the expression

Q ¼ Y DP ð5:78Þ
is applicable for capillaries with different shapes of a cross section. In particular, for a
capillary with a rectangular cross section of large aspect ratio (r¼ b/h) shown in
Figure 5.27,

Y ¼ h3b
12hL

: ð5:79Þ

Although the shape of the cross section is not important for the study of isotropic
liquids, it plays a key role in a viscometric measurement in liquid crystals. In
particular, a capillary with a rectangular cross section provides well-defined orien-
tation of LCswith respect to the directions offlow andflowgradients controlled by the
magnetic field. So, three principal viscosities hi and the parameter h12 defined above
can be determined frommeasurements of the instant volumetric flow through a flat
capillary.

Figure 5.27 Poiseuille flow in flat capillary of a rectangular cross
section; h and b are the gap and the width of a capillary.
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G€ahwiller [88] was the first to realize such measurements.
The rectangular capillary in his experiments was formed by two glass plates

(typically 5 cm long and 4 mm wide with the thickness varying between 0.2 and
0.4 mm). It provided one-dimensional velocity distribution and the possibility not
only for viscometric measurements but also for the determination of the flow
alignment angle via an optical control of birefringence of LC layer. So, a complete
set of Leslie coefficients could be calculated from the data on anisotropic viscosity
coefficients in accordance with (5.69)–(5.74).
The flow inside a capillary was induced by an air pressure gradient (in the range

4–20 Pa/cm) applied to free surfaces of LC in two round tubes connected with
capillary menisci to appear in two round tubes. The average flow speed was
determined by timing the motion of one meniscus. Special care was taken to
ensure that two menisci were at the same level in order to eliminate the effect of
gravity. The pressure gradient was maintained constantly for a long time by
controlling pressure in two buffer containers with needle valves. The author
estimated the overall errors of measurements at about 7%, which originated
mainly from the finite width of a capillary and friction forces induced by the
motion of menisci in open tubes.
Themethod and construction proposed by G€ahwiller seem to be rather attractive

for applications, as they require small amount (less than 1 cm3) of LCs and provide
an optical control of orientation inside the channel. The data reported for two
principal viscosity coefficients (h2 and h3) are in good agreement with those
obtained via more precise measurements (see below). It does not hold for the
maximal principal viscosity h1, which shows a systematically lower (about 20%)
value.
Detailed estimates of possible experimental errors arising from such type

of experiments can be found in Refs [89,90] and in the review by Kneppe and
Schneider [37].
Two main sources of errors related to specific properties of liquid crystal media

were revealed.
The first one can be referred to as the influence of near surface layers with the

orientation (and the effective viscosity) different from those provided by magnetic
field in the central regions of a capillary. Estimatesmade for typical values ofmaterial
parameters of nematics [37] have shown that errors inhi imposed by this factor are of
about 2% even for a very strong field (B¼ 1 T, xB 
3mm) and a big thickness of the
capillary (d 
500mm). Extrapolation of experimental dependences hi(B) from the
region of extremely strong fields can be used to correct obtained values of viscosities.
Another possibility, namely, the use of special surface treatment for internal surfaces
of a capillary was considered in Ref. [90].
The second source of errors originates from orienting action of the flow that is

most essential for thefirst geometry shown in Figure 5.26, so it can be responsible for
the incorrect determination of h1.
Estimates of influence of this factor on the measured value of h1 under the

experimental conditions reported by G€ahwiller [88] (B¼ 0.6 T, shear rates u up to
20 s�1) were first given by Summerford et al. [89]. They used the expression for the
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angle q between a director and a flow velocity previously obtained byHelfrich [91] for
a strong magnetic field H, stabilizing the geometry shown in Figure 5.26:

tan q ¼ ðDcH2Þ=ð�a2uÞ: ð5:80Þ
Themaximal deviation Dq of the orientation from that stabilized by field q¼ 90� was
found to be about 14�. As it can be shown fromEquation5.67, such angle corresponds
to a systematic error of about 10% that provides values ofh1 lower than the real one. It
explains to a great extent a discrepancy in numerical values obtained byG€ahwiller [88]
and those reported in more recent papers [87, 89].
In addition, one should expect a strong influence of the surface alignment and

of the unfavorable cross section of the rectangular capillaries in G€ahwiller�s
experiments.
As it was shownbyKneppe andSchneider [37], such errors can be avoided by using

small capillary thickness, small pressure gradients, and strong magnetic fields. For
example, atB¼ 1 Tand h¼ 500mm, the pressure gradient has to be lower than 10Pa/
cm to provide 1% of errors at h1 measurements.
Some additional errors are common to measurements of isotropic liquids and

liquid crystals. For example, the influence of the velocity gradient in the direction
orthogonal to the flow plane can result in errors at measurements of h3 coefficient
that are about some percentage when aspect ratio b/h does not exceed 10 [37]. In
summary, one can conclude that the precise measurements (with errors about 5% or
smaller) of the anisotropic shear viscosity coefficients are possible only by a thorough
account of possible sources of errors mentioned above and by optimization of
experimental setups and measuring procedures.
At least, two experimental setups for precise measurements of such type are

described in literature [90, 87].
In the first case [90], the experimental setup and themeasuring procedure inmany

respects are similar to those proposed by G€ahwiller. In particular, optically trans-
parent rectangular capillary (h¼ 205mm, b¼ 9mm, L¼ 27.8mm) was used to
providemeasurements of both the shear viscosity coefficients and theflow alignment
angle q0. In the latter case, the best results were obtained with a relatively thick
(500mm) capillary. A rather powerful electromagnet with induction up to 1.1 T was
used to achieve a perfect orientation of LC samples. The system providing pressure
difference control needed to calculate shear viscosity is similar to that used in
experiments of Kneppe and Schneider [87].
At the beginning of each experiment, an initial pressure difference DP0 of about

100 Pa was created manually. After it, the pressure difference was slowly decreased
with time due to the motion of the LCs inside a capillary. The obtained DP(t)
dependence could be related to the instant volumetric flow, so only one control
parameter was needed to calculate the shear viscosity coefficient. Measurements of
the flow alignment angle q0 were performed in the same way as in G€ahwiller�s
experiments [88]. For this purpose, a strongmagnetic field was applied along the flow
velocity. Turning the field off resulted in the rotation of an optical axis by angle q0 and
in the changes Dd in a phase lag d between ordinary and extraordinary rays. The
analysis of changes in the intensity of polarized light passed through the LC cell
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Figure 5.28 Shear viscosities of N4; solid line for h1 is calculated
in accordance with (5.82). (After Beens and de Jeu [90].)

allows, in accordance with (5.40), to determine the value of Dd. For small flow
alignment angles, the next expression is valid:

Dd ¼ � 1
2
neh

ne
n0

� �2

�1

" #
sin2q0: ð5:81Þ

It provides an estimation of the flow alignment angle q0. The temperature depen-
dences of the shear viscosity coefficients for N4 are presented in Figure 5.28.
Numerical values of these viscosities together with the data on the flow-alignment

angle and the rotational viscosity coefficient are provided in Table 5.1. The analysis of
these data confirmed the expression

h1 ¼ h2 þ g1
1þ tg2q0
1�tg2q0

� �
ð5:82Þ

derived from hydrodynamics of NLCs. In particular, the shear viscosity h1 presented
in Table 5.1 was calculated by Equation 5.28 and compared with the results of
independent direct measurements (see Figure 5.28). The agreement can be consid-
ered as satisfactory (less than 5% difference). It means that the rotational viscosity
coefficient g1 can be determined from the measurements of anisotropic shear
viscosities. At small values of the flow alignment angle q0 that usually takes place
far from transition point, the approximate expression

g1 � h1�h2 ð5:83Þ
is useful for the estimation of the rotational viscosity of liquid crystals. One can easily
check it by using data from Table 5.1.
Indicated errors of the measurements mentioned above are about some percen-

tages. Partly, they can originate from additional sources, such as the underpressure
caused by the surface tension of meniscus on both sides of a capillary, different
wetting properties of surfaces, and so on [37, 87]. In the alternative variant of such
setups useful for studying a small amount of LCs [92], similar precisionwas achieved
only at themeasurements ofh3 andh0 shear viscosity coefficients. Themagneticfield
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induction (about 0.5 T) was obviously insufficient to minimize errors in h1 for a
capillary thickness equal to 300mm due to arguments considered above.
The most precise measurements of anisotropic shear viscosities of nematic liquid

crystals were performed by Kneppe and Schneider [87]. They used folded capillary of
total length of about 1 m to achieve a rather high pressure difference at relatively big
thickness of the channel that was needed to minimize possible errors mentioned
above.
The capillary consists of 20 horizontal brass plates that are assembled together as

shown schematically in Figure 5.29. The cross section of the capillary is 0.3mm

Figure 5.29 The schema of the experimental setup for anisotropic
shear viscositymeasurements. (After Kneppe and Schneider [87].)

Table 5.1 Viscous parameters of N4. (After Beens and de Jeu [90]).

T (�C) g2 (Pa s) g3 (Pa s) g45 (Pa s) h0 c1 (Pa s) g1 (Pa s)

26 0.024 0.047 4.20 0.152 0.178
30 0.021 0.040 4.30 0.122 0.144
34 0.017 0.034 0.051 4.50 0.099 0.117
38 0.015 0.028 0.044 4.70 0.081 0.097
42 0.013 0.025 0.039 5.10 0.067 0.081
46 0.012 0.021 0.034 5.50 0.056 0.069
50 0.011 0.018 0.030 6.10 0.046 0.058
54 0.010 0.015 0.027 6.80 0.038 0.049
58 0.009 0.013 0.023 7.70 0.032 0.042
62 0.008 0.012 0.019 8.80 0.026 0.035
66 0.007 0.011 0.015 10.40 0.022 0.031
70 0.007 0.010 0.013 13.20 0.017 0.026
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16mm and the total length amounts to 85.5 cm. The inlet and outlet of the capillary
block are connected to two glass cylinders of 15mm inner diameter for the storage of
the liquid crystal. The capillary block and one half of the glass cylinders are filled with
the degassed liquid crystals. Complete wetting is achieved by coating the inner
surface of the glass cylinders with SnO2. The glass cylinders are coupled by brass
tubes to two buffer volumes of 85 cm3. The remaining part of the glass cylinders, the
brass tubes, and the buffer volumes are filled with dry nitrogen. As in experiments of
Beens and de Jeu [90], only the time-dependent pressure difference DP(t) between
two buffer volumes varying in the range 300–600 Pa was determined to calculate the
effective shear viscosity coefficients. The alignment of the liquid crystals was
achieved via magnetic field (B0 ¼ 0–1.1 T). The rotation of the magnetic field and
utilization of two capillary blocks with different orientations allowed the determi-
nation of three principal shear viscosity coefficients h1, h2, h3 and the shear viscosity
coefficient h(p/4, 0) needed for the calculation of h12 in accordance with (5.68).
Experimental errors reported by the authors are very small (about 0.3%), which
makes the precise determination of Leslie coefficients possible. The dependences of
h1,h2,h3, andh12 on temperature forMBBAare shown in Figure 5.30. These data are
usually used for precise calculation of various dynamic effects taking place in liquid
crystals. At the same time, a relatively big amount of LCs (about 50 cm3) needed to fill
a measuring cell restricts the use of such setup.
The authors found a complicated nonlinear characteristic for ln hi(T

�1) depen-
dences that usually occurs in nematics. In principle, a decrease in LC amount can be
achieved by using electric field instead of themagnetic one for the proper orientation
of LC samples. Indeed, the ratio of the electric coherence length defined by
expression (5.21) to the channel thickness is inversely proportional to the voltage

Figure 5.30 Viscosity coefficientshi as a functionof temperature. (After KneppeandSchneider [87].)
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and does not depend on the thickness at a fixed voltage. It means that the influence of
boundary layers on the effective viscosity can be minimized even in the case of
relatively thin (10–100mm) layers of LCswith a positive value of dielectric permittivity
anisotropy. Some preliminary results of such kind with the use of electric fields were
obtained in Ref. [93]. At the same time, a well-defined orientation is hardly achieved
for liquid crystals with negative sign of De.

5.3.1.2 Direct Determination of Shear Viscosity Coefficients in a Simple Shear Flow
One can consider a simple shear flow as a more simple type of flow compared to a
Poiseuille one at least for theoretical analysis (see Chapter 3). So, it seems to be
reasonable to extract information about anisotropic shear viscosities from direct
measurements of mechanical friction forces acting on the moving plates. Indeed, in
pioneering experiments performed by Miesowicz [84, 85], a damping oscillating
motion of a thin glass plate immersed into a liquid crystal was used to determine
three principal shear viscosities defined by (5.68)–(5.70). Nevertheless, such types of
viscometricmeasurements have been rarely used. To answer the question �why?�, we
will consider in detail the simplest variant of experimental setup based on direct
measurements of a friction force at a steady simple shear flow [89].

5.3.1.2.1 Viscosity Measurements at a Steady Simple Shear Flow
The main features of the experimental setup are illustrated by Figure 5.31.
A steady shearflow in this experimentwas realized in the gap between two surfaces

of a thin copper vane (0.025 cm thick, 2.50 cm wide, and 5.33 cm long) and the inner
walls of a rectangular container (2 cm� 5 cm� 15 cm) filled with LC (MBBA). With
the vane remaining stationary, this container was pulled vertically downward at a
constant rate that provided extremely low shear rate (u¼ 0.079 s�1) in a large gap
(about 1 cm). For measurements of friction force (Fh), the vane was attached to the
precise automatic electrobalance with the help of thin (0.004 cm in diameter) gold
wires in a manner as to exclude its rotation around a vertical axis. The vane was
completely immersed into LCs, and the buoyant effect of a gold wire when it left the

Figure 5.31 The schema and geometry of the experiment (in accordance with [89]).
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liquid crystal was negligible. The relatively moderate magnetic field (B¼ 3.5 kG) was
used to stabilize and to control the orientation of LCs by rotating a magnet around a
vertical axis. It corresponds to the variation of the angle j at q� 90� in expres-
sion (5.67) for the geometry shown in Figure 5.31. So, one canmeasure two principal
viscosities h1 and h3 corresponding to j¼ 0� and j¼ 90�. Estimates made on the
basis of expression (5.80) have shown that under the experimental conditions
mentioned above the angle qwas equal to 87.3� that resulted in small errors (smaller
than 1%) in the viscosity coefficient caused by replacing cos2(87.3�) with cos2(90�).
Errors introduced by the boundary layers are also negligible as the ratio x/d is very
small (about 10�3). It is interesting to estimate a friction force that is a unique
measurable parameter in the experiment. The friction force acting on the moving
plate is determined by the expression valid for Newtonian fluids:

fh ¼ 2hSu; ð5:84Þ
where S is a square of the plate (about 13 cm2 for the vane described above).
For values ofh1 (
0.15 Pa s)measured forMBBAat room temperature, it results in

a friction force Fh
3� 10�5 N, which corresponds to a gravity force acting on a body
with a mass of 3mg. It is not easy to provide precise (better than 1%) measurements
of such small forces even by using precise analytic balances. So, routine application of
such technique is restricted by large amount of LCs originating from big size of the
moving plate and the container needed to minimize possible errors. The latter also
increase with a decrease in the viscosity. It may explain to some degree why the
numerical value forh3 coefficient ofMBBA (0.79 Pat 23 �C) obtained by Summerfold
et al. [89] was essentially higher than that in experiments of Kneppe and Schneider
(0.45 P at the same temperature), whereas values of h1 (1.54 P – Summerfold et al.;
1.52 P – Kneppe and Schneider) agree quite well.
The steady regime of a shear flow close to that described above can also be achieved

in the gap between two cylinders rotating with different angular velocities (Couette
flow). The flow profile is practically the same as in the case of a simple shear flow.
Using homeotropic surface orientation, the measured viscosity for low shear rates
turned out to be close to the principal viscosity coefficient h1 [94].

5.3.1.2.2 Measurements in Low-Frequency Oscillating Flows
The scheme of the experimental setup for such type of measurements proposed by
Miesowicz [84, 85] many years ago is in many respects similar to that shown in
Figure 5.31. It also includes the thin (glass) plate (32mm� 22mm) attached to the
balances and moving inside the container filled with LCs. The main difference is in
the type ofmotion. In theMiesowicz [84] experiments, the plate slowly oscillates for a
period of about 5 s and with an initial amplitude of about 3 mm. Such choice of
parameters of oscillations is important from two points of view. First, at such low
frequency, oscillations are spread all over bulk layers of LCs separating the plate from
the inner walls of the container. Indeed, estimate of the penetration length xu for
shear oscillations (see also Chapter 4) in accordance with expression xu ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h=rw

p
gives the value xu of about 3mm at such frequency and h
 0.1 P, which is
comparable to the gap (about 3mm). It corresponds to the vibration mode for a
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shear motion of LCs (contrary to the case of higher frequencies where overdamped
shear waves take place). Second, themaximal shear rate for such oscillations is rather
low (about 1 s�1). It means, in accordance with (5.80), that experimentally reasonable
fields (B
 1 T) can provide the same value of the angle q as that estimated above for a
steady flow case. That is why one can wait to see the measured values of viscosity
coefficients atj¼ 0� andj¼ 90� to be close to the two principal viscositiesh1 andh3.
The principal viscosity h2 in Miesowicz experiments was extracted from LC samples
aligned byflow that is correct only for small values offlow-induced angle q0. Themain
parameter under direct measurement was the damping time of plate oscillations.
To estimate the influence of different characteristics of the experimental setup, we

will consider as the simplest model the decay oscillations of a pendulum of effective
mass M damped by a friction force (5.84). As usual, the restoring force Fr is
proportional to the displacement z of a pendulum.

Fr ¼ �kz: ð5:85Þ

The equation of motion for such system is defined by Newton�s law:

M
d2z
dt2

¼ Fh þFr: ð5:86Þ

After dividing byM it is transformed to a standard form of differential equation for a
plate motion:

d2z
dt2

þ 2b
dz
dt

þw2
0z ¼ 0; ð5:87Þ

where

b ¼ hS
Mh

ð5:88Þ

is a coefficient, proportional to the shear viscosity,

w0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=M

p
ð5:89Þ

is the frequency of nondecaying oscillations (b¼ 0).
The solution of the equation depends on the relative values of the damping

coefficient b and frequency w0. For low-viscous LCs (like for PAA in Miesowicz
experiments) and big value of a gap b2 < w2

0, this solution corresponds to decay
oscillations:

zðtÞ ¼ Aexpð�btÞcosðwtþFÞ: ð5:90Þ

Increasing viscosity and (or) decreasing gap (which is desirable) result in an increase
in the damping coefficient b. In the case b2 > w2

0, the solution is described by the
expression:

zðtÞ ¼ A1 exp½�ðb�dÞt� þA2 exp½�ðbþ dÞt�; ð5:91Þ
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where d ¼ ðb2�w2
0Þ1=2. It corresponds to nonperiodic motion that was observed in

modern experiments of Hennel et al. [95].
A precise control of a small (less than 2 mm) displacement of the plate in these

experiments was achieved via laser detection. It provided the viscosity measure-
ments for both low and high viscous LCs. The same construction was applied [96]
for the determination of principal viscosities in nematic mixtures 8OCB (4-cyan-
40-octyloxybiphenyl) and 4TPB (4-butyl benzoate 40-isothiocyanate phenyl). At the
external magnetic field of 0.5 T, errors in viscosity coefficients were estimated at
5–10%. Results presented in Figure 5.32 show that such accuracy is not enough to
separate h2 and h3 values, although the difference between h1 and h2 is well
determined.
Viscosity measurements using high-frequency shear oscillations were described

in Chapter 4.

5.3.2
Measurements of Anisotropic Shear Viscosities in Flows of Liquid Crystals
Stabilized by Surfaces

Though highly precise measurements of anisotropic viscosities are possible using
magnetic fields, some physical restrictions considered above prevent such methods
from being widely used. To create magnetic fields needed to overcome orientational
action offlowand surface, onehas to use cumbrous and expensive equipment such as
heavy powerfulmagnets. It is out of use for other routine experiments in laboratories

Figure 5.32 Typical Miesowicz viscosity coefficients (h1 – *,
h2 – ~, h3 – ^) dependences on temperature; mixtures
with the weight percentage of 8OCB 0.70 (a) and 1.00 (b).
(After Janik et al. [96].)
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dealing with elaboration and use of liquid crystal materials. So, alternative decisions
more suitable for practice are of great interest.
As an example, we describe here the new experimental method applicable for any

NLC [97]. The main idea of the method is to use properly treated surfaces, instead of
fields, to provide well-defined orientation of a liquid crystal. Stabilization of orien-
tation by surfaces was considered previously [90, 94, 98]. In particular, it was found
[90] that additional homeotropic treatment of the surface provided better results for
the measurement of the viscosity coefficient h1. Nevertheless, measurements of all
principal shear viscosities without using any fields were first performed via the
method under consideration. The idea of the method was proposed and experimen-
tally checked first in Ref. [93]. A specific type of pressure-induced shear flow was
observed in the cell with two open edges. Namely, decay flow was realized from
measurements of anisotropic shear viscosities in liquid crystal samples. Hydrody-
namic instabilities arising under the nonlinear decay flow in the cell of variable gap
were described in Chapter 3. Below, we will focus on the linear regime of a director
motion in the flow plane. The scheme illustrating a decay flow is shown in
Figure 5.33.
A decay shear flow arises in the channel via the difference of levels DH in the open

tubes of diameterD connected by the rectangular channel (L�A� d), d is the gap of
the channel.
There is no flow through this cell in the equilibrium state (the levels of LCs in the

tubes are the same). But when the initial position of the levels is changed by putting
some amount of LCs into one tube or by inclining the cell, shear flow will be induced
by the hydrostatic pressure difference DP. This difference will decrease with time,
and, obviously, a certain time is required for complete cessation of the LCmotion that
depends on the shear viscosity. Actually, such a decay flow takes place not only in

Figure 5.33 Scheme of a decay flow in the channel of the length L,
width A, and gap d. The flow is produced by the instant pressure
difference DP(t)¼ rg DH(t) slowly decreasing with time. The fluid
volumetric flow rate Q¼ dV/dt is a constant in different cross
sections of the hydrodynamic circuit and can be expressed as
Q¼ (S/2)(d DH/dt), S¼pD2/4 – the cross section of the open
tube. (After Pasechnik et al. [93].)
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liquid crystals but also in isotropicfluids. In the latter case, aNewtonian-like behavior
with a constant value of shear viscosity is realized. By contrast, there is a connection
between the velocity gradients and the LC alignment in the liquid crystalline media.
Thus, the shear flow can change the initial LC orientation (e.g., homeotropic as
shown in Figure 5.34) and thus a non-Newtonian flow is observed (the shear viscosity
depends on time).
Electric or magnetic fields can be used to stabilize the initial homeotropic LC

alignment in this case [90, 93]. However, for a weak flow the linear approximation is
valid and the flow can be considered as quasi-Newtonian (the shear viscosity is
approximately constant). At the same time, slight flow-induced variations of the
initial homeotropic structure described by the angle q induce the phase difference d
that is quite sufficient to be detected bymeasuring the intensity I of polarized light in
accordance with (5.40). This parameter correlates with the time-dependent pressure
variations determined by the shear viscosity coefficient.
The theory of a linear decay flow is based on the system of coupled hydrodynamic

equations (3.32) and (3.33) describing a time evolution of the velocity Vx(z, t)
and orientation q(z, t) fields for a plane flow. These equations become uncoupled
if the quasistationary approximation is valid [100]. It takes place when the
characteristic time of pressure variations is much longer than the time of an
orientational relaxation (t� to¼ g1d2/K33, d is the thickness of the layer). It
means that the LC director n¼ {sin q(z, t), 0, cos q(z, t)} will vary in phase with
pressure. So, two independent equations for the velocityVx and the polar angleq are
written as

h1
q2VX

qz2
¼ qP

qx
ð5:92Þ

k33
q2q
qz2

¼ a2
qVX

qz
þ e0 DeE2q; ð5:93Þ

where h1 corresponds to the maximal shear viscosity.

Figure 5.34 The linear flow of LC induced by a pressure difference
DP¼P2�P1. A parabolic velocity profile v(z) occurs in the
case of small values of the angle q(z) describing orientational
changes in the homeotropic LC sample; E is the electric field
usually used for additional control of LC orientation.
(After Pasechnik et al. [97].)
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The equation for velocityVX is quite the same as in the case of isotropic liquids. So,
the common parabolic profile of velocity field for a laminar plane flow of an isotropic
liquid takes place in this case too:

Vxðz; tÞ ¼ �GðtÞ
2h1

z2�d
4

2� �
; ð5:94Þ

where the pressure gradient G(t)¼DP(t)/L (L is the length of the channel) can be
considered as a parameter slowly varying with time. The obtained expression
for Vx (z, t) and Equation 5.93 can be used to derive the time-dependent field
of LC orientation q(z, t) that becomes rather simple in the absence of external
fields:

qðz; tÞ ¼ � a2

6K33h1
z z2� d2

4

� �
G: ð5:95Þ

This result is valid only for small deformations of the initial homeotropic orien-
tation (in the opposite case, �out-of-plane� motion of a director described in
Chapter 3 can arise for the flow under consideration [99]).
As LC director deviation q(z, t) is proportional to the time-dependent pressure

difference, the latter can be extracted by analyzing polarized light intensity passing
through the cell. Indeed, the expression for a phase delay d between ordinary and
extraordinary rays is written as

dðtÞ ffi 2pd
l

noðn2e�n2oÞ
2n2e

hq2i ¼ 1
15120

pd
l
noðn2e�n2oÞ

2n2e

a2Gd3

K33h1

� �2

: ð5:96Þ

Expression (5.96) states that the phase difference d is proportional to the square of the
pressure gradient and therefore to the square of the hydrostatic pressure difference
DP applied to the open edges of the cell:

dðtÞ 
 G2ðtÞ 
 ½DPðtÞ�2: ð5:97Þ

The expression obtained provides control of the time-dependent pressure difference
DP(t) via the time-dependent phase difference d(t) that can be found through the
analysis of the flow-induced changes of polarized light intensity I(t).
It is easy to show for the given quasistationary decay flow that in every moment of

fluid motion the hydrostatic pressure difference

DPðtÞ ¼ rg DHðtÞ ð5:98Þ
is compensated for by the viscous pressure losses (DPh) arising in the channel, which
connects the open edges of the cell. For the rectangular channel having a length L, a
width A, and a constant thickness d such losses are proportional to the fluid
volumetric flow rate Q¼ dV/dt (V – the volume of a liquid flowing through the
cross section of the channel). Using (5.78) and (5.79), it is easy to get

DPh1
¼ � 12h1L

d3A
Q ¼ �RQ; ð5:99Þ
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where R is the hydrodynamic resistance of the capillary,

R ¼ Y�1 ¼ h1=Kc ð5:100Þ

Kc ¼ d3A
12L

; ð5:101Þ

the constant that depends only on the geometrical size of the capillary,
h1 ¼ 1=2ða4 þa5�a2Þ– the viscosity that corresponds to the homeotropic orienta-
tion of LC layer.
It is simple to derive from geometry of the problem shown in Figure 5.33 (the

connection between the volumetric flow rate Q and the rate of change of the level
difference DH):

Q ¼ S
2
dðDHÞ
dt

; ð5:102Þ

where S¼pD2/4 is a cross section of the open tubes. Taking into account the obvious
connection DP¼rg DH, one can easily obtain from (5.99) to (5.102) the differential
equations for the level and pressure differences DH and DP:

dðDHÞ
dt

¼ �ðDHÞ
t

ð5:103aÞ

dðDPÞ
dt

¼ �ðDPÞ
t

; ð5:103bÞ

where

t ¼ h1

2rg
S
Kc

¼ 2
h1

K
ð5:104Þ

K ¼ 4Kc

S
rg ¼ 4

3
d3A
LpD2

� �
rg; ð5:105Þ

the parameter that includes the size of both the capillary and the open tubes.

By solving Equations (5.103a) and (5.103b), we come to the following conclusions:

1. Thehydrostatic pressure differenceDP (proportional to the difference of levelsDH
in the open tubes) that induces the shear flow decays exponentially with time:

DPðtÞ ¼ DP0 expð�t=tÞ: ð5:106Þ
2. The characteristic decay time t is proportional to the shear viscosity coefficienth1:

t 
 h1: ð5:107Þ
3. According to Equation 5.97, the phase difference also exponentially decays with

time:

dðtÞ ¼ d0 expð�t=tdÞ; ð5:108Þ
where the relaxation time of the phase difference

td ¼ t=2 ¼ h1=K: ð5:109Þ
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Let us note that similar conclusions are also valid for the channel of the variable
thickness shown in Figure 3.7. It is easy to show that in this case (for small enough
value of the angle of the wedge-like cell), the parameter K can be expressed as

K ¼ Aðdmax þ d0Þðd2max þ d20Þ
3pD2L

; ð5:110Þ

where dmax and dmin are themaximal andminimal values of the gap in the wedge-like
cell.

So, the shear viscosity coefficienth1 can be extracted from the timedependence of a
light intensity I(t) obtained under a decay flow.Using awedge-like cell is desirable for
decreasing experimental errors. In the case of homeotropic boundary orientation
according to (5.96), the sensitivity of LC layer to the pressure gradient increases with
layer thickness. So, small deviations of LC orientation from the homeotropic one
registered by the opticalmethod first occurs in the thicker part of the cell. At the same
time, thinner parts of the layer became unchanged that make the overall effective
viscosity to be closer to the principal viscosity coefficienth1 than in the case of a cell of
a constant gap.
A similar construction of the cell can be used to obtain other principal shear

viscosities h2 and h3. In this case, a narrow stripe with homeotropic orientation was
formed in the part of the LCcell with lowest thickness, to register the time variation of
the light intensity I(t) (Figure 5.35).
The overall effective viscosity is determined by a decay flow in the planar part of the

cell with a total area essentially bigger than the area of the homeotropic stripe. So,
expressions (5.108) and (5.109) holdwhenh1 is replacedwith a proper shear viscosity
(h2 or h3) for a planar orientation in the direction of a flow or in the direction normal
to the flow plane.
Examples of time dependences of light intensity I(t) and phase difference d(t)

obtained by using cells with different types of preferred orientation are given in
Figure 5.36.

Figure 5.35 Construction of LC cells with combined orientation of
LC for measurement of three principal viscosity coefficients.
(After Pasechnik et al. [97].)
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Dependences d(t) are in accordance with a simple decay law (5.108) that deter-
mines three principal shear viscosity coefficients. Estimates of possible errors show
that they are about 5%, which seems to be satisfactory. This method is promising for
rheological studies of newly synthesized liquid crystals as a relatively small amount of
LCs (about 1 g) is needed for measurements.
In conclusion, we have to note that direct measurements of anisotropic shear

viscosities in flows of nematic liquid crystals provide the most reliable information
about dissipative material parameters of these materials important for applications.
In principle, all Leslie coefficients can be extracted via suchmeasurements. Themain
problem is to reach high enough accuracy of measurements. Though this problem
can be solved by careful account and minimization of possible errors (see Ref. [87]),
some factors such as the use of strong magnetic fields and large amount of liquid
crystals make such setups unsuitable for routine measurements. Some excellent

Figure 5.36 Optical response and time dependence of the
measured phase difference in MLC-6609 for three principal
geometries of a shear flow. The time-dependent phase
retardations d(t) define the corresponding decay times td
and anisotropic shear viscosities hi of the LC. (a) td¼ 132 s,
h1¼ 0.156 Pa s; (b) td¼ 81.8 s, h2¼ 0.022Pa s; (c) td¼ 134.8 s,
h3¼ 0.0371 Pa s. (After Pasechnik et al. [97].)
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investigations (as [88]) were done with a relatively small amount of LCs. Unfortu-
nately, errors arising upon the determination of the practically important viscosity
coefficient h1 are too large (more than 10%). In principle, these can be decreased by
proper surface treatment of the inner surfaces of the channel. Nevertheless, even in
this case, strong magnetic fields have to be used to overcome the flow-induced
orientation. So, the elaboration of new measurement methods seems to be impor-
tant. The most promising way to solve the problems mentioned above is the use of
surface-induced orientation to stabilize monodomain structure in thin layers of LC
(about 100mmand smaller). For the realization of this idea, a new optical method for
anisotropic shear viscosity measurements was proposed [97]. This method can be
adopted for studying a small amount (less than 1 g) of LCs and does not require
powerful magnets. The standard optical technique and simplemeasuring procedure
make this method rather attractive for control measurements in the synthesis of new
liquid crystal materials. Moreover, it can be applied for studying lyotropic nematics
hardly oriented by magnetic fields.
The reader can easily find a number of shear viscosities of LC oriented by flow (see,

for example, Ref. [38]) obtained via commercial viscosimeters. Though they are
useful for some estimation, the knowledge of anisotropic shear viscosities is of
primary interest for the optimization of new dynamic mode used in liquid crystal
displays (see Chapter 6). Such results are known only for a restricted number of
nematic materials. As a rule, they are obtained with different accuracy making their
mutual comparison and analysis difficult. Some conclusions about temperature
dependences of hi can be found in reviews [37, 38].
In particular, the authors of the review [37] analyzed the temperature behavior of

anisotropic shear viscosities on the basis of precise results (see Figure 5.37) obtained
for a nematic mixture (Nematic Phase V, Merck) with a wide temperature range
(268–347 K) of nematic phase.
The authors concluded that at low temperatures far from the clearing point curves

of shear and rotational viscosity coefficients are parallel to each other, that is, the ratios
hi/hj and g1/hi remain more or less constant. For a given temperature, the activation
energies of the coefficients are the same, but they change with temperature in the
range 55–30 kJ/mol. Such changes far from the clearing point can be alternatively
described (as for isotropic liquids) in terms of a free volume theory that predicts the
next type of hi(T):

hi ¼ h0iexp
B

T�T0

� �
ð5:111Þ

with T0¼ 180 K. One can point out that the coefficients g1 and h2 show the critical
increase upon approaching the nematic–smectic A phase transitions that makes
the temperature behavior of the shear viscosity coefficients more complicated for
LC materials with such type of polymorphism [37]. In particular, the usual
inequalities

h1 > g1 > h3 > h2 ð5:112Þ
cannot be valid near transition point TNA.
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5.4
Optical Methods for the Measurement of Leslie Coefficients

Below (see Chapter 6), we will show that inertial properties of some LC devices (e.g.,
new types of LCD) are controlled not only by a rotational viscosity coefficient but also
by other combinations of Leslie coefficients. So, the knowledge of these parameters is
important.
In principle, the complete set of Leslie coefficients can be extracted from shear

viscositymeasurements in flows of different types added bymeasurements of flow-
induced angle (like in experiments of G€ahwiller [88] and Beens and de Jeu [90].) or
by a rotational viscosity coefficient. In practice, however, only precise measure-
ments, such as those made by Kneppe and Schneider ([37,87]), provide reliable
estimates of all Leslie coefficients. An example of such calculations is presented in
Figure 5.38.
Above, we have shown that there are some physical restrictions on geometrical

sizes of measuring cells used in rheological studies of LC oriented by fields. So, such
precise viscosimetric setups are of minor importance for routine laboratory mea-
surements of newly synthesized LCs, where only a small amount of LCs is available.
Optical methods operating with thin layers are very attractive from this point of view.
A number of optical techniques were proposed for this purpose. Below we will
consider some examples most suitable for applications.

Figure 5.37 Principal shear viscosities (hi), rotational viscosity
coefficient (g1), and isotropic shear viscosity coefficient (hiso) as a
function of temperature for the liquid crystal Nematic Phase V.
Tc – clearing point temperature. (After Kneppe and Schneider [37].)
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5.4.1
Flow Alignment Measurements

The alignment by flow can be considered as fundamental physical property of liquid
crystals. For most liquid crystals, intensive laminar flows result in the mean
orientation described by a flow alignment angle that is connected with Leslie
coefficients a2 and a3 in accordance with (5.74). So, the measurements of q0 can
be used to calculate a ratio a3/a2. Optical technique is most suitable for this purpose
due to high sensitivity to director rotation. It was applied in rheological studies by
G€ahwiller [88] and Beens and de Jeu [90]) as an additional method.

5.4.1.1 Measurement in a Steady Simple Shear Flow
In their experiments,Wahl andFisher [101] andSkarp et al. [102] conducted an optical
study onorientational changes induced by a simple shearflow. Themain idea of these
experiments is illustrated in Figure 5.39.
In both experiments, a nematic liquid crystal layer is contained by capillarity

between two glass disks (about 6 cm in diameter) treated in order to obtain home-
otropic boundary conditions. One of the disks is fixed, while the other one is rotating
with a constant angular frequencyw. InWahl and Fisher experiments, the thickness d
of the nematic layer was varied between 40 and 500mm. It could bemeasured with an
accuracy of�2mm.The angular velocityw ranged from4.19� 10�5 to4.19� 10�2 s�1.
This way, a wide range of shear velocities v¼wr and shear rates u¼ (wr/d) were
covered, r being the distance from the rotating axis. The disks were placed between
crossed polarizers and illuminated withmonochromatic light (l¼ 546nm) normal to
the layer. The example of images obtained by Wahl and Fisher for MBBA is shown in
Figure 5.39b. The black and dark rings originate due to the interference between the

Figure 5.38 Leslie coefficients of MBBA at different temperatures
(After Kneppe and Schneider [37].)
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ordinary and extraordinary rays propagating through the sample. It demanded a few
minutes after beginning of the rotation to stabilize the images. After this period, the
number and the positions of the rings became stable.
The description of this experiment is rather simple. The specific �out-off-plane�

instability induced by Poiseuille flow at homeotropic boundary orientation does not
exist for a steady simple shear flow (see Chapter 3). So, well-defined rings correspond
to the tilt of the director in the orthoradial plane that depends on a radius. For small
distortions, the angle q of inclination of a director from the initial orientation can be
found from the torque balance equation (expression (5.93)) that becomes very simple
for this case:

K33
d2q
dz2

¼ a2
wr
d
: ð5:113Þ

The solution of this equation can be expressed as

qðzÞ ¼ q0
1
4
� z2

d2

� �
; with q0 ¼ �a2dwr

2K33
: ð5:114Þ

It is simple to show that (5.114) results in quadratic dependence of thephasedelay d on
d,w, and r that are in accordancewith images obtained in a regimeof linear distortions.
In a nonlinear regime, the angle q saturates when approaching the flow alignment
angle q0, defined by (5.74) throughout the cell except for thin boundary layers.
Measurements of the phase delay d can be done by taking into account a number
of interferencerings. Ithelpscalculate theflowalignmentangleandtheratio (a2�a3)/
(a2 þ a3).Valuesof theseparameters reportedbyWahlandFisher forMBBAareequal
to 81.8� 0.50 and0.959� 0.005. Itmeans that the ratioa3/a2 is positive and very small
(about0.02),which is theusual situation forflowaligningLCs. Itwas foundbydifferent

Figure 5.39 (a) Schematic picture of the experimental setup
(after Skarp et al. [102] and (b) interference patterns seen in the
flowing liquid crystal are recorded on a photographic film.
(After Wahl and Fisher [101].)
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techniques that in some liquid crystals – HBAB (hexylo-amino-benzo-nitrile) and
CBOOA (cyano-benzylidine-octyloxy-aniline), for example – the steady orientation
induced by flow breaks down [103–105]. This behavior was related to the influence of
cybotactic smectic clusters arising at approaching nematic–smectic A (N–A) phase
transition. In termsofLesliecoefficients, it corresponds topositive valueofa3.To study
such crystals, Skarp et al. [102] slightly modified the experimental technique of Wahl
and Fisher by including an additional AC electric field (of amplitude E0 and frequency
f¼ 500Hz). The alignment angle q induced by both flow and electric field can be
expressed as

tan q ¼ eaE2
0

2ua3
� e2aE4

0

4u2a4
3
� ja2j

a3

� �1=2

; ð5:115Þ

where ea¼ e0 De (it is worthwhile tomention that there was a technicalmistake in this
formula presented in the original paper).
The minus sign in Equation 5.115 has to be chosen by stability conditions in the

case a3> 0.9. Without the electric field, the argument in the square root will
be negative implying a nonexisting equilibrium angle q. With a nonzero field, the
negative term in the square root can be compensated resulting in a steady solution for
the angle q. Such behavior was confirmed experimentally for 8CB (De> 0). So, this
made it possible to extract values of both a3 and a2 coefficients. The temperature
dependence of a3 in the vicinity (N–A) is shown in Figure 5.40.
So, the described technique turned out to be rather universal. Relatively, a3

measurements can be considered as rather precise (errors of order 10%) taking into
account the extremely small value of this parameter. Values of a2 and the rotational
viscosity coefficient g1¼a3�a2 also may be determined by such technique.

5.4.1.2 Measurement in Oscillating Simple Shear Flows
The shear flow in the gap between two rotating disks described above provides a
steady shear flow, close to one-dimensional flow at least at a distance far from the

Figure 5.40 Viscosity a3 as a function of temperature in 8CB. (After Skarp et al. [102].)
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centers of the disks. The real one-dimensional flow can be realized at a relative
motion of two plates in one direction. It is difficult tomaintain such steadymotion for
a long time; so, in experiments, it was replaced with low-frequency (a few s�1)
oscillating motion. In accordance with arguments presented in Section 5.4.1.1, it
provides a regime of vibrations that is rather simple for a theoretical description. The
flow-induced orientational changes were registered via changes in conoscopic
figures. The final information on Leslie coefficients is essentially the same as
presented in Section 5.4.1.1. A detailed description of such experiments and their
results can be found in the book by Oswald and Pieranski [3]. Figure 5.41 demon-
strates the temperature dependence of a3/g1 ratio in CBOOA.
There is a change of the sign of a3 upon approaching the nematic–smectic A

transition, similar to the one shown in Figure 5.40. In spite of simplicity of the basic
idea, experimental realization demands a fine mechanical system and a rather
complicated analysis of conoscopic images needed to extract quantitative informa-
tion about Leslie coefficients.

5.4.2
Measurements by Using Quasielastic Light Scattering

Such technique was applied to liquid crystals for the past four decades, beginning
from the background publication [22, 106]. The theory of the method and the
examples of its application are described in most of the books on the physics of
liquid crystals (see, for example, Ref. [23]). So, in this section, we will present only a
short review of this technique and the results obtained to estimate its application for
routine measurements. In Section 5.5, we will also discuss the application of this
method for studying rheological properties of LC at strong confinement.

Figure 5.41 Value of the a3/g1 ratio as a function of temperature
in CBOOA. (After Oswald and Pieranski [3].)
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It is well known (see, for example, Ref. [24]) that quasielastic light scattering can
be considered a special class of optical spectroscopy that is preferred when the
processes to be examined have relatively slow relaxation times of the order 10�6 s or
longer. Such timescale is a characteristic of thermal orientational fluctuations in
liquid crystals. As it was shown in Section 5.1, the analysis of the intensity of
scattered light at different geometries helps determine Frank elastic constants Kii.
The information about viscous properties can be extracted from the line width of
scattered light.
The frequency broadeningDwa of the line in the optical spectrumof scattered light

corresponding to the given (a) eigenmode of director fluctuations (see Section 5.1)
can be expressed as

Dwa ¼
Kaaq2? þK33q2k

hað~qÞ;
; ð5:116Þ

where the effective viscosity coefficients ha(q) are expressed via combinations of
Leslie coefficients [107]:

h1ð~qÞ ¼ g1�
ðq2?a3�q2ka2Þ2

q4?h2 þ q2kq
2
?ða1 þa3 þa4 þa5Þþ q4kh1

ð5:117Þ

h2ð~qÞ ¼ g1�
q2ka2

q2?h3 þ q2kh1
: ð5:118Þ

So, in principle, all Leslie coefficients are included in expressions (5.117) and (5.118)
and one can try to extract them by analyzing the scattered light for different
experimental geometries.
In particular, for the principal geometries (1� q||¼ 0 and 2� q?¼ 0), expressions

for effective viscosity coefficients become rather simple:

h1ðqÞ ¼ hsplay ¼ g1�a2
3=h2;

h2ðqÞ ¼ htwist ¼ g1 ½for geometry 1ðqk ¼ 0Þ� : ð5:119Þ

h1ðqÞ ¼ h2ðqÞ ¼ hbend ¼ g1�a2
2=h1 ½for geometry 2ðq? ¼ 0Þ�: ð5:120Þ

So, for the first geometry, two fluctuation modes, the splay mode and the twist
corresponding to two Lorentzian-shaped modes of different widths in the spectra of
scattered light, are observed.
For the second geometry, only one – the bend mode – determines one Lorentzian

band in this spectra. Values of frequency shifts induced by fluctuations (about
102–103Hz) are too small in comparison with initial light frequency (about 5�
1014Hz for red laser light). It cannot be resolved by usual spectroscopic technique
and some alternative technique such as (heterodyne andhomodyne)was used for this
purpose. The heterodyne technique (light beating spectroscopy) is based on the
interference of scattered light of the frequency w¼w0 þ dw changed by thermal
fluctuations and the initial monochromatic light of frequency w0 that takes place at
a photodetector. Due to the small value of ratio dw/w0, such interference results in
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low-frequency beatings for the output signal from the photodetector of the frequency
dw convenient for further processing.
As a rule in modern experimental setups, homodyne or �self-beating� mode is

used. In this mode, only the scattered light is registered by a photomultiplier, and the
measured intensity is recorded and manipulated electronically to compute its time
correlation function CI(q,) that is defined as [24]

CIðq; tÞ ¼ hIsðtÞ�Isðtþ tÞi; ð5:121Þ
where Is(t) is the instantaneous value of the scattered intensity at time t. This
correlation function can be expressed in terms of fluctuation modes mentioned
above. In general, the spectrum of scattered light consists of the sum of three
Lorentzian functions. Fortunately, only one of them can be extracted by a proper
choice of geometry. For example, in the geometries studied by van der Meulen and
Zijlstra [25], only the twist term remains for small scattering angles (<5�), while for
angles exceeding>20� the splay term dominates. So, the effective viscosities defined
by (5.119) and (5.120) can be determined by this technique.
Since the pioneering work by the Orsay Liquid Crystal Group [106] that tried to

obtain all Leslie coefficients for PAA, several attempts [25, 27, 108] have beenmade to
extract such type of information from Rayleigh light scattering. Although results of
these first experiments were in accordance with the main theoretical predictions,
estimated experimental errors were too high (about 20%). Later on, a lot of efforts
were made to improve experimental setups and to optimize the measuring proce-
dure. In particular, van derMeulen andZijlstra [25] studied the scattering geometries
rather systematically, obtaining the viscosity constants of a series of nematic
compounds APAPA (m¼ 1–5, 9) and OHMBBA. In their experiments, they used
the homodyne self-beat technique to detect noise intensity spectra of laser light
scattered by a thin layer (50mm) of the nematic liquid crystal. The schema of the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.42.
Their studies were, however, still limited to the geometries where the incident

beam was perpendicular or parallel to the director.

Figure 5.42 The schema of the experimental setup for light
scatteringmeasurements. (After van derMeulen andZijlstra [25].)
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Essential improvement of experimental accuracy was obtained by choosing
alternative optimal geometries, with the incident beam oblique to the director, and
by using precise computer-based photon correlation spectroscopy [109–111]. It
turned out to be very useful for experimental investigations of the correlation
between chemical structure and viscoelastic properties of liquid crystals [109].
Experimental data obtained for 40-alkyl-4-cyanobiphenyls (nCB, n¼ 5–8) and pre-
sented in Figure 5.43 confirm this possibility. In this experiment, optical cells with
both homogeneous (parallel) alignment and homeotropic onewere used. Cells with a
thickness of 25mm constructed from two glass plates (19mm� 13mm� 1mm)

Figure 5.43 Obtained K1/hsplay, K22/htwist, and K33/hbend ratio as a function
of temperature TNI–T for nCB (n¼ 5–8). (After Hirakata et al. [109].)
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were leaned to obtain rather large (15–20�) scattering angles. In this case, the
homodyne detection used the scattered photons most efficiently, resulting in high
speed and high accuracy. Experimental errors in K22/htwist and K33/hbend ratios were
estimated at about �1.5% (for K33/hsplay such error was slightly larger).
Such precision is enough to detect the so-called odd–even effect, clearly seen in

Figure 5.43a–c; nCB with odd (n¼ 2m� 1) has the larger ratios than nCB with even
(n¼ 2m). It means that viscoelastic properties can be effectively changed by slight
manipulation of the chemical structure of liquid crystals. The strong (and nontrivial)
influence of chemical structure on anisotropic viscosities was also confirmed by
quasielastic light scattering measurements performed in nematic phases of a
dialkoxyphenylbenzoate monomer and its dimer [111]. In particular, close values
of splay viscosity (consistent with typical literature values) were found for the
monomer and the dimer. At the same time, the bend viscosity of a dimer was
essentially higher than that of a monomer (Figure 5.44).

Figure 5.44 Bend viscosity as a function of temperature for a
monomer (a) and dimer (b). (After DiLisi and Rosenblatt [111].)
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The examples presented show that viscoelastic properties can be effectively
changed via manipulation of chemical structure of liquid crystals. It is of primary
importance for elaboration of new LC materials, as it will be shown below (see
Chapter 6). The use of correlation photon spectroscopy operating with a small
amount of LC can be considered as rather attractive for this purpose. Nevertheless,
some reasons are possible to prevent the application of such technique for viscosity
measurements in basic and applied research.
First, it is important to note that only the ratios (Kii/hi) can be extracted from the

spectra of scattered light. It means that the primary source of error for the viscosities
is uncertainty in the elastic constants since they are determined with errors of about
5%. So, the resulting errors cannot be reduced to values achieved at precise
viscometric measurements described above.
Second, it is not possible to extract information about such Leslie coefficients asa3

and a1 and usually they are equaled to zero.
Finally, the preparation of the samples and the measuring procedure are not very

simple. In particular, the cell preparation requires great care because light scattering
is very sensitive to defects, such as dusts, scratches on glass plates, and static director
distortions of various kinds. To provide fast measurements at different geometries
modern (and rather expensive) complexes for correlation photon spectroscopy are
demanded. So, the elaboration of more simple optical technique for routine labo-
ratory measurements is still of interest.

5.4.3
Determination of Leslie Coefficients from the Dynamics of Fr�eedericksz Transitions

Beginning from the pioneeringwork of Pieranski and coworkers [5], therewere some
experimental works devoted to the determination of Leslie coefficients by optical
study of dynamics of thin LC layers distorted by magnetic (or electric) fields. Rapid
switching on (off) field results in the transient behavior of the director determined by
the viscoelastic properties of LCs. For different types of initial boundary conditions
and directions of applied field, the characteristic times of a relaxation process are
defined by different combinations of Leslie coefficients. In the simplest case of a twist
deformation, only the rotational viscosity coefficient determines the relaxation
times and this parameter can be found from optical registration of such rotation
(see Section 5.2).
At small distortions of initially planar (homeotropic) monodomain samples, the

backward relaxation process is governed by splay (bend) viscosities defined by
expressions (5.119) and (5.120). This process is described in the same manner as
in the case of pure twist deformation (see expressions (5.34)–(5.39) by replacing
values K22 with K33(K11) for the initial homeotropic-H (planar-P) orientation and by
using effective viscositieshbend (forH) andhsplay (for P) instead of rotational viscosity
coefficient g1. So, the combination of Leslie coefficients (g1�a2

2=h1) and (g1�a2
3=h2)

entering into the expressions for relaxation times can be extracted at properly
performed optical experiments. A traditional scheme of such experiments, first
proposed by Pieranski et al. [5], is shown in Figure 5.45. LC cell is placed between
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two crossed polarizers. Changes in polar angle q induced by field (after turning the
field on) or by boundaries (after turning the field off) result in time variations of the
phase delay d and the intensity I of output polarized light connected to d by
expression (5.40).
It is obvious that both the phase d and the light intensity I are nonlinear functions

of the polar angleq. So, equal variations of this anglewill result in different changes in
I. Moreover, the light intensity shows nonmonotonic dependence on d in accordance
with (5.40). That is why computer fitting of experimental data by theoretical
dependences is useful for such types of experiments. In principle, this procedure
can help determine almost all Leslie coefficients at strong deformation of the initial
structure under electricfield [112]. Nevertheless, precision of suchmethod is not very
high. As for measurements via a photon correlation spectroscopy, errors in Frank
constants contribute to the effective viscosity hsplay and hbend under consideration. It
provides a comparable precision of two optic methods for a rotational viscosity
coefficient g1 (see Figure 5.46). Attempts to extract other Leslie coefficients [112]
provided numerical values of low accuracy that can be used only for estimations. It is
obvious thatmore precise initial data are needed for the four-parameterfitting used in
this work taking into account a big difference in values of Leslie parameters under
determination.

Figure 5.45 Optical setup used tomeasure the birefringence of LC film.
(After Pieranski et al. [5].)
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It is possible to draw some conclusions concerning themethods for determination
of Leslie coefficients and obtained results.

1. Usually, different combinations, but not Leslie coefficients themselves, can be
derived from experiments. The possibility to extract individual values of ai

depends on a number of factors, such as an accuracy of measurements of the
whole combinations, relative values of entering Leslie coefficients, and an
accuracy of measurements of additional parameters (e.g., Frank moduli).

2. There are well-defined optical methods for measuring a3/a2 ratio from flow
alignment angle. As the rotational viscosity coefficient g1¼a3�a2 is usually
measured with satisfactory accuracy, both coefficients a3 and a2 can be deter-
mined separately.

3. The precise anisotropic shear viscosity measurements that provide the most
reliable values of Leslie coefficients includinga1. Nevertheless, they are of limited
use due to a large amount of LCs needed for measurements.

4. Some combinations, such as the bend viscosity, important for applications can be
made with the study of inelastic light scattering. To calculate viscous parameters,
one has to know Frank moduli as only viscoelastic ratios are determined. It is not
simple to conduct precise measurements of elastic moduli, as it was shown in
Section 5.1.

5. As a result, the entire set of Leslie coefficients is known only for a very restricted
number of nematics. Meanwhile, relative values and temperature dependences of
Leslie coefficients are under consideration in many phenomenological and
microscopic theories describing dissipative properties of liquid crystals (see, for

Figure 5.46 Temperature dependence of g1(T) for MBBA
obtained from the experiments in geometry with initial planar (P)
and homeotropic (H) orientation. The results are compared with
independent data. (After Schmiedel et al. [112].)
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example, Refs [37, 38, 79]). So, the lack of enough number of reliable data on this
topic prevents the experimental check of theoreticalmodels. The knowledge of the
entire set of Leslie coefficients is also very desirable for computer simulation of
different modes applied in modern LC displays (see Chapter 6).

5.5
Methods for Studying Surface Anchoring and Surface Dynamics of Liquid Crystals

Oneof themainways of optimizing liquid crystal devices is touse solid-like or polymer
surfaces with well-defined anchoring properties [113]. Besides traditional methods
(e.g., rubbing), some new technologies such as photoalignment technology have been
derived and tested in the past two decades [53, 114]. The study of static and dynamic
properties of surface anchoring is of growing interest inmodern basic and applied LC
science [54, 114, 115]. One can find a number of reviews and books (see, for example,
Refs [63, 115, 118–120]), where both the experimental methods and the results of
determination of static anchoring properties (surface angle, anchoring strength, and
angular dependence of surface anchoring energy) are considered in detail. So, below
we will pay special attention to some experimental methods that provide reliable
results on anchoring strength. We will also consider some methods and results
concerning specific surface dynamics of liquid crystals that are of interest at present.

5.5.1
Surface Anchoring Parameters

It is well known that the local physical properties of both isotropic and anisotropic
liquids in thin layers in the vicinity of liquid–solid (or gas) interface can be essentially
different from the properties of bulk samples [121]. On a phenomenological level, it
can be attributed to the additional contributions to the free energy density arising via
molecular liquid–solid interactions [118]. The breaking of translation symmetry near
the interface results in dependence of local physical parameters (such as density) on
the distance z from the interface (z¼ 0). In particular, for nematic liquid crystals, the
tensor order parameterQij has to be considered as a function of z and the traditional
description of nematic liquid crystals via a director nwith fixed boundary orientation
(strong anchoring) fails. The simplest way to take into account this situation is to
introduce additionally to the bulk director nb the surface director ns describing the
overall molecular orientation in near-surface layer (Figure 5.47).
In the equilibrium and in the absence of external torques, the orientation of vector

ns is the same as that of an easy axes ne that corresponds to the preferable boundary
orientation defined by surface treatment. Below, we will show that extremely slow
changes (gliding) of an easy axis are possible in general. Nevertheless, in most cases
ne can be considered a time-independent parameter. Then, only the variations of the
surface director ns under the action of external factors (e.g., fields) have to be
considered. Two additional parameters azimuthal Wj and polar Wq strengths are
introduced to quantitatively characterize the surface anchoring (see Chapter 2). They
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can be determined as [118]

Wj ¼ 1
2
q2Wðjs; qsÞ

qj2
s

����
js¼je;qs¼qe

ð5:122Þ

Wq ¼ 1
2
q2Wðjs; qsÞ

qq2s

����
js¼je;qs¼qe

ð5:123Þ

where W(js, qs) vanishes for js¼je and qs¼ qe and describes the anisotropic
contribution to the surface tension function.
The values Wj and Wq correspond also to the parameters introduced in Rapini–

Popoular model of interfacial interactions with the next type of the anchoring energy
functions W(js) and W(qs) for azimuthal or polar variations of the surface director

WðjsÞ ¼ Wjsin
2ðjs�jeÞ ð5:124Þ

WðqsÞ ¼ Wqsin
2ðqs�qeÞ: ð5:125Þ

It is also useful to introduce the extrapolation lengths (Lj and Lq) defined as

LjðqÞs ¼ Kii=WjðqÞ; ð5:126Þ
whereKii corresponds to the given type of deformation. In particular,K22 is applicable
for twist deformation and K33 (K11) for bend (splay) deformations corresponding to
the initial homeotropic (planar) orientation.

The ratio

w ¼ d=Ls; ð5:127Þ
where d the thickness of LC layer can be considered as a dimensionless parameter
used to define the anchoring strength. The value w� 1 corresponds to strong
anchoring. The opposite case – weak anchoring – takes place when w	 1. As a
rule for surfaces with well-defined orientation, the term �weak anchoring�means the
essential difference from strong anchoring that is realized at w� 1 too.
Though Rapini–Popoular potential (5.124) and (5.125) successfully describes

many effects, it fails in some cases (e.g., at describing the distortions of the director

Figure 5.47 Schematic view of the director orientation at the interface. (After Faetti [118].)
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in strong external fields [122]). So, a number of alternative dependences such as
Legendre polynomial functions, Fourier expansion, or unified functions depending
on both azimuthal and polar angles were proposed for a surface anchoring potential
[63, 115, 123, 124].
It is worthwhile to point out that the term �anchoring energy� is often used instead

of anchoring strength, though these two parameters have a different physical
meaning and do not coincide in general [118].
There are no principal problems in precise experimental determination of the

surface angles [118]. It is not true for surface anchoring strengths that will be
demonstrated below.

5.5.2
Methods of Measuring Surface Anchoring Strength

There are various experimental techniques for measuring anchoring strength that
may be divided into two different groups according towhether an external perturbing
field is applied (field-on technique) or not (field-off technique) [119]. In any case, the
kind of distortion of the director field in a surface layer is of great importance. In
different experiments for the determination of W, the parameters registered and
varied were (i) phase delay, Bruster angle etc. in optical technique, (ii) the strength of
the external field (electric, magnetic, and acoustic), (iii) the parameters of surface
treatment of substrates, and (iv) chemical composition of liquid crystalline com-
pounds (for details, see the reviews [63, 119, 123, 125, 126]).
Here, we shall only list themost important approaches and show some interesting

examples of experimental techniques used in modern studies of LCs.

5.5.2.1 Field-Off Techniques
Perhaps the simplest way to evaluate both the polar and the azimuthal anchoring
strength is the measurement of the thickness of domain walls separating regions of
nematic liquid crystals with different director orientations. The energy of the wall
depends on its thickness r, cell thickness and elastic moduli, and anchoring energy at
the interface [127]. The azimuthal (Wj) and polar (Wq) anchoring strength can be
determined from the corresponding thicknesses r of the wall. This method is mostly
useful for studying weak anchoring surfaces. Usually, values of r are on the order of a
fewmicrons and can be determined frommicroscopic measurements. For example,
in Refs [128, 129], the Neel wall method was applied to determine the azimuthal
anchoring strength for 5CB andMLC-2051 (Merck, Japan) oriented by photopolymer
film of poly(vinyl cinnamate) (PVCi).
The azimuthal anchoring strength can be extracted by measuring the thickness of

the wall r in accordance with expression

Wj ¼ ½�lnð3�2
ffiffiffi
2

p Þ�2dK11

2r2
: ð5:128Þ

A thorough comparison of obtained results with the experimental data obtained by
independent technique [129] has shown that the surface adsorption may prevent
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accurate measurement; therefore, the Neel wall method may be unsuitable for the
accurate measurement of azimuthal anchoring energy.

5.5.2.1.1 Light Scattering Methods
Anchoring strength can also be calculated from the measurements of the intensity of
small-angle light scattering by directorfluctuations [119]. Thewave vector q of director
fluctuations depends on anchoring energy. For strong anchoring,W ! 1 the lowest
energy curvature mode has q1¼p/d. For finite W, the wave vector is smaller:

qr ¼ p
dþ 2Ls

ð5:129Þ

and the scattered intensity is concentrated at smaller scattering angles. This
technique is especially useful for dimensionless anchoring strength of the order
0.1<w< 10.
The dependence of the wave vector on the anchoring strength modifies not only

the angular dependence of the scattering but also the frequency broadening Dwa of
the line in the optical spectrum of scattered light corresponding to the given (a)
eigenmode of director fluctuations (5.116). So, in modern investigations of liquid
crystals, photon correlation spectroscopy described above was also applied. This
method (see Ref. [130]) is based on the measurement of the relaxation time of
thermal fluctuations in very thin nematic layers with a well-defined orientation. It
has been applied successfully to determine temperature dependence of the zenithal
(polar) and azimuthal anchoring on polymeric orienting layers that induce planar
anchoring [131–133] and on DMOAP-silanated glass surfaces inducing home-
otropic alignment [134].
One of the experimental geometries is shown in Figure 5.48.
This variant of light scattering studies seems to be rather attractive for routine

measurements. Nevertheless, the cell quality in such technique is critical. The
thickness of the layer has to be small enough to observe scattering induced only
by the fundamental mode of the orientational fluctuations. It holds for the layer
thickness less than 2mm even for small scattering angles (about 3�). The precise
control of the gap is important to determine anchoring strength with a reasonable
accuracy. For example, in Ref. [134] it was provided by two independent methods:

Figure 5.48 Schematic illustration of the light scattering
experiment. Substrate�s easy axes are parallel to the director n and
to the polarization of the incoming light i, while the polarization of
the outgoing beam f is orthogonal. (After Vilfan et al. [131].)
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(i) spectrophotometry on empty cells and (ii) birefringence measurements on cells
filled with a liquid crystal. Examples of experimental data on the azimuthal and polar
anchoring strength obtained by such technique are presented in Figure 5.49. In the
first case (Figure 5.49a), the azimuthal anchoring strength was measured for 5CB
oriented by photoactive PVC film that changes configuration if illuminated with UV
light. The obtained values of Wj correspond to the weak anchoring (w� 1). At
the same time, the strong polar anchoring (w� 1) took place for 8OCB connected
with DMOAP(N,N-dimethyl-n-octadecyl-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilyl)-silanated
glass surfaces at homeotropic alignment (Figure 5.49b).
Data presented confirm the possibility of measurements of both polar and

azimuthal anchoring strengths varying in a wide range with a reasonable accuracy.

Figure 5.49 Time dependence of the azimuthal anchoring
strength (energy) on the time for the interface 5CB–PVC film
(a) (weak anchoring) (after Vilfan et al. [131]). Temperature
dependence of the polar anchoring strength for 8OCB connected
with DMOAP-silanated glass surfaces at homeotropic alignment
(b) (strong anchoring) (after Škarabot [134]).
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So, a dynamic correlation spectroscopy can be considered as a universal technique
useful for laboratory applications.
It is worthwhile to mention the additional possibility to use the angular depen-

dence of Rayleigh scattering intensity for the determination within the accuracy of
about �0.1� the surface angles js and qs [135].
Nevertheless, light scatteringmeasurements of anchoring strengths are of limited

use due to the reasons mentioned above (see also Sections 5.1.2 and 5.4.2). So, more
simple and convenient methods for routine measurements of azimuthal and polar
anchoring strength are usually used.

5.5.2.1.2 Torque Balance Method
One of the most popular measurement methods for the azimuthal anchoring
strength is the torque balance method, which is based on rather simple principles
demonstrated in Figure 5.50.
In the configuration shown in Figure 5.50, the surface directors nt and nb are

oriented at the angle DF to the surface alignment direction due to elastic torque at
twist deformation. This angle determined by an optical method increases with a
decrease in azimuthal anchoring forceWj. The latter can be calculated in accordance
with the well-known expression [63]

Wj ¼ 2K22Ft

d sinð2 DFÞ ; ð5:130Þ

where Ft is the actual twist angle described by

Ft ¼ F0
t�2 DF ð5:131Þ

F0
t is the angle between the directions of alignment treatment for the alignmentfilms

on two substrate surfaces, for example, rubbing direction or optical axis of the
polarized UV exposure light.
For weak anchoring surfaces (e.g., after PA treatment), an easy axis formed by the

absorbed layer of LC molecules can differ from alignment direction [136]. It results

Figure 5.50 Schematics of TN cell and director configuration inside the cell. (After Okubo [129].)
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in incorrect values of the anchoring strength calculated via (5.129). In this case,
preparation of the twist structure as shown in Figure 5.50 demands some efforts. In
Ref. [129], it was done by a rotation of one glass plate with respect to the opposite one
after forming initial planar structure via cooling LC from isotropic to a nematic phase.
Experiments were conducted with the MLC-2051 (Merck, Japan) oriented by pho-
topolymer film of polyvinyl cinnamate at UV exposure time. The dependences of an
azimuthal anchoring strength on the latter parameter obtained by the improved
torque balancemethod and the conventional one are shown in Figure 5.51. It is worth
noting that the azimuthal anchoring strength measured by the improved torque
balance method (and by on-field technique) is one order of magnitude greater than
that measured by the conventional torque balance method and by the Neel wall
method. This difference was referred to as molecular adsorption mechanism by the
authors.
Some modification of the torque balance method was proposed in Ref. [137]. It is

based on the modulation in the polarization state of an incident probing laser beam.
The transmitted light intensity was analyzed through 2� 2 Jones matrix method and
compared with experimental results. It provided reliable determination of a rather
highazimuthal anchoring strength.For example, itwasdeterminedas1.5� 10�5 J/m2

for 5CB contacted with a rubbed PVA film. This value corresponds to a strong
anchoring (w
 30) for the thickness of the layer 10mm used in experiments.

5.5.2.2 Field-On Techniques
These methods are based on the study of field-induced deformations of the
orientational structure initially stabilized by surfaces. Such approach is applied for
measurements of an anchoring strength (mostly for polar anchoring) and well-
described in literature [63, 115, 118, 119]. Experimental setups can be assigned to the

Figure 5.51 Azimuthal anchoring strength as a function of the
exposure time for different techniques. (After Okubo [129].)
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Fr�eedericksz transition technique, high electric field technique, and saturation
voltage method depending on the field strength [115].
The classical method for determining the anchoring strength is the use of the

Fr�eedericksz transitions that were discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The orienting
influence of the surface results in deformation of the director profile in a previously
homogeneous or homeotropic liquid crystal cell providing its free rotation parallel or
perpendicular to the external field due the dielectric interaction. The value of the
threshold field, the shape of electric or optical liquid crystal response above the
threshold, and the dynamics of the Fr�eedericksz transition make it possible to
determine the corresponding anchoring strength Wj(q). As (5.129), qr< q1, the
critical elastic energy Kq of the liquid crystal cell for a weak boundary anchoring is
smaller and the threshold energy of the disturbingmagnetic (Hw

c ) or electricfield (E
w
c )

can be reduced. For example, the threshold strength Hw
c of magnetic field inducing

distortions of the initial planar orientation is expressed as [40]

Hw
c ¼ Hchc; ð5:132Þ

whereHc is the critical value for strong anchoring defined above and the parameter hc
can be found from a nonlinear equation

pw�1hc ¼ cot½ðp=2Þhc�; ð5:133Þ
where w is the dimensionless anchoring strength defined by (5.127).

For relatively strong anchoring (w� 1), one can obtain from (5.133)

hc � 1�2w�1: ð5:134Þ
It describes a slight decrease in the critical field strength due to the finite anchoring
strength.
Similar expressions are referred to as the reduction of the threshold electric field of

Fr�eedericksz transition.
It is clear fromexpression (5.134) that errors in determining an anchoring strength

via Fr�eedericksz transition technique have to increase with an increase in parameter
w. Usually, errors in measurements of threshold fields for Fr�eedericksz transitions
are of about some percentage via a number of physical factors (see Chapter 2). It
restricts the range of a polar anchoring strength (Wq� 10�5 J/m2) where such
technique provides a suitable accuracy. It is also true for azimuthal anchoring
strength due to peculiarities of optical detection of a Fr�eedericksz transition for
pure twist deformation (see above). That is whymany different particular techniques
based on the use of strong fields have been proposed.
For example, Faetti et al. [138] applied relatively strongmagnetic fields (0–0.9 T)) to

the glass plate (diameter 15mm, thickness 0.7mm) treated with an oblique evap-
oration of SiO (planar orientation) and dipped in a nematic (5CB). The elastic torque
arose due to a pure twist deformation induced by field in near surface layers of LC. As
in the experiments of Zwetkoff [43] (see Section 5.2), a thin wire (quartz, diameter
30mm) was used as a suspension to compensate for the very small (0.3� 10�10 Nm)
magnetically induced torque. The azimuthal anchoring strength was determined by
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measuring the rotation angle of the torsion pendulum as a function of the field
strength. The temperature dependence of Wj obtained in this experiment is pre-
sented in Figure 5.52.
It is evident that the used range ofmagneticfield induction is effective for the study

of relativelyweak surface anchoring as the errors growessentially at an increase in the
anchoring strength up to 5� 10�6 N/m2. So, in modern investigations, strong
electric fields instead of magnetic ones are usually applied to induce near surface
deformation of orientation [115].
A common method to induce the twist-like deformation is the application of �in-

plane� electricfield. This regime (IPSmode) is used in some types of LCdevices [113]
including bistable ones (see, for example, Ref. [139]), where the exact control of
azimuthal anchoring is of key importance. Different particular schemas of realiza-
tion of �in-plane switching� for determination of the azimuthal anchoring strength
were proposed (see, for example, Refs [140, 141]). Two of them are shown in
Figure 5.53.
There are some peculiarities in optical measurements of high values of the

azimuthal anchoring strength by using this field configuration. Indeed, the appli-
cation of strong �in-plane� electric field induces not only the surface director rotation
but also an interfacial director twist with a small characteristic length that affects the
polarization state of the transmitted and the reflected light [141]. In the case of strong
anchoring, this noisy effect especially relevant for the transmission can stimulate an
increase (even by some orders of magnitude) in the apparent surface rotations
compared to the true surface director rotation. Of course, it produces additional
errors in themeasured value of the anchoring strength (a decrease in this parameter).

Figure 5.52 Temperature dependence of the azimuthal anchoring
strength (W0) and the Frank�s modulus (K22) multiplied by the
diamagnetic permittivity anisotropy (ca) for 5CB oriented by
SiO-treated glass surface. (After Faetti et al. [138], the authors�
notations are used.)
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That is why Faetti and Marianelli [141] applied for the measurement of Wj the
improved reflectometric technique insensitive to the presence of the bulk director
twist in a high external fields regime. The value of anchoring strength for the
interface 5CB-rubbed polyimide (Wj¼ 3.3 � 10�3 J/m2) turned out to be very high
and comparable to polar anchoring strength for such type of surface treatment [115].
An accurate determination of the polar anchoring strength at strong andmoderate

anchoring is also of great importance as this parameter defines a number of technical
characteristics of LC displays (Chapter 6). As optical methodsmeet certain problems
in polar anchoring energy determination (e.g., for vertically aligned LC cells or for
cells with high pretilt angle [142]), electric capacitancemeasurements arewidely used
in the study of polar anchoring [115]. It is based on changes in electric capacitance of
LC cell due to the field-induced distortions of the near-surface layers of LCs.
A rather universal and simple technique of such type was proposed and checked

recently [142]. The main idea of this technique is to use an additional LC cell with a
perpendicular director orientation (planar or homeotropic). It helps determine the
saturation level of the capacitance and exclusion of certain volume effects, such as the
variation of the LC order parameter under a high-field application (see, for example,
Ref. [140]).

Figure 5.53 Possible schemas for the application of �in-plane�
electric field; (a and b) typical geometry and wedge-like cell used
for the study of strong surface anchoring via rubbed polyimide
layers (after Faetti and Marianelli [141]); (c) a schematic diagram
of the comb electrodes on an ITO glass substrate (after Zhang
et al. [140]) used for a study of azimuthal surface anchoring.
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A rather simple electric schema for two-channel capacity measurements is shown
in Figure 5.54. The voltage V from a function generator is applied simultaneously to
two cells. Cell 1 has a planar LC orientation and cell 2 homeotropic LC alignment.
Using an LC with a positive dielectric anisotropy, cell 1 was switched in an electric
field. Cell 2 was used as a reference channel. Resistors R1 and R2 were used to
measure the current at every channel. The resistance of LC cells (�0.10MWm) was
much higher than the values of R1 and R2 (10 kWm), so it was possible to consider
only the capacitance of LC cells in the equivalent electrical circuit. This variable
resistor R1 was used for the equalization of two channels for empty cells.
The polar surface anchoring strength Wq was determined by the next basic

expression:

Wq ¼ 2
p2

V2
th

S

ðCk�C?Þ2
C?

B
1�Ck=Cinf

; ð5:135Þ

whereS is the surface of a capacitor,B is the parameter dependent on the pretilt angle,
C|| and C? are the capacity of an LC cell for uniform planar (q¼ 0) and homeotropic
orientation of LC cells, respectively. The valueC? can be obtained for a planar LC cell
at the voltageV<Vth. The valueCinf can bemeasured in the limit of high voltages. At
the same time, the value of C|| can be defined by applying a very high voltage that
reorients LC molecules in LC bulk including molecules on the surface aligning
layers. The basic problem of the capacity method is the correct determination of the
ratioC||/Cinf. In traditional approach [115], it is solved by additionalmeasurements of
optical retardation at high voltage. In the describedmethod, only simultaneous electric
measurements of the relative capacity for planar and homeotropic cells were needed
to solve the problem. In this case, the polar anchoring strength was determined from
the ratioU1/U2 as a function of applied voltageV (U1 andU2 – the voltagesmeasured
on R1 and R2 resistors). Experimental data shown in Figure 5.55 demonstrate a
possibility of the described method for measuring a polar anchoring strength at
different pretilt angles. It makes the proposed technique useful for studying surfaces
with high pretilt angles used in modern display technology (Chapter 6). Some
problems arise for LC with relatively small negative dielectric anisotropy (high

Figure 5.54 Principal scheme for two-channel capacitymeasurements. (AfterMurauski et al. [142].)
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threshold voltage) as the correct electric capacity measurements are possible only at
high voltages V> 6Vth [115].
It is worthwhile to note that previously optical investigations in the saturation

regime were realized when the applied field was much higher than the threshold of
the Fr�eedericksz transition and the complete reorientation of a liquid crystal,
including surface layers, took place. Using the field of such reorientation (the second
threshold field) allowed to calculate the value of the anchoring strengthW [143, 144].
The director deformation in an electric field may also take place due to the

flexoelectric effect, which usually occurs near the cell boundaries. The flexoelectric
deformation, as well as the deformation in Fr�eedericksz transition, is also modified
by the value of the anchoring energyW [126]. However, the accuracy of themethod is
poor due to the great uncertainty in the values of the flexoelectric coefficients and the
comparable contribution from the surface polarization [63].
There are dozens of studies where anchoring strength were measured for various

substances. It should be noted that polar anchoring energy for homeotropically
oriented samples is generally of the order 10�6–10�5 J/m2. For homogeneously
oriented samples, the polar energy is generally higher, Wq
 10�5–10�3 J/m2. The
anchoring energy for the nematic liquid crystals measured by various methods is
collected in Refs [63, 119].
Contrary to the case of nematics, the anchoring strength of ferroelectric smectic C

can be determined by specific methods based on measurements of the polarization
reversal current [68, 145]. In particular, it was shown [145] that the shift of the
hysteresis loop center at zero voltage was proportional to the difference in the polar
anchoring strength of the FLC aligning surfaces. So, such shift can be used for
estimating anchoring strength. Usually, obtained values of the anchoring strengths
are similar to those measured in a nematic phase at the same surface treatment
(compare, for example, with Ref. [146]).

Figure 5.55 Polar anchoring energy dependence on pretilt angle
for high-pretilt substrates, prepared with planar and homeotropic
aligning layers. (After Murauski et al. [142].)
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5.5.3
Surface Dynamics of Liquid Crystals

A number of newly developed LC displays, for example, bistable nematic displays
[139, 147], are based on the breaking of weak anchoring under the action of strong
electric fields. The operation of these devices fully depends on the dynamic behavior
of near-surface layers of liquid crystals. It is well known that a number of physical
properties of both isotropic and anisotropic liquids can bemodified by the surface, so
they are different from properties of a bulk phase. In particular, transport processes
such as diffusion can be slowed down in thin nanometer layers of polar liquids and
liquid crystals [148–150].
In particular, direct NMR studies [148, 149] show the essential slowing of a

translational and orientational diffusion in the surface-absorbed layers both for
isotropic phase of LCs and isotropic phase of polar liquids. It is in accordancewith the
earlier results on the shear viscosity of polar liquids [150]. Recently, abnormally high
shear viscosities of water and liquid crystals under nanoscale confinement were
reported [151]. To some extent, such effects can be referred to as translational and
orientational ordering induced by a surface. Such results make reasonable models
that include near-surface intermediate layers with viscous properties essentially
different from those of bulk samples. The principal question for a nematic phase:
what is the nature and spatial structure of the intermediate surface layer formally
described by ns director? It was found that for an isotropic phase of liquid crystals a
realistic order parameter profile is constant over a molecular distance from the wall
and then decreases exponentially with the decay constant corresponding to the
nematic coherence length [148]. The latter parameter increases at approaching
the clearing point from above Tc [23]. It results in a corresponding increase in the
thickness of a near-surface layer. The character of molecular ordering within the
surface layer depends also on the boundary orientation. For example, for home-
otropic boundary orientation, a thin surface layerwith a constant order parameter has
not only orientational but also positional, that is, presmectic order. In this case, an
increase in the spin-lattice relaxation rate, larger in smaller pores, can be attributed to
molecular reorientations induced by translational diffusion [152].
The absorption phenomena, the motion of polymeric chains, related to LC and

other processes [116, 143, 153, 154], can also contribute to the surface dynamics of
liquid crystal layers adjusted to the solid surface. Thismakes the surface dynamics of
liquid crystal to be more complicated compared to well-studied bulk dynamics of LC
layers. A strict theoretical description of viscoelastic behavior of LC layers adjusted to
the surface is extremely complicated and under elaboration even on phenomeno-
logical level [155]. In general, mesoscopic approach operating with a tensor order
parameter has to be used to describe relatively slow orientational motions in near-
surface layers of liquid crystals.
It essentially differs from the case of a bulk nematic phasewhere the changes in the

overall direction of long molecular axes and the mean deflection of individual
molecules from this direction can be described separately in terms of a bulk director
and a scalar order parameter.
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Nevertheless, simple phenomenologicalmodels based on reasonable assumptions
are rather useful for the explanation of specific surface dynamics of liquid crystals. Of
course, such models have to take into account experimentally observed peculiarities
in molecular ordering and motion in near-surface layers.
Some phenomenological description of surface dynamics was proposed by a

number of authors [143, 153, 156–161]. In particular, they explain some features
of extremely slow field-induced motion (gliding) of an easy axis ne defining the
preferable surface direction of a liquid crystal. Such slow surface dynamics, with a
timescale from seconds to weeks, was registered and studied at weak anchoring
surfaces of a different treatment [141, 143, 154, 157, 159–161]. Contrary to it, the fast
surface dynamics has been studied essentially worthier.
In proposed theoretical models [156, 162, 163], it is referred to as the existence of

near-surface layers (of thickness hs) described by surface director ns that moves
slower compared to the bulk one. It produces additional viscous moments acting on
the bulk director from the boundary layers, which modifies the dynamic response of
LCs on the external force, applied to the layer. Usually, the value of this moment is
described in termsof the so-called surface viscosity z¼ g1hs. It denotes the phase shift
between bulk and boundary layers and can be accounted for in a usual hydrodynamic
approach via dynamic boundary conditions in a manner similar to that described in
Chapter 3. The fulfilled estimates [162] have shown that the above-mentioned shift
lies inmicrosecond range and can be hardly detected directly. So, some experimental
technique [131, 164–167] was proposed to get information about fast surface
dynamics and values of surface viscosity coefficients z (or corresponding thickness
of a surface layer hs). So far, the most reliable estimates of the latter parameter have
been obtained by studying dynamic light scattering in liquid crystals under strong
confinement [131, 165].
In particular, Mertelj and Co%pi�c [165] investigated nematic liquid crystal (5CB)

confined by cylindrical pores of polycarbonate (Nuclepore) membranes with radii
25–400 nm. It was found that the fundamentalmode of the orientational fluctuations
showed a crossover from bulk behavior dominated by bulk elastic constant K to a
surface-dominated one, in which the relaxation rate was determined by the ratio of
surface-anchoring strengthWand viscosity h. In the smallest pores, the contribution
of surface viscosity zwas found to be also significant. The temperature dependence of
the ratio h/z, corresponding to the thickness hs of a near-surface layer, is shown in
Figure 5.56.
The measured value for the surface layer thickness (20 nm at T� TNI¼�4K) was

found to be of the range of molecular size and essentially smaller than the
extrapolation length Ls (about 100 nm at the same temperature) that defines the
anchoring strength. Such small value has not to modify the dynamic behavior of
the micron layers used in LC devices.
Contrary to it, in the case of a contact LC–photopolymeric substrate, the essentially

higher thickness hs (about 100 nm) of the boundary layer was obtained [131] from
experiments on the dynamic light scattering in a very thin wedge-like cell similar to
the one shown in Figure 5.48. This value is essentially higher than analogous for
boundary layers in the isotropic phasementioned above (about some nanometers). It
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is reasonable to connect the existence of near surface layer in this case with the
translational diffusion in the vicinity of the surface. It means that the boundary
between this layer and the bulk nematic phase is not strictly localized and material
parameters of this layer can continuously depend on the distance from the boundary.
So, we have to consider the parameter hs only as adjustable one for sublayer models
[156, 162, 163]. The same is true for some other works, where extremely high values
of hs were reported [164, 166].
It is quite clear that fast surface dynamics has to be determined by physical

properties of both liquid crystals and solid surface. This conclusion is even more
important for slow surface dynamics induced by strong electric (or magnetic) fields
and usually described in terms of �gliding� of an easy axis ne referred to as the mean
orientation of LC molecules absorbed by a surface.
First, this process was observed for the azimuthal reorientation of an easy axis for

both lyotropic [153] and thermotropic [143] liquid crystals. In particular, it was found
[141, 143, 154, 157, 159–161] that an extremely slow surface process resulting in
overall change of preferred orientation nb in the bulk of LC layer can be produced by
strong electric (magnetic) field applied in the direction approximately orthogonal to
the initial one imposed by preliminary surface treatment. Such phenomena are
usually described in terms of slow �gliding� of an easy axis ne referred to as themean
orientation of LCmolecules absorbed by a surface. It was found that after turning the
field off, the easy axis relaxes to the initial state for extremely long time (e.g., some
hours).
A number of experimental studies of gliding imposed by both electric and

magnetic fields have shown that this phenomenon is a general property of surfaces
of different types including those with relatively strong anchoring (e.g., rubbed
polyimide film). It takes place for the slow reorientation of absorbed molecules both
in the plane of the LC layer (azimuthal gliding [143]) and out of the plane of the layer
(zenithal gliding [160]). In all cases, slow surface dynamics shows some general
features. For example, the increase in both the strength of applied field and its

Figure 5.56 Temperature dependence of surface to bulk viscosity
ratio h/z. (After Mertelj and Co%pi�c [165].)
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duration results in an increase in the characteristic relaxation times of the system to
the initial state after turning the field off. So, using phenomenological models [143,
157–161] for the description of slow surface dynamics seems to be reasonable. At the
same time, the physical background of such models has to be based on a
clear understanding of molecular processes leading to the observed phenomena.
In particular, the microscopic approach applicable to the description of dynamic
process taking place both in surface solid layers [168] and in liquid crystal near-
surface layers [116] seems to be very fruitful.
As an example of a phenomenological model, incorporating both fast and slow

surface dynamics, we can consider a sublayer model proposed to explain experi-
mental results of azimuthal gliding at a weak surface anchoring, induced by strong
�in-plane� electric field [159] or by a combined action of electric field and light [161].
The model (see Figure 5.57) incorporates liquid crystal directors of the preferred

surface orientation n0, provided by surface treatment, the preferred orientation of
absorbed LC molecules (an easy axis ne), the mean orientation of molecules inside
near-surface layer (a surface directorns), and the orientation of LC into the bulk of the
layer (a bulk directornb). A strong electricfield produces the twist-like deformation of
the bulk director so the torque Gb transmitted via near-surface layer from bulk to the
surface. It results in a slow azimuthal rotation (gliding) of an easy axis.
After turning thefield off, the system relaxes to the initial state. These processes are

described by two coupled torque balance equations (5.136) and (5.137) corresponding
to torques acting on the surface director (ns) and on the easy axes (ne). In these
equations, Gvs(Gve) is viscous-like torque acting on the surface director and the easy
axes, Gs is the elastic-like torque, transmitted from the surface to the surface director,
K22 is the Frank modulus, x
E�2 is the electric coherence length, which has to be
replaced with the layer thickness d for backward relaxation (E¼ 0), gs denotes the
surface viscosity describing the phase shift between the surface director and the bulk
one (such shift is essential only for fast processes), and ge is the analogous parameter
referred to as viscous losses at rotation of an easy axis. The characteristic lengths Ls
and Le are connected (Equation 5.126) with anchoring strengths Ws and We,

Figure 5.57 Modified phenomenological model of electrically
induced gliding: nb – bulk director, ns – surface director, ne – easy
axis, n0 – unit vector of the initial surface direction produced by
preliminary UV treatment, and n2 – new preferable surface
direction induced by both electric field and polarized light at
combined effect under consideration. (After Pasechnik et al. [161].)
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respectively, describing nonrigid anisotropic interaction of near-surface layer with
the adsorbed layer of LCmolecules and that of the LC-absorbed layer and the surface,
h – an effective thickness of a near-surface layer characterized by the surface
director ns.

Gb þGs þGvs ¼ K22½ðp=2Þ�js�=ðx�hÞ�ðK22=2LsÞsin 2ðjs�jeÞ�gsðqjs=qtÞ ¼ 0

ð5:136Þ

Gb þGve ¼ K22½ðp=2Þ�js�=ðx�hÞ�ðK22=2LeÞsin 2je�geðqje=qtÞ ¼ 0 ð5:137Þ

LeðsÞ ¼ K22=WeðsÞ: ð5:138Þ
It can be shown [159] that the simplest regime of a linear relaxation after turning the
electric field off is described by two relaxation times t0e and t0s with considerably
different values (Equation 5.139):

t0e ¼ ðgeLeÞ=K22 � t0s ¼ ðgsLsÞ=K22: ð5:139Þ
In a stationary case, nonlinear effects become important at angles more than 10
degrees. For slow relaxation of an easy axis after turning off the field under study, one
can obtain (by neglecting the torque transmitted from bulk LC) the torque balance
equation for an easy axis:

ðK22=2LeÞsin 2je þjeðqje=qtÞ ¼ 0: ð5:140Þ
So, the approximate nonlinear solution in this case can be written as

tgje ¼ tgj1
e expð�t=t0eÞ; ð5:141Þ

where tgj1
e is referred to as the stationary state of an easy axis before turning the

electric field off. In a Mauguin regime, which takes place after turning the electric
field off, motion of the easy axis can be easily detected by measuring the intensity of
light I passing through the cell placed between crossed polarizers expressed as

I ¼ I0sin
2je ¼ I0f½tg2j1

e expð�2t=t0eÞ�=½1þ tg2j1
e expð�2t=t0eÞ�g: ð5:142Þ

In thework [159], both the directmeasurements of intensity of the laser light, passing
through the narrow (about 100mm) intraelectrode gap, and the digital snapshots
processing were used to extract I(t) dependences.
In the experiment, two types of a surface treatment that provided a weak planar

anchoring were studied. In the first case of surface treatment (PS), a planar (or twist)
orientation was achieved by rubbing a polystyrene film (the easy axis was oriented
perpendicular to the rubbing direction). TheUVphotoalignment technique [117]was
used in the second case. The main idea of the experiment was similar to that
described earlier [143]. Namely, the liquid crystal cells with a strong planar surface
anchoring and with a weak one on the opposite glass plates connected to a LC layer
were used. The general scheme of LC cells and experimental geometry in many
respects are similar to those shown in Figure 5.53.
Cells with a variable thickness of nematic layer (20–50mm) and with a fixed one

were studied. The first type simultaneously provides information on field-induced
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orientational changes at varying local thickness of the nematic layer. The cell with a
fixed layer thickness (d¼ 18mm) was treated by UV light in a special way to obtain
zones with different energies of illumination and so with different anchoring
strengths (Figure 5.58).
A strong in-plane electric field (f¼ 1–10 kHz) was formed in narrow gaps (of a

width g¼ 10 and 100mm) between transparent SnO2 (ITO) electrodes placed on a
glass plate with weak anchoring. It was also possible to apply polarized light (in
combination with electric field) that stimulated the gliding process [161]. The gaps
were visualized in a polarized light as bright stripes (for nematic mixture with a
positive value of dielectric permittivity anisotropy) that showed memory effects after
electric field (or electric field and light) were turned off. The brightness of the stripe
(and the intensity of light) decreased very slowly when a proper choice of experi-
mental conditions was made, showing some type of memory effects (Figure 5.59). It
was established that slow relaxation of LCs after turning the field off and memory
effects were suppressed with the increase in exposure energy that could be attributed
to the increase in anchoring strength.
A strong combined effect was found due to the additional influence of polarized

light on the electrically induced gliding in the case of a photoalignment surface
treatment [161]. In particular, a pronounced rotation of an easy axis was registered
upon the combined action of a relativelyweak electricfield (about 0.2 V/mm)and light.
The strength of electric fields used in display technology and other LC devices is
comparable to this value, so this fact has to be taken into account when using the PA
technique. It was established that a number of control parameters (such as the dose
Dp of a preliminary UV irradiation, the time of exposition texp of LCs under the
combined action of light and field, the intensity of light I2, and the field strength E)
were responsible for slow surface dynamics.
By making a proper choice of control parameters, the total storage time of

memorized images can extend up to some weeks (Figure 5.60). Nevertheless, in any

Figure 5.58 General scheme of the LC cell.
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Figure 5.60 Microscopic images of the gap: before applying, after
turning on strong the electric field (U¼ 100V, texp¼ 80min)
and light (I2¼ 74mW/m2) andafter turningoff the electric field and
light at different doses (a)Dp¼ 0.25 J/cm2 and (b)Dp¼ 5 J/cm2 of
the preliminary UV irradiation.

Figure 5.59 Dependence I(t) after turning off the electric voltage
U applied to the PA-treated surface for the exposition time,
texp¼ 17 h; U/g¼ 300 V/100mm/V, f¼ 5 kHz; (- - -) theory
(nonlinear simulation). (After Pasechnik et al. [159].)
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case, the optical images returned to the initial dark state without visible permanent
memory. So, it means that this effect is very useful for temporary memory devices.
Only a slight modification of the original phenomenological model [159] was

required to describe themain features of a very complicated surface dynamics under
the combined action of field and light. Namely, the additional preferred surface
direction n2 (Figure 5.57) with a corresponding anchoring strength W2 has to be
introduced to account for the dependence of the slow relaxation time te on control
parameters. In linear approximation, this dependence can be explicitly expressed as

t0e ¼ ge=ðW0�bðEÞE2t exp�2bðLÞI2texpÞ; ð5:143Þ
whereW0 is the initial value of an anchoring strengthWe, provided by a preliminary
UV treatment, b(E) and b(L) are coefficients, accounting for the changes in anchoring
strengthsW0 andW2 under the action of electric field and light. This expression was
found to be in qualitative agreement with main experimental results. In particular, it
explains the critical slowing down of gliding upon a proper choice of control
parameters (Figure 5.60a) and suppression of gliding at the increase in the prelim-
inary irradiation dose (Figure 5.60b). The estimated value ge/W0¼ 880 s can be
considered as a timescale factor for slow surface dynamics.
It is worthwhile to note that the presented results are in qualitative agreement with

those obtained at the study of magnetically induced azimuthal gliding at weak
anchoring surfaces [153, 157].
In the case of relatively strong anchoring, the gliding phenomena become not so

pronounced. Nevertheless, such effects were observed and studied by using a high-
resolution technique [154, 160], even at a strongly anchoring surface (rubbed
polyimide films,W
 10�4 J/m2). So, gliding can be considered as a general surface
phenomenon resulting in long stability of LC devices.
Some conclusions concerning experimental methods applicable to the study of

surface anchoring properties of liquid crystals and the results can be summarized as
follows:

1. It is possible to describe a very complicated behavior of liquid crystals in near-
surface layers in terms of restricted number of parameters such as an easy axis, a
surface director, an anchoring strength, a surface viscosity, and so on. Contrary to
the case of viscoelastic properties in bulk samples, these parameters reflect the
interaction between liquid crystalmedia and solid one. So, they have to account for
properties of both types of condensed matter.

2. A thorough preparation and control of properties of solid-like surfaces are of key
importance for correct experimental determination of anchoring parameters. In
particular, such new techniques as photoalignment and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) are widely used for this purpose (see, for example, Refs [53, 120]). For
example, photoalignment technique is very effective in surface pattering with
well-defined anchoring properties (Table 5.2) that is of great importance [169, 170].

3. Usually, different surfaces connected to liquid crystals are referred to as strong
anchoring or weak anchoring surfaces. Indeed, the overall behavior of liquid
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crystal layers confined by solid-like surfaces depends not only on anchoring
strength but also on layer thickness. So, for the same surface, weak anchoring
effects can be important (or not important) for relatively thin (thick) layers. The
dimensionless anchoring strength w defined by expression (5.127) can be used to
determine the type of anchoring.

4. Various experimental techniques used for measuring anchoring strength can be
assigned to two main groups: field-off technique and field-on technique. In the
first group, dynamic light scattering technique ismost universal and applicable for
determination of both azimuthal and polar anchoring strengths. Nevertheless, its
application demands preparation of thin (<2mm) wedge-like cells of a well-
controlled thickness and use of rather expensive experimental setups. A torque
balance method is more suitable for routine laboratory measurements of azi-
muthal anchoring strength. The field-on technique can be realized by using
both optical and electric capacity methods. The latter show some advantages at
the determination of polar anchoring strength of strong anchoring surfaces
(W
 10�4–10�3 J/m2) used in modern industry.

5. One can easily find essentially different values of the anchoring strength for the
same boundary: liquid crystal–solid-like surface obtained by different authors
(see, for example, Ref. [119]). So, a thorough account of possible errors and
elaboration of new precise experimental technique for the study of surface
anchoring is of great importance.

6. Near-surface layers of liquid crystals show a specific surface dynamics. In
particular, it includes relatively fast (microseconds) processes responsible for the
difference in dynamic behavior of bulk and surface layers and is described in
terms of surface viscosity. The latter parameter can be hardly extracted from
typical electrooptical experiments. Rare reliable data were obtained by dynamic
correlation spectroscopy applied to liquid crystals under strong confinement.

7. The second type of specific surface dynamics is usually considered in terms of a
slow rotation (gliding) of an easy axis under the action of strongmagnetic (electric)

Table 5.2 Effective azimuthal anchoring strength at different UV exposure conditions.

Period
(lm)

First UV
exposure (l)

Second UV
exposure ($)

Azimuthal surface
energy (10�5 J/m2)

Average UV
intensity
(mW/cm2)

s1 (s) Average UV
intensity
(mW/cm2)

s1 (s) Inhomogeneous
alignment (Wj,eff )

Uniform
alignment
(Wu)

2 1.94 24 2.95 6 0.25� 0.05 1.95� 0.04
1.67 2.02 16 2.99 5 0.15� 0.05 1.64� 0.04
0.78 0.45 110 0.46 43 0.08� 0.05 1.43� 0.04

Periodicmicropattern structureswith a given periodwere produced by intercepting two coherentUV
beams. A two-stage procedure with different exposure times and UV intensities was used.
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field. The characteristic times of such processes can widely vary (fromminutes to
weeks). The nature of such effects can be quite different depending on specific
properties of surface-absorbed layers of liquid crystals and aligning solid-like
layers. Moreover, recently the combined effects (electric field and polarized light)
were established in the study of slow surface dynamics. Such effects can take place
in LC devices andmodify their long-term stability. Now, gliding phenomenon has
been observed both for weak and for strong anchoring surfaces and is considered
general a property of a boundary: liquid crystal–solid-like surface.
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6
Liquid Crystals for Display and Photonics Applications

This chapter is devoted to optimal rheological properties of liquid crystals (LCs) for
applications in displays and photonics. We will provide a general insight into various
electrooptical modes in LCwith the purpose of (i) explaining the basic characteristics
of the effects and their dependence on LC physical parameters; (ii) correlation of the
LC rheological properties (elastic and viscosity constants, dielectric and optical
anisotropy, type of LC alignment, and surface energy) with the application require-
ments. In this chapter, wewill consider LCdisplay (LCD) and photonics applications.
There are few excellent books related to LC displays [1–4] and photonics [2], so we do
not need to provide an extensive description of the quality criteria of the LC
applications in these fields. An active matrix (AM) LCD based on thin film transistor
(TFT) technology is themost important and up-to-date LCD development, which will
soon dominate in the display market. However, passive matrix LCD (PM-LCD) still
covers a substantial market share, and we will consider only this part of LCD trend.
So, we are going to consider in this chapter both AM and PM-LCD applications. Low
power consumption LCD with memory effects will be also highlighted. Finally, we
will pay a special attention to a new trend in LCdevelopment in photonics [5]: passive
optical elements for fiber optical communication systems (DWDM components).

6.1
Electrooptical Effects in Liquid Crystals

6.1.1
Electrically Controlled Birefringence

6.1.1.1 Static Director Distribution
The most important geometries of electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) are
shown in Figure 6.1. A compromise between dielectric and elastic torques results in
director reorientation from the initial alignment q(z) with the maximum deviation
qm at the center of the layer (the Fr�eedericksz transition). The effect occurs when
the electric field exceeds a certain threshold value:

UF ¼ pðKii=e0 DeÞ1=2 or BF ¼ ðp=dÞðm0Kii=DcÞ1=2; ð6:1Þ
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where Kii¼K11 or K33 for the splay (S) and bend (B) Fr�eedericksz transitions,
respectively (Figure 6.1a and b). The initial director alignment is homogeneous
(E ? no) for the S Fr�eedericksz transition (S-effect) and homeotropic (E||no) for the
B-effect. As it follows from (2.40), the S-(B-)effect appears for the corresponding
positive (negative) values of the dielectric anisotropy De. The dielectrically isotropic
point De¼ 0 is stable for both types of the transitions.
Let us consider first the splay Fr�eedericksz transition or the S-effect. (All the

expressions are also valid for the B-effect if the following exchange of parameters are
made:K11,K33, e||, e?, n||, n?.) In this case, the director profile n takes the form
(Figure 6.1a)

nðzÞ ¼ ðcosqðzÞ; 0; sin qðzÞÞ; ð6:2Þ

Figure 6.1 Electrically controlled birefringence mode for various
LC configurations: (a) S-effect (homogeneous alignment, electric
field is vertical or perpendicular to the substrates); (b) B-effect or
VAN-effect (homeotropic alignment); (c) T-effect (homogeneous
alignment, electrical field is horizontal or parallel to the
substrates) [6].
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where the z-axis goes perpendicular to the substrates. Minimization of (2.42),
together with the strong anchoring boundary conditions,

qðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ qðz ¼ dÞ ¼ 0;

allows us to obtain the following relationships for the director distribution q(z) over
the nematic layer:

2z=d ¼
ðyðzÞ

0

GðxÞ dx=
ðp=2

0

GðxÞ dx; GðxÞ ¼ ðGkGg=G�1Þ1=2;

Ga ¼ 1þahmsin
2ðxÞ; a ¼ k; g;�1;

yðzÞ ¼ arcsinðsinqðzÞ=sinqmÞ; k ¼ K33=K11�1;

g ¼ ek=e?; hm ¼ sin2qm:

ð6:3Þ

The director angle at the center of the layer qm is a function of the applied voltageU:

U=Us ¼ 2=p ð1þ ghmÞ1=2
ðp=2

0

ðGk=GgG�1Þ1=2 dx;

Us ¼ p ðK11=e0 DeÞ1=2; U � Us

: ð6:4Þ

As it follows from (6.4), forqm¼hm¼ 0 the voltage equals the threshold valueU¼Us.
In a real nematic cell, however, it is very difficult to satisfy the conditions (6.2).

Moreover, to avoid degenerate solutions, when both clockwise and counterclockwise
director rotations are possible (Figure 6.1), the boundaries are specially preparedwith
a tilted director orientation:

qðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ qðz ¼ dÞ ¼ q0 6¼ 0; p=2: ð6:5Þ
In this case, the threshold of the Fr�eedericksz transition disappears, that is, the
deformation of the director alignment begins at infinitely small voltages [6, 7].
Figure 6.2 shows that for small values of q0 the corresponding electrooptic response
of the nematic cell assumes a quasithreshold character [6].
The electric field E in a homogeneous liquid crystal layer satisfies Maxwell

equation:

divD ¼ Q; ð6:6Þ
where the space chargeQ is equal to zero only if a nematic liquid crystal is considered
as a pure dielectric. As the electric displacement vector D¼ [0, 0, Dz¼ e0 (e? þ
De sin2Q)] in case of a uniform director distortion, we have from (6.6)Dz¼ const. for
Q¼ 0. Consequently, large dielectric anisotropy leads to nonuniformity in the
distribution of the field in a deformed liquid crystal layer.

6.1.1.2 Effect of a Weak Anchoring at the Boundaries
It should again be emphasized that in contrast to a tilted orientation where there is
no threshold, the threshold for the Fr�eedericksz transitions shown in Figure 6.2
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remains for a weak director boundary anchoring (2.37), but has a lower value. The
corresponding equation is [6, 7]

cotan ½pUFðWÞ=UFð1Þ� ¼ pKiiUFðWÞ=WdUFð1Þ; ð6:7Þ

where the effective elastic coefficientKii and the Fr�eedericksz transition thresholdUF

are defined for finite (W) and infinite (1) anchoring energies. For large anchoring
energies, expression (6.7) reduces to

UFðWÞ ¼ UFð1Þð1�2Kii=WdÞ; Wd=Kii � 1: ð6:8Þ
Thedependence of thenormalizedFr�eedericksz threshold onparameterl¼ pKii/Wd
is shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 [8].

Figure 6.2 The electrooptical response (birefringence) of nematic
cells with tilted director orientation at the boundaries (6.5) [6, 7].
d/dmax is the relative phase difference or birefringence of the cells.
The director tilt angle is pk/20, where k¼ 0, . . ., 9 is the number of
the curve. The threshold is observed only for Q0¼ 0 (k¼ 0).

Figure 6.3 Fr�eedericksz effect in case of a weak boundary
coupling of the LC director. Effective threshold as a function of the
anchoring parameter l¼ pKii/Wd [8].
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It is interesting to note that weak anchoring of themolecules to thewalls results not
only in a lower threshold but also in a stronger dependence of the angle of deviation of
the director upon the external field. Curves of qm, themaximum angle of deviation at
the center of the cell for different initial planar orientations, are given in Figure 6.4b.
Physically, a steeper increase in the angle qmwith thefield is explained by a concerted
rotation of the director throughout the depth of the layer, including the boundary
zones and, hence, by a smaller reaction of elastic forces in these regions.
Methods of evaluating the anchoring energy and the corresponding experimental

data are given in Chapter 5. We should note, however, that the value of the effective
anchoring energy, defined from (5.124) and (5.125), depends on the form of the
potential barrier W(q). For sufficiently small values of anchoring energy, the electro-
optical response of the nematic cell becomes infinitely steep, so that for a certain
critical value of W a hysteresis and first-order Fr�eedericksz transition is possible [8].
In the case of finite anchoring, there also exists a saturation voltage for the total

director reorientation, parallel (Figure 6.1a) or perpendicular (Figure 6.1b) to the
field, when the boundary regions disappear [8]. Development of the nematic cells
with a good and reliable control of anchoring energy is of great importance for
applications, as very steep transmission–voltage curves (TVCs), memory states, and
improved response times could be realized [6, 7].

6.1.1.3 Dynamics of the Director Motion: Backflow Effect
It is easiest to examine the kinetics of the director motion for a pure twist or T
deformation (Figure 6.1c), which is not accompanied by a change in the position of
centers of gravity of molecules. In this case, the electric or magnetic field is applied
parallel to the substrates, exerting a torque, which causes a pure twist deformation of
the initially homogeneous director alignment. In contrast, for S- and B-Fr�eedericksz
transitions, the rotation of the director is accompanied by such a change in position,
that is, by the movement of the liquid (backflow). In order to allow this backflow
effect, the equation of the director motion is coupled to that of the fluid.

Figure 6.4 Fr�eedericksz effect in case of a weak boundary
coupling of the LC director. Maximum deviation angle qm of the
director at the center of the layer (Figure 6.1) for various anchoring
parameters: (1) l¼ 0; (2) l¼ 0.2; (3) l¼ 0.5; (4) l¼ 1; (5) l¼ 2;
and (6) l¼ 10 [8].
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For a pure Tdeformation, the equation of the directormotion expresses the balance
between the torques due to the elastic and viscous forces and the external field (and
does not contain the fluid velocity) [6, 7]

K22q
2j=qz2 þm�1

0 DcB2 sin j cos j ¼ g1qj=qt: ð6:9Þ
This equation describes the director rotation in a magnetic field B with the inertia
term Iq2j/qt2, which is omitted, g1¼a3�a2 is a rotational viscosity, andai are Leslie
viscosity coefficients. Equation 6.9 in the limit of small j angles transforms to

K22q
2j=qz2 þm�1

0 DcB2j ¼ g1qj=qt ð6:10Þ
with the solution

j ¼ jm expðt=trÞsinðpz=dÞ; ð6:11Þ
where tr ¼ g1=ðm�1

0 DcB2�K22p2=d2Þ is the reaction or switching on time. The
solution (6.11) satisfies the strong anchoring boundary conditions

jðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ jðz ¼ dÞ ¼ jm

and assumes a maximum value at the center of the layer j(z¼ d/2)¼jm.
Corresponding relaxation or decay times are found from (6.11) for B¼ 0 in a

similar way:

tr ¼ g1d
2=K22p2: ð6:12Þ

Characteristic times remain the same when describing the dynamics of small T
deformations in an electric field if the following substitution is made:

m�1
0 DcB2Ye0 DeE2: ð6:13Þ

Unlike Tdeformation, the director reorientation in S- and B-effects is always accom-
panied by a macroscopic flow of a nematic liquid crystal (backflow) with the velocity
V¼ (V(z), 0, 0), where the z-axis goes perpendicular to the substrates and the
deformations takeplace in thex,z-plane.ThevelocityV includesonly thex-component
because the z-component is zero according to the continuity equation (divV¼ 0), and
the y-component vanishes due to the symmetry of the problem (Figure 6.5).
For small variations of the angle q, the characteristic times of the S- and B-effect

(Figure 6.5) can be found from the solutions of the coupled dynamic equations of the
nematic director q(z) and velocity V(z) in the following form:

tr ¼ g�1=ðe0 DeE2�Kiip2=d2Þ; td ¼ g�1=ðKiip2=d2Þ; ð6:14Þ
where g�1 is the effective rotational viscosity. We have

g�1 ¼ g1�2a2
3=ða3 þa4 þa6Þ; Kii ¼ K11 for S-effect;

g�1 ¼ g1�2a2
2=ða4 þa5�a2Þ; Kii ¼ K33 for B-effect:

ð6:15Þ

The relationships (6.15) show that backflow considerably alters the response times
and should be taken into account.
The relative difference ðg1�g�1Þ=g1 becomes close to zero for voltages slightly above

the threshold in the S-effect and very high voltages in the B-effect and can hardly
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exceed 50% within the whole voltage interval. The results of computer simulation
were confirmed in experiment [6, 7].
For sufficiently high voltages U/US> 4 (US is the S-effect threshold), the director

relaxation at the center of the layer goes in a nonmonotonous way (Figure 6.5). At the
first stage of the relaxation, directions of q rotations at the center of the cell and at the
boundaries are opposite due to the large elastic energy accumulated in the boundary
layers. This results in an increase in themaximumdirector angle qmup to qm� 3p/4
at the first moment of relaxation, after which qm usually comes to zero (Figure 6.5).
Weak boundary anchoring decreases the rise time tr and increases the relaxation

time td. It can be easily understood if we make the substitution Kiip2/d2) 2W/d
in formulas (6.15), which proves to be correct for sufficiently low anchoring
energies [6, 7].

6.1.1.4 Optical Response
To understand the optical characteristics of a liquid crystal layer in electrically
controlled birefringence effect, let us consider the geometry of Figure 6.1a with
the initial homogeneous director orientation along x-axis. If the applied voltage is
below the threshold, the nematic liquid crystal layers manifest birefringence Dn¼
ne� no¼ njj � n?. When the field exceeds its threshold value, the director deviates
from its orientation along the x-axis while remaining perpendicular to the y-axis.
Therefore, the refractive index for the ordinary ray remains unchanged, no¼ n?. At
the same time, the refractive index for the extraordinary ray (ne) decreases, tending

Figure 6.5 (a) Backflow effect in the process of the director
reorientation. (b) The dependence of the velocity V and director
angle q on the coordinate z is given at different times: t1< t2< t3.
The dashed line showspossible nonmonotonous relaxation ofq at
high voltages: t1< t01 < t2< t3 [6].
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toward no. It is simple to relate the magnitude of ne to the orientation angle of the
director q(z) [6, 7]:

neðzÞ ¼ neno
. ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n2e sin
2qðzÞþ n2o cos

2qðzÞ
q

: ð6:16Þ

The phase difference between the extraordinary and the ordinary ray for a mono-
chromatic light of wavelength l is found by integrating over the layer depth (d):

Df ¼ 2p=l
ðd

0

�
neðzÞ�no

�
dz ¼ 2pdhDnðzÞi=l ð6:17Þ

The intensity of the light passing through the cell depends on the anglej0 between
the polarization vector of the incident beam and the initial orientation of the director
of the nematic liquid crystal

I ¼ I0 sin
22j0 sin

2ðDF=2Þ; ð6:18Þ
where I0 is the intensity of the plane-polarized light incident on the cell. Hence, the
external magnetic or electric field changes the orientation of the director, q¼ q(E, z)
and, consequently, the values of Dn(E, z) and DF(E). A change in the phase difference
DF, in turn, results in an oscillatory dependence of the optical signal at the exit of
the analyzer. The maximum amplitude of these oscillations corresponds to an angle
j0¼ 45� and the maximum possible number of oscillations (e.g., the number of
maxima during a complete reorientation of the director) is approximately (njj � n?)d/l.
The characteristic curves of transmitted intensity in the ECB effect are shown in

Figure 6.6. The contrast ratio Imax/Imin is not, in principle, limited (6.18), but is
determined in experiment by the quality of the initial director orientation. The output
light, in general, becomes elliptically polarized, so that its ellipticity e and the angley,
between the long ellipse axis and the polarizer, also depend on j0 and DF [6, 7]:

e ¼ tan½1=2 arcsinðsin 2j0sin DFÞ�
tan 2y ¼ tan 2j0cos DF:

ð6:19Þ

The experimental dependences of e(U) and y(U) on the applied voltage resemble
those shown in Figure 6.6 for the intensity curve I(U) [6, 7].
The effect of phase modulation for an initial planar orientation of the director

(along x-axis) with positive dielectric or diamagnetic anisotropy (De,Dc> 0) and with
the field applied along the z-axis (Figure 6.1a) is called the S-effect [7], since the initial
deformation is a splay deformation, even though a bend deformation is also induced
above the threshold.
The applied field causes a phase difference to arise between the ordinary and

extraordinary rays and the intensity of the light oscillates in accordancewith (6.18). In
case the bend deformation is now in the initial stages of its development
(Figure 6.1b), the corresponding electrooptical effect is called B-effect, taking place
for negative values of a dielectric anisotropy De< 0. However, here the final
orientation of the director is not defined (degenerate), and the sample does not
remain monodomain and contains many specific defects (umbifics) [6, 7]. In
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principle, the preferred direction of the final orientation of the director can be
established, and these defects in the structure eliminated by special preparation of the
surfaces with a slight pretilt.
The electrooptical (or magnetooptical) effect corresponding to the geometry in

Figure 6.1c is called the T-effect. It is caused by a pure twist deformation and is
amenable to theoretical analysis. Unfortunately, it is less suitable for experimental
investigation since the field induces optical biaxiality in the nematic liquid crystal.
The effect must not be confused with the twist effect, which includes combined T, S,
and B deformations (to be discussed below).
An important problem of the ECB effect is to provide full switching from Imax to

Imin withminimal response times. According to (6.18), such a switching is stipulated
when the phase difference DF is changed as much as by p. If a nematic cell is
subjected to voltage U corresponding to a maximum intensity Imax, then to attain
another state with Imin we have to supply an additional voltageUp�DU, where DU is
the minimum possible value of Up (Figure 6.6).

Figure 6.6 Electrically controlled birefringence in homogeneous
liquid crystal cell (S-effect). Polarizer (P) is crossed with the
analyzer (A) and set at the anglej0 with respect to the initial liquid
crystal director. Below the intensity I of the transmitted light and
phase difference d are shown versus the applied voltage. The
phase p-switching regime is indicated, which results in the
variation of the intensity from Imax to Imin [6].
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The main disadvantage of the S-effect for display applications is the strong
dependence of the transmitted intensity on the light wavelength, and the nonuni-
form transmission–voltage characteristics at oblique light incidence. It is possible,
however, to avoid them by placing a compensating birefringent plate between the
liquid crystal cell and one of the polarizers or by using two nematic S-cells in series
that have perpendicular initial directors [6, 7].
Special attention should be paid to the so-called p-cells, when the birefringent

intensity is switched in the last fall of the oscillation curve (Figure 6.6) [6, 7]. In this
case, switching is attained due to the very slight variation of the director distribution
within the narrow regions near the boundaries, thus resulting in a very high response
speed. The corresponding switching times can be estimated according to the
formula [9]:

t � ðD=p=2pÞ21=ð1�bUp=U0Þ2g1l2=K11 Dn2; ð6:20Þ

where D/p� 1 is a relative phase difference for the last intensity fall and b� 1 is the
liquid crystalmaterial constant. Aswemay see, the response timedoes not depend on
the cell thickness (compare with (6.14)). Combining p-cells with phase retardation
plates, bothwith a positive andwith a negative phase shifts, it is possible to optimize a
contrast and color uniformity of the liquid crystal cell [2]. B-effect in homeotropic or
quasihomeotropic (slightly tilted) nematic samples remains attractive for applica-
tions, including displays with high-information content [7]. With good homeotropic
orientation of a nematic liquid crystal, the B-effect is characterized by a steep growth
in the optical transmission with voltage, that is, the threshold is very abrupt. This is
due to the very weak light scattering of the homeotropically oriented layer, and the
complete absence of birefringence in the initial state with crossed polarizers [6, 7].
Basically, the patterns observed experimentally are similar for the S- and B-effect,
including dynamic behavior. Let us consider the transmission–voltage curves I(U) for
theB-effect at voltages slightly exceeding the threshold value, which are important for
applications. As alreadymentioned, to avoid degeneracy in the director reorientation,
a slight initial pretilt from the normal to the substrate is needed q0� 0.5–1�

(Figure 6.1b). The electrooptical response is very sensitive to the q0 value, that is,
small q0< 0.5� do not allow us to avoid defects, while larger angles, q0> 1�, strongly
reduce the contrast [6, 7]. According to (6.18), for the voltages slightly exceeding the
threshold, the contrast is

C ¼ Ion=Ioff � sin2ðAhq2oniÞ=sin2ðAq2off Þ � q4m=4q
2
0; ð6:21Þ

where hq2oni ¼ d�1
Ð d
0 q2ðzÞ dz � q2m=2 for small q and qoff ¼ q0 are the director an-

gles in the switched-on and switched-off states and A ¼ pdn?ð1�n2?=n
2
jjÞ=2l is a

phase factor. As seen from (2.30), the contrast ratio C crucially depends on the pretilt
angle q0. By using the expression similar to (2.14), we can obtain the following
relationship for Q2

m in the B-effect:
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Q2
m ¼ 4ðU=UB�1ÞðK11=K33 þ ejj=e?Þ�1; ð6:22Þ

where UB¼ p [K33/(e0|De|)]1/2 is the B-effect threshold voltage. By using expres-
sion (6.18) for j0¼p/4, we derive the following relationship for the optical trans-
mission T¼ I/I0 in the ECB effect in a homeotropic nematic (B-effect):

T ¼ sin2pd Dnl�1hqoni2 � 4A2ðU=UB�1Þ2ðK11=K33 þ e?=ejj�1Þ�2

� ½2pdl�1ðnjj�n?Þ=ðK11=K33 þ e?=ejj�1Þ�2ðU=UB�1Þ2
:

ð6:23Þ

As seen from (6.23), a steep electrooptical response of the cell is attained for
sufficiently large values of the optical path difference d(njj � n?) and the elasticity
anisotropy K33/K11, as well as for small dielectric anisotropy |De|/ejj. However, the
values of d cannot be too large since the latter results in an increase in response
times (6.14), while small values of the dielectric anisotropy lead to a growth in
operating voltages. Thus, to develop a good ECBmaterial, a compromise is needed.
In order to obtain the steep electrooptical characteristics required for displays with
high-information content, together with a fast response and uniformity of trans-
mission for the oblique light incidence, the following parameters of nematic cells
for the B-effect can be proposed [6, 7]: small thickness, d< 5 mm; small pretilt angle
q0� 0.5–1�; large optical retardation dDn� 1 mm; large K33/K11 ratio; and small
dielectric anisotropy |De|/ejj< 0.5. The regime of p-cell switching is shown in
Figure 6.7.
Optically compensated p-cell is called optically compensated bend (OCB) cell and

wasfirst proposed byUchida andMiyashita [10]. Themode comprises a bend-aligned
liquid crystal layer and a biaxial phase retardation plate (Figure 6.8).
The special choice of a phase compensator, LC cell parameters, and surface pretilt

angle made OCB mode very fast and attractive for applications in field sequential
color (FSC) LCD,whereR,G, andB images subsequently comes to the screen, thus (i)
increasing the efficiency and resolution of the LCD due to the absence of color filters;
(ii) improving the color coordinates of the image as flashing light emitting diodes
(LEDs) are used for LCD backlighting system (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.7 The switching regime inp-cell. For the last intensity fall,
the controlling voltage has to change from Up to U0 [6, 7].
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High response speeds at lower switching voltages were achieved by adding diaryl-
ether derivatives to negative- and positive-type nematic LC mixtures [11]. The
nonplanar diaryl-ethers penetrated between the liquid crystal molecules, keeping
them slightly apart, thus resulting in slightly reduced molecular interactions
(Figure 6.10).
The effect of reducedmolecular interactions was directly seen as a reduction in the

rotational viscosities. Finally, the overall effect of reducing the rotational viscosity of
liquid crystal mixtures with the use of anisotropic dopants results in improved
switching speeds and decreased switching voltages. The described diaryl-ethers do
not cause any change in the off state transmittance of the negative-type liquid crystals
with initial homeotropic alignment, meaning there is no need to modify the
alignment layers, and furthermore the contrast ratios remain unchanged. The
voltage holding ratio (VHR), which characterized the ionic purity of LC mixture of
the resulting mixtures, also remained almost unchanged.

Figure 6.8 Optically compensated bend (OCB) mode [10].

Figure 6.9 Field sequential color (FSC) LCD.
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A dual fringe field switching (DFFS) mode was demonstrated to achieve a fast
response time [12]. The LC employed has a positive dielectric anisotropy De> 0 and
the thickness of 10mm to accumulate sufficient phase change (Figure 6.11). The
electrodes on both substrates were in complementary positions to enhance the light
efficiency and transmission uniformity.
DFFS mode was useful for wide view display and submillisecond response LC

modulator applications.
Actually, there is noneed for the application of the bias voltage to getOCB structure

(no-bias bend LCD) if the high pretilt angles of the bend LC state can be initially
generated (Figure 6.12) [13]. The properties and process conditions of the new
nanostructured alignment layer were investigated for the purpose [13]. By forming
nanodomains of two different kinds of polyimide (PI) with a �vertical� and

Figure 6.10 Decrease in the order parameter of LC mixture by
adding diaryl-ether derivatives to negative- and positive-type
nematic LC mixtures [11].

Figure 6.11 DFFS mode of homeotropically aligned LC with a
positive dielectric anisotropy De> 0 in a voltage on state [12].
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�horizontal� LC alignment, it was possible to obtain any pretilt angle from 0� to 90�.
These nanostructured alignment layers were robust, resilient, and reproducible.
Even though the pretilt angle depends on many parameters, such as concentration
of �vertical polyamide,� baking temperature, anchoring energy, and so on, once
these parameters are fixed, the pretilt angle produced is uniquely determined
(Figure 6.12).
The combination of a nonaligning polymer and a conventional homogeneous

polyimide can give homogeneous alignmentwith adjustable anchoring energies [13].
This is due to the averaging effect of strong and no anchoring of the two individual
components. The concept of nanodomains of different materials can also be
extended to include photoalignment [14].

6.1.2
Twist Effect

If x- and y-directions of the planar orientation of nematic liquid crystal molecules on
opposite electrodes are perpendicular to each other and the material has a positive
dielectric anisotropy De> 0, then when an electric field is applied along the z-axis
(Figure 6.13) a reorientation effect occurs that is a combination of the S, B, and T
deformation [6, 7].
In the absence of the field, the light polarization vector follows the director and,

consequently, the structure rotates the polarization plane up to an angle character-
izing the structure jm¼p/2 (Figure 6.13). This specific wave guide regime (the
Mauguin regime) takes place when

Dnd=l � 1: ð6:24Þ
When the applied voltage exceeds a certain threshold value

Utw ¼ pf½K11 þðK33�2K22Þ=4�=e0 De�1=2; ð6:25Þ

Figure 6.12 Measured liquid crystal pretilt angle as a function of
concentration of the vertical polyimide [13].
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the director n deviates from the initial orientation so that the linear dependence of
the azimuthal angle j(z) disappears and the tilt angle q(z) becomes nonzero
(Figure 6.13). The qualitative character of the functions j(z) and q(z) for different
voltages is shown in Figure 6.14.
Since the director tends to orient perpendicular to the substrates, the effective

values of Dn and d decrease and, for a certain voltage (optical threshold of the twist

Figure 6.13 Twist effect [6].

Figure 6.14 Distribution of the director anglesj(z) and q(z) in twist effect
for different voltages: (a) U	Utw and (b) Utw<U1<U2<U3 [6].
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Uopt), the wave guide regime no longer remains. Let us note that despite the fact that
the director starts to reorient at U¼Utw, a visible change in the twist-cell transmis-
sion is observed only for U¼Uopt>Utw (Figure 6.15).
Figure 6.15 gives the dependence of the optical transmission of a twist cell for the

conventional geometry P||n(0) and when the polarizer P forms an angle of 45� with
respect to the orientation of the director at z¼ 0 [15]. The deformation threshold,
Utw¼ 6V, determined by extrapolating the linear section of the phase delay curve to
d(U)¼ 0, coincides with that calculated from (6.25). The optical threshold for the
twist effect increases with decreasing wavelength (Uopt¼ 8.9 and 10.2 V for l¼ 750
and450 nm, respectively) since the cutoff implied by theMauguin condition occurs at
higher voltages for shorter wavelengths (6.24).

6.1.2.1 Effect of the Cell Geometry and Liquid Crystal Parameters on the Steepness
of the Transmission–Voltage Curve and its Correlation with the Information
Content of Passively Addressed LCDs

6.1.2.1.1 Twist-Cell Geometry for Zero Voltage: Mauguin Conditions
A twist cell is usually formed by placing orienting glasses on top of each other. Then,
twist directions at angles p/2 and �p/2 are equally probable. Regions with different
signs of twist can be observed by interference methods [6, 7]. This degeneracy in the
sign of the twist can be removed if small amounts of the optically active material are
added to the nematic liquid crystal. In this case, the walls disappear and the twist cell
has a uniform structure throughout its area. A nonzero tilt of themolecules to the cell

Figure 6.15 Optical response of the twist cell between parallel
polarizers [15]: Curve 1: polarizers are parallel to the director on
the input surface of the cell (conventional orientation); Curve 2:
polarizers at the angle of 45� to the director on the input surface
(maximum birefringence intensity); Curve 3: phase retardation
(6.17) calculated from curve 2.
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surface q0 also results in nonuniform twisting. In Ref. [16], it is suggested that the
construction of twist cells with a certain pretilt angle will also eliminate the walls.
At zero field, the waveguide regime orMauguin limit is violated for small values of

Dnd/l. Figure 6.16 shows the corresponding dependence of the transmitted light
intensity (I), the ellipticity (e), and the rotation angle (y) of the long ellipse axis with
respect to the polarizer P-axis on the parameter Dnd/l [16] (the director at the first
substrate is parallel, or perpendicular, to the polarizer (P) and analyzer (A) (P||A). As
seen from Figure 6.16, the exact Mauguin conditions

I ¼ 0; y ¼ p=2; e ¼ 0 ð6:26Þ
take place for infinitely large Dnd/l values and also at some discrete points [6, 7]

Dnd=l ¼ ð4m2�1Þ1=2=2; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð6:27Þ
usually called Mauguin minima.

Figure 6.16 Optical characteristics of the twist cell in the absence
of the field. I, intensity (solid line); e, ellipticity (dashed line);
q, rotation angle (dotted line) versus the parameterDnd/l.Without
the twist cell (d¼ 0), the intensity between the parallel polarizer (P)
and the analyzer (A) is taken equal to I¼ 1. The director at the
first substrate of the twist cell is parallel to the polarizer (P) [6].
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We may consider the transmission of the twist cell for a white light, thus
eliminating l from the characteristic dependence of the twist-cell transmission.
Writing T(Dnd/l) makes it possible to average T(l), together with the function of the
sensitivity of the human eyeY(l), and thewavelength distribution of the illumination
source H(l) [6, 7]. The corresponding optimal points, which provide the minimum
transmission of the twist cell between parallel polaroids, are very close to those
defined by (6.27) if we take the wavelength of themaximum sensitivity of the human
eye in the range l� 550–580 nm.

6.1.2.1.2 Transmission–Voltage Curve for Normal Light Incidence
The typical transmission– voltage curve of the twist effect for normal light incidence
is shown in Figure 6.17 for the twist cell placed between parallel polarizers. As already
mentioned, the deformation of the director, measured by birefringence or capacity,
begins for smaller voltages U¼Utw, then visible variations of the twist-cell trans-
mission. In view of theMauguin requirement (6.24), the optical threshold of the twist
effect decreases for smaller values of the cell thickness, for the optical anisotropy of
the liquid crystal, and for the director pretilt on the boundaries [6, 7]:

q ¼ q0 at z ¼ 0; d:

One of the most important parameters of a twist cell is the steepness of the TVC.
Usually, the steepness parameter p is defined from the TVC of the twist cell, placed
between crossed polarizers (Figure 6.17),

p50 ¼ U50=U90�1; p10 ¼ U10=U90�1; ð6:28Þ
where U90, U50, and U10 correspond to 90, 50, and 10% levels of the optical
transmission. As seen from (6.28), steeper TVCs correspond to smaller values of
p50 and p10.

Figure 6.17 Optical transmission of the twist cell versus voltage
for crossed (curve 1) and parallel (curve 2) polarizers [6]. The
voltages U90, U50, and U10 correspond to the 90, 50, and 10%
transmission level of curve 1, respectively.
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The steepness of theTVCcould be optimized for any specific case. There is noneed
to perform numerous experiments as the computer simulation could solve the
problem with a high degree of accuracy. Many contemporary authors considered the
problem of the calculation of electrooptical characteristics of twist cells, using both
analytical estimations and computer programs [7, 17]. The procedure of themodeling
of the twist-cell electrooptical behavior includes two steps. First, distributions of the
director orientation are found for varying voltages (Figure 6.14). The second step
consists of solving Maxwell equations for the light propagating in anisotropic liquid
crystalmedia. To accomplish this, the liquid crystal is divided into a series ofN equally
thick uniaxial crystal sublayers, possessing a uniform optical axis direction within
each sublayer. The direction of the optical axis changes by a small angle between
adjacent sublayers, thus following the total director distribution in the cell
(Figure 6.14).
Each sublayer is represented by a propagation matrix that alters the polarization

state of the light passing through it, so that the total twist-cell transmission is foundby
multiplying all thematrices of sublayers. Computermethods for calculating the twist-
cell properties were developed by Berreman, using the 4
 4 propagationmatrix [18].
Later on, computer procedures were improved, simplified by neglecting multiple
reflections in sublayers, and made faster. The 2
 2 matrix formalism, known as
�Extended Jones Matrix Method,� was developed [19]. Thus, the possibility of using
the 2
 2 Jones matrix that considerably accelerates the procedure without loss of
accuracy was demonstrated. At present, several groups [20–23] use a set of com-
mercially available computer programs for the simulation of electrooptical properties
of twist and other nematic cells.
The attempts at optimization of the TVC steepness parameter show that the latter

increases for the higher elastic ratios K33/K11, and increases for the lower values of
the dielectric anisotropyDe/e?, while the effect of the optical path differenceDnd and
the elastic ratio K33/K22 is small [6, 7]. It was shown that the maximum steepness
parameter is obtained when Dnd� 2l, that is, near the second Mauguin mini-
mum (6.27). If the director pretilt angle at the boundaries is not equal to zero, the TVC
steepness parameter decreases. A phenomenological formula was proposed [24, 32]
for the evaluation of the steepness parameter p50 based on experimental data for
binary mixtures of compounds, belonging to 12 structurally and physically different
liquid crystal classes,

p50 ¼ 0:133þ 0:0266ðK33=K11�1Þþ 0:443 ðln Dnd=2lÞ2; ð6:29Þ

which with a high accuracy correlates with the corresponding values measured in
experiment.
A detailed analysis of TVC steepness p50 and p10, based on computer simula-

tion [17], was proposed inRef. [7]. Let us note that thenumber of addressing linesN in
the matrix liquid crystal displays, with a high-information content or multiplexing
capability, sharply increases for steep TVCs, that is, low p-values. The precise
dependence N(p) is defined by the type of the driving scheme and will be discussed
below.
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The number of addressing lines N can be calculated from the relation [33]

N ¼ ½ð1þ pÞ2 þ 1�2=½ð1þ pÞ2�1�2; N � 1=p2 for p � 1; ð6:30Þ
which is the result of the optimization of the driving conditions.
Our calculation show that decreasing K33/K11 from 2 to 0.5 results in a consid-

erable growth in the number of addressed lines of the passively addressed LCD. For
low values of the ratio p (p� 0.7), the maximum of the multiplexing capability N is
achieved for the layer thickness corresponding to the first Mauguin minimum;
however, forK33/K11� 1, the secondMauguinminimumbecomes optimal. TheTVC
steepness depends only on the product of Dnd, thus we can vary Dn and d
independently keeping Dnd and the multiplexing capability constant.
The low-frequency dielectric anisotropy of nematic cells is also important. The

twist-cell multiplexing capability depends differently on De/e?, depending on the
number of Mauguin minimum, m. For m¼ 1, the number of addressed lines
considerably decreases with De/e?, while for m¼ 3, on the contrary, the maximum
values of N are obtained for largest De/e? ratios.
The geometry of the twist cell also affects the TVC steepness and, consequently, the

multiplexing capability [7]. The TVC steepness increases for the lower values of the
anglehp between the polarizer and the analyzer. Forhp¼ 70� (instead of the typicalp/
2 value, Figure 6.13), the number of addressed lines is, however, doubledwith a small
(�10%) decrease in the transmission in the off state. TVC steepness is also very
sensitive to variations of the total twist angle jm and grows in more twisted cells.
However, twist angles exceeding p/2 are unstable in pure nematic cells.
Larger values of the layer thickness lead to the higher operating voltages of the twist

effect [7]. This is evident because the Mauguin parameter Dnd/l increases in the
�off�state, and to breakMauguin�s condition (6.24), smallerDn values in the �on�state
are needed, corresponding to the stronger director deformation in higher fields. As
mentioned above, TVC in parallel and perpendicular polarizers are complementary
(Figure 6.17). This is not true, however, for the contrast ratios as functions of applied
voltages for a nonmonochromatic (white) light. The contrast ratio C is defined as the
ratio of transmitted luminances in the on and off states [6, 7]:

C ¼ Bon=Boff ; ð6:31Þ

where

B ¼
ð
l
HðlÞyðlÞIðlÞ dl

�ð
l
HðlÞyðlÞ dl:

The intensities I(l) in the on and off states are averaged with the function of the
sensitivity of the human eye y(l) and the energy distribution of imination sourceH(l)
over the visible spectrum (380–780 nm). The electrooptic effect on the twist cell
placed between parallel and crossed polarizers is called the �normally black� and
�normally white� mode [6], in accordance with the appearance of the twist cell in the
off state (dark or bright). Contrast ratios in the white mode are considerably higher
than in the blackmode as the transmission in the on state for a normally white mode
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could be very small, limited only by the quality of polarizers and liquid crystal
orientation.

6.1.2.1.3 Viewing Angle Dependences of Twist LCDs
The twist-cell transmission at oblique incidence depends on the values of the polar iq
and azimuthal ij angles of light incidence (Figure 6.18). This could be interpreted in
terms of the correspondingMauguin parameter Dnd/l, which becomes a function of
the light direction. TheMauguin parameter in thedirection e is estimatedby averaging
the value of pDn/l along e, where p¼ (dj/de)�1 is a local value of the pitch, that is, the
distance of the total director azimuthal rotation by 2p (for e parallel to the twist axis
p¼ 4d) and the effective optical anisotropyDn ¼ ðsin2q=n2jj þ cos2q=n2?Þ�1=2�n? with
the polar q and azimuthal j angles of the director with respect to the e-axis.
The characteristics of transmission for oblique incidence iq 6¼ 0 can be described in

termsof the azimuthal dependence of the transmissionT(ij) for a givenpolar angle of
incidence iq and the applied voltage U. For directors parallel to the boundaries the
twist-cell transmission is symmetric with respect to the plane located at an angle of
45� to the director orientation on the boundaries [6]. However, for nonzero director
pretilt angles, the symmetry is broken. In the T–V curves, obtained for oblique light
incidence, there appears a minimum of transmission, which goes to the lower
voltages for higher incidence angles (Figure 6.19). Indeed, for a certain voltage, the
direction of light propagationmay coincide with the director at the center of the layer,
thus providing very low values of the Mauguin parameter, despite the fact that the
director distribution, as a whole, is far from the homeotropic configuration. As seen
fromFigure 6.19, a twist cell for the oblique light incidence is themost sensitive to an
external voltage for azimuthal angles ij¼ 180�, while ij¼ 0� corresponds to quite an
opposite case.

Figure 6.18 The geometry of the twist cell for an oblique light
incidence. The angle iq is a polar angle of light incidence and the
angle ij is the corresponding azimuthal angle measured from the
symmetric plane of the twist structure [6].
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The most crucial parameter that affects the uniformity of transmission is the
Mauguin number m(6.27). For low Dnd/l values the anisotropy of transmission for
an oblique incidence isweak [7]. According to this, liquid crystalmixtureswith lowDn
values and the first Mauguin minimum Dnd=l ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3=2
p

as an operating point are
preferable.We do not consider the influence of the parametersK33/K11 and De/e? on
the transmission characteristics of the twist cell, as it is very small compared to that of
normal incidence mentioned above.
Let us note that coloration, that is, dependence of the light transmission on the

wavelength, and the stronger temperature dependence of dnmake the operation in
the first Mauguinminimum less attractive. Sometimes, it seemsmore convenient to
choose

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
< Dnd=l <

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5=2

p
(between the first and second minima) even at the

cost of the partial loss of the contrast.
The dependence of the T–V curves on the angles of incidence is taken into account

as one of the characteristics of twist effect mixtures. Figure 6.19 shows that for a
certain azimuth of an oblique incidence (ij¼ 180�), the optical threshold of the twist
effect is lower than for the normal incidence. Thus, it is possible to consider new
definitions of the switching-off voltage on a nonselected display element and
switching-on voltage on the selected one. For instance, Figure 6.19 demonstrates
that the optical threshold can beU90,30 (iq¼ 30�, ij¼ 180�, transmission 90%), while
the selected voltage can be U50,15 (iq¼ 15�, ij¼ 180�, transmission 50%) or U10,0

(iq¼ 0�, transmission 10%). Similar limitations are imposed on theTVCsteepness by
the temperature dependence of the operating voltages. As a result, the multiplexing
capability of the twist effect remains several times lower than that estimated from
TVC at normal incidence and room temperature.

Figure 6.19 TVC of the twist cell for an oblique light incidence
[6, 7]. Curve 1 corresponds to the light incidence angles iq¼ 15�,
ij¼ 0�; Curve 2: (iq¼ 0�, ij¼ 0�); Curve 3: (iq¼ 15�, ij¼ 180�);
Curve 4: (iq¼ 30�, ij¼ 180�).
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For applications, it is convenient to evaluate the angular dependence of the
transmission by isocontrast curves, which show the levels of equal contrast ratio
for different angles of incidence. An example of these curves for the normally white
mode (twist cell between crossed polarizers in light) is given in Figure 6.20. (The
contrast ratios are 20: 1 and 100: 1.) The radial coordinate in the isocontrast diagram
defines the value of the incidence angle iq, while the azimuthal one defines the
azimuthal incidence angle ij. It is seen from Figure 6.20 that the normally white
mode provides wider viewing angles when the polarizer is perpendicular to the direct
input substrate.

6.1.2.1.4 Principles of Passive Matrix Addressing of Twist LCDs
The principle of matrix addressing is shown in Figure 6.21 [6, 7]. Rows of the matrix
are subsequently addressed in equal time subintervals by pulses of the amplitudeUS.
In each time subinterval, all the columns of the matrix display are addressed
simultaneously with pulses of the amplitude �UD. The sign of the column pulse
depends on whether an element of thematrix display (pixel) should be in the �off� or
�on�state. Sometimes, �on� and �off�states of the pixel are called selected and
nonselected states. Figure 6.21 demonstrates that the effective (root mean square
voltage) on the selected Usel(Al2) and nonselected Unsel(Al1) elements are

U2
sel ¼ ðUS þUDÞ2=NþU2

Dð1�1=NÞ; ð6:32Þ

U2
nsel ¼ ðUS�UDÞ2=NþU2

Dð1�1=NÞ:
ExcludingUS from (6.32) andminimizing the obtained value ofNwith respect toUD

we have

Nmax ¼ ½ðU2
sel þU2

nselÞ=ðU2
sel�U2

nselÞ�2 ¼ f½ð1þ pÞ2 þ 1�=½ð1þ p2Þ�1�g2

ð6:33Þ

Figure 6.20 Isocontrast curves for the normally white mode. The
first polarizer is (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the director
on the input substrate [6, 7].
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which coincides with (6.30) if we assume that

p ¼ Usel=Unsel�1:

Thus, the lower p-values enable us to address more rows of the matrix, that is, to
increase their information content. Optimum amplitudes of voltage pulses US and
UD are written as

UD ¼ 1=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðU2

sel þU2
nselÞ;

q

US ¼ 1=2ðU2
sel þU2

nselÞ3=2=ðU2
sel�U2

nselÞ:
The advantages of multiplex driving is that M
N pixels can be accessed with just
M þ N electrical contacts to the display, which considerably reduces a number of
drivers. The disadvantage is the appearance of the so-called cross talk, as each pixel
cannot be addressed independently, since an addressing pulse affects all the elements
in the corresponding row.

Figure 6.21 Principles of matrix addressing of LCD with N rows (N¼ 3) and M columns [6].
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The driving scheme, proposed in [25], allows us to address more rows than the
classical 3 : 1 selection scheme [6, 7], where

US ¼ 2Uopt; UD ¼ Uopt

with the optical threshold for the twist effect Uopt.
At present, there is no generally accepted system of parameters that characterizes

themultiplexing capability of the twist cell. This is so because not only the quality of a
mixture but also the number of technological conditions remains a very important
characteristic of merit of the twist displays. As mentioned above, the multiplexing
capability could be improved by a proper choice of the cell thickness, lower gap
nonuniformity within the working area, better quality of nematic alignment, opti-
mized angle between polarizers, driving scheme, and so on.

6.1.2.1.5 Dynamics of the Twist Effect
The definition of the rise tr and decay tdecay times of the twist effect are clarified in
Figure 6.22. Responding to the square wave voltage with the amplitude V liquid
crystal twist cell between parallel polarizers increases its brightness from the initial
value B0 to the value of the optical threshold of the twist effect B0 þ 0.1(Bm�B0)
during the so-called �delay� time td. The rise time tr corresponds to the further
increase in the brightness up to the value of 90% from the difference between the
initial and the maximum Bm value. After switching off the voltage, the twist LCD
brightness relaxes with a decay time tdecay. Qualitatively, the times for both the twist
effect and the layer deformations are proportional to the viscosity and to the square of
the thickness, and inversely proportional to an elastic constant of the liquid crystal
material (6.14). Also, the rise times are inversely proportional to the difference
(V2�U2

tw), where Utw is a threshold voltage [6, 7].
For the higher applied voltages, the edge of the twist effect oscillograms develops a

characteristic bounce (there is no such bounce on the front edge) (Figure 6.23). The

Figure 6.22 Typical oscillograms [6, 7] that define the response time of the twist effect.
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effect takes place if the driving voltage is sufficiently high, V> 2Utw. This effect is
accounted for theoretically by allowing the backflow [6, 7]. The point is that in the
initial stages of the relaxation, themaximum elastic torque is found in the region of a
rapid change of the director deformation qwith the z-coordinate in the vicinity of the
walls as in the ECB effect (Figure 6.5). The highest rate of the director reorientation
also occurs in this region, inducing the maximum associated flow of the liquid. This
flow influences the director in the layer center in such a way that the director angle q
increases (to values above p/2). As relaxation proceeds, the backflow decreases, and
the director can return to its initial state under the elastic forces. This corresponds to
the maximum transmission of the cell (a bounce of the rear edge).
There exists a possibility of decreasing the twist effect relaxation times by applying

a field with a frequency greater than that at which the dielectric anisotropy changes
sign, as was discussed for ECB effect. However, higher operating voltages and a
limited operating temperature range prevent the dual-frequency addressing scheme
from finding commercial application.

6.1.2.1.6 New Developments
Let us analyze some new possible improvements of twist effect LCDs, whichmake it
more attractive for electrooptical applications in LCDs.

Effect ofWeak Boundary Anchoring: Reverse TwistMode The effect of saturation, that
is, total reorientation of the twist director alignment to the homeotropic one at finite
voltage values, is possible. This effect could be used for the realization of memory
states [6]. A considerable increase in themultiplexing capability of the twist cell at low

Figure 6.23 Occurrence of the bounce on the decay of the TVC curve [6, 7].
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anchoring energies is observed. The corresponding number of addressing lines is
very sensitive to the form of the anchoring potential. For sufficiently small anchoring
energies, the twist-cell response reveals bistability and hysteresis [8]. It should be
pointed out that this is true only for cellswithweak polar anchoring energies.Now the
development of such systems is in progress. The azimuthal anchoring should be kept
strong in all cases, otherwise the twist alignment can disappear at a certain critical
thickness [26].

If the electrodes of a cell that have been pretreated by rubbing were further coated
with a layer of surfactant (e.g., lecithin), the resulting orientation of the molecules of
the nematic liquid crystal will be homeotropic and appears bright between parallel
polarizers (Figure 6.13). In an electric field, a nematic liquid crystal with a negative
dielectric anisotropy must reorient itself into a twist structure, and transmission
through the cell decreases to zero (reverse twist effect) [7]. This effect has been
observed experimentally in comparatively thick cells (d� 50mm) [7]. In cells with
d� 20mm, the final twisted state proves to be unstable and the nematic liquid crystal
layer gradually transformed into a planar structure. The addition of small quantities
of cholesteric liquid crystals to the initial nematic mixture stabilizes the final twisted
structure and improves the electrooptical characteristics of the device. The electro-
optical response of electrically induced twist nematic cells includes intensity oscilla-
tions observed both in the switching-on and in the switching-off regimes [7]. These
oscillations take place due to the variation of birefringence, which are not important
in the usual twist effect.

Another reverse twistmode takes placewhen the boundary conditions favoring the
twist configuration with a definite direction and the handedness of the chiral dopant
in LC materials are opposite to each other [27]. Based on the LC molecular
arrangement, low driving voltage [27] and fast response times [28] could be realized.

Improvement of Viewing Angles One possibility of improving the viewing angles of
the twist effect is application of the so-called �plane switching� (IPS), when the
electric field is applied parallel to the substrate�s plane. In this case, it is possible to
control the TVC of the twist cell mainly not by changing its phase retardation DF but
by affecting the angle j0 between the polarization plane of the incident light and the
director axis (6.18). The dark state will correspond to the value of j0¼ 0 and the
angular dependence of the intensity will be absent as it is connected only with
the phase retardation term DF [29]. At the same time, the coloration, that is, the
wavelength dependence of the transmission, is also absent due to the same
reason [29]. However, certain problems of the IPS mode are yet to be solved, such
as slow response (several times slower than in the usual twistmode) and the presence
of defects.

Another possibility of getting the wider viewing angles in twist effect is the so-called
multidomain alignment technique, that is, dividing each twist cell into two or four
domains to observe the best side of the twist configuration, presented by each
domain [30]. In some cases, the multidomain configuration can be obtained by the
nonfixed(amorphous) liquidcrystalorientationononeof thesubstratesof thecell [6,7].

To improve the viewing angle dependence and contrast ratio of the twist cell, phase
retardation plates are used [6, 7]. Sometimes, a second twist cell is placed after thefirst
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one with a 90� twist in the opposite sense [31]. The two cells optically compensate for
each other when placed so that their directors are perpendicular on the facing
surfaces. Thus, the double-layered twisted device appears black between crossed
polarizers for all wavelengths and has better viewing characteristics at oblique
incidence.

6.1.3
Supertwist Effects

6.1.3.1 Discovery of Supertwist Effect for LCDs: SBE Mode
In 1984, the display based on the �supertwist birefringent effect� (SBE) was
proposed [32]. The geometry of a SBE display is typical for the supertwisted displays
(Figure 6.24). A 270� supertwisted nematic layer is oriented with a 28� director tilt at
the boundaries to prevent the appearance of light scattering structures. In anSBE cell,
the thickness-to-pitch ratio d/P¼ 0.75, that is, three-quarters helix pitch, is fitted
within the layer thickness d. It means that the second Grandjean zone for a 90�

twisted director orientation has to be realized by a proper doping twist LCD cell with a
chiral agent. When the field is switched on the director reorients to nearly home-
otropic configuration (dielectric anisotropy De> 0). Two polarizers used in the SBE
display are located at anglesb and g with respect to the director projection on the input
(n1) and output (n2) substrates.
The position of polarizers (b and g) and the optical path difference Dnd define the

color and contrast characteristics of the SBE device [33]. For a �yellow� mode with a
positive contrast (purplish blue symbols on a bright slightly greenish yellow back-
ground), we have to choose b¼ 32.5�, g ¼ 57.5�, and Dnd¼ 0.85mm. For the �blue�
mode, having a negative contrast with the colors, complementary to that of the
�yellow� mode, the following optimum values were found: b¼ 45�, g ¼�45�, and
Dnd¼ 0.79mm. The transmission spectra for the blue (B) and yellow (Y) modes in
�on� and �off�states are shown in Figure 6.25 [33]. The considerable wavelength
dependence of the transmission of the SBE display imposes certain limitations to
their applications.
The significant advantage of the supertwist mode is a steep transmission–voltage

characteristic due to the sharp growth of the director deformation with the voltage
(Figure 6.26). The first SBE display operated at Uoff¼ 1.6 V, Uon¼ 1.75V that,
according to (6.30), allows us to address more than 100 rows (or more than 200
rows for double addressing [32, 33]).
High contrast and uniformity of transmission characteristics at oblique incidence

are also beneficial features of the SBE mode, which considerably improve the
legibility of supertwist displays. Better viewing angles than that for the 90� twist
structure seem to be a peculiar feature of highly twisted chiral nematics. Figure 6.27
demonstrates this for a 200� supertwist cell in comparison with the usual 90� twist
cell [6, 7].
Thus, the supertwist birefringent effect was a step forward to the development of a

new generation of matrix addressed displays with very high-information contents
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and excellent viewing characteristics. However, several characteristics of the SBE
mode need further improvement. They are as follows [33]:

1. High sensitivity to the cell gap nonuniformity. More than 2% difference from the
average thickness over the working area of the display results in the appearance of
different colors.

Figure 6.24 The geometry of the SBE display.
(a) Cell configuration, P: polarizer, A: analyzer, n1 and n2 the
projections of the director onto the substrate plane. (b) Director
distributions for the selected (�on�) and nonselected (�off�)
voltages of the passively addressed LCD [6].
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Figure 6.25 Transmission spectra of SBE display for yellow
(Yon, Yoff) and blue (Bon, Boff) modes in the on and off states,
respectively [33].

Figure 6.26 Electrooptical response (right) and director
deformation (left) curves for SBE mode supertwist display [6].

Figure 6.27 Transmission–voltage characteristics: (a) 90� twist
structure and (b) a 200� supertwisted cell. The light incidence
angles iq are shown on the curves, ij¼ 180� [6].
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2. Strict requirements to the quality of the tilted orientation at the substrates. The
larger supertwist angles of the liquid crystal structure require the higher director
tilt angles at the substrates to avoid parasitic domain structures.

3. Considerable wavelength dependence of the transmission spectra in the visible
range (Figure 6.25).

4. Too large response times (300–400ms).

New classes of supertwist displays appear to solve these problems.

6.1.3.2 Various Supertwist Modes
A general scheme of realization of highly informative supertwist displays is shown in
Figure 6.28. Here, the scheme of supertwist display geometry shows the input and
output orientations of themolecules or their projections (nin, nout) as well as the input
and output orientation of the polarizers (Pin, Pout). The angle jm is the supertwist
angle, b and h define the location of the polarizers, h is the angle between polarizers
and b the angle of the first polarizer with respect to the director on the front substrate.
As seen from Figure 6.28, various supertwist geometries could be obtained by
altering the supertwist angle jm and polarizer angles b, h. Besides that, we can
change suchparameters of the supertwistmixtures as optical path differenceDnd and
the director pretilt at the boundaries q0. Various realizations of supertwist structures
for passively addressed high-information content LCDs are shown in Table 6.1 [6].
New methods for the realization of the electrooptical effects in supertwisted

displays (supertwist nematic (STN) effect and optical mode interference (OMI)
effect) avoid certain limitations and disadvantages that are observed in SBE displays.
For example, the boundary tilt angles for preventing the appearance of domain
structures are not as large as in SBE, and the requirement of thickness nonuniformity
becomes softer. Consequently, manufacturing displays becomes easier. STN and
OMImixtures have the same or even better steepness as the SBE prototype, which in

Figure 6.28 The general scheme of supertwist display geometry
shows the input and output orientations of the molecules or their
projections (nin, nout) as well as the input and output orientation
of the polarizers (Pin, Pout). The angle jm is the supertwist angle,
b and h define the location of the polarizers [6].
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accordancewith (6.30)means addressing about 400 lines forXGAstandard of passive
LCD (1024
 768 pixels for a dual scan drive) [6].
The opticalmode inteference effect provides a weakwavelength dependence of the

transmission in the visible region [34] (Table 6.1). The effect requires a low optical
path difference, which leads to a strong interference of two polarizationmodes when
propagating through an OMI cell (Mauguin�s wave guide regime (6.24) is not valid).
The transmission spectra of the OMI cell enables us to realize the black and white
appearance of the two display states, which is impossible in STN or SBE cells
(Figure 6.25). The electrooptical characteristics of the OMI cells are much more
tolerant to the cell gap nonuniformity than that in STN and are less temperature
dependent. However, one of the main disadvantages of the OMI displays is low
brightness in the off state. For instance, if we take the brightness of two parallel
polarizers equal to 100%, then the off states of the 90� twist cell and the 240� STN cell
would correspond to 95 and 64%, respectively, while the brightness of the 180� OMI
cell does not exceed 40% [33]. However, the brightness of OMI displays can be greatly
improved up to 77% by increasing the twist angles up to 270� if we make an
appropriate choice of Dnd and the angular position of polarizers [35]. Besides that,
OMI displays possess the response times about 1.5 times lower than STN-LCDs for
the same value of the contrast and multiplexing capability. Surprisingly, the viewing
angles of OMI displays for high-information content screens are not much wider
than that of STN, despite the lower values ofDnd. Thus, OMI displays are competitive
with STN displays for high-information content passively addressed LCDs.

6.1.3.3 Dependence of TVC Steepness on the Material and Construction Parameters
The corresponding dependence of the steepness of the transmission–voltage curve
on physical parameters of the chiral nematic mixture and geometry of the supertwist
display is shown in Table 6.2. Correlations mentioned in Table 6.2 are used in the
development of supertwist mixtures for highly informative displays.

Table 6.1 Supertwist structures for passively addressed high-information content LCDs [6].

Supertwist
mode

Supertwist
angle

Thickness-
to-pitch
ratio, d/P

Optical path
length,
Dnd (lm)

Polarizer
angles
b, g

Pretilt angles
on the substrates, h0

Supertwist
birefringent
effect [32, 33]

270� 0.75 0.85 �32.5�, 65� 28�

Supertwist
nematic effect

240� 0.66 0.82 45�, 60� 4–6�

Optical mode
interference
effect [34]

180� �0.3 0.46 0�, 90� 2–3�

Optical mode
interference
effect

240� 0.43 0.54 4–6�
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According to Table 6.2, the problemof developing supertwistmaterials with a steep
transmission–voltage curve is always a matter of compromise. Steeper TVCs are
either accompanied by higher driving voltages or the appearance of domains and
hysteresis [6]. Besides that, the parameters of newly developed supertwist mixtures
should have a weak temperature dependence, as the necessary driving voltages are
very sensitive to temperature. Another problem is to provide a qualitative oblique
alignment over the large surface area of the display. This problem can be solved by
using rubbed polyimide layers, which provide the pretilt angles between 1� and 10�,
and new methods, such as the photoaligning procedure [13, 14].
One of the most crucial problems in the development of supertwist materials is

decreasing response times. A fast response, which enables to operate in the TV
standard mode, should not be worse than 50ms. To improve response times of
supertwist displays, it is preferable to use low viscosities, largeDn values, larger ratios
of K33/K11, low d/P ratios, smaller relative dielectric anisotropy De/e?, and so on [6].
The TV standard has not yet been achieved, but response times are small enough to
use supertwisted LCDs in personal computers both in portable and in desktop
variants. We should note that the large size of STN-LCD screen with a high-
information content (e.g., XGA standard) cannot be fast in principle as the steeper
TVCs inevitably lead to the slower response times.

6.1.3.4 Supertwisted LCDs with Improved Characteristics: STN-LCDs
with Phase Retardation Plates
One of the main goals is to attain a black–white switching of a supertwist cell with a
high contrast ratio and an acceptable brightness. The possible solution of the problem

Table 6.2 Effect of material parameters and cell geometry on the
electrooptic response of supertwist LCD [6].

Parameter Effect

Thickness-to-pitch ratio, d/P0, with equi-
librium pitch, P0

Lower d/P0 values result in a decrease in driving
voltages and make them steeper. Response
times decrease. The supertwist structure exists
for jm/2p� 0.25< d/P0<jm/2pþ 0.25

Pretilt boundary angle, y0 Higher pretilt angles shift the TVCs to the lower
voltages and slightly increase its steepness at the
cost of the lower contrast ratios. Parasitic do-
main structures do not appear for the suffi-
ciently large y0

Dielectric ratio, De/e? Lower De/e? ratios increase the steepness on
account of the higher driving voltages, but do-
mains may appear. Response times improve

Supertwist angle, jm Larger angles jm increase TVC steepness up to
the appearance of a hysteresis on the TVCcurve.
Driving voltages and response times increase
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is to use phase retardation plates in combination with an STN display. The idea is to
compensate phase difference induced by a supertwisted structure. Supertwisted
displays with one and two phase retardation plates were reported [36]. The orientation
of the retardation plates and their optical path differences are optimized to provide
both black and white switching and wide viewing angles [17]. The double plates
provide better achromatic appearance and contrast ratio than a single plate, especially
when they are placed onboth sides of theSTNcell. Thin polymerfilms (polycarbonate,
polyvinyl alcohol, etc.) are used now, as phase retardation plates. Biaxial compensator
films and optically negative polymeric films composed of discoticmolecules were also
developed [37]. The contrast ratios of the STN-LCD with negative birefringence films
achieve 100 : 1 for the normally incident light. However, it is very difficult to realize
such a film with a uniform phase retardation over a large surface area.

6.1.3.5 Double-STN-Cell (DSTN) Configuration: Triple STN Subtractive Color System
The main problem with the STN-LCD using the phase retardation plate is a limited
temperature range over which a good compensation is possible due to the different
temperature dependence of Dn in liquid crystal and polymer layers [33]. This
disadvantage is overcome when, instead of the phase compensator, another super-
twist cell of the same thickness is used that has no electrode and is twisted in the
opposite direction. Thus, the second passive layer optically compensates the active
STN layer in the off state and the light passed through two cells becomes linearly
polarized perpendicular to the input polarizer direction. As a result, this light is
absorbed by the analyzer, which is crossed with the polarizer (Figure 6.29) [6].
The device consisting of two supertwist cells is called double-layer STN-LCD or
DSTN-LCD and in the off state looks dark for all wavelengths in the visible region.
DSTN-LCDs demonstrate both higher contrast ratios and wider viewing angles than
STN-LCDwith phase retarders. Due to the double-cell construction, the requirement
of the gap nonuniformity in DSTN-LCD is more stringent than in STN-LCD. Other

Figure 6.29 DSTN-LCD configuration [6].
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drawbacks include increased display thickness and weight, a problem especially for
applications in portable computers. The TVC of DSTN cell possesses the same
steepness as TVC of STN-LCD, but the viewing angles are considerably wider [33]. Of
course, supertwist LCDs in general have much higher contrast ratios and better
viewing angles than TN-LCDs.

6.1.3.6 Multiline Addressing: Shadowing
In case of sufficiently fast response of the liquid crystalmaterial, the time distribution
of the controlling voltage over the pixel of the STN-LCD screen begins to play an
important role. In particular, the usual Alt-Pleshko scheme (Figure 6.21) does not
provide an appropriate behavior of the LCD response due to the fast decay of the
transmission within one addressing period of the screen (conventional frame rate is
about 60Hz). The phenomenon is known as frame response (Figure 6.30) and can be
avoided only if the controlling voltage is distributed more uniformly over the frame
period [33]. Several methods are known to overcome this drawback: active addres-
sing [33] and multiline selection (MLS) [38]. Both methods need additional circuitry
for the generation of the orthogonal row addressing function and calculation of
column addressing functions on their basis. However, the additional cost due to the
more complex addressing scheme is not a big problem [38]. Multiline addressing
technique has been realized for STN-LCDs with a high information capacity and low
power consumption [39].

Figure 6.30 The phenomenon of frame response, resulting in fast
decrease in the transmission of the STN-LCD pixel in case of
strongly nonuniform distribution of the controlling voltage over
the pixel (a) frame response in case of conventional addressing
[33] and (b) voltage distribution over the pixel in case of active
addressing [33, 38, 39].
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Another problem indrivingSTN-LCD is the so-called shadowing, that is, distortion
of the switching of the driving waveform. The shadowing occurs more frequently
when the number of scanning lines increases. The distortion can be omitted by using
low-on-resistance drivers, low-resistant terminal contacts, and ITO electrodes, and
improved liquid crystal materials with reduced capacity (low dielectric constant).

6.1.4
Electrooptical Modes in Cholesterics

6.1.4.1 Selective Reflection Band
Various cholesteric textures (planar, focal conic, and homeotropic) are shown in
Figure 2.23. Furthermore, we will consider the electrooptic switching between these
textures more carefully. Now, let us summarize the basic optical properties of a
cholestericplanar texture for the lightnormally incidentonthis texture (Figure6.31) [6].

1. There exists one resonance band (selective reflection band), that is, a full reflection
of light with the circular polarization having the same handedness as the pitch of
the helix and a corresponding total transmission of the light with an opposite
circular polarization (Figure 2.34a). The band has rather flat top with a center at

Figure 6.31 Optical properties of a cholesteric planar texture.
(a) selective reflection of a circularly polarized light; (b) optical
rotatory power; (c) circular dichroism [6].
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l0 ¼ P0hni; ð6:34Þ
where hni¼ (njj þ n?)/2. The higher orders of reflection are forbidden.

2. The spectral width of this reflection Dl is proportional to the optical anisotropy
Dn¼ njj � n? of a cholesteric liquid crystal

Dl ¼ P0 Dn: ð6:35Þ
3. On each side of the selective reflection band, there are regions of strong rotation of

a plane polarized light.

A schematic representation of wavelength dependence of optical rotatory power and
circulardichroism incholesteric systems isprovided inFigure 6.31b and c, respectively.

6.1.4.2 Unwinding of a Cholesteric Helix
Due to the nonzero dielectric anisotropy De 6¼ 0 (2.9) and flexoelectric coupling, the
cholesteric LC interacts with the external electric field resulting in the two main
processes: unwinding of the cholesteric helix and linear flexoelectric switching.

The transformation (unwinding) of the cholesteric helix in a magnetic field is
shown in Figure 6.32. The process consists of (i) increasing helix pitch in interme-
diate field values 0<H<Hth and (ii) divergence of helix pitch at the threshold value
H¼Hth. The corresponding magnitude of the electric field [6]

Eth ¼ p2=P0ðK22=e0 DeÞ1=2: ð6:36Þ
The dynamics of helix unwinding in cholesterics is described by the characteristic
rise time trise and decay or relaxation time trel according to the following relations:

trise ¼ g1=ðe0 DeE2=2�K22q
2Þ; trel ¼ g1=K22q

2: ð6:37Þ
As follows from(6.37), the relaxation timesof thehelix divergenear the thresholdfield:

q ¼ 2p=PY 0 for PY1 at E ¼ Eth:

6.1.4.3 Linear Flexoelectric Effect
We should also allow flexoelectric polarization (Figure 6.33)

Pf ¼ e11n div n�e33ðn
 curlnÞ; ð6:38Þ

Figure 6.32 Unwinding of the cholesteric helix in amagnetic fieldH
perpendicular to the helix axis [6].
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where e11 and e33 are flexoelectric moduli, which gives rise to the following term gf in
the density of the nematic free energy:

gf ¼ �ðPf EÞ: ð6:39Þ
The flexoelectric term is connected with the interaction of the LC director deforma-
tion and is complementary to the usual elastic term, which does not depend on the
electric field (2.15). If a cholesteric axis is parallel to the plane of the cell, the
flexoelectric coupling leads to the reversible distortion of the structure with
the characteristic time on the order of hundreds of microseconds [40]. For values
of the electric field sufficiently smaller than the threshold E�Eth, the deformation
amplitude of the helix axis is

jðEÞ ¼ arctanðefEP0=2pKÞ; ð6:40Þ
that is, changes its sign simultaneously with the field E. (Here ef and K are average
flexoelectric and elastic coefficients, respectively, andP0 is the helix pitch.) It results in
correspondingmodulations of the intensity of the light on the output of LC cell placed
betweencrossedpolarizers.Theproblemisnot todisturbthehelixpitchtoomuchasthe
electrooptic response can deviate from the linear character due to the helix unwinding
effect [41].Wewillnotconsiderheretheappearanceofdielectric,flexoelectric,andother
modulated scattering structures in cholesterics, which are clearly described else-
where [7]. Such structures are parasitic and must be avoided by a special choice of
LC parameters, cell construction (e.g., increased tilt angle), and driving regime.

6.1.4.4 Reflective Cholesteric Structures
The reflective cholesteric textures were intensively investigated in Kent State Uni-
versity [42, 43]. The basic structures were the so-called polymer-stabilized cholesteric
textures (PSCTs) with stabilization by dispersing a low concentration of polymer
inside the cholesteric liquid crystal. The electric field can switch between the three
main PSCT configurations [6] (Figure 6.34).
The planar cholesteric structure is prepared by UV-curing of the mixture of a

cholesteric liquid crystal, a monomer, and a photoinitiator with a simultaneous

Figure 6.33 Flexoelectric deformation in a planar cholesteric structure.
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application of electric field to achieve the homeotropic orientation of LC molecules
together with a monomer for forming a proper polymer network [42]. The compe-
tition between the polymer network, which favors the homeotropic LC alignment,
and the surfaces treated for a homogeneous LC orientation results in a multidomain
PSCT structure (Figure 6.34). The cell is then coated with a black absorbing layer to
enhance the contrast between the two PSCT states.
The planar PSCT structure exhibits Bragg reflection of green or yellow light in

accordance with the formula (6.34). The texture is stable in the absence of the applied
field, so no power is needed to keep the image when it is written (intrinsic memory
effect). The image is readable in both indoor room lighting and outdoor sunlight
conditions. The contrast is very good for wide viewing angles and no polarizers are
needed. The wavelength of the reflected light is easily controlled by developing chiral
nematic mixtures with the temperature-stabilized pitch P, polymer network, and/or
surface alignment layers.
The PSCT planar structure with a positive dielectric anisotropy De> 0 can be

electrically driven to a focal conic one by applying a short pulse of a sufficiently high
voltage (about �40V for a 7-mm thick sample). In the focal conic structure,
cholesterics become slightly scattering making visible black background, especially

Figure 6.34 Switching between three cholesteric textures in PSCT configuration [6].
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prepared for the purpose (Figure 6.34). The contrast and viewing angles of the PSCT
cells are defined by a Bragg color reflection in the planar state and slightly scattered
state near the dark background (Figure 6.35). The viewing angle in the focal conic
state is large partially due to the randomorientation of the helixes anddifferent size of
domains (Figure 6.34). The superiority of the PSCT-LCD viewing angle character-
istics over reflective STN-LCDs was clearly shown [42, 43].
In order to switch from the focal conic state to the planar state an even larger voltage

of �60V is shortly applied for about 20 ms. This induces the transparent unstable
homeotropic alignment in Figure 6.34 transforming into the planar helical texture if
the voltage is quickly turned off. The scattering state is reached if the voltage is slowly
switched off.
The addressing voltage V across the LC cell and the corresponding reflectance in

different textures is shown in Figure 6.36. It is important to note the scenario of a cell
switching between the states [42]. In case the initial state is planar (circles), we have

V<V l no change;
V l<V<V2
grey scales of reflected light (change in domain sizes and helix orientation);
V 2<V<V3 cell switched to focal conic state (black);
V>V4 cell switches from the focal conic to planar state.

For a cell in the focal conic state, the voltage V>V4 switches to the planar state
(diamonds in Figure 6.36). The matrix addressing scheme of the PSCT-LCDs was
developed with a special form of a column and row pulses, taking into account the
peculiarities of thePSCTswitching [42]. Shortcomings of thePSCT-LCD include slow
response (hundreds of milliseconds), high addressing pulses, and sensitivity to
pressure. The high resolution (100 dpi) and a large size (1400 in diagonal) are already
realized.

Figure 6.35 Spectral and viewing angle characteristics of PSCT-LCDs.
Spectral characteristics in the two different states [6].
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The new developments in reflective cholesteric displays include photosensitive
cholesteric displays [44]: when irradiated, the resulting conformation variation of the
dye in the LC bulk affects the helical twisting power and changes the pitch of the
cholesteric, thereby changing the peak reflected wavelength of the display.

6.1.5
Electrooptic Effects in Ferroelectric LC

6.1.5.1 Basic Physical Properties

6.1.5.1.1 Structure and Symmetry
The structure of ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs), methods of preparation of FLC
mixtures, and the most important problems in their alignment were considered in
Chapter 2.Here, wewill consider the optical and electrooptical properties of FLC cells,
taking into account theirmain physical parameters (such as polarization, viscosity, tilt
angle, etc.) and experimental conditions (initial orientation, helical structure, anchor-
ing energy, polarizers location, driving voltage, etc.). Special attention will be paid to
the most important one for applications of electrooptic modes in FLCs.
As already mentioned, the symmetry of the ferroelectric smectic C� phase

corresponds to the polar symmetry group C2, Figure 2.6, so that when going along
the z-coordinate parallel to a helix axis and perpendicular to the smectic layers, the
director n and the polarization vector P, directed along the C2 axis, rotate such as

nðzþRÞ ¼ nðzÞ; PðzþRÞ ¼ PðzÞ; ð6:41Þ
that is, the helix pitchR is equal to a spatial period of the FLC structure. In the absence
of externalfields, the FLCequilibriumhelix pitch isR0 and the average polarization of
the FLC volume is equal to zero (Figure 2.6).

Figure 6.36 Electrooptical response of PSCT-LCD. The circles
represent the reflectance evolution from the quasiplanar state,
while the diamonds represent the reflectance evolution from the
focal conic state [6].
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6.1.5.1.2 Main Physical Parameters
The main physical parameters that define FLC electrooptical behavior are:

(i) tilt angle, q;
(ii) spontaneous polarization, Ps;
(iii) helix pitch, R;
(iv) rotational viscosity, gj;
(v) dielectric anisotropy, De;
(vi) optical anisotropy, Dn;
(vii) elastic moduli; and
(viii) anchoring energy of the director with a solid substrate.

Let us briefly characterize each of these parameters.

6.1.5.1.3 Tilt Angle
The value of the tilt angle could vary from several degrees to q� 45� in some FLCs.
Usually, in electrooptic FLC materials, q� 22.5� in an operating temperature range.
However, for some electrooptical applications it is desirable to have the value of q as
high as possible. The temperature Tdependence near the phase transition point Tc to
the more symmetric LC phase (smectic A, nematic, or chiral nematic)

q � ðTc�TÞ1=2 ð6:42Þ
is typical of second-order phase transitions.

6.1.5.1.4 Spontaneous Polarization
The value of the spontaneous polarization depends on the molecular characteristics
of an FLC substance itself and the achiral dopant introduced into thematrix, and can
vary from 1 to more than 200 nC/cm2. The value of the spontaneous polarization is
one of the main FLC characteristics, which define FLC electrooptic response.

6.1.5.1.5 Rotational Viscosities
Wehave already partially discussed the rotational viscosities of FLC in Chapter 5. The
switching time in electrooptical effects in FLCs is defined by the rotational viscosities
gj and gq that characterize the energy dissipation in the director reorientation
process. According to the FLC symmetry, two viscosity coefficients should be taken
into account, gq and gj, which determine the corresponding response rates with
respect to the director angles q and j (Figure 2.6). In some FLC materials charac-
terization, this viscosity is called the n and c director viscosity, where n is a real FLC
director and c director is its projection onto the plane perpendicular to the FLC layers
normal (Figure 6.37). The relevant dynamic equations take the form [6, 7]

gqdq=dtþAq ¼ 0; tq ¼ gq=A; ð6:43aÞ

gjdj=dt�PSE sin j ¼ 0; tj ¼ gj=PSE; ð6:43bÞ
where A¼ 2a(Tc�T) and a> 0 is an effective elastic coefficient for the tilt, tq and tj
are the characteristic response times for the q and j angles of the FLC director. The
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viscosity coefficient gj can be rewritten as

gj ¼ g 0j sin
2q; ð6:44Þ

where g 0j is independent of the angle q. According to (6.44), gj) 0 for q) 0, that is,
gj is very low for small tilt angles q.
Far from the phase transition point Tc, it is reasonable to consider only the

azimuthal director angle j because the angle q is frozen. (Variations of the angle
q result in a density change, which is energetically unfavorable.) However, near Tc we
can change theq angle, for example, by applying electricfieldE; this effect is known as
electroclinic effect [6, 7].
The rotational viscosity gj could be estimated from the experimental dependence

of the electrooptical response as follows [45, 46]:

gj ¼ PSEtj

tj ¼ ðt90�t50Þ=ln
ffiffiffi
5

p
; ð6:45Þ

where t90 and t50 are the corresponding times for 90 and 50% transmission from the
maximum level (Figure 6.37c).

Figure 6.37 Characteristic viscosities gq and gj, which define the
characteristic times of electrooptic response in FLC cell. (a) FLC
director n; (b) temperature dependences of the viscosities gq and
gj in DOBAMBC (Figure 2.6) [45]; (c) dynamics of FLC cell
transmission.
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One of the possible ways to increase the switching rate in FLCs includes
minimizing the viscosity with a simultaneous rise in polarization. However, this
method is not very promising because (i) the increase in polarization is hardly
compatible with the lower values of rotational viscosity [45] and (ii) the repolarization
component of the AC current grows rapidly with the value of polarization, that is,

iP � PS=tj � P2
S=gj; ð6:46Þ

which is always undesirable for applications. The temperature dependence of the
viscosity g is shown in Figure 6.37b for DOBAMBC (Figure 2.6). In accordance
with (6.42) and (6.44) at the phase transition point T¼ Tc, we have gj¼ 0.

6.1.5.1.6 Helix Pitch
The helix pitch value R0 is easily controlled by varying the concentration of a chiral
dopant in a smectic Cmatrix. To provide variation of the helix pitch from0.1 to 100mm
and more, we should have a chiral dopant with a high twisting power and good
solubility. At the same time, the chiral dopant should not depress the smectic
C temperature range [7]. Moreover, the growth of polarization should be more
pronounced than that of the rotational viscosity gj with an increasing concentration
of the chiral dopant. The inverse pitch of the FLC helix, for reasonably large
concentrations of thehelix of the chiral dopantCD, is proportional to the concentration

R�1
0 / CD: ð6:47Þ

6.1.5.1.7 Dielectric and Optical Properties
Dielectric properties of FLCs strongly depend on the temperature (especially near
phase transition points) and frequency of the field. The dielectric susceptibility of an
FLC could be defined as

c ¼ ðe�1Þ=4p ¼ limhPi=E for E Y 0: ð6:48Þ
Asmentioned in Chapter 5, two modes contribute to the value of the averaged value of
polarization hPi. The first of them (soft mode) is induced as a result of the amplitude
change in the polarization, that is, variation of the tilt angle q. Thismode is themost
important near the phase transition point of the FLC phase and results in the
electroclinic effect [47]. The secondmode, called theGoldstone mode, is responsible
for the variation of the polarization phase, that is, the azimuthal director angle j.
The contributions of both modes to FLC dielectric properties were considered in
Chapter 5 ((5.63) and (5.64)).
It is important for applications to have negative dielectric anisotropy De¼ ejj

e?< 0, which stabilizes the relevant director structures [6, 7]. Usual values of the
negative dielectric anisotropy De in FLC mixtures are between �0.5 and �2 in
kilohertz region decreasing at the higher frequencies due to the relaxation of the
Goldstone and soft modes [6, 48].
Let us point out a specific property of FLCs that makes its dielectric behavior very

different from nematic liquid crystals. Dielectric susceptibility, defined as c¼ qP/qE,
strongly depends on the field amplitude and for E<Eu (Eu is the field of FLC helix
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unwinding) can reach values of 102–103 and even higher. This should be taken into
account in applications, for instance, in photosensitive FLC light valves cells, which
require impedance matching between photoconductor and liquid crystal layers [7].
The effect of nonzero dielectric anisotropy can be taken into account, inserting the

additional term into Equation (6.43b) of the azimuthal directormotion in the electric
field E [6, 7]:

gj dj=dt ¼ PSE sin jþðe0 DeÞE2sin2q sin j cos j: ð6:49Þ
A real dielectric FLC ellipsoid has three components ejj (along the director n), es
(along theC2 axis), and et (in the directionperpendicular to bothC2 andn), this should
be taken into account when considering the FLC interaction with external field
(Figure 6.38) [49].
For instance, let the field be parallel to the y-axis, where q and j are the director

angles in the FLC layer. Then, the contribution to FLC free energy in case of dielectric
biaxiality gives [49]

ED=2 ¼ �EDy=2 ¼ �e0ðejj sin2q sin2jþ escos2jþ etsin2j cos2qÞE2=2

� �e0½ðejj�e?Þsin2q sin2 jþðet�esÞsin2j�E2=2; ð6:50Þ
wherewehave omitted the constant term e0esE2/2. The relationship (6.50) shows that
the dielectric contribution exists in FLC free energy even in the case of very small tilt
angles q, if the biaxiality is essential, es 6¼ et¼ e?. As shown in [49], the dielectric
biaxiality |es� et| is comparable in some cases with the dielectric anisotropy |ejj � et|
of an FLC, and should be taken into account as a factor of the dielectric stabilization of
a director configuration.

Figure 6.38 Dielectric biaxiality in FLC. P: polarization, n: director,
E: electric field, z-FLC layers normal. The biaxiality is equal to
et � es, where es is measured along the direction of P [6].
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All three principal values of the dielectric tensor could be determined, measuring
the FLC tilt angle q and the dielectric constants in different geometry, with the FLC
layers parallel and perpendicular to the substrates, in the helical and unwound state
(the FLC layer pretilt must also be taken into account) [49, 50]. The value and sign of
the dielectric biaxiality es� et was found to be frequency dependent with the
inversion frequency of about 1 kHz.
The dielectric tensor of an FLC at optical frequencies could be regarded as

uniaxial [6, 7]. Then, the FLC possesses only two refractive indices, njj along the
director and n? perpendicular to it. This approximation is confirmed by direct
measurements of the FLC optical properties. As a rule, the biaxiality does not exceed
10�1 and tends to zero at the phase transition point Tc [6, 7].
The electrooptical behavior of an FLC is mainly defined by the optical anisotropy

Dn¼ njj � n?. The birefringence value Dn can be obtained from electrooptical mea-
surements, where the dependence of the transmitted intensity on the phase factor
Dnd/l (d is the cell thickness andl is the lightwavelength) isused [6, 7]. Thedispersion
law for the optical birefringence follows the well-known Cauchy formula [6, 7]:

nðlÞ ¼ Dnð1ÞþC=l2; C ¼ const: ð6:51Þ
The temperature dependence of Dn(l) in FLCs is less pronounced than in nematics.
Within the whole temperature range of the smectic C� phase, its variation does not
exceed 0.01.The spatial periodof the dielectric tensor inFLCs is equal to thehelix pitch
R0 (not to R0/2, as in cholesterics). This results in additional diffraction orders in
reflection when light is propagating obliquely with respect to the helical axis.
Electrooptical effects in FLCs are usually observed for R0�l (surface-stabilized FLC
structure (SSFLC) [48]) or for R0� l (deformed helix ferroelectric (DHF) effect [51]),
that is, over the limits of the diffraction region.

6.1.5.1.8 Elastic Properties and Anchoring Energy
The elastic properties of FLCs are usually discussed using the density of the elastic
energy gel as follows [52]:

gel ¼ 1
2

K11ðdiv nÞ2 þK22ðn curl n�tÞ2 þK33ðn
 curl n�bÞ2
h i

; ð6:52Þ

where t and b denote spontaneous twist and bend of the FLC director n, respectively,
and Kii are FLC elastic moduli. The value of t> 0 and t< 0 for the right- and left-
handed FLCs, respectively. The general continuum theory of FLCdeformationsmust
take into account not only deformations of the FLC director n but also possible
distortions of the smectic layers, which can be described in terms of the variation of
the layer normal v.
The FLC free energy should also include the surface terms, which are polar

wp¼�Wp(Pn) and dispersion wd¼�Wd(Pn)2 contributions, where Wp and Wd are
the corresponding anchoring strength coefficients, n is the layer normal, and P is the
FLC polarization [53]. Thus, the total free energy Fd of the FLC director deformations

Fd ¼
ð
v
geldtþ

ð
s
ðwp þwdÞds; ð6:53Þ
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that is, consists of a sum of the volume (v) and surface (s) terms. Various textures of
FLC layers with a normal parallel to the substrates are shown in Figure 6.39 as
functions of the layer thickness d and the ratio of the linear-to-quadratic anchoring
strength coefficients r¼Wp/Wd. The following characteristic states are observed
[6, 7]: helical state in sufficiently large thickness d�R0, where R0 is a helix pitch;
uniform states with R0> d due to the parallel orientation order effect on the
substrates (�up� and �down� states differ by the direction of the FLC polarization
P) and twisted state for large values of r� 1,which favors antiparallel surface aligning
of the FLC director.
In the presence of the external field, the total free energy includes the energy of the

director deformations Fd and the energy FE of the interaction of the ferroelectric
phase with the field E:

F ¼ Fd þ FE ¼ Fd þ
ð
v
½�ðPEÞ�DE=2�dt: ð6:54Þ

The last term in (6.54) is already written (6.50) taking into account the FLC biaxiality.
Anchoring energy of FLC can be determined either (i) by measuring the width of the
coercetivity loop DV in the P(E) dependence in a static field according to the relation
DV¼ 8Wd/Ps or (ii) by measuring the free relaxation times tr of the FLC director to
bistable states tr¼ gjd/4Wd, where gj is FLC rotational viscosity for the c director
(Figure 6.37) [54]. Results of these two methods coincide with each other with an
accuracy of 30%. The dispersion anchoring energy of anFLC for different conducting

Figure 6.39 (a) FLC texture with smectic layers (3) perpendicular
to the substrates (1) with current-conducting ITO layers (2) in
�ideal� defectless configuration. (b) Different FLC states in zero
field for avariouscell thicknessdandanchoring ratio r¼Wp/Wd [6].
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surfaces was found to be on the order of 10�4 J/m2 [7]. Near the transition point Tc to
the smectic A phase, the anchoring energy goes to zero according to the law:
Wd/ (Tc�T) [54]. FLC polar and dispersion energy strongly depends on the
molecular content of FLC mixture and boundary conditions [55, 56].

6.1.5.1.9 Aligning and Textures
Contrary to nematic liquid crystals, there is no standard method for preparing
uniform defect-free FLC orientation. In the smectic C� phase, both the director and
the smectic layers should be oriented in a proper way. We are going to discuss the
various techniques of FLC alignment, which provide defect-free samples with high
optical quality.
One of the standard techniques often used for this purpose is the preparation of a

perfectly aligned smectic A sample. A liquid crystal often undergoes the following
phase sequence: isotropic phase) (nematic)) smectic A) smectic C. The nemat-
ic phase (if it exists) could be oriented by traditional methods, such as the rubbing of
polymerfilms or the evaporation of inorganic films at an oblique angle. The quality of
orientation improves for lower values of the specific heat at the nematic) smectic A
transition and the minimum amount of crystallization centers.
If an FLCmaterial does not possess the nematic phase, the smectic A phase could

be oriented directly from the isotropic state. In thick (>100mm) cells, and even in thin
ones with weak anchoring of the director to boundaries, it is possible to grow well-
oriented smectic A layers using either a magnetic field or a temperature gradient. In
both cases, the preferred alignment direction is predetermined by a rubbed polymer
layer, or by an edge of the spacer fixing the cell thickness and playing the role of a
crystallization center [7].
FLCs can be aligned using a parallel shift of one cell substrate with respect to the

other. The smectic layers tend to orient perpendicular to the substrates (�bookshelf
geometry�, Figure 6.39a), when mechanical shear is applied perpendicular to the
rubbingdirection [57].This isoneof themost reliable techniquesandallowsus toorient
the smectic A phase in a broad range of cell thickness over an area of several square
centimeters [48]. FLC mixtures with no smectic A phase can be oriented by cooling
down the nematic phase in an AC electric field that defines the direction of a smectic
layer, while the director is oriented by rubbing the polymer films on the substrates [7].
One of the important aligning techniques, which allows us to avoid zig-zag defects

between two adjacent smectic layers bent in opposite directions (chevrons), remains
the oblique evaporation of silicon monoxide [48] (Figure 6.40). Zig-zag defects are
avoided by the promotion of only one possible bend or tilt of the smectic layers due to
a specific oblique director orientation at the boundaries (Figure 6.40). Samples with
the antiparallel evaporation direction contain uniformly tilted layers. Those with
parallel directions exhibit the chevron structure of tilted layers free of zig-zag defects.
The chevron structure and zig-zag defects were shown to disappear if a low-

frequency electric field of sufficient amplitude is applied to an FLC cell [58].
The voltage required for the reorientation decreases with increasing spontaneous
polarization. The texture appearing resembles the �bookshelf� geometry of smectic
layers perpendicular to the substrates. It has minimum response time, maximum
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transmission difference between both stable states, and a relatively uniform viewing
area. Therefore, this texture, referred to as �quasibookshelf geometry,� seems to be
very promising for display applications [6, 7].
The typical texture for FLCs with a short pitchR0 compared to the layer thickness d

(d�R0) is shown inFigure 6.41. The structure occurswhen anACelectricfield (15V/
mm, 10Hz) is applied during cooling from the isotropic phase down to the smectic A
phase and further to the ferroelectric phase [59]. This stripe texture means a periodic
modulation of the refractive index perpendicular to the lines, while the lines
themselves are parallel to the rubbing direction. The spacing between lines increases
with increasing cell gap. The stripes seem to suppress the formation of the FLC helix.
The optical quality of short-pitch FLC (SPFLC) cell could be improved if only one

substrate is rubbed, and FLC layers are allowed to slide along the other untreated
substrate with a low anchoring energy. The final structure will be a tilted-bookshelf
smectic layer structure (Figure 6.40b) with a high optical quality.
Photo-induced alignment for FLC cells based on the azo dye films was investi-

gated [60, 61]. The alignment quality of FLC cells depended on the asymmetric

Figure 6.40 Zig-zag defects in FLC cells between two oppositely
bent layers (a); avoiding zig-zag defects by preparinguniform layer
tilt (b); electric field-induced transition to �quasibookshelf�
structure (c) [6].
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boundary structure and treatment of ITO layer, including photoaligning substrate
and planar substrate. Asymmetric boundary conditions may be useful to avoid a
competition in aligning action of solid surfaces of FLC cells. High exposure energy
resulted in high quality of photoaligned azo dye layer and hence a perfect electro-
optical response of FLC display. An optimal (about 3–5 nm) azo dye layer thickness
that provided both the highest multiplex operation steadiness and the best contrast
ratio of FLC display cells was found [60] (Figure 6.42). A prototype of passively
addressed FLC display based on the photoalignment technique has been developed
with perfect bistable switching in the multiplex driving regime [60].

Figure 6.41 Typical �horizontal-chevron� texture for short pitch
FLCs. (a) SPFLC cell; (b) top view; (c) photograph of the texture in
crossed polarizers [6]. (Courtesy of M. Schadt.)

Figure 6.42 Improving FLC quality by a photosensitive azo dye
layer with an optimal thickness. The optical quality of FLC cell is
the best for the azo dye layer thickness equal to 3 nm [60].
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6.1.5.1.10 Electrooptic Effects in FLC Cells

Clark–Lagerwall Effect Let us consider the main electrooptical phenomena in FLCS.
The best known is the Clark–Lagerwall effect [57], which results in director reorien-
tation from one bistable state to the other when an external electric field changes its
sign (Figure 6.43). In this case, the FLC layers are perpendicular to the substrates and
the director moves along the surface of a cone whose axis is normal to the layers and
parallel to thecell substrates. Ineachfinal positionof its deviation, thedirector remains
parallel to the substrates, thus transforming the FLC cell into a uniaxial phase plate.
The origin of electrooptical switching in the FLC cell is the interaction of the
polarization P perpendicular to the director with the electric field E. The maximum
variation of the transmitted intensity is achieved when the FLC cell is placed between
crossed polarizers, so that an axis of the input polarizer coincides with one of the final
director positions. The total angle of switching equals the double tilt angle q
(Figure 6.43). TheClark–Lagerwall effect is observed in the so-called surface-stabilized
FLCstructure. InSSFLCcells, d�R0 andwecome to the situationwhere theexistence
of the helix is unfavorable, that is, the helix is unwound by the walls (Figure 6.39b).
The variation of the azimuthal director angle j in the Clark–Lagerwall effect

(Figures 6.39 and 6.43) is described by the equation of the torque equilibrium (6.49),
which comes from the condition of the minimum of the FLC free energy (6.53). The
total model of FLC reorientation in a �bookshelf� geometry (Figure 6.39) with
appropriate boundary conditions is

gjdj=dt ¼ PsE sin jþðe0 DeÞE2sin2q sin j cos j;

Kqj=qxþWpsin j�Wdsin 2jjz¼0;d ¼ 0;
ð6:55Þ

where allowing the biaxiality (6.50) we have De ¼ ðek�e?Þsin2 qþ et�es.
For typical values of polarizations PS� 20 nC/cm2, driving fields E� 10V/mm, and

the dielectric anisotropy De� 1, we have

je0 DeEj < Ps; ð6:56Þ

Figure 6.43 Clark–Lagerwall effect in FLC cell [6].
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and, consequently, thedielectric term in (6.55) couldbeomitted. If the inequality (6.56)
is invalid, what occurs for sufficiently high fields, then for |e0 DeE|/Ps the response
times of the Clark–Lagerwall effect sharply increase for positive De values [62].
Experiments show that for negative values of De the slope of the FLC dynamic
response increases, that is, the corresponding switching times become shorter. This is
especially important for practical applications because it promotes an increase in the
information capacity of FLCdisplays. If the driving field increases, FLC response time
passes through aminimum, then grows, passes through amaximum at |e0 DeE|/Ps,
and finally decreases again.
For |e0 DeE|�Ps, the FLC switching times t are approximately governed by the

field squared, t/ gj/(e0 DeE2), as in the ECB effect in nematics (6.14). FLCmixtures
with negative dielectric anisotropy De< 0 are also used for the dielectric stabilization
of the initial orientation in FLC displays [48].
As shown above (6.43b), response times in the Clark–Lagerwall effect are deter-

mined by tj/ gj/PsE. Values of t90� t10 and t90� t50, measured in experiment
(Figure 6.37c), are fairly close to tj. Comparing the response times in nematics (N)

tðNÞ
r / g1=ðe0 DeE2ÞtðNÞ

d / d2g1=Kp
2 ð6:57Þ

and ferroelectric liquid crystals

tðFLCÞr / tðFLCÞd / tj / gj=PsE; ð6:58Þ
we come to the conclusion that the electrooptical switching in the Clark–Lagerwall
effect in FLCs is much faster than in nematics. Slower response of nematic LCs is
mainly due to relatively large decay times tðNÞ

d , which in FLC case can be very short in
sufficiently high electric fields E.
The optical transmittance I in the Clark–Lagerwall effect is calculated as follows

[57, 62]:

I ¼ sin24q sin2DF=2; ð6:59Þ
where DF¼Dnd/l the phase difference, Dn¼ njj � n?. As it follows from (6.59),
the maximum contrast is obtained for 0¼p/8 (22.5�), Dnd/l¼ 1/2, which, for
Dn¼ 0.125, l¼ 0.5 mm, gives d¼ 2 mm.We should note that the variation of the cell
thickness Dd¼l/8 Dn from the optimum value d¼ l/2 Dn results in considerable
difference in the FLC electrooptical response (Figure 6.44) [6, 7]. The practical
criteria of an FLC display quality, however, require more precise limitations
d¼ 2� 0.2 mm [6, 7].
The existence of two ormore thermodynamically stable stateswith different optical

transmission is a very important feature of FLC cells in Clark–Lagerwall effect.
Figure 6.45 shows various cases of experimentally observed electrooptic switching of
FLC cell under the action of sign-alternating periodic voltage pulses. The perfect
bistable switching is given by the solid curve in Figure 6.45b, while the cases (c) and
(d) present imperfect and quasibistable switching, respectively. The monostable
switching without optical memory is given in Figure 6.45e. Reliable reproduction of
bistability conditions is very crucial for technological applications.
The practical realization of a perfect bistability in Clark–Lagerwall FLC cell is a

complicated problem. First of all, we have to point out that chevron geometry, even in
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zig-zag free samples, hinders the occurrence of bistability. Chevrons and, more
generally, the tilt of smectic layers (Figure 6.40) should be eliminated from the cell by
anymeans, such as the use of a low-frequency AC field to arrange a �quasibookshelf�
structure or developing FLCs with a very short helix pitch preventing chevron
appearance [48]. But even in the favorable case of smectic layers perpendicular to
the substrates, it is important to control different FLC physical parameters, such as

Figure 6.45 Bistable switching in FLC cell. (a) Controlling voltage
pulses; (b–d) various realizations of bistable switching with two
optically different FLC states; (e) monostable FLC switching
without optical memory [6].

Figure 6.44 Electrooptical response of the FLC cell in
Clark–Lagerwall effect for different phase factors dDn/l¼ k/4,
k¼ 1, . . . , 9 [6].
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the value of polarization, the helix pitch, the elastic moduli, and the anchoring
energies [7]. For instance, sufficiently large cell thickness d and linear (polar)
anchoring energies Wp do not promote bistability because the helical and twisted
states become more favorable (Figure 6.39b). The bistable switching takes place
above a certain threshold field Eth/Wd/K

1/2, where K is an average elastic constant
andWd is a dispersion anchoring energy and polar anchoring energy is taken equal to
zero Wp¼ 0 [7]. Thus with increasing anchoring we have to increase the switching
amplitude of the electric field. As the energy of switching electric torque is propor-
tional to the product of PsE, the bistability threshold is inversely proportional to the
value of the FLC spontaneous polarization Ps.
The problems we face when using the Clark–Lagerwall effect include not only

severe restrictions to the optimum layer thickness and requirements of defectless
samples but also difficulties in realizing a perfect bistability or optical memory
switched by the electric field and providing the gray scale. The last is one of the most
crucial problems because it is very inconvenient to provide the gray scale using either
complicated driving circuits or increasing the number of working elements (pixels)
in an FLC display [48]. This problem arises in the Clark–Lagerwall effect because the
level of transmission is not defined by the amplitude of the driving voltage pulse U
but by the product Ut, where t is the electric pulse duration.
The space charge accumulated due to the spontaneous polarization also influences

the switching properties of the Clark–Lagerwall effect [63]. If we take into account the
charge density s(t), which is accumulated at the interface between the orienting layer
and the FLC medium,

sðtÞ ¼ Psðcos jðtÞ�cos jð0ÞÞ; ð6:60Þ
then the electric field strength E(t) within the FLC cell is given by [63]

EðtÞ ¼ V0e0=ð2d0eþ de0Þ�2sðtÞd0=ð2d0eþ de0Þ; ð6:61Þ
where (d, e) and (d0, e0) are the thickness and dielectric constant for the FLC and the
orienting layer, respectively (Figure 6.46). The formula (6.61) is easily obtained if we

Figure 6.46 Effect of space charge on FLC cell switching in electric field [6].
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take into account that the effective voltage value V 0
0 across the FLC medium is less

than the applied voltage V0 as part of the voltage drops across the orienting layer. In
view of (6.61), we come to the conclusion that, in order to avoid screening the
switching field by charges, we have to use thin orienting layers with high dielectric
permittivity and sufficiently thick FLC cells with low spontaneous polarization.
Charge-controlled switching was suggested as one of the possible methods to

obtain a gray scale in SSFLC devices [64]. In this case, in order to switch totally a FLC
cell with the surface area A we need to apply a charge equal to Q¼ 2PsA and then
electrically isolate the cell. In case the charge is equal to q<Q, the FLC cell is only
partially switched and thus a gray scale is obtained. Thus, controlling the amount of
charge by addressing each pixel of FLC screen individually via a special active
element, for example, thin film transistor, we have an analogue gray scale in FLC
display, which cannot be obtained in usual passively addressed ferroelectric LCD.
A surface-stabilized FLC structure with bistable switching cannot provide an

intrinsiccontinuousgrayscale,unlessa time-orspace-averagingprocessisapplied[65].
The inherent physical gray scale of passively addressed FLCcells can be obtained if the
FLC possesses multistable electrooptical switching with a sequence of ferroelectric
domains, which appear if the spontaneous polarization Ps is high enough [61].
Ferroelectricdomains inahelix-freeFLC formaquasiperiodic structurewith a variable
optical density as it appears between crossed polarizers [61] (Figure 6.47). The
bookshelfconfiguration(Figure6.40)ofsmectic layers ispreferablefor the observation
of these domains. If the duration of the electric pulse applied to a helix-free SSFLC
layer containing ferroelectric domains is shorter than the total FLC switching time,
the textures shown in Figure 6.47 are memorized after switching this pulse off and
short-circuiting the FLC cell electrodes. The domains appear as a quasiregular
structure of bright and dark stripes parallel to the smectic layer planes. The bright
stripes indicate the spatial regions with a complete switching of the FLC director,

Figure 6.47 Continuous variation of the width of ferroelectric
domains with a change in the applied voltage of the FLC layer
between crossed polarizers [65].
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while the dark stripes indicate the regions that remain in the initial state. The sharp
boundaries between the black and white domain stripes seem to illustrate the fact
that only two stable director orientations exist. The variation of the occupied area
between bright and dark stripes depends on the energy of the applied driving
pulses. The total light transmission of the structure is the result of a spatial
averaging over the aperture of the light passed through the FLC cell and is always
much larger than the period of the ferroelectric domains. Both the amplitude and
the duration of the driving pulses can be varied to change the switching energy,
which defines the memorized level of FLC-cell transmission in a multistable
electrooptical response (Figure 6.48). Therefore, any level of the FLC-cell trans-
mission, intermediate between the maximum and the minimum transmissions,
can bememorized after switching the voltage pulses off and short-circuiting the cell
electrodes (Figure 6.48).
Conditions necessary formultistable switchingmodes are (i) sufficiently high FLC

spontaneous polarization Ps> 50 nC/cm2 and (ii) a relatively low energy of the
boundaries between the two FLC states existing in FLCdomains (Figure 6.47), which
is usually typical for the antiferroelectric phase [6, 7]. Themultistability is responsible
for three new electrooptical modes with different shapes of the gray scale curve that
can be either S-shaped (double or single depending on the applied voltage pulse
sequence and boundary conditions) or V-shaped depending on boundary conditions
and FLC cell parameters (Figure 6.49).

Deformed Helix Ferroelectric Effect The geometry of the FLC cell with a deformed
helix ferroelectric effect is presented in Figure 6.50 [51, 59]. The polarizer (P) on the
first substrate makes an angle with the helix axis and the analyzer (A) is crossed with
the polarizer. The FLC layers are perpendicular to the substrates and the layer
thickness d ismuchhigher than the value of the helix pitchR0 (see also Figure 6.39b):

d � R0: ð6:62Þ

Figure 6.48 Light transmission (bottom curves) memorized by
the multistable FLC cell on (a) the amplitude of 1-ms alternating
driving pulses and (b) the duration of alternating driving pulses
ranging from 250 to 50ms [65].
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The light beamwith the aperture a�R0 passes parallel to the FLC layers through an
FLC cell placed between the polarizer and analyzer. In an electrical field, the FLC
helical structure becomes deformed so that the corresponding dependence of the
director distribution cos j, as a function of coordinate 2pz/R0, oscillates symmet-
rically in�E electric fields (Figure 6.50). These oscillations result in a variation of the
effective refractive index, that is, electrically controlled birefringence appears. The
effect takes place till the fields of FLC helix unwinding

EU ¼ p2=16K22q
2
0=Ps; ð6:63Þ

where K22 is FLC twist elastic constant and q0¼ 2p/R0 is the helix wave vector.
The characteristic response times tc of the effect in small fields E/Eu� 1 are

independent of the FLC polarization Ps and the field E, and are defined only by the
rotational viscosity gj, and the helix pitch R0:

tc ¼ gj=K22q
2
0: ð6:64Þ

The dependence (6.64) is valid, however, only for very small fields E. If E	Eu, the
FLC helix becomes strongly deformed and tc/E�d, where 0< d< 1 [66]. If E is close
to the unwinding field Eu the helical pitchR sharply increasesR�R0. Consequently,

Figure 6.49 S-shaped (above) and V-shape (below) FLC multistable switching [65].
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the times of the helix relaxation td to the initial state also rise

td=tc / R2=R2
0; ð6:65Þ

that is, for E�Eu, it is possible to observe thememory state of the FLC structure [51].
In this regime, the electrooptical switching in the DHF effect reveals a pronounced
hysteresis especially for E)Eu (Figure 6.50).
However, if the FLC helix is not deformed too much, fast and reversible switching

in the DHF mode could be obtained [59]. Figure 6.51 shows one of the possible
realizations of the driving scheme with the remarkable decrease of switching time
down to the 10ms range [59]. The diodes were used to provide the necessary
amplitude of the blocking voltage to keep the FLC cell in the off state in the absence
of an additional �information� field, which is necessary inmatrix-addressed displays.
Figure 6.51 also shows that addressing pulses are followed by the stabilizing voltage
of a small amplitudeE<Eu, which provides a fast return of the helix to the initial state
and compensates charge-screening fields (Figure 6.46).

The optical transmission of the DHF cell could be calculated as follows:

I ¼ sin2ðp DnðzÞd=lÞsin2ð2ðb�aðzÞÞ; ð6:66Þ
where b is the angle between the z-axis and the polarizer (Figure 6.50),

aðzÞ ¼ arctan ðtan q cosjðzÞÞ ð6:67Þ
is the angle between the projection of the optical axis on the y, z-polarizer plane and
the z-axis, and Dn(z)¼ neff(z)� n? is the effective birefringence:

neff ¼ njjn?=½n2? þ ðn2jj�n2?Þsin2q sin2j�1=2: ð6:68Þ

Figure 6.50 Deformed helix ferroelectric (DHF) effect [6].
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Diffraction of light on the helical structure is avoided because the helical pitch of the
FLC mixture R0/ 0.1–0.3mm<l¼ 0.5 mm is in the visible range.
In the case of small angles |q|� 1, the transmission in (6.66) can be expanded in q

series

I / ðsin22b�2q sin4b cos jþ 4q2cos 4b cos2jÞsin2p Dnd=l: ð6:69Þ
As shown in Ref. [6, 7] for the small values of the applied field cos j/E/Eu and
changes its sign for the field reversal E)�E (Figure 6.50). Thus, according to (6.69)
for sin 4b¼ 0, we have a quadratic gray scale, that is,

DI / q2cos2j / q2E2=E2
u ð6:70Þ

and for other values of q, the gray scale is linear. For cos 4b¼ 0, the quadratic
component in the modulated intensity I is absent, that is,

DI / q cos j / qE=Eu: ð6:71Þ
IfE(t)¼E0 coswt, then in the case of (6.70) we come to themodulation regime, which
doubles the frequency of the applied field. The relationships (6.70) and (6.71) were
confirmed in experiment [51]. Using a �natural� gray scale of the DHFmode, many
gray levels have been obtained with fast switching between them [59]. New ferro-
electric mixtures with the helix pitch R0< 0.3mm and tilt angle 0> 30� have recently
been developed for theDHFeffect [67]. The helix unwinding voltagewas about 2–3V.
Short-pitch FLC mixtures could be also used to obtain pseudobistable switching in
FLC samples.

Figure 6.51 Electrooptical switching in the DHF effect.
(a) Typical hysteresis in TVC; (b and c) addressing circuit [6].
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Let us point to certain advantages of the DHF electrooptical effect for applications
compared to the Clark–Lagerwall mode.

1. Highoperation speed is achieved for lowdriving voltages. This takes place because
a slight distortion of the helix near the equilibrium state results in a considerable
change in the transmission. Consequently, the instantaneous response of the FLC
cell is provided without the so-called delay time inherent to the Clark–Lagerwall
effect.

2. The DHF effect is also less sensitive to the surface treatment andmore tolerant to
the cell gap inhomogeneity. As it follows from experiment and qualitative
estimations [51, 59, 67], the effective birefringence value Dneff is approximately
twice as low as Dn¼ njj � n? in the Clark–Lagerwall effect. The insensitivity of
DHF cells to the surface treatment enables us to successfully use the same
aligning technique that has been developed for nematic liquid crystals.

3. The DHF effect allows the implementation of a �natural,� that is, dependent on
voltage amplitude, gray scale both linear and quadratic in voltage. Moreover, at
E�Eu long-term optical memory states are possible.

6.1.5.1.11 Addressing Principles of Passive Ferroelectric LCDs
The passive addressing of FLC displays is made similar to TN or STN-LCDs
(Figure 6.21), that is, select pulses address sequentially all the rows of the display
matrix, while the data pulses address all the columns simultaneously in each select
row time. As previously, the pixel voltage Vij¼Vi�Vj, that is, the difference between
a row Vi and column Vj voltage pulses [6, 7].
A basic difference between passive addressing of TN (STN) and FLC displays is the

possibility of using an optical memory in the latter case. This means that the sharp
transmission–voltage curve is no longer needed, as we do not have to refresh the
voltage on the pixels. Ones switched, the pixel of FLC screen will remain in this state.
The problem is to make gray scale because usually only two transmission levels are
memorized. The gray levels can be achieved by rather artificial means either by time-
control technique, that is, making several sequential frame pictures of one image or
space-control, that is, dividing one pixel of the image to several subpixels, so that the
transmission of the pixel can vary due to the number of switched subpixels [48]. Let us
consider for simplicity the FLC passive addressing schemewithout gray scale [6]. One
of the schemes, called Seiko scheme [6] is shown in Figure 2.66. Four voltage signals,
the so-called driving waveforms, are needed to address FLC matrix: two row signals,
selectingVs or nonselectingVns, and two column signals controlled by the picture data
(column white Von and column black Voff). On the selected row, the effective pixel
voltages Vs�Von and Vs�Voff must produce switching of the pixel to one or another
state within the selection time, which is called the line addressing time. At the same
time, the voltages Vns�Von and Vns�Voff must not affect the state of the pixel. In
Seiko scheme, the requirements of zero average voltage overpixel is taken into account
to avoid FLC degradation and the height of the writing pulsesUR þ UD is three times
asmuch as the height of AC stabilization pulsesUR. Here, two scans are used to write
one picture with a small interrupting time between them – one subframe to write
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white pixels and another to write black ones. Total time to write one row in Seiko
scheme isNt, where t is the time required to achieve one or another bistable FLC state
using the pulses with the amplitude of UR þ UD and N¼ 2 þ 2¼ 4 – a number of
intervals. The scheme is not optimized as the value ofN is too large. Minimization of
the value of N is the purpose of the newly developed FLC addressing schemes [6, 7].
The multiplexing ratio M of passively addressed FLC display is defined by the

frame time tfr and the row writing time (or line address time) Nt according to the
formula (Figure 6.52)

M ¼ tfr=Nt: ð6:72Þ
Intrinsic gray scale generation and stabilization in ferroelectric liquid crystal display
(FLCD) have been proposed and investigated [68]. A study of the FLC samples shows
that the switching process takes place through the formation and evolution of domain
formation (Figure 6.47). Dynamic current and electrooptical response in FLC testing
cell are discussed as a criterion of memorized gray scale generation for FLC display.
Gray scale stability for different cross-talk effects under a passive multiplex driving
scheme was demonstrated.
Based on the driving scheme, 160
 160 passivematrix addressingFLCdisplaywas

developed. For the FLC display, the dark state is fixed here as a basic one, while the
gray levels depend on the writing voltage with a fixed duration time [68]. The bright
state can also be selected as a reference state of the FLCD. Figure 6.53 shows the
original image and the same image on our bistable reflective FLCD with four
memorized gray scale levels. Owing to a birefringence for a 5mm cell gap, the

Figure 6.52 Seiko multiplexing scheme for passive addressing of FLC displays [6].
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nonselected and selected states are, respectively, green and dark for this FLC display
(Figure 6.53) [68]. Images can be saved for infinite time without any power supply.
The contrast ratio could even be increased if better FLC mixtures, smaller cell gap,
and compensation films are used.
A prototype of matrix type panel for electric label system was developed using FLC

on SiO oblique evaporation as the alignment method to achieve best memory
effect [69]. The low power consumption, the stable memory states, and the dot
matrix enable not only complicated information display but also a readable compli-
cated two-dimensional barcode pattern (Figure 6.54).
Polymer stabilization of FLCs exhibiting a continuous gray scale V-shaped switch-

ing, free from zig-zag defects producing a high contrast ratio, and a high-speed
response below 400ms, called polymer-stabilized FLC displays (PSV-FLCDs) was
developed by Kobayashi and coworkers [70]. The advantages for PSV-FLCDs are (i) a
continuous gray scale capability for full color display by dissolving the bistability;
(ii) uniaxal alignments causing a pure dark state; and (iii) capability of unwinding

Figure 6.53 (a) Original image and (b) the same image on our
bistable reflective FLCD with four memorized gray scale levels [68].

Figure 6.54 (a) Citizen watch (U-100) with FLC display and
(b) prototype panel for electrical label system [69].
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helical structure in smectic C� phases by polymer stabilization. Materials used in
PSV-FLCDs includemixtures composed of conventional and newly synthesized FLC
mixtures and several newly synthesized photocurable monomers. PSV-FLCDs are
fabricated with a unique process combined with a UV-light exposure for the
formation of polymeric nanostructures stabilizing FLCs alignment and applying
AC voltage for creating uniaxial orientation exhibiting a dark state free from zigzag
defects. By this process, a biaxial orientation based on bistable switching in SSFLC
displays changes into a uniaxial orientation exhibiting V-shaped switching to be
possible to produce a continuous gray scale [70]. To accommodate the polymer-
stabilized FLCDs to active matrix (thin film transistor) driving, the reduction of
operating voltagewithin 10Vwas provided, aswell as the suppression of temperature
variation in operating voltage, within 3mV/�C in the range from �5 to 50 �C,
resulting in successful demonstration of a TFT driving field sequential full color
type featured by a high-resolution of SVGA (800
 600 pixels) in a small size of 4 in.
diagonal display without color filter (Figure 6.55). The novel PSV-FLCDs show the
fast response times below 400ms at 25 �C even in a gray scale. In the lower
temperature of operation, PSV-FLCs exhibits a fast response time less than 1000ms
even at�5 �C. New FLCmaterials with a lower birefringence should be developed to

Figure 6.55 Top: V-shape response of polymer-stabilized FLC
display (PSV-FLCD). Bottom: A photograph of displayed images
on the screen of the prototype field sequential full color LCDs
using PSV-FLCD [70].
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increase the FLC cell gap for achromatic black/white switching required for color
sequential FLC displays (see, e.g., (6.59)).

6.2
Liquid Crystal Display Optimization

6.2.1
Various LCD Addressing Schemes

Display addressing is the means by which an image, represented by data in a video
stream or data stored in memory, is processed into electrical impulses and applied to
the display, where the image is made visible. In liquid crystal displays, an image is
made visible by altering the liquid crystal orientation in certain regions, creating an
optical contrast through the anisotropy in the liquid crystal�s refractive index and/or
optical absorption. LCD modifies the light passing through them, unlike emissive
displays such as light emitting diode andfield emissiondisplay (FED), which generate
light of their own. The electrical addressing of LCD can be subdivided into active
matrix LCD and passivematrix LCD. Inmost activematrix LCDs, a discrete nonlinear
device, such as a diode or a transistor, is associatedwith each pixel of the display, which
is regularly arranged in a rectangular array or matrix. Figure 6.56 shows a diagram of
the most common active matrix LCD, the thin film transistor display.
There are three types of electrodes present in this display: control electrodes, signal

electrodes, and pixel electrodes. For TFTs, control electrodes operate the gates of
transistors to momentarily switch the transistors into their conducting states so that
the voltage present in the signal electrodes can be channeled to appropriate pixel
electrodes at proper times. The pixel is defined by the region of overlap between the
pixel electrode and a single, common counter electrode positioned on the opposite
side of the liquid crystal layer. In a passive matrix display, there are no control
electrodes since there are no nonlinear devices to control; and the signal electrodes

Figure 6.56 The structure of active matrix display.
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are the same as the pixel electrodes. Every pixel is uniquely determined by the region
of overlap of a row and column electrode, making it possible to access N
M pixels
with only N þ M electrodes. For a passive matrix display, it follows that the voltage
across the liquid crystal, which determines the optical state of the pixel, is the
potential difference between the voltages applied to the corresponding row and
column electrodes (Figure 6.57). We have provided Figure 6.21 below, which
indicates the principles of passive matrix LCD.
It is important to realize that a drive waveform applied to a column electrode

influences the pixel waveforms appearing across every pixel in that column. In order
to display a desired pattern of pixels, it is therefore necessary to ascertain the
characteristics of the pixel waveform the electrooptical effect responds to so that
this can be exploited by the addressing technique. In the surface-stabilized ferro-
electric liquid crystal display (SSFLCD), for example, the polarity of the last applied
pulse whose amplitude–time product lies above a certain threshold value determines
the optical state of the pixel (Figure 6.52). For the reflective cholesteric display, the
magnitude of a bipolar selection pulse is used to switch between the highly
contrasting planar and focal conic textures that then remain stored at a lower,
nonselecting voltage or even at zero volts (Figure 6.34). Other electrooptic effects
such as the TN, STN, and LCD effects respond, over awide range of frequencies, only
to the root mean square (rms) value of the pixel waveform (Figure 6.21).
One of the new prospective methods of LCD addressing is color sequential LCD.

The principle of color sequential LCD is shown in Figure 6.58. The driving of such
color sequential LCD includes three subframes. The response time of the LCDneeds
to be very fast in order to fit the field sequential driving method. Suppose there are
60 frames/s, then there is 16.67ms/frame. Each subframe will have 5.5ms. Again,
each subframe has to further divide into three parts. The first one is the data loading
time that is about 0.5ms. Second, it comes to the LC response time that is about
2.1ms. Finally, the total LED illumination time is around 2.9ms (Figure 6.58).
Let us consider the LCD quality factors as a function of LCmixture parameters and

its anchoring properties for various types of LCD described above with different
addressing.

Figure 6.57 Common passively addressed matrix LCD. The row
drivers (left) and column drivers (above) are used to address
every pixel of LCD matrix.
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6.2.2
Passive Matrix Displays

One of the basic limitations of passive matrix LCD (Figure 6.57) is the so-called �iron
law,� which states that the resolution of the LCD strongly correlates with the
steepness of the transmission–voltage/reflection–voltage (TVC/RVC) curves (6.30).
Asmentioned above, the steepness of the iron law considerably restricts the quality of
PM-LCD, especially for a sufficiently high resolution (Figure 6.59). The selection
ratio, shown in Figure 6.59

Von=Voff ¼ 1þ p; ð6:73Þ
where p is a steepness parameter (6.28)–(6.30), Von and Voff correspond to the
switched-on and switched-off state of PM-LCD, respectively.
The dependence of the steepness parameters and electrooptical characteristics of

TN and STN-LCD on the properties of LC mixture and cell configurations are listed
Tables 6.3 and 6.2, respectively. All elastic, dielectric, and optical parameters of LC
mixtures, as well as LC cell configuration (pretilt angle, twist angle, and anchoring
energy), are very important [6, 7]. Results useful for applications are published
elsewhere [1–7]. All the properties of highly multiplexed PM-TN and STN-LCD such
as contrast ratio, brightness, response time, temperature range, and so on are,
however, getting worse with increasing resolution (number of addressing lines); so,
to keep a high steepness of TVC curves is a challenging task.
The LCD modeling software, such as MOUSE-LCD [17] shown above [17–23],

provides an efficient tool for modeling and optimization of PM-LCD electrooptical
performance based on TN, STN, and other electrooptical modes in LC mixtures
depending on the LCmixture parameters and cell configuration. Some results of PM-
LCD optimization based both on calculations and on experiment for TN and STN
effects are summed up as follows:

1. A proper choice of �backflow� viscosities considerably shortens PM STN-LCD
response time (Figure 6.60).

Figure 6.58 Principle of LCD color sequential switching.
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Table 6.3 The steepness of the transmission–voltage curve as a function of LCD parameters [6].a

The LCD parameter Effect on the steepness and information capacity

Elastic ratio, K33/K11 Low values (<0.7) improve the steepness. The effect
is considerably pronounced for the small optical
anisotropy Dn (first Mauguin minimum)

Dielectric ratio, De/e? Low values (<1) improve the steepness for the small
optical anisotropy Dn. The situation is quite reverse
for the larger values Dn

Cell thickness, d The effect is the same as for the optical anisotropy
Dn

The angle between the polarizer and
analyzer

The angles smaller than 90� improves the steepness
on account of the lower transmission in the off state

Twist angle in the LC cell The steepness deteriorates for the smaller twist
angles. The angles more than 90� are not stable in
nematic LC cells without chiral dopants

aAccording to (6.30), the information content of the passively addressed LCD increases with the
steepness of the TVC.

Figure 6.59 Iron law of passive matrix addressing LCD: the
number of the addressing lines strongly correlates with the
selection ratio, Von/Voff, where Von and Voff corresponds to the
switched-on (switched-off) state of PM-LCD, respectively.
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2. Viewing angles of PM TN-LCD are better in a normally black mode (Figure 6.61).

3. Special �stress� configuration of TN-LCD can both decrease the driving voltage
(power consumption) and improve the response time (Figure 6.62) [27, 28]. We
have mentioned the �stress� TN configuration above. The twist sense of TN-LCD
is determined by the direction of pretilt angles on both alignment layers. In
commercially available TN-LCDs, the chiral material is used to stabilize the LC
twist sense. The LC materials for TN-LCDs possess the twisting property of the
same direction as the one determined by the combination of pretilt angle
directions. On the contrary, by adding the chiral reagent in which twist direction
is opposite to the one determined by the combination of pretilt angle directions,
the splayed twist state is formed (Figure 6.62). The stability of �stress� TN state
structure depends largely on the pitch length and pretilt angle. The larger pitch
length and pretilt angle can stabilize the new mode.

The interest in PM-LCD has decreased recently as all high-resolution displays for
most applications, such as TV, desktop and PC monitors, mobile phones, and PDAs
are active matrix LCD (AM-LCD).

Figure 6.60 Simulation of PM STN-LCD. 20% decrease in
response time for a proper choice of a shear (backflow) LC
viscosities (see Equation 2.28). Top: off (left) and on states (right)
of STN-LC cell. Bottom: STN-LCD response: optimized (left) and
common (right).
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6.2.3
Active Matrix Displays

Thin film transistors (TFT-LCDs) were considered to be the basic structure for active
matrix addressedLCDs (Figure 6.56). TFToperates as a very good conductorwhen the
gate (row) voltage is large and a very poor conductor in case of small gate voltages [6]
(Figure 6.63). When the row voltage is zero, no matter how high the column voltage
is, the current will notflow through the LC pixel element. Opening the gate voltage by
a selected row pulse makes it possible to deliver to the LC pixel element a definite
space charge, proportional to the required contrast.
The LCpixel is connected to the ground and, as a result, the space charge is allowed

to relax during the frame interval, with the characteristic time defined by the capacity
CLC and resistanceRLC of the LC layer (Figure 6.63). A zero DCvoltage in LC element
is provided by a corresponding sign alternation of the column voltages during the
subsequent frame times. The operation is allowed due to the symmetry of the TFT
conductance in both directions. There is no need to change polarity of the row-
addressing voltages, as their only function is to open the gate (Figure 6.63). A small

Figure 6.61 Viewing angles of normally white (above) and
normally black (below) TN-LCD. The TVC curves of themodes are
shown in the left. The viewing angles are defined by contrast ratios
at different viewing angles (see also Figure 6.20).
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capacitor Cs is added to the LC pixel capacity CLC to retain the contrast during the
frame time.
TFTs are certainly advantageous since (i) the cross talk is practically absent, because

the column voltage hardly affects LC pixels during the nonaddressed period, and (ii)
grayscale generation is much easier and resembles that of directly addressed LCD
elements.However, the aperture ratio of TFTAM-LCDs (i.e., the ratio of the dead area
on pixel), where TFT is located, to the total active area is lower than the total area of the
pixel. Requirements for a TFTare derived from the numberN of rows and the frame
time T in which a picture is written in. The row is addressing during the interval

Figure 6.62 Stress splay twist (SST) [28] or reverse TN (RTN)
[27] mode. Top: common TN (left), SST/RTN mode (right).
Bottom: comparison of response time (left) [28] and applied
voltage (right) [27] between common TN and SST/RTN mode.

Figure 6.63 Equivalent electrical circuit of TFT AM-LCD pixel [6].
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t¼T/N. In order to guarantee a proper charging of capacitors CLC þ CS during the
frame time T, the following condition for time intervals must be met [1, 6]:

RonðCLC þCSÞ < 0:2t ¼ 0:2T=N; ð6:74Þ
where the factor 0.2 means 1% error in charging voltage [1].
The stored charge has to be held during the flame time T to avoid flickering of the

image. This enables us to write (1% error in holding voltage):

Roff ðCLC þCSÞ � 100T : ð6:75Þ
Taking into account (6.74) and (6.75), we have for the TFT resistance ratio:

Roff=Ron � 500N: ð6:76Þ
If Ioff 10�12 A and N¼ 1000 rows, we must have Ion¼ IoffRoff/Ron� 0.5mA.
One of the important characteristics of the TFT-LCD is the voltage holding ratio.

The VHR is defined as the voltage at TFT-LCD pixel at the end of the frame period
divided by the voltage initially set to it during the row addressing time (Figure 6.64).

VHR ð%Þ ¼

ð16:67 ms

0

VðtÞdt

5 V � 16:67ms

 100%: ð6:77Þ

The VHR strongly depends on the decay time of the voltage on the pixel element to
the frame time T. If the VHR is too small, not only will the pixel voltage become
smaller it will also cause flickering. Thus, the brightness of the pixel changes
periodically. This is highly undesirable.
The voltage holding ratio is a critical electrical parameter for LCDs. It is a measure

of the amount of ions in the bulk of LCs. In TFT-LCD configuration, the VHR shows
how fast the charge will relax on LC pixel, while the other LCD rows are being
addressed. Too fast relaxation results in the flicker effect. The VHR value can be
measured as follows (Figure 6.64): A voltage pulse of 5 Vwas applied to the LC cell for
64 ms (260 lines in 16.67ms frame time, Figure 6.64) and then the voltage V(t)

Figure 6.64 Measurements of VHR: voltage pulse of 5 V is applied
during 64ms to LC cell. Using this addressing time 260 lines
of AM-LCD can be addressed during the frame time of 16.67 ms,
that is, about 60Hz or 60 frames/s.
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droppeddownduring the period ofT¼ 16.67ms (frame frequency about 60Hz) after
the pulse was switched off at t¼ 0 (Figure 6.64). The acceptable value of the VHR for
TFT-LD applications is more than 99% for both room temperature and 80 �C.
The residual DC (RDC) property for photoaligned LCD cells can also bemeasured.

RDC values can be measured using two methods: flicker-minimizing method and
DCvoltagemethod [71]. In the flicker-minimizingmethod, the test cell is driven by a
square wave 30Hz voltage with a varied DC offset, and the output signal with flicker
could be observed [71]. The RDC is defined by the offset value, where minimum
flicker is achieved.
DC voltage method can also be applied for the measurement. A voltage of 5 V is

applied to a cell for 10min, and then the cell is shorted for 1 s. The RDC value is
defined as the voltage measured after 10 min. This method is simpler but has less
accuracy than the flicker-minimizing method. The acceptable RDC value for TFT-
LCD applications is less than 50mV [71].
Proper values of VHR and RDC require a high purity of LCmixtures for TFT-LCD

operations. The holding ratio must be high (>99%) and temperature-stable, which
depends on LC compounds used in AM-LCDs. This is possible only for well-purified
LC mixtures containing fluorinated compounds (Figure 6.65) [6]. LCs with a large
dielectric anisotropy are also difficult to apply as the LC capacitance significantly
diminishes during the reorientation of the LC director in electrooptical effect, thus
deteriorating the holding ratio.
By all means, the number of ions both in the bulk (evaluated by VHR) and on the

surface of LC cell (evaluated by RDC) should be minimized to provide an effective
AM-LCD switching without flicker effect. The LC for AM-LCD should be of very high
resistivity to hold the charges between frames. Actually, LC switching off time

tLC;off  er; ð6:78Þ

Figure 6.65 Holding ratio of TFT AM-LCD and its correlation with
the LC molecular structure [6]. Temperature dependence of
VHR for two different LC structures.
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where e is the LC average dielectric constant (see Section 2.1.4) and r is specific
resistivity that should be at least 1011W cm. For AM-LCD, LC with r of 1012W cm is
not uncommon.
VHR and RDCvalues also correlate with the so-called image sticking effect, which

takes place when LCD displays the same image for some time after the image was
switched off [72]. Investigations in this field have shown that high VHR and lowRDC
prevent the image sticking effect in LCD [72]. The other factor that correlates with an
image sticking effect is LCanchoring energy, whichmust be sufficiently high to avoid
the sticking phenomenon [73].
AM-LCDs are mostly based on the two electrooptical modes in LC: VAN mode,

that is, ECB effect in homeotropic LC cells (Figure 6.1b), and IPS (in-plane
switching mode, Figure 6.66). The advantage of VAN mode is a very high contrast

Figure 6.66 In-plane switching mode in super TFT-LCD [6].
(I) Geometry of realization of super TFT-LCD and (II) comparison
of viewing angle dependences with conventional TFT-LCD.
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ratio, which is mostly defined by the quality of the polarizers and pretilt angle q0
(1–3� from the initial homeotropic alignment, see e.g., (6.21)). IPS mode is
characterized by a special geometry of electric field application parallel to the cell
substrates (Figure 6.66). In this case, the variation of the LC director polar angle
q (6.2) and consequently the change of the LC cell phase retardation DF (6.17) is
minimal and all the intensity changes are due to the LC twist angle j variations
(Figure 6.1c). As it follows, for example, from (6.18) the intensity variations with the
angle of light incidence are small in IPS mode, so IPS TFT-LCD viewing angles are
very broad (Figure 6.66) [1, 2].

6.2.4
Low Power Consumption LCD with Memory Effects

We have already described electrooptical effects in cholesteric and ferroelectric LC as
well as bistable and multistable cholesteric and ferroelectric LCD with a low power
consumption and memory. We are going to provide some more examples of these
�Electronic paper� LCD below.

6.2.4.1 Surface Bistability

6.2.4.1.1 BTN with 0 , p Twist Angle Switching
Abistablenematic twisted (BTN)with 0, p twist angle switching bistable device using
monostable surface anchoring switching was demonstrated [74]. The two bistable
textures were planar and p twisted alignments (Figure 6.67). The switching to one or
another bistable state fromthe initially homeotropic configuration, obtained ina strong

Figure 6.67 Bistability in nematic LC [6, 74]. Slow decreasing field
down to zero results in a planar state, while instantaneously
turning the field off forces the creation of a bend state, which
spontaneously transforms to p twisted state.
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electric field, depends on the rate of the field decrease and is associated with an
anchoring breaking on the �slave� substrate (Figure 6.67). Slow decreasing field down
to zero results in a planar state, while turning the field off instantaneously initiates a
strong backflow effect (Figure 6.5), thus forcing the transformation to p twisted state.
The cell gap of BTN LCD (d 1.5mm) is thinner than that of conventional LCDs.

The top and bottom substrates are rubbed in the same direction (Figure 6.67). One
substrate (slave substrate) is coatedwith a special alignment layer, which gives a nearly
planar anchoring withmoderately strong polar anchoring energy (Wq� 3.10�4 J/m2).
Theother substrate (�naster� substrate) is coatedwith a conventional polyimide,which
gives tilted anchoring with a strong polar anchoring energy (Wq� 10�3 J/m2). Both
azimuthal anchoring energies are kept strong enough (Wj� 10�4 J/m2) to maintain
the azimuthal orientation of the liquid crystal on the alignment layer. Two stable
texturesUandTexist. TheU texture is 0� twistedwhile theT texture is 180�(p) twisted.
A chiral dopant is added to the liquid crystalmixture to adjust the free pitch about four
times higher than the LC cell thickness to equalize the energies of U and T. U and T
appear, respectively, black and white in the standard reflective configuration [74]. The
big problem of BTN-LCD is to find a proper surface with a moderate polar, but still
large azimuthal anchoring energy, which is not common. Typical BTN-LCDs are
shown in Figure 6.68.
Recently, a new switching mechanism for bistable nematic twisted displays

(BTN) was proposed [75]. By using the bidirectional alignment surface, which is
fabricated by a photopolymerizable polymer, 0, p twist angle switching can be
controlled by changing the voltage levels. Such switching avoids any anchoring
breaking, hence large cell gap can be possible. Furthermore, since the switching
depends on the voltage level, it is completely compatible with ordinary low cost STN
drivers [75].

Figure 6.68 Typical BTN-LCD. (Courtesy of Nemoptic.)
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6.2.4.1.2 Zenithal Bistability (ZBD)
A grating surface treated with a homeotropic surfactant was found to produce two
bistable pretilt LC configurations when the groove�s depth-to-pitch ratio is opti-
mum [76]. Bistability results for a range of grating shapes between stable shallow
grating and stable deep grating [76]. Current production devices use a grating with
0.8mm pitch and 0.9mm amplitude.
Switching is done by favoring one of the states having a nonzero flexoelectric

polarization with a voltage pulse of the same polarity. (The opposite polarity pulse
supports the homeotropic configuration (Figure 6.69).) The grating surfacewasmade
by a photolithography technique and coated by a surfactant to induce a homeotropic
LC orientation. There exists a possibility to optimize flexoelectric coefficients,
anchoring energy, and the grating profile in the bistable geometry, as well as the
optical characteristics of the device. Typical response times of the matrix-addressed
LCDs were found to be in a submillisecond range at U¼ 10V [76].
The potential of the ZBD device has begun to be realized with its first commercial

application.New technological advances are necessary to understand the relationship
between grating shape and performance, the reproducible mass production of deep,
submicron features on the inner surfaces of LCDs, and new liquid crystal material
and addressing schemes that use the flexoelectric effect in nematic liquid crystals.
The disadvantages of ZBD device are rather high switching voltage and the problem
of memorizing the intermediate levels, so only black/white bistable optical states
become possible (Figure 6.69).

6.2.4.1.3 Optically Rewritable LCDs
Optical rewritable technology (ORW) [77, 78] is a modified method of azo dye
photoalignment [60, 78] that possesses traditional high azimuthal anchoring energy,

Figure 6.69 Bistable device made by special grating surface.
(a) Homeotropic configuration and (b) hybrid homeotropic to
tilted alignment.
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up to 2
 10�4 J/m2, and has a unique feature of reversible in-plane aligning direction
reorientation, that is, rotation perpendicular to the polarization of an incident light.
An ORW-LC cell consists of two substrates with different aligning materials
(Figure 6.70).
One aligning material is optically passive and keeps aligning direction on one

substrate. The other aligningmaterial is optically active and can change its alignment
direction being exposed with polarized light through the substrate. In comparison
with electrically controlled plastic display, ORW can be significantly thinner and
requires no ITO photolithography and etching on plastic substrate because no
electrodes are needed. Switching and continuous gray scale are achieved by control
of aligning direction of photoaligning azo dye layer, which is insoluble in liquid
crystal. By this means, one can obtain a specified twist angle in the ORW-LC cell that

Figure 6.70 Operation principle of LC ORW cell.

Figure 6.71 Optically rewritable E-paper. Top: basic structure;
bottom: typical ORW image on flexible substrate [77, 78]. ORW
image based on LC mixtures with fluorescent dyes is also shown
(bottom right corner).
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corresponds to the transmission level defined by the initial polarizer configuration
(Figure 6.71).ORWis very tolerable to the cell gap variation as even 50%change in the
cell gap will not cause any noticeable change in LC transmission value, while
achromatic switching of all ORW gray levels can be obtained [77, 78]. Every
transmission level is stable and visualizes informationwith zero power consumption
for a long time. Optical rewritable LC alignment is a good base for new types of LC
displays, especially on plastic substrates, where no ITO films and electrodes are
needed (Figure 6.71) [77, 78].
No backlight is required since a reflective type polarizer is used as the bottom

substrate. The image is truly stable, can be written to gray level with saturation, and
rewritten a number of times with high reproducibility of properties. The overall
reflection is about 30% (Figure 6.71), while the aspect ratio is 1. The unique property
of being cell gap nonsensitive allows to maintain proper performance even when the
device is bent. Fluorescent dye dopant of liquid crystal partly absorbs blue light and
re-emits green light improving photopic reflection and enhancing color of the ORW
E-paper (Figure 6.71). The ORW E-paper�s potential applications are light printable
rewritable paper, labels, and plastic card displays. Other ORWpapers have also been
recently developed, including (i) doping of photoaligning azo dye to the bulk of
cholesteric LC cell [79]; (ii) photosensitive chiral dopants in cholesteric LC capable of
changing the twisting power underUVexposure [44]; (iii) cholesteric LC layerwith an
organic photoconductor layer [80]. However, these versions of ORWdevices require
sufficiently high electric field in combination with a writing light, which is not
convenient.

6.3
LC Applications in Photonics: Passive Optical Elements for Fiber Optical
Communication Systems

Photonics LC applications include passive LC elements for fiber optical communi-
cation systems (DWDM components) based on liquid crystal cells, which can
successfully compete with other elements used for the purpose, such as microelec-
tromechanical (MEM), thermooptical, optomechanical, or acoustooptical devices [5].
The known LC applications in fiber optics enable one to produce switches, filters,
attenuators, equalizers, polarization controllers, phase emulators, and other fiber
optical components. Application of nematic and ferroelectric LC for high-speed
communication systems, producing elements that are extremely fast, stable, durable,
of low loss, operable over a wide temperature range, and requiring low operating
voltages and extremely low power consumption. Good robustness due to the absence
of moving parts and compatibility with VLSI technology, excellent parameters in a
large photonicwavelength range, whereas the complexity of the design and the cost of
the device are equivalent to regular passivematrix LCdisplays,makes LC fiber optical
devices very attractive for mass production. The quality criteria for photonics fiber
optical LCapplicationsmay alsobevery different for various applications. For instance,
theLCvariable optical attenuators (VOA) are characterizedby (i) cross talk attenuation;
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(ii) insertion loss; (iii) operation wavelength; (iv) working temperature range;
(v) switching power; and (vi) response time. The photonics LC devices should be
standardized for the same criteria as usual fiber optical components for photonics
applications. We will consider various rheological factors, which can affect photonics
applications of LC devices.

6.3.1
LC Switches

Switches for optical fiber networks are increasingly important. LC switches show
certain advantages in comparison withMEM switches, commonly used for the same
purpose, such as (i) fast switching time; (ii) low controlling voltages and power
consumption; and (iii) higher reliability and working time [5]. However, wavelength
dependence of the response times and thermal drift of the characteristics of LC
switches should be avoided [5]. There are twomain techniques, which can be used in
LCoptical switches, working in nonpolarized light. In thefirst, the nonpolarized light
from the input fiber is decomposed by polarizing beam splitters (PBSs) on the two
orthogonal polarizations, which are then independently rotated by the SLM and
collected on the output fiber, thus transferring the input nonpolarized light to the
proper output channel. The fast switching of optical channels in nonpolarized light
was proposed in Ref. [81] (Figure 6.72).

Figure 6.72 FLC switch of nonpolarized light images between two
input and two output channels based on two polarization
beam splitters and two FLC electroclinic modulators, mounted
in series. The transfer of the images (letters �H� and �T�) is shown
in two different cases [81].
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The switching device includes ferroelectric LC modulators and polarization
beam splitters, which may control the polarization of four polarized input beams,
transferring the input images (letters �H� and �T�) from the input 1 or 2 to the
corresponding outputs (channels 1 and 2). The transfer of the images 1) 1 and
2) 2 or 1) 2 and 2) 1 depends on the amplitude and sign of the voltage applied
to the modulators (Figure 6.72). The advantage of the switch is very fast response
time (5 ms at the voltage�30 V). The device has an intrinsic gray scale and very small
wavelength dispersion, making it possible to redistribute the input light intensities
between the outputs within the whole visible range. An integrated LC switch has
also been proposed and designed that works independent of the polarization state
of the input light [82]. The proposed structure consists of a polarization splitter, two
polarization converters, and a polarization combiner. The light propagation pat-
terns within the whole device in the off and on states for both TE and TM modes
have been demonstrated.
In the second, the voltage controllable diffraction can be used for the optical

switch [83, 84]. The LC optical switching can also be arranged by changing the
boundary refractive index for the fiber using LC cell [85, 86]. Another LC optical
switches can be used using the principle of Mach Zehnder interferometer with a
switchable ferroelectric LC cladding [87] or Fabry–Perot LC infiltration cell integrated
in high index contrast silicon-on-insulator waveguide [88].
The following electrooptical effects in liquid crystals can be used in optical

switching:

1. Electroclinic effect in smectic LCs [6] (Figure 6.72). Electroclinic effect is a phase
transition between smectic A (Figure 2.4b) and smectic C phase (Figure 2.4c)
arranged by electric field [6, 7]. The switching time of 5ms was reported for the
controlling voltages of�30V (Figure 6.72) [81]. The effect has a weak dependence
on the light wavelength. However, the switching must be provided in the double-
cell configuration (one cell does not allow 90� rotation of the light polarization).

2. Deformed helix ferroelectric effect in ferroelectric LCs (Figure 6.50). The switch-
ing time, less than 10ms at the controlling voltage of�20V, can be provided,which
is temperature independent over the broad temperature range [89]. DHF-LC cells
are the basis of fast respondingmodulators and opticalfilters, which are applicable
in fiber optical communication systems. The fast ferroelectric LC shutters
(deformed helix ferroelectric effect) with the response time less than 1ms in a
broad temperature range from 20� to 80 �Cwere also developed [90] (Figure 6.73).
We believe, that DHF-FLCs are the fastest electrooptical mode in LC cells for
photonics applications.

3. Nematic LC cells with 270� twist can provide switching times of less than 5ms [6].
The prototypes of LCmodulators are already known. Themodulators can be used
as LC fiber optical switch. The LC switches can use the effect of total internal
reflection (TIR) in nematic LC [86, 91] or selective reflection effect in cholesteric
LC [92]. The total internal reflection switch operates only for one light polarization
(TE mode) and the most promising is VAN configuration (Figure 6.1b) [91]. The
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switching time of 1 ms can be easily obtained in this case for the switching pulse
amplitude of 5 V [91] (Figure 6.74).

4. Bistable nematic switches are also possible using BTN cells [93]. In this case, the
switching power is reduced as the LC cell keeps the switched state without voltage.

5. The bypass optical switch based on two nematic liquid crystal cells with a
switching time less than 200ms was demonstrated using two temperature-
stabilized nematic LC birefringent cells [94] (Figure 6.75). Two subsequent NLC
cells with crossed optical axes compensate for the relaxation of NLC birefringence
if turned off simultaneously. Thus, the switching speed of two-cell switch can be as
high as NLC cell turn-on times. The cells can be specified to a certain fiber
wavelength by adjusting the cell gap thickness.

6. LC switch can be made to control light beams in a plane of LC layers
(Figure 6.76) [95]. It was shown experimentally that the direction of the light beam
can be considerably changed by refraction and reflection of light at the sharp
boundaries between the regions with different orientations [95]. LC switching can
becontrolledbyelectricfield.Certainwayswereproposed foroptimization insertion
loss and cross talk of the 1
 2 switcher for real photonic applications (Figure 6.76).

Using different ITO templates, it is possible to create N
M switch and other
different optical processing data elements, for example, attenuators. There are a
number of ways to optimize such types of LC devices including application of fast
operating ferroelectric liquid crystal layers, which can provide operation times in a
microsecond range.

Figure 6.73 Switching time of deformed helix ferroelectric (DHF) LC cells [90].
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6.3.2
Other LC Passive Elements for Photonics Applications

Polarization controllers are the elements that can transfer any input state of polari-
zation (SOP) to the desired one, thus controlling the unpredictable polarization
change or drift, which comes from the polarization-dependent components of the
fiber optical system. These elements can be made on the basis of the three
subsequently placed LC cells, which exhibit the effect of electrically controlled
birefringence with a homogeneous initial orientation [96]. Typical switching times
are dependent on LC material and are on the order of 10ms for the wavelength
l¼ 1.3mm (Figure 6.77) [96].

Figure 6.74 Total internal reflection in nematic LC [91].
Left: calculations of TIR transmission versus light incidence angle
for two voltages U¼ 0 V and U¼ 4 V. Right: experimental data of
switching dynamics of TE mode in VAN configuration (Figure 6.1b).
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Polarization rotator is an LC element that can rotate the linear polarized light in
the output of the LC system to any desirable angle still keeping the linear
polarization at the output [97, 98]. A novel configuration for a TN-LCD between
two-quarter wave plates can operate as a controllable polarization rotator [97].
The plane of polarization of the transmitted light can be rotated as a function
of the phase introduced by TN-LCD for different voltages [97]. The other LC

Figure 6.75 A bypass two-cell optical switch based on nematic liquid crystals [94].

Figure 6.76 A 1
 2 optical switch based on waveguide effect in photoaligned LC layer [95].
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configuration consists of the polarizer and two LC homogeneous cells placed at
45� with respect to each other (one with the a voltage controllable phase change
and the other fixed as a quarter wave plate, Figure 6.78) [98]. The configuration
can rotate the light polarization state at any angle between 0� and 90� depending
on voltage.
Variable optical LCattenuators (VOA) have the typical attenuation range of 30 dB for

the driving voltage of 12Vat 1525–1575wavelength range [99–102] with the response
time of about 10–30ms. Some of them are based on the light scattering of LC cell

Figure 6.77 A polarization controller constructed with a cascade
of three LC cells [96]. This configuration allows a fast arbitrary-to-
arbitrary transformation of state of polarization (SOP) on the
Poincare sphere (left). The diagram on the left shows a trans-
formation of SOP at point 1 to a final SOP at point 4 following two
intermediate transformation at point 2 and point 3.

Figure 6.78 LC polarization rotator, consisted of a polarizer and
two-phase retarders, one of which is controlled by voltage. The
rotation of the polarization plane is between 0� and 90� [98].
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filled with a polymer network (PN-LCD) [6] (Figure 6.79). The light from the input
fiber was scattered as a result of refractive index mismatching of the LC and the
polymer when no voltage was applied, and it was passed through the PN-LC layer as a
result of the refractive indexmatching of the LC and the polymer, when a voltage was
applied (Figure 6.79).

6.3.3
Photonic Crystal/Liquid Crystal Structures

Another promising technique for making passive fiber optics components is the use
of photonic crystal (PC) materials [5]. Photonic crystals are artificial media with 1D,
2D, or 3D periodic structures that exhibit both unidirectional and omnidirectional
photonic band gaps. The band gap defines a range of frequencies at which electro-
magnetic radiation striking the crystal is reflected by the crystal rather than being
permitted to propagate through it. In these crystals, the dimensions of the lattice
structures and the dielectric elements are selected to produce band gaps having
desired center frequencies and bandwidths. Electromagnetic radiation at a frequency
within the band gap is reflected from the structure via the well-known Bragg
reflection phenomenon.
Electrically tunable photonic band gap (PBG) structures hold the potential to

become a versatile and compact backbone for optical signal processing. Electrical
tuning of two-dimensional PBG structures infiltrated with liquid crystals was
reported [103–107]. The structures can be operated with any electrooptic materials
and lead to fast and efficient modulators, routers, and tunable filters [103]. The effect
of LC alignment is very important, in particular, a high-quality LC alignment parallel
to the photonic hole surface is highly desirable [5]. The example of voltage control-
lable photonic crystal/liquid crystal (PC/LC) structure is given in Figure 6.80 [106].
Liquid crystals are materials that present a variation in their effective refractive index
if an electric field is applied (6.16). In addition to this, LCs are cost-effective and easy
to manipulate [6, 7]; that is the reason for selecting this material instead of others

Figure 6.79 The structure and electrooptic properties of PN-LC
films, attenuated nonpolarized light. Left: field off state,
scattering unpolarized light; right: transparent for the normally
incident light field on state [6].
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dependent on the temperature or a mechanical force, for instance. By changing the
voltage applied to the structure, the defect state that constitutes the filter will sweep a
range of wavelengths [106]. Other important applications of liquid crystals in the
middle of one-dimensional PC/LC structures are electrooptical switches and
modulators [107].
Controllable PC/LCdevices became a �hot� topic of research. Photonic crystals are

known to provide wavelength-dependent filters, beam splitters, and mirror compo-
nents. As photonic crystals are on the order of several wavelengths, in each of two
major dimensions, and are made with microprocessing techniques, optical proces-
sing systems employing photonic crystals can be very small, thereby permitting
extremely high bit density and high rates of data processing. Filling the interstices of
the photonic crystal with the properly aligned LCmaterial and subjecting the LC to a
varying electricfield canproduce a tunable photonic crystal element.Wewill consider
in the following section photoaligning materials to align LC mixtures in small
cavities, such as holes and tubes of photonic crystals, with a size of 1mm and less,
and obtained excellent LC orientation inside the tubes by photoalignment. New PC/
LC passive elements of fiber optical systems include optical switches, fiber optical
isolators, optical filters, wavelength selective mirrors for fiber lasers, polarization
controllers, attenuators, and so on [5].

6.3.4
Photoalignment Technology for LC Photonics Devices

Photoalignment possesses obvious advantages in comparison with the usually
�rubbing� treatment of the substrates of LCD cells. Possible benefits for using this
technique in photonics LC devices include [60, 78]

(i) new advanced applications of LC in fiber communications, optical data
processing, holography, and other fields, where the traditional rubbing LC

Figure 6.80 Structure of the 1D PBG wavelength filter consisting
of 2 Bragg mirrors of 30 layers and a cavity (defect) [106].
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alignment is not possible due to the sophisticated geometry of LC cell and/or
high spatial resolution of the processing system;

(ii) ability for efficient LC alignment on curved and flexible substrates; and
(iii) manufacturing of new optical elements for LC technology, such as patterned

polarizers andphase retarders, tunable opticalfilters, variable optical attenuators,
and so on.

The photoaligning materials developed by us are based on photopolymerized and
cross-linked dye photosensitive layers that enable [60, 78] (i) high-order parameter
more than 0.8; (ii) excellent alignment quality of nematic and ferroelectric LC
materials in various modes; (iii) temperature and UV stability due to the polymer-
ization and cross-linking effect in dye layers; (iv) perfect adhesion and anchoring
energy comparable to rubbed polyimide layers; (v) excellent sensitivity with a
minimum exposure energy; and (vi) have the ability to align LC materials in curved
surfaces and photonic holes.
Photonic crystalfiber is a glass or polymerfiberwith an array ofmicroscopic air holes

running along the length of the fiber. The waveguide properties of such a fiber can be
controlled by introducing an additional material into the air holes [103–105]. LC is
suitable for this purpose because its refractive index can be easily tuned by electric
field or temperature. The technique of photoconfigurable alignment of LC in glass
microtubes and in photonic crystal fiber was developed (Figure 6.81) [108]. Good
homogeneous alignment was detected with polarized microscopy and FTIR spec-
troscopy methods. The presented technique of alignment is based on properly
developed photoaligning azo dye material and is promising as a noncontact method
for LC orientation in complex photonic crystal structures [108]. Figure 6.81 presents
the glass tube of inner diameter 4mm treated with the photoaligning sulfonic azo
layer (SD1) and filled with uniform nematic LC orientation without point defects or
linear disclinations. The order parameter S of LC has been obtained from FTIR
spectroscopy data and has demonstrated good alignment quality (S¼ 0.63 [108]). The
presented technique can be used as noncontact method of LC alignment in complex
photonic crystal structure.
The uniform azo dye photoalignment on the profiled 3D surface (substrate with bulk

relief) was demonstrated [109]. The three-step exposure process for uniform surface

Figure 6.81 Photoalignment in microtube [108], crossed
polarizers: (a) angle between polarizer and tubes axis is 45�,
(b) angle between polarizer and tubes axis is 0�; parallel
polarizers: (c) angle between polarizer and tube�s axis is 45�.
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alignment was developed (Figure 6.82). Patterned exposure of azo materials is a very
useful procedure for LC photonic devices as a high-quality LC alignment on profiled
surfaces can be obtained.
LC alignment on submicrometer-sized rib waveguides on silicon chips was studied

[5, 78, 109]. Experiments using nematic liquid crystal cladding on silicon waveguides
and microrings coated with photoalignment layer, and covered with a vertically
aligned polyimide rubbed glass, revealed a defect-free hybrid aligned liquid crystal
cell on silicon substrate (Figure 6.83). An electrically tunable microresonator using
photoaligned liquid crystal as cladding layers, where a photoalignment layer on the
device surface defined the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules and the
transmission property of the waveguide-coupled microresonator was electrically
tuned by varying the cladding refractive index under an applied electric field in the
vertical direction, was demonstrated [5, 78].
The liquid crystal cladding refractive indexwas then varied according to the applied

voltage and subsequently the microresonator resonance wavelengths were tuned.
Based on our initial measurements, the FSR (free spectral range) wavelength shift
within the range of 20 nm was obtained, which is comparable with a thermooptic

Figure 6.82 Optical scheme of three-step 3D substrate
illumination (a); profiled substrate LC cell between crossed (b)
and parallel (c) polarizers [5].

Figure 6.83 From left to right: schematic profile of submicrometer-sized
rib Si microring system; planar and homeotropic LC configurations on
photoaligned cladding azo
dye layer [5, 78].
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effect (Figure 6.84). New voltage controllable Si-based add drop filters are envisaged
based on this principle.
Remnant high-efficiency polarization gratings were created in nematic liquid crystal

cells by layers of azo dye molecules deposited on the cell substrates and exposed to
�interfering� beamswith opposite circular polarizations [110]. The diffraction picture
was controlled by an electric field applied across the LC cell (Figure 6.85). Obtained
polarization gratings (PGs) can be used for electrically controlled discrimination and
detection of polarized components of light. All molecules of LC are reoriented to a
uniform homeotropic state at high voltage, and there is no more modulation of LC
alignment in the cell. Applications in LC optical switches are envisaged.
The achromatic polarization grating exhibiting only three diffracted orders (0,�1)

can also be produced using photoalignment [111]. The achromatic PG offered high
efficiencies of thick (Bragg) gratings over nearly the entire range of visible light.
When used as an optical element of displays, the achromatic PG can be implemented
as a switchable LC grating for modulator applications by allowing one of the grating

Figure 6.84 Characteristics of an electrically tunable
microresonator using photoaligned liquid crystal as cladding
layers. From left to right: FSR shift, when air cladding is changed to
planar-oriented LC; FSR shift, when air cladding is changed to
homeotropic oriented LC; wavelength redshift as a function of the
effective refractive index of the LC layer [5].
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twists to be implemented as a switchable nematic LC and by placing the entire
structure between the substrates with electrodes [111].
More work in the field of passive liquid crystal elements for fiber optical commu-

nication systems is needed. High-quality LC switches, variable optical attenuators,
voltage controllablefilters, based on Si photonics devices, polarization controllers, and
rotators have to be developed. New working prototypes ready for packaging are highly
desirable. Using photonic crystals and photoalignment techniquemakes it possible to
develop new LC fiber components. There exist certain problems in wavelength
dependence, too large losses, thermal drift, and high cross talk. New LC materials
for the IR region used for fiber optical communications have to be tested. Specific LC
materials with a high birefringence and low rotational viscosity have to be developed
for IR region. The combination of photonic crystals and liquid crystals can provide
effective switching of the refractive index of diffraction grating in the microsecond
range with low controlling voltages, as the thickness of the LC layer in the hole can be
less than one micron. LC aligning in the microtubes of photonic crystals can
be produced by the photoaligning technique. Fast PC/LC efficient switches and
tunable filters are envisaged.
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7
Liquid Crystal Sensors

Themain aimof this chapter is to demonstrate a principal possibility of elaboration of
liquid crystal sensors of mechanical perturbations based on the results of basic
investigations of linear and nonlinear phenomena in shear flows of liquid crystals
(Chapter 3).
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we will define the physical background

of sensor applications of liquid crystals and discuss the main parameters of
mechanooptical effects in Poiseuille flows of liquid crystals, important for practice
and optimization of these parameters. Then, we will concentrate on some types of
liquid crystal sensors proposed for sensing of steady and low-frequency mechanical
forces and motion. In particular, we will consider the sensors of the pressure
difference, acceleration, vibration, and inclination. We will consider the possible
construction of such devices and estimate their technical parameters. The use of
liquid crystal sensors for the control of liquid and gas flows will be discussed too.
Finally, we will describe some experimental results of acoustooptical effects on liquid
crystals at additional action of electric andmagneticfields. The latter canbe important
for the elaboration of electrically controlled liquid crystal sensors, which can be used
in detection and visualization of high-frequency (ultrasonic) vibrations.

7.1
Liquid Crystals as Sensors of Mechanical Perturbations:
Physical Background and Main Characteristics

Liquid crystals can be considered a very promisingmaterial for sensor applications. It
is determined by high sensitivity of liquid crystal media to the action of different
factors of physical (or chemical) nature. In general, a sensor is often defined as a
device that receives and responds to a signal or stimulus [1]. Stimulus is the quantity,
property, or condition that is sensed and converted into definite (mostly electrical)
signal [1–3]. Sensing and visualization of temperature fields via cholesteric liquid
crystals can be considered as themost traditional sensor application of liquid crystals.
It is based on a strong sensitivity of the selective reflection spectra to temperature
variations thatmakes it possible to visualize temperature fields [4]. Such possibility is
traditionally used in biomedical applications of liquid crystals [5, 6] for the diagnostics
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of different kinds of pathologies. It was also applied for registration, visualization,
and measurement of air flows that modify the temperature fields [7–9]. Cholesterics
and twisted nematics were also proposed for the fiber optic pressure sensors [10]
operating at high pressures (up to 100 MPa). In addition, more exotic LC pressure
sensors such as those based on freely suspended ferroelectric smectic films [11] or
lyotropic liquid crystals [12] can be found in literature.We also canmention the use of
LC as chemical and biological sensors that are attracting a growing interest [13–16].
In this chapter, we will describe the physical background and particular technical

decisions thatmake it possible to propose liquid crystal sensors ofmechanical forces,
position, andmotion based on the physical phenomena inflows of liquid crystals (see
Chapter 3). Such devices have to be referred to as optical sensors as they initially
convert the mechanical stimulus into an optical response. A lot of optical sensors of
pressure, strain,flow, vibration, and so onbased ondifferent physical phenomena are
used in modern industry [1, 2]. At present, interest in the elaboration of new types of
optical sensors (e.g., fiber optic sensors [3]) is growing.
In liquid crystal sensors under consideration, the flow-induced optical effects play

a key role. It is worthwhile to note that flow effects such as backflow phenomena are
also important for display applications (Chapter 6).
In accordance with the global aim of this chapter, we will avoid to describe in detail

other types of above-mentioned liquid crystal sensors based on different physical
effects.
Results of investigations of flow phenomena in nematic liquid crystals (Chapter 3)

show that suchmaterials can be considered very interesting from the point of view of
sensors applications. Indeed, there are a number of phenomena resulting in linear
and nonlinear deformations of orientational structure that can be well registered by
optical methods. It opens new ways for practical applications of liquid crystals as
optical sensors of different types of mechanical perturbations.
For practical realization of such devices, it is important to find answers to some

main questions.

. What particular mechanooptical effect provides potential advantages of the
sensors?

. What are the there ways for optimization of technical parameters of the sensors?

. What is the best technical decision for a particular application of the sensors?

We will try to answer these questions for liquid crystal sensors based on mechan-
ooptical effects in Poiseuille flows of nematics. In such type of sensors, the flow of an
anisotropic liquid inside a channel induces changes in optical characteristics. It is
more useful for practical applications compared to the relative motion of substrates
producing Couette flow.
As it was mentioned above, the main peculiarity of nematic liquid crystal

interesting for sensor applications is the ability to change its orientation (and so
optical properties) under the action of extremely weak flows induced by a pressure
gradient. So, the main potential advantage of LC sensors is connected with high
sensitivity. Results presented in Chapter 3 have shown that flow-induced changes in
birefringence at a homeotropic boundary orientation demonstrate highest sensitivity
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to the pressure gradient in comparison to other mechanooptical effects (e.g., flow-
induced light scattering). So, the changes in optical parameters such as the optical
phase delay and the polarized light intensity in the linear regime of a directormotion
is of prime interest for the elaboration of highly sensitive liquid crystal sensors. It is
important to note that such changes can be quantitatively described in the framework
of the simple linear model considered in Chapter 3 at least for a steady and low-
frequency Poiseuilleflow. So, construction of this type of LC sensor has to include LC
cell with the initially homeotropic layer of a nematic liquid crystal placed between two
polarizers. The main specific feature of the transfer function describing transfor-
mation of the input pressure gradient G into output electric signal U from opto-
electric transducer is determined by a nonmonotonous dependence of a light
intensity I on the flow-induced phase d delay (as it was shown in Chapter 3,
I¼ I0 sin

2(d/2)). The latter parameter is proportional to the squared pressure
gradient at the linear regime of a director motion in the flow plane (Chapter 3).
So, the pressure gradient can be easily determined bymeasuring the light intensity I
at low values of the phase delay (d< 0). Contrary to it, such determination becomes
more complicated in the case of relatively high value of the phase delay (d>p) as
different values of a pressure gradient can correspond to the same value of the light
intensity (Figure 7.1).
So, different technical decisions and algorithms of optical signal processing are

needed for the two cases mentioned above.

(a) d<p

In the simplest case, it is enough to place LC cell of a constant gap with the initial
homeotropic orientation between two polarizers, oriented at 45� relative to the flow
direction to achieve themaximal sensitivity to the pressure gradient acting on a liquid
crystal. Themeasurement of flow-induced changes inmonochromatic light intensity

DI ¼ I�Id

Figure 7.1 The schema illustrating the principle of the inverse
transformation of the polarized light intensity I into the pressure
gradientG for low (<p) and high (>p) values of the optical phase
delay d.
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is needed to extract the information about a pressure gradient. The parameter Id in
expression (7.1), corresponding to the dark state of the system, arises due to the
declination of real optical characteristics of a light beam, polarizers, and a layer
orientation from the ideal ones (Id¼ 0). For example, thermal fluctuations of a
director in thick layers can be responsible for light scattering and average declination
of a director from the uniaxial crystalline structure.
As it was shown inChapters 3 and 5 for an ideal case (Id¼ 0), the dependence of the

optical phase delay on the pressure gradient can be expressed in the samemanner for
both steady and oscillating flows:

d ¼ AG2: ð7:1Þ

In the case of a steady or a quasistationary (decay) flow in the absence of fields, the
parameter A is easily expressed from Equation 5.96:

A ¼ 1
15120

pd
l
noðn2e�n2oÞ

2n2e

a2d3

K33h1

� �2

: ð7:2Þ

In the general case of oscillatory flow of frequency w in the presence of electric field,
the parameter A¼A(w, w0, wE) depends on three characteristic frequencies (w, w0,
wE) and can also be calculated by using Equations 3.34–3.41. Taking into account the
above-mentioned connection between light intensity I and phase delay d, it is simple
to derive the next general expression for reverse transformation G¼G(I):

G ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
A
arcsin

ffiffiffiffi
I
I0

rs
; ð7:3Þ

where I0 is input light intensity. In practice, the intensity of light registered by a
photoreceiver (e.g., photodiode) is decreased by absorption of light into polarizers
and reflection of light from anumber of boundaries with different refraction indexes.
To exclude these factors, the ratio I/I0 has to be determined by measuring the output
light intensities in crossed (I) andparallel (I0) polarizers as itwas done in experiments
described in Chapter 3.
It was shown inChapter 3 that hydrodynamic theory correctly describes the optical

response of a homeotropic layer of LC on the applied pressure gradient. It opens a
good possibility to predict the technical parameters of LC sensors. In particular, it
helps calculate the lower (Gmin) and the upper (Gmax) limits of the dynamic diapason
of LC sensor like functions of a number of parameters (the thickness of LC layer, the
electricfield intensity, the frequency of oscillations, and so on). Contrary to the case of
destabilizing action of electric field (Fr�eedericksz transition in homeotropic layer of
LCwith a negative sign of De), there is no physical threshold for a pressure gradient
that induces the distortion of a homeotropic layer. So, theminimal value of a pressure
gradient Gmin is defined mostly by technical parameters of light sources and
receivers. The value of I/I0 has to be small but reasonable to estimate Gmin. In the
calculations presented below, we will use the value of this ratio equal to 10�2.
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The upper limitGmax corresponding to the first maximum on the oscillating curve
(Figure 7.1) is definedby the condition I¼ I0. So, the expressions for parametersGmin

and Gmax can be written as

Gmin ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:2
A

r
ð7:4aÞ

Gmax ¼
ffiffiffiffi
p
A

r
: ð7:4bÞ

It is worthwhile to note that the ratioGmax/Gmin of two parameters defined in such a
way does not depend on the value of the parameter A and is equal to about 4. This
value corresponds to the rather narrow dynamic range of the LC-sensor realizing the
simplest technical decision and algorithmof a signal processing. It restricts the use of
such type of sensors by cases where the high threshold sensitivity is more important
than a dynamic diapason. Now, we will consider the ways of optimization of this
important parameter.

(b) d>p

One of the possible ways to increase the dynamic diapason of LC-sensors is to use
measurements in the region of a nonmonotonous dependence of the light intensity
on the phase delay and therefore on the applied pressure gradient, as shown in
Figure 7.1. Indeed, the total number Nt of the interference maxima arising at the
complete reorientation of the layer from the homeotropic state to the planar one is
described by expression

Nt ¼ ðd DnÞ=l: ð7:5Þ
For relatively thick LC layers (d¼ 100–200mm) and a typical value of the refractive
index anisotropy Dn� 0.2, the parameter Nt will be varied in the range 30–60 at
l¼ 0.63mm(red light). Amajor part of this numberwill be realized at relatively small
values of the angles q of a director rotation from the initial homeotropic orientation
when the linear approximation is valid. It means, in accordance with Equation 7.2,
that the upper limit of the dynamic range Gmax of the sensor is increased ap-
proximatelyN1=2

t times compared to that defined by Equation 7.4 corresponding to
the first maximum (N¼ 1). So, the dynamic range in the case (b) can be extended to
approximately 5–7 times compared to a rather narrow range realized in the case (a).
Though such possibility seems to be attractive, its practical realization is not so
simple as in the case (a).
First, one has to find ways to identify the number of themaximum, corresponding

to the current state of the layer. The use of the cell of a variable gap (like the one
described in Chapter 3) together with some optical channels can be considered as a
possible decision for such a problem. The more complicated algorithm of the data
processing will also be needed in this case.
Second, there are a number of hydrodynamic instabilities arising in a home-

otropic layer at corresponding threshold gradients (see Chapter 3). In particular, the
first homogeneous instability is connected with an escape of a director from the
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flow plane. The dynamics of such instability is more complicated and slower
compared to the simple linear dynamics observed for a director motion in the flow
plane. Upon increasing further the pressure gradients, extremely slow quasimem-
ory effects take place (Chapter 3). Such phenomena are quite undesirable from the
point of view of sensor application. For steady and infrasound frequency flows, the
situation can be partly improved by the application of stabilizing electric field. In
conclusion, we can say that in practice, case (b) can be realized first for the pressure
gradient varying with a well-defined low frequency. Some of such examples will be
considered below.

7.2
Technical Parameters of Liquid Crystal Sensors of the Pressure Gradient:
Ways of Optimization

The problem of optimization of LC sensors can be solved in different ways. In
particular, it can be done by using the cells of a variable gap, as low-frequency optical
response of a homeotropic layer critically depends on this parameter (see Chapter 3).
Then, the use of stabilizing electric fields makes possible an effective control of
modes and technical characteristics of sensors. As we will show below the combi-
nation of these two ways is very promising for sensor application. At last, the
realization of a particular optical geometry can be effective too. We will begin a
description of the optimization problem with this topic.

7.2.1
Decreasing Threshold Pressure Gradient via Choice of Optimal Geometry

Oneof the simplest ways to increase the threshold sensitivity of LCcell to the action of
a pressure gradient is related to the use of the tilted optical geometry instead of the
ordinary orthogonal geometry. In principle, it can be done by using initial tilted
orientation of a director. The latter is realized by oblique evaporation of SiO on a glass
surface or byusing hybrid, homeotropic–planar boundary conditions (seeChapter 3).
An alternativeway to choose the optimal optical geometry for a homeotropic layer that
was proposed and experimentally confirmed [17–19] for a case of low-frequency
pressure gradient acted on the homeotropic layer of a liquid crystal.
The geometry of the experiment is shown in Figure 7.2.
The homeotropic layer of the nematicmixture (ZhK654, NIOPiK production) with

a positive value of De was exited by a low-frequency ( f¼ 0.3Hz) pressure difference
applied along a 4 cm-long channel. The cell was rotated on the angle Y relative to the
initial orthogonal state as shown in Figure 7.2.
Strong variations in the dynamic optical response were registered at relatively

small changes in angleY (Figure 7.3). The dependence of an amplitude value Ja of the
optical response on angle Y is shown in Figure 7.4.
It is seen that the cell demonstrates the maximal sensitivity at Y¼�17�. In this

case, the amplitude Ja is approximately proportional to the pressure difference
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amplitude, and very small values of a pressure gradient (about 2.5 Pa/m) can be
detected (Figure 7.5).
The observed effect also remains when an electric voltage is applied to the layer. It

provides good opportunity to control the sensitivity of LC cell (Figure 7.6). This way of
optimization will be discussed in more detail below.
Qualitatively, the same result was obtained [20] for another nonorthogonal

geometry (the cell was rotated on angle q around x2-axis). However, in the latter
case, increase in sensitivity was not such pronounced.

Figure 7.2 Geometry of experiment: (1) LC cell; (2) polarizer;
(3) analyzer; (4) light emitting diode; (5) photodiode.

Figure 7.3 The pressure-induced variations of transmitted light
intensity J¼DI/I0 as a function of time. I0 is the transmitted
intensity in the absence of a pressure gradient (DP0¼ 0).
(a) DP0¼ 1.0 Pa, Y¼ 0; (b) DP0¼ 1.0 Pa, Y¼ 17�; (c) DP0¼ 10 Pa,
Y¼ 17�.
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Figure 7.4 Variation of the amplitude Ja of optical response with the angle Y; DP0¼ 1.0 Pa.

Figure 7.5 Dependence of the amplitude Ja of the optical response on the pressure
difference amplitude DP0; Y¼ 17�.

Figure 7.6 Dependence of the amplitude Ja on the applied voltage; Y¼ 17�, DP0¼ 1.0 Pa.
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7.2.2
Use of Electric Fields

Electric fields can be considered an optimal tool for the control of technical
parameters of liquid crystal sensors. In Chapter 3, it was shown that a linear response
of a homeotropic layer of MBBA on the applied pressure gradient depends on the
applied voltage. Nevertheless, the possibility of an electric control of this response in
the case of LC with a negative sign of a dielectric permittivity anisotropy De (such as
MBBA) is restricted by the emergence of electrically induced instability (Fr�eedericksz
transition) at relatively low voltages (about 4 V for MBBA). Of course, there are some
nonlinear effects connected with the combined action of destabilizing electric fields
and shear flows considered in Chapter 7 that can be of interest for sensor application.
In particular, the decreasing (down to zero) of the threshold pressure gradient
corresponding to the homogeneous instability (see Chapter 3) makes it possible to
propose high-sensitive and electrically controlled LC sensors. The same is also true
for the effect of the ordering of electrically induced convective rolls byweak Poiseuille
flows, also described in Chapter 3. The optical phenomena resulted via such effects
are very pronounced,whichmakes themattractive for practical use.Nevertheless, it is
difficult to receive fast operating times in these cases due to slowing down of an
orientational motion at the structural transformations mentioned above. So, the
probable use of such devices is possible only for detecting slow varying pressure
gradients.
The quite different situation is realized for liquid crystals with a positive sign ofDe.

In this case, it appears possible both to realize a linearmode of a directormotion for a
wide-enough dynamic range of registered pressure gradient and to improve the
inertial properties of LC sensors.
The detailed experimental research on the optical response of LC layer to the

pressure gradient described in Chapter 3 was conducted for a standard nematic –
MBBA. It provided to draw the key conclusion about correspondence of the linear
theory and experimental results. Nevertheless, for practical realization of liquid
crystal sensors, stable nematicmixtures with a wide temperature range are desirable.
Though there are a lot of liquid crystal materials of such type, only some of them are
studied in detail to provide reasonable theoretical estimations. In the experiments
described below [21–26], two liquid crystalmixturesZhK616 andZhK654were under
investigation. They were produced by NIOPiK on the basis of well-studied binary
nematic mixture ZhK440 [27] doped by a polar substance (cyanophenyl ether of
heptylbenzoic acid [28]) of a different concentration (12 and 40% for ZhK616 and
ZhK654, respectively). Thus, the twomixtures had different positive values of De (3.4
for ZhK616 and 10.5 for ZhK654) that provided the stabilizing action of an electric
field on the initial homeotropic orientation used in these experiments. All measure-
ments were carried out in a dielectric regime of electric field influence to avoid
possible EHD instabilities.
Two types of sandwich-like liquid crystal cells with open edges were used in the

described experiments. In the cell of the first type [21, 25, 26] shown in Figure 7.7,
the rectangular channel of a constant thickness (h¼ 105mm) was formed and one of
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the inner electrodes was subdivided into different electrically isolated stripped
electrodes. This made it possible to apply different electric voltages to different parts
of the cell to induce a step-like nonhomogeneity in the direction of theflow. The cell of
a variable gap (30–210mm) described in Chapter 3 was also used as the second type of
cells to study the optical response at different voltages and variable layer thicknesses.
It was characterized by nonhomogeneity in the direction normal to the flow. This cell
can be approximated by a number of channels of a different thickness acted upon by
the same pressure gradientG(t)¼DP(t)/L, where L is the length of the channel (this
parameter was equal to 2.5 and 1.0 cm for the cells of the first and of the second type,
respectively). Both cells can be considered real prototypes of sensitive elements of
liquid crystal sensors with a number of optical channels of different sensitivity
controlled via electricfield (thefirst type) or via thickness in combinationwith electric
field (the second type).
The setups used in experiments were essentially the same as that described in

Chapter 3. They provided registration of changes of intensity of polarized light
induced by a low-frequency pressure gradientG¼G0 sin(2pft). In some experiments
with the cell of the first type, the optical response was simultaneously recorded from
different optical channels, corresponding to the different stripes. So, it was possible
to compare the phase shift between optical signals obtained at different voltages.
As far as the experiments described in Chapter 3 are concerned, the applied

pressure gradient G induces the oscillating Poiseuille flow with a quasiparabolic
velocity profile and distortions of an initial homeotropic structure described by the
angle q(z, t). Electric voltage applied to the cell acts as a factor stabilizing the initial
orientation.
The typical time dependence of the intensity of a polarized light passing through

the LC cell of the second type under the action of low-frequency pressure variations
DP(t) in the presence of electric field is shown in Figure 7.8.
The nonlinear character of I(t) dependencies is connected with an interference

between an extraordinary ray and ordinary one and can be excluded [25, 26] by
transforming I(t) into d(t) dependencies as it was described in Chapter 3. So, it is

Figure 7.7 Liquid crystal cell with stripped electrodes; different
voltagesUi applied to stripped electrodes provide variation of the
cell sensitivity. (After Pasechnik and Torchinskaya [21].)
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reasonable to use d(t) dependencies to compare experimental results with linear
theory predictions. An example of such transformation is presented in Figure 7.8.
Contrary to the I(t) dependence, the time dependence of the phase difference d(t) can
be described by a simple harmonic like a law, which reflects the linear regime of
motion of a director. Indeed, our experiments have shown that the general result of a
linear theory, namely, dm� (DP)2 (see Equations 7.1 and 7.2), is in an accordancewith
experimental dependencies obtained at variations of a pressure amplitude, frequen-
cy, and layer thickness both in the absence and in the presence of electric field.
Theoretical analysis performed in the framework of a linear hydrodynamic model

(Chapter 3) has shown that the electric field application to the LC layer with De> 0
leads to two main consequences. First, it decreases the amplitude of the director
distortion, induced by a pressure gradient. Second, it effectively suppresses the phase
shift between the orientation and pressure oscillations, so a quasistationary regime of
motion can be realized [23, 26]. One can see it in Figure 7.9 by comparing the
calculated profiles of �in-phase� (qr) and �antiphase� (qi) parts of function q (z, t)
describing a dynamic linear response of the LC layer (see Equations 3.35 to 3.37).
The similar effects take place under local thickness variations [23].
The case shown in Figure 7.9b (qi� qr) corresponds to the quasistationary regime

of the director motion. One can use the inequality mw�wE (the parameters m and
wE are defined in Section 3.4.3.2) to estimate the electric voltage needed to realize the
quasistationary regime at the given frequency of oscillationw. An example of such an
estimate is given in Figure 7.10, where the frequency wE of a director relaxation in a
strong electric field is shown as a function of electric voltage U. The quasistationary

Figure 7.8 Timedependencies of light intensity I(t) and phase difference d(t);
ZhK616, LC cell of the second type. (After Pasechnik et al. [25].)
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regime will be achieved at U�U0. The boundary voltage U0 increases with the
frequency of oscillations as shown in Figure 7.10.
As it was shown in [21, 25] in the case of a quasistationary linear oscillatingflow, the

dependence of the phase difference d on electric voltage can be described by the
universal function F(pl):

d � hq2i � FðplÞ; ð7:6Þ
where hq2i the average value of q2(z, t) and the universal function F(pl) for the case
De> 0 can be written as

FðplÞ ¼ 1

ðpl6Þ
pl

4sh2ðplÞ sh2pl�2pl½ � þ 2 1�pl
chðplÞ
shðplÞ

� �
þ ðplÞ2

2

( )
; ð7:7Þ

Figure 7.9 Profiles of �in-phase� (qr – solid lines) and �antiphase�
(qi – dotted lines) parts of q (z, t) function. ZhK654, DP0¼ 33 Pa,
f¼ 0.286Hz; (a) U¼ 6.3 V, (b) U¼ 12.6 V; �z ¼ z=h.

Figure 7.10 Dependence of frequency wE on electric voltage U.
The boundary voltage U0 of the quasistationary regime is
determined by intersection of this dependence and the straight
line corresponding to the given value mw. ZhK654
( f1¼ 0.092Hz s, f2¼ 0.286Hz).
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where

pl ¼ U
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0 De
k33

s
¼ p

2
U
UF

� �
; l ¼ h=2:

From the view point of possible practical applications of LC cells as sensors of
mechanical vibrations controlled by electric field, it is important to note that the
function F(pl) does not depend on viscosity coefficients. It gives the opportunity to
calculate the degree of field influence on the mechanooptic response of LC layer in a
very simple way (one has to know only the k33/De value for such calculation). An
analysis of experimental results obtained has shown that this universal behavior
really takes place for low-frequency oscillations. The comparison between the theory
predictions and the experimental results, obtained for ZhK616 (LC cell of the second
type) and ZhK654 (LC cell of the first type) at varying experimental parameters is
shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. One can see that dm(U) dependencies are satisfac-
torily described by the universal function mentioned above.
The existence of a quasistationary regime of a director motion plays an essential

role in the application of LC cells for determining instant values of time-dependent
pressure gradients G(t) by processing the dynamic optical response I(t) in the
framework of simple equations such as (7.3).
Experimentally, such possibility was confirmed by the results of investigations of

mechanooptical effects in the layer of ZhK654 stabilized by electric field [25, 26]. An
example of the dynamic optical phase delay d extracted from I(t) dependence as a
function of the current pressure difference DP(t) applied to the stripped cell and
simultaneously registered in experiments by the independent pressure sensor is
shown in Figure 7.13. In these experiments, the optical response I(t) was obtained
from the third segment of the cell stabilized by voltage U3. The existence of simple
dependence d(t)�DP2(t) makes it possible to fulfill the inverse transformation

Figure 7.11 Universal dependence of the normalized phase delay
dm(U)/dm (U	 ¼ 3.5 V) on voltage for ZhK616: (
) G¼ 2230Pa/m;
(&)G¼ 1170 Pa/m; f¼ 0.04Hz.; (solid line) theoretical dependence.
(After Pasechnik et al. [25].)
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DG(t)¼DP(t)/L¼F[d(t)]. Such transformation does not depend on frequency in the
range corresponding to the quasistationary regime.
Breaking off a quasistationary regime results in a hysteresis loop, shown in

Figure 7.14a, which arises due to a phase shift between the optical response and
the pressure oscillations. This shift can be excluded from the account as shown in

Figure 7.12 Universal theoretical dependence and experimental
values of dm(U)/dm(U	 ¼ 10.5 V) (for ZhK654: (.) G¼ 2000Pa/m,
f¼ 0.29Hz; (&) G¼ 3200 Pa/m, f¼ 0.29Hz; (þ ) G¼ 3200Pa/m,
f¼ 0.092Hz. (After Pasechnik et al. [25].)

Figure 7.13 Dependence of optical phase delay d(t) on the instant
pressure difference DP(t) (DP0 is an amplitude value of DP(t)) (a)
and time dependence of the pressure difference (b) registered
by the independent pressure sensor; ZhK654, U3¼ 15.7 V.
(After Torchinskaya [26].)
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Figure 7.14b. In practice, such procedure is available for periodic processes with a
well-defined frequency. On the contrary, the restoration of the instant pressure
gradient is possible via experimental calibration of the cell at different frequencies
and fields. Results of such calibration providing determination of the dynamic range
of the pressure gradient registered via the stripped cell mentioned above are
presented in Table 7.1.
One can see that using stabilizing electric field makes it possible to increase the

ratio Gmax/Gmin to more than 50 corresponding to a rather wide dynamic range. An
additional use of stabilizing electric field can also essentially improve the inertial

Figure 7.14 Optical phase delay d(t) as a function of the instant
pressure difference DP(t); ZhK654, U3¼ 5.2 V, f¼ 0.286Hz;
(a) results obtained via direct measurements demonstrate
hysteresis at increasing anddecreasing pressuredifference shown
by arrows; (b) the same results after phase shifting of d(t)
dependence. (After Torchinskaya [26].)
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properties of LC cell (even in the region of relatively high values of local thickness).
Moreover, it is useful for the suppression of hydrodynamic instabilities that can take
place in the studied geometry (see Chapter 3).The additional variation of the layer
thickness seems to be the best variant for the elaboration of LC sensors of an
extremely wide dynamic range (Gmax/Gmin is about 1000).

7.3
Liquid Crystal Sensors of Pressure, Acceleration, Vibrations, and Inclination

The optical response of liquid crystals to the applied pressure gradient and its
dependence on electric field described above can be used in electrically controlled LC
sensors of different types. Below we will consider basic principles of operation and
possible constructions of such devices. Estimates of some important characteristics
of the sensors will also be presented.

7.3.1
Liquid Crystal Sensors of Differential Pressure

Sensors of differential pressure based on different physical phenomena are extreme-
ly useful in various branches of modern industry [1–3]. The main peculiarities of LC
sensors [18, 29, 30], which make them differ from analogous devices, are a high
threshold sensitivity and electrically controlled characteristics. It is obvious that
liquid crystal cells with open edges described above can be considered the simplest
example of differential pressure sensors. In particular, they are proposed to register
the air pressure difference applied directly to free surfaces of liquid crystals in open
tubes connected to the channel. The optical response of such sensors is determined

Table 7.1 Limits Gmin and Gmax of the dynamic range of pressure
gradients at different frequencies and voltages calculated in
accordance with Equations 7.3 and 7.4.

f¼ 0.286Hz f¼ 0.092Hz

U (V) Gmin (Pa/m) Gmax (Pa/m) Gmin (Pa/m) Gmax (Pa/m)

1.6 101.9 404.0 52.52 208.2
3.4 130.5 517.1 93.13 369.1
5.2 173.8 688.6 144.6 573.2
6.9 234.9 930.9 218.5 866.1
8.7 321.3 1273 326.6 1294
10.5 478.1 1895 496.0 1966
12.3 586.7 2325 603.0 2390
14 816.5 3236 675.7 2678
15.7 969.0 3841 894.4 3545
17.6 1236 4897 1155 4577

Data are obtained via experimental calibration of the stripped cell filled with ZhK654.
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by a number of geometrical parameters (such as the size of channel and open tubes)
and the applied voltage U. These parameters can be varied to optimize the technical
characteristics of the sensor depending on a particular application. For example, in
accordance with results presented in (7.2), one way to achieve themaximal threshold
sensitivity of the sensor is to increase the gap (h) of the channel and (or) decrease its
length (L). The increase in h is restricted by breaking the initial single domain
homeotropic structure of LC layer. In practice, a perfect homeotropic orientation is
realized in layers with a thickness smaller than 200–300mm.
The decrease in the channel length is restricted by two factors. First, there are some

transitional regions of the length zt with a nonstabilized velocity profile. For a channel
of a rectangular cross section, this length is expressed as [31]

Vt � 4h0 �Re; ð7:8Þ
where h0 – hydrodynamic radius-ratio of flow section square to perimeter, for
rectangular channel = h/2; Re – the Reynolds number is expressed as

Re ¼ hvi4h0
hk

: ð7:9Þ

For the case under consideration, the average velocity hvi is proportional to the
pressure gradient:

hvðtÞi ¼ h02

12 �h3

DPðtÞ
L

; ð7:10Þ

where kinematic (hk) and dynamic (hs) viscosities are connected in the usualmanner
(hs¼rhk, r is a density). The estimates made in Ref. [31] for a 200mm thick MBBA
layer under the action of pressure gradient 104 Pa/mhave shown that the transitional
length zt is about 0.13mm. The channel length has to essentially exceed this value to
be sure that simple expressions presented above can be applied to the differential
pressure sensor.
The second reason that restricts the length of the channel is related to inertial

properties of liquid crystals. Indeed, a director in each element of flowing LC has to
get enough time to change it s orientation. It results in the next inequality

tn ¼ w�1
n � tv ¼ ðL=hviÞ; ð7:11Þ

where the characteristic frequency of a directormotionwn is defined in Section 3.4.3.2
and the time of flow through the channel tv can be estimated using Equations 5.78,
5.79 and 7.10. In the absence of the field and typical thickness h¼ 100mm, the
inequality (7.11) will be valid for channels longer than 1 cm at a pressure difference
equal to 1Pa.Theelectricfield application results indecrease in characteristic timeand
possibly the length of the channel. It is also accompanied by an increase in the
threshold sensitivity and extension of the dynamic range of registered pressure. At the
same time, the increase in the pressure difference and the layer thickness results in a
corresponding increase in L. Estimates have shown that the channel length of about 1
mm can be considered as theminimal reasonable value at registration of the pressure
difference in the range 0.1–10Pa even when using stabilizing electric field.
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The correct estimate of the frequency range of the registered pressure
difference is also of great importance from the point of view of practical
applications. Such estimate can be made on the basis of simple models and
calculations presented in Chapter 3. In particular, a low-frequency limit (fmin) of
the range is defined by inequality (3.30) obtained for a wedge-like cell. It can be
rewritten as

T � 48p2D2L
Aðhmax þ h0Þðh2max þ h20Þ

hs

rg

� �
; ð7:12Þ

where T¼ 1/f is the period of pressure oscillations, hmax (h0) is the maximal
(minimal) layer thickness, A is the width of the channel, and D is the diameter
of open tubes with the free surface of LCs.
It is obvious from (7.12) that a low-frequency limit can be easily regulated with a

proper choice of the geometrical size of the channel and tubes. For example, for the
size A¼ 3 cm, L¼ 3mm, hmax¼ 200mm, h0¼ 50mm and typical values of the shear
viscosity (hs¼ 0.1 Pa s) and the density (r¼ 103 kg/m3), one can get T� 4500 s and
T� 180 s for D¼ 1 cm and D¼ 2mm, respectively. So, it is possible to apply LC
sensors for the registration of weak low-frequency pressure oscillations as the
sensitivity of LC layer is maximal in a quasistationary regime simply realized in
this case. Further decrease in the low-frequency limit can be achieved by using the
relatively narrow channel of a constant gap. For example, atA¼ L¼ 3mm,D¼ 1 cm,
hmax¼ h0¼ 100mm, the maximal period of oscillation has to be lower than 105 s. In
the last case, a sensor can operate both as the sensor of extremely low-frequency
pressure difference and as the sensor of a steady pressure that maintains its
characteristics for a long time. It can be of great importance for some particular
applications of LC sensors as will be shown below.
The upper limit of the frequency range of LC sensors is mostly determined by the

threshold sensitivity needed for a particular application. A general feature of such
devices is the decrease in the latter parameter with frequency (see, for example,
Table 7.1). The phase shift between the optical response and the applied pressure
difference arising at high frequencies due to a break in the quasistationary regimeof a
directormotion also prevents the use of LC sensors. A decrease in the layer thickness
or application of strong electric fields needed to restore a quasistationary regime
results in corresponding increase in the low limit of the registered pressure
difference. So, the optimization of the sensor characteristics is possible in the given
field of their application.
In many cases, a separation of a liquid crystal from the surrounding environment

is needed. It can be done with the help of both limp diaphragms and elastic ones. A
possible approximate construction of the electrically controlled differential pressure
sensor of the latter type is shown in Figure 7.15.
This technical decision leads the above-mentioned possibilities of controlling the

technical parameters of LC sensors. Namely, the layer of a nematic liquid crystal of a
variable thickness is used to get a broad dynamic range of the sensor. It also makes
possible the visual registration of the applied pressure difference due to the sharp
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boundary separating the undistorted region of LC layer and the region where the
orientational changes are strong enough to induce variation of local optical properties
(e.g., birefringenece). The additional control of the boundary position (or the local
optical response) is possible via application of electric voltage. In the construction
shown in Figure 7.15, different voltages can be applied to the separate electrodes into
two parts of the cell. It provides a fine regulation of the optical response to the applied
pressure difference.
Contrary to the case of simple liquid crystal sensors described above, technical

parameters of differential pressure sensors are determined by a number of additional
parameters. In particular, elasticity of the membranes separating a liquid crystal and
surrounding environment has to be small enough to transmit the pressure difference
to the channelfilledwith LCs. In experiments, the best results were obtained specially
for membranes made of a chemically stable rubber. They provided transmission of a
pressure difference as small as 0.1 Pa at the membrane diameter of about 1 cm. The
sensitivity of the sensor can be essentially increased by usingmembranes with larger
diameters. Nevertheless, it also leads to an increase in the sensor sizes and LC
amount.Otherways of optimization are essentially the same as those described above
for the simpler LC sensors.
Taking into account the estimates, we can conclude that using liquid crystals helps

elaborate on extremely sensitive and electrically controlled differential pressure
sensors. It is possible to achieve the minimal value of the registered pressure
difference of about 0.1 Pa, which is two orders of magnitude lower than for the
most industrial sensors of comparable sizes used for low-pressure measurements
(see, for example, the sensor MPXV 5004, Motorolla, which provides measurements
in the range 0–4 kPa with 1.5% accuracy).

Figure 7.15 The possible construction of the liquid crystal sensor
of pressure: (1) a body; (2) nematic liquid crystal; (3, 4) chambers;
(5, 6) membranes; (7) a capillary; (8) a polarized light source;
(9) a photodetector; (10, 11) glass plates; (12) current-conducting
coating; (13) a boundary between distorted and undistorted
regions of a liquid crystal.
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7.3.2
Liquid Crystal Sensors of Acceleration, Vibrations, and Inclination

The differential pressure sensors described above are based on the optical response
of LC layer to a pressure gradient arising due to the applied pressure difference.
Indeed, such gradient can be produced by accelerated mechanical motion of LC cell
due to inertia forces. The principle of operation and the possible construction of the
linear acceleration sensor are shown in Figure 7.16.
The main peculiarity of the sensor construction in comparison with the simplest

pressure gradient sensors considered above is the existence of two channels (1 and 2)
of different length (L1 and L2) and gap (h1 and h2). It is done to increase the sensitivity
of the sensor to the linear acceleration a that induces the flow of LC in the channels
due to inertia forces. As shown in Chapter 5, the hydrodynamic resistance R of the
channel is proportional to h3L. So, with a proper choice of h1 and h2, the resistance of
the first channel R1 can be made essentially smaller than that of the second channel
R2 even in the case L2¼ L1 shown in Figure 7.16. In this case, a pressure gradient G
arising in channel 2 due to inertia forces is expressed as

G ¼ ar
L1
L2

: ð7:13Þ

The minimal value of the acceleration amin registered by the sensor is determined
by a low-limitGmin of the pressure gradient range considered above. The estimates
made in accordance with (7.13) give forGmin¼ 1 Pa/m and L1/L2¼ 10 acceleration
amin � 10�4m s�2� 10�5g, where g is acceleration of gravity. It is much better than
for the most accelerometers operating in an infrasound frequency range. For
example, the piezo sensor 626 AX

	
4 (PSB, USA) with a mass of 0.635 kg used for

monitoring of buildings provides a range of acceleration �0.5g at frequencies
0.03–500Hz. It corresponds to a low limit of the range about 5 10�3g at a typical
accuracy of 1%. So, a highly sensitive linear acceleration sensor can be realized on
the basis of liquid crystals. Maximal linear sizes of such sensor are determined by
the length L1 equal to 3 cm at L2¼ 3mm in the considered example. Of course, both
electric field and channel 2 of a variable gap can be used to optimize the technical
characteristics of the sensor.

Figure 7.16 Linear acceleration sensor: principle of operation and construction.
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The described sensor is also applicable for the registration of low-frequency
vibration. The amplitude a0 of the acceleration produced by periodic vibrations is
connected with the amplitude of displacement X0 (a0¼X0w2). The minimal value of
the registered amplitude of vibrations can be estimated as 100mm at frequency
f¼ 0.15Hz (w� 1) and the parameters of the channel mentioned above. This value
essentially depends on frequency and can be decreased by increasing the ratio L1/L2.
The technical decision illustrated in Figure 7.16 also elaborates on highly sensitive

electrically controlled sensors of relatively small inclinations. In the case of small
angles of inclination a, the pressure gradient G is expressed as

G ¼ gr
L1
L2

a: ð7:14Þ

Estimates made in accordance with (7.14) show extremely high sensitivity of such
sensors to inclination (theminimal registered angle is of order 200 atGmin¼ 1 Pa/m,
and L1/L2¼ 10). It is essentially better than the typical value of industrially
produced inclonometers of comparable sizes (see, for example, ZEROTRONIC
inclination sensors). The typical optical response of LC inclinometers and the
dependence of the inclination angle on the optical phase delay are presented in
Figures 7.17 to 7.19.
This dependence confirms rather high sensitivity of the LC inclinometer. At the

same time, the dynamic range of registered inclination angles is rather narrow, and a
number of interference maxima arise with an increase in a. So, using stabilizing
electric field seems to be very useful. In particular, this makes it possible to provide a
simple shape of I(t) dependence as shown in Figure 7.18.
Calibration curves for the inverse dependences a(d) obtained by processing the

optical response in the absence and presence of electric field are shown in Fig-
ures 7.19 and 7.20.
It is obvious that electric control of the sensor calibration curve becomes effective

even when a relatively low electric voltage is applied. It affords good prospects for the
elaboration of wide range LC inclination sensors.
It is worth noting that the operating time of the sensors of inclination is restricted

by the characteristic time Tfl, which can be estimated in the same manner as a low-
frequency limit of the pressure sensor expressed by inequality (7.12). Indeed, the
initial pressure difference,

DP0 ¼ grL1a; ð7:15Þ
arising at the initial inclination of the sensor will be slowly decreased due to the flow
of LCs in the channel. The value of this decreasing DPfl can be expressed as

DPfl ¼ 2gr
Q
S
Tfl; ð7:16Þ

whereQ is the instantaneous rate offlow, proportional to the pressure gradient (7.14).
The operating time of the sensor is defined by inequality

DPfl � DP0: ð7:17Þ
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By using (7.14) to (7.17) and the corresponding expression for Q presented in
Chapter 3, it is simple to estimate the operating time of the sensor. In particular, for
channel 2 of a constant gap h2, we will obtain

Tfl � 6hsSL2
rgh32A

: ð7:18Þ

Figure 7.17 Dynamic response I(t) of the inclination sensor on an
abrupt increase in the inclination angle a (up to values 5.50 and
16.60) and the forthcoming abrupt decreasing of a to zero; the
data were obtained in the absence of electric field.
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It results in Tfl� 3.6 103 s at h2¼ 100mm, A¼ 3mm, S¼ h1, A¼ 6mm2, hs¼ 0.1
Pa s, r¼ 103 kg/m3. Such operation time is rather long enough for a number of
possible applications.
At last, we would like tomention that the construction shown in Figure 7.16 is well

suited for LC sensors of an angular acceleration e. It is enough to totally fill the closed
channel with a liquid crystal. In this case, the accelerated rotation of the sensor will
induce the flow of LC relative to the channel. Contrary to the case of a linear
acceleration and inclination sensors, this flow in the closed channel will not be
change during rotation with a constant acceleration e. The pressure gradient acting

Figure 7.18 The I(t) dependences obtained in the presence of stabilizing electric field (U¼ 10 V).

Figure 7.19 Calibration curve a(d) for LC sensor of inclination in the absence of electric field.
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on channel 2 can be expressed in the simplest way for the circular closed channel 1
with a radius R:

G ¼ 2pR2

L2
re: ð7:19Þ

The minimal value of registered angular acceleration strongly depends on R. For
R¼ 10 cm and L2¼ 3mm, it is of order 10�4 c�2 for the threshold sensitivity of the
second channel Gmin� 1 Pa/m.

7.4
Liquid Crystals for the Control of Liquid and Gas Flows

One of the prospective applications of liquid sensors described above is the control of
liquid and gas flows. Over 40% of all liquid, gas, and steam measurements made in
industry are still accomplished using common types of differential pressure flow-
meters [32]. In most cases, it is needed to create an annular restriction in a pipeline
with the help of orifice plate, Venturi tube, or nozzle to provide the pressure difference
between the pressure upstream and pressure downstream of these elements. The
increase in the velocity at the restriction causes a corresponding increase in the
pressure difference. So, measurements of the latter parameter can be used to
determine the instantaneous rate of flow and the overall consumption in pipelines.
One of the major advantages of the differential pressure flowmeters is that the

measurement uncertainty can be predicted without the need for calibration if it is
manufactured and installed in accordance with one of the international standards
covering these devices. In addition, this type of differential pressure flowmeter is
simple, has no moving parts, and is therefore reliable. The main disadvantages of
these devices are their limited range (typically 3 : 1), the permanent pressure drop

Figure 7.20 Calibration curve a(d) for LC sensor of inclination in
the presence of low electric voltage (U¼ 5 V).
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they produce in the pipeline (which can result in higher pumping costs), and their
sensitivity to installation effects (which can be minimized using straight lengths of
pipe before and after the flowmeter) [32].
Liquid crystal differential pressure sensors seem to be very promising for the

control of flows due to high sensitivity. In principle, this makes it possible to avoid
some disadvantages mentioned above.
A general scheme of the connection of the liquid crystal differential pressure

sensor with a pipeline is shown in Figure 7.21.
The pressure difference DP applied to the sensor can be produced in two ways. In

the case of laminar flows through the pipelines (of radius R) and of a constant cross
section, the viscous losses DPvis play a dominant role. This can be expressed by the
Poiseuille formula

DP ¼ 8hsL
pR4

Q: ð7:20Þ

It is most important to estimate the viscous losses in flows of water as a liquid. At
R¼ 1 cm, L¼ 10 cm, hs¼ 10�3 Pa s, we will obtain the value of DPvis about 1 Pa for
Q¼ 2 l/min. The corresponding Reynolds number Re equal to 2000 is close to the
critical value Rec� 2300 at which turbulence can arise in the flow of liquid through
the pipeline with smooth walls. So, a very sensitive differential manometer has to be
used to control the laminar flow of water in such pipeline. In principle, such device
can bemade on the basis of the liquid crystal differential pressure sensors described
above. As LC pressure sensors have a limited operating time, a special decision has to
be made for the control of one-directional flow of long duration. For example, it was
proposed [33] to provide periodic changes in the direction of the pressure gradient via
the use of special unit as shown in Figure 7.22.
The inversion of the direction of a pressure gradient is achieved with the help of a

two-way valve.
As it follows from Equation 7.20 and estimates made, the control of laminar flows

via registration of the viscous losses is suitable for pipelines of relatively small
diameters (�2 cm in the case of water). In this case, LC sensors show advantages in

Figure 7.21 General scheme of application of LC differential sensor to control flows in a pipeline.
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comparison with analogous devices [2] due to high sensitivity to the pressure
difference. In the case of turbulent flows through a pipeline of a large diameter,
the special inserts (orifice plates or conical Venturi tubes) have to be used (the
example of the conical insert is shown in Figure 7.22). The description and technical
characteristics of such units can be found in special literature. As usual, there is no
simple connection between the pressure losses DPturb and the instant flow rate
similar to (7.20). In the first approximation, DPturb�Q2. So, a wide dynamic range of
the registered pressure has to be realized to provide a relatively narrow range of an
instantflow rate. For LC sensors, it can be achieved by using electricfields or (and) the
cells of a variable gap.
An alternative technical decision was proposed in [34] for registration of flows. It is

based on vortex separation at the flow of liquid or gases round the obstacle. This
phenomenon is widely used in vortex shedding flowmeters, which shows a steady
acceptance of flow measurement technique [35]. Such sensors have a number of
important advantages in comparison with the alternative flow sensors. Namely, their
moving parts produce a frequency output that varies linearly with a flow rate over a
wide range of Reynolds numbers. The vortex meter has a very simple construction,
provides accuracy (1% or better) comparable to higher priced techniques, and works
equally well on liquids and gases. Industrial vortex sheddingflowmeters are normally
available in pipe sizes ranging from 15 to 300mm (1/2–12 in.). A typical range
0.06–2.2 l/s for water flows in a 15 mm pipe [35] is achievable. A lower limit of this
range corresponds to themean velocity flow of about 0.5m/s. Using highly sensitive
LC cells makes it possible to decrease this value.

Figure 7.22 Scheme of the use of LC differential pressure
sensor for the control of flows in pipelines: (1) Venturi tube;
(2, 3) chambers with LC; (4) membranes; (5, 6) connected tubes;
(7) two-way valve; (8) thin capillary with LC; (9) photon-coupled
pair; (10) liquid crystal. (After Orlov et al. [32].)
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The scheme of the liquid crystal sensor of a vortex flowmeter is shown in
Figure 7.23.
The liquid crystal cell is placed into the cylinder and connected with its outer

surface by two slits filledwith a liquid crystal and is separated from the flowingmedia
by a limp diaphragm. The flow around the cylinder results in vortex separation and
periodic pressure difference acted on the diaphragms and transformed to a liquid
crystal cell. The frequency of the vortex separation f is determined as

f ¼ Sv
D

; ð7:21Þ

where D is diameter of a cylinder, v is flow velocity, and S is the Strouhal number
equal to 0.19 for Reynolds numbers 500<Re< 105. So, the measurement of the
frequency f helps determine the flow velocity v. For D¼ 1 cm, v¼ 0.1m/s, the
frequency f is about 2 Hz at a pressure amplitude, DP�rv2/2 is equal to about 5 Pa
for a water flow. Such parameters are suit well for the registration with the help of LC
cell, as it was shown above. It does not hold for gas flows of the same velocity due to
essentially small values of r and DP. It is worthwhile to note that the given decision
makes it possible to delete the special unit shown inFigure 7.22 andneeded to change
the pressure gradient direction. Sensors of such type can be used both in pipelines
and in open flows of liquids.

7.5
Application of Liquid Crystals for Detecting and Visualizing Acoustic Fields

As it was shown above, the linear response of a liquid crystal layer to the action of a
pressure gradient that operates LC sensors decreases essentially with increasing
frequency and becomes negligible at frequencies f¼ 103–104Hz. Nevertheless, it is
well known that liquid crystals can be used for the registration and visualization of
acoustic fields of ultrasonic frequencies. One can find a number of original papers
and some reviews (see, for example, Refs [20, 36, 37]) devoted to this topic. The
substantial interest this problemhas drawn is about different possible applications of

Figure 7.23 Scheme of the liquid crystal sensor of a vortex
flowmeter: (1) a hollow cylinder, slits filled with LC; (2) LC cell;
(3) separating limp diaphragm; (4) a capacity transducer
(or photon-coupled pair).
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the acoustooptical phenomena. In particular, it would be very desirable to find a
simple and effective way to visualize acoustic fields passing through liquid-like
nontransparentmediawith some objects inside to get an acoustic image of this object
using a liquid crystal screen. If realized, such technique can be rather attractive not
only for industry but also for ultrasonic diagnostics widely used in modern med-
icine [38]. In the latter case, a high sensitivity of the screen plays the key role as the
intensity Ia of diagnostic ultrasound is strictly limited (not more than 10mW/cm2 at
typical frequencies 3–15MHz). Though this value is comparable to the sensitivity of
LCcells with relatively thick (100–200mm)homeotropic layers of a nematic phase [37,
39], it can be insufficient to register an ultrasonic wave passing through biological
tissues due to the strong attenuation of ultrasound. It was found that the maximal
sensitivity of LC cells to the ultrasound (as in the case of low-frequency vibrations)
couldbeprovidedusingpolarized light passing through thehomeotropicLC layer [37,
39]. The sensitivity can be essentially improved at oblique incidence of ultrasonic
wave relative to the normal of the LCcell [40]. The analogous effect can be obtained via
the additional destabilization of a nematic layer by electric field [39] or bymechanical
vibrations [41]. The second problem arising in industrial and biomedical applications
of acoustooptical phenomena in liquid crystals is related to the narrowdynamic range
of LC cells relative to the registered ultrasonic intensities. Finally, a lateral resolution
of acoustic images visualized through liquid crystals is not very high. In particular,
stationary shear flows induced by ultrasound in a nematic layer are not strictly
localized [37]. To some extent, this problem can be solved by dividing the entire LC
panel into small separate subcells [42].
Now, we intend to show that the basic idea of the additional use of stabilizing and

destabilizing electromagnetic fields can be successfully applied to control the
technical parameters of LC acoustooptical sensors and screens applied for the
registration, visualization, and mapping of acoustic fields of ultrasonic frequency
range. Such an idea is applicable to the sensors based on nematic liquid crystals. So,
the acoustooptical effects in cholesteric liquid crystals [36, 37] are out of scope of our
consideration.

7.5.1
Acoustic Flows in Liquid Crystals

In spite of a long history of investigations of acoustooptical effects in liquid crystals,
their theoretical description has not yet been considered [43–46]. The strict quan-
titative solution of the problem [45, 46] includes the calculation of propagation of an
ultrasonic wave through the multilayer system (liquid–solid–liquid crystal–liquid).
Results of such calculations strongly depend not only on viscoelastic parameters of a
liquid crystal but also on mechanical properties and size of solid substrate that
confine liquid crystals. A schematic representation of acoustic waves in a liquid
crystal cell [45] is given in Figure 7.24.
Physical mechanisms of interaction of ultrasonic waves with a liquid crystal media

resulting in steady changes in orientational structure and optical properties is of key
importance to the problem under consideration. There were a number of attempts to
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explain acoustooptical phenomena in nematics [40, 47, 48]. At present, steady acoustic
flows arising in LC layer are considered as themost probable reason of acoustooptical
phenomena [20, 40, 49]. In a general case of oblique incidence of sound, the steady
acoustic flows schematically shown in Figure 7.25 are created via the action of both
longitudinal and overdamped shear waves propagating in z-direction [49].
Analogous flows are well known for isotropic liquids. In this case, they originate

from nonlinear convective stresses sij�hrvivji averaged in time that can be deter-
mined from Navier–Stokes equations.
The anisotropic character of viscoelastic properties of liquid crystals makes

corresponding solution essentially more complicated. Moreover, some declinations
from classic Leslie–Erickson theory at ultrasonic frequencies connected with relax-
ation phenomena (Chapter 4) can contribute to both linear and nonlinear acoustic
phenomena. The mentioned factors prevent the strict quantitative calculations
needed for comparisonwith the experimental data. Nevertheless, there are a number
of similar properties of shear flows induced by a pressure gradient and ultrasonic
waves important for practical applications. In particular, the homeotropic orientation
turns out to be the most sensitive to the influence of ultrasonic waves, as it was
mentioned above. In the case of oblique incidence of sound, a steady acousticflow in a

Figure 7.24 Schematic representation of a
liquid crystal cell and sound waves traveling
through it. Solid lines indicate the longitudinal
sound waves that are produced as original
sound wave propagates forward from the
bottom/first layer represented with letter f in
superscripts and the backward-propagating

sound waves created by reflection at interfaces
represented by letter b in superscripts. The
change in the direction of the waves at each layer
interface is required by Snell�s law. In solid
glass layers, the dashed lines represent the
transverse sound waves. (After Malanoski
et al. [45].)
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homeotropic LC cell shown in Figure 7.25 is characterized by the velocity v(2)

expressed from the next differential equation [49]

h1
d3vð2Þx

dz3
ffi r

d2hvxvzi
dz2

; ð7:22Þ

where hvxvzi is the average value of the combination of linear velocities in longitu-
dinal (vz) and shear (vx) waves. So, there is no threshold in action of both the low-
frequency pressure gradient and the ultrasonic wave on the initial homeotropic
structure of a liquid crystal. The functional dependence of the intensity I of polarized
light on the layer thickness h(I� h14) is also the same as in the case of small linear
deformations of a homeotropic layer under a steady Poiseuille flow.
The above-mentioned analogies confirm the possibility of controlling the optical

response of a homeotropic layer on the ultrasonic wave via the variation of the layer
thickness and application of electric field as in the case of Poiseuille flows. While the
first possibility is well investigated [37], the action of electric (magnetic) fields on
acoustooptical effects was studied in experiments only rarely [20, 39, 50–55].

7.5.2
Acoustooptical Effects on Liquid Crystals in the Presence of Electric and Magnetic Fields

The general geometry of experiments on the action of an ultrasound wave on a
homeotropic LC layer in the presence of electric or (and) magnetic fields is shown in
Figure 7.26.
In this geometry, an ultrasonic wave (with a wave vector q) acted on the sealed or

open edge of the LC cell under propagation in the plane of the layer. It essentially
differs from the geometry shown in Figures 7.24 and 7.25 with a normal or oblique
incidence of the sound. The acoustic contact was provided by gluing the piezo
transducers directly to the sealed edge of LC cell [50, 51] or by using intermediate
liquidmedia [52, 53]. In the latter case, the LCcell was immersed (partly or totally) in a
liquid. The latter variant [53] is shown in Figure 7.27. It helped study of a combined

Figure 7.25 The structure of steady shear flows generated in
a homeotropic LC cell under oblique incidence of sound.
(After Kozhevnikov [49].)
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action of acoustic and electromagnetic fields on the orientation and the optical
properties of a homeotropic layer. Apeculiar feature of such construction is placing of
the LC cell into the liquid crystal medium that transmits the liquid crystal layer
hydrostatic pressure and ultrasonic vibrations without using any intermediate
material.
In the described experiments, MBBA or the nematic mixture N37 (MBBA : EBBA)

by Charkov production was used to fill the chamber and the LC cell (the layer
thickness h¼ 105� 5mm). The internal surface of one substrate of the cell was coated
with a transparent conductive film. The internal surface of the other substrate had a
conductive reflecting coating. An electric field directed along the x-axis could be
formed by applying a voltage to the cell. The ultrasound vibrations were transmitted
to the open side of the cell from a piezo transducer placed in the XZ-plane. The light

Figure 7.26 General geometry and LC cell used in acoustooptical
experiments under action of electromagnetic fields: (1, 2) glass
substrates; (3) sealed edges; (4) homeotropic layer of LC.

Figure 7.27 Acoustooptical chamber and optical scheme for the
study of a combined action of acoustic and electromagnetic fields
at variation of temperature and pressure. (1) He–Ne laser;
(2) polarizers; (3) beam splitter; (4) glass cone; (5) LC cell;
(6) liquid crystal; (7) photodiode; (8) piezo transducer.
(After Pasechnik et al. [53].)
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propagated along the x-axis and passed twice (due to reflection) through the NLC
layer. The chamber was placed between the electromagnet poles, so the combined
action of acoustic and electromagnetic fields could be investigated.
In the experiment, the time dependence of light intensity changesDI(t) induced by

turning on (off) ultrasonic vibrations of frequency in the presence of magnetic
(electric) field were registered by means of an XY-recorder. In the case of relatively
small amplitudes of voltage Ua applied to the piezo transducer, the deviation of an
orientation from the homeotropic one was small enough and the light intensity
increased for some seconds to the stationary value DIs. Such behavior is demon-
strated in Figure 7.28.
At higher values of the ultrasonic intensity proportional toU2

a or in the presence of
destabilizing electric fields, a number of local extremes DI(t) were registered
(Figure 7.29). Such behavior can be explained by relatively large value of the mean
phase delay (d>p) as in the case of the action of low-frequency pressure gradient.
Results presented in Figures 7.28 and 7.29 show that both magnetic and electric

fields modified static and dynamic characteristics of the acoustooptical response.
Examples of the dependence of the ultrasonically induced stationary variations of
light intensity changes on the magnetic field induction are shown in Figure 7.30.
Data presented are obtained in the vicinity of Fr�eedericksz transition, where

relatively weak stabilizing magnetic field can essentially modify the acoustooptical
response. In particular, it results in a decrease in LC cell sensitivity (Figure 7.29) and
change in response times. Similar results were obtained via registration of acous-
tically induced optical diffraction in the presence of magnetic field [50, 51]. One can
wait for the same effects from a stabilizing action of electric field (in the case of liquid
crystals with a positive value of De) that was confirmed previously for the case of the
interaction of surface waves and electric field [55].

Figure 7.28 Time dependences of light intensity changes induced
by turning on (off) ultrasonic vibrations at different values B
of the magnetic field induction: (1) B¼ 0 T, (2) B¼ 55mT,
(3) B¼ 145mT; N37, T¼ 313, 5 K, P¼ 0.1MPa, UE¼ 0.
(After Pasechnik [54].)
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In contrast, destabilizing electric field at voltages U lower than Fr�eedericksz
transition voltage UF leads to an increase (up to some times) in sensitivity of LC
cell [52, 54]. It is in accordance with the results [39] obtained previously for different
experimental geometries. At the same time, the application of destabilizing electric
field results in a slowdown of relaxation processes taking place at this orientational
transformation (Fr�eedericksz transition). The critical increase in the director relax-

Figure 7.29 Light intensity changes DI(t) induced by turning on
ultrasonic vibrations (Ua¼ 20 V) at destabilizing electric field
UE¼ 4.6 V and stabilizing magnetic field of different values of
induction; (1) B¼ 0; (2) 6.4mT; (3) 18.4mT; (4) 40.3mT.
N37, T¼ 300 K. (After Pasechnik [54].)

Figure 7.30 Dependences of the ratio DIs(B)/DIs(B¼ 0) on the
magnetic field induction in N37 at different temperatures;
DIs – ultrasonically induced stationary changes of light intensity
at low values of a phase delay d<p. (After Pasechnik [54].)
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ation time tn, extracted via acoustooptical investigations is shown in Figure 7.31. In
the vicinity of Fr�eedericksz transition, it is well described by a simple power law [54]

tn � ðDUÞ�1;

which is valid for phase transition of the second order (see Chapter 4).
It is worthwhile to note that the influence of magnetic field on the dynamics of

acoustooptical effects is most pronounced in the vicinity of the Fr�eedericksz
transition, as it is shown in Figure 7.30.
Most of the presented results have found the explanation [53, 54] in the framework

of a simple hydrodynamic model taking into account steady shear flows induced by
ultrasound in a conventional isotropic liquid. It is based on the linearized equation of
the director motion similar to that used above for the description of influence of a
quasistationary Poiseuille flows on a homeotropic layer of LC (see, for example,
Equation 5.93)
To summarize experimental results, one can conclude that electric (magnetic)

fields are possible to modify the stationary and dynamic characteristics of acous-
tooptical effects. It is of interest for practical applications of liquid crystals for
registration, visualization, and mapping of acoustic fields. Such possibility has not
yet been realized.
We can summarize the main results presented in Chapter 7 as follows:

1. Extremelyhighsensitivityofnematic layers totheactionofsteadyandlow-frequency
flows induced by a pressure gradient is very attractive for sensor applications.

2. Linear deformations of the initial homeotropic orientation under flows detected
by polarizing light can be considered as the basicmechanooptical effect providing
the highest threshold sensitivity to the sensors.

Figure 7.31 Dependence of the director relaxation time tn on
DU¼UF�U; in the vicinity of Fr�eedericksz transition. MBBA,
T¼ 300 K, P¼ 50MPa, UF¼ 4.28 V. Straight line: the simple
power law. (After Pasechnik [54].)
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3. The use of stabilizing electric fields is very effective for optimization of technical
characteristics (threshold sensitivity, dynamic range, operating times) of LC
sensors.

4. Variation of the nematic layer thickness combined with electric fields and the use
of a number of optical channels make it possible to propose liquid crystal sensors
of the pressure gradient characterized by the high threshold sensitivity and wide
dynamic range.

5. A number of particular liquid crystal sensors (differential pressure sensors,
sensors of acceleration, vibrations, inclination, liquid, and gas flows) can be
proposed on the basis of pressure gradient sensors.

6. The main advantages of such sensors compared to the analogous ones include
high sensitivity and the possibility of the electric control of characteristics.

7. Liquid crystal sensors based on the flow phenomena are most effective for the
registration of steady or low-frequency mechanical perturbations.

8. At the same time, they can be used for registration, visualization, andmapping of
ultrasonicfields as the latter induce steady acousticflows inside liquid crystal cells.
In this case, the use of electric (magnetic) fields is also effective for the control of
sensor characteristics.
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